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This is Ama-ica.



EXPERIENCE DETROIT'S FINEST!

12 detailed muscle cars on historically

accurate road courses.

'69 Ford Mustang

as driven byi

Dan Gurney]

‘70 Pontiarf Firebird"

as driven by

Jerry Titus

• Eameplay modeled after authentic car performance and •

drivers' genuine racing styles

• Compete against your friends over modem, LAN and internet

• Record and Playback races with built-in 'VCR' feature

• Control real-time Pit Crew activity

Back in the 70’s, cars were really cars.

Engine size ruled. The Firebirdf Camaro'-ancl Mustang were kings, building legends, striking awe in the hearts of drivers. Turn

back time in this thrilling state-of-the-art 3D racing simulation. Experience the rush of racing classic American muscle cars in

the hottest racing game of any era. Pound asphalt on historically accurate road courses. Survive crack-ups in fender crunching

3D collisions, rollovers and spinouts. Go to the wall with the most advanced network and head-to-head modem play.

Experience the American road and American cars the way they were meant to he. Wild!



CUSTOMIZE! FEEL THE REALISM!
Control virtually every possible setting State-of-the-art physics and handling,

ofyour car and race conditions. including realistic rollovers and spinouts.

CRASH!

True 3D collisions and real-time

car damage modeling.

Real Car.

v. \

NEED A HINT? ® 1-300-CALL-2GT
Softw.

m

Trans-Am^Raong: '68-'72'Cl998 SCCA Pto Racing Lid. All Rights Reserved. Created by Errgincoiing Animalion, Inc Published and Distributed by GT InloracUvo SoftwaioCorp.
Tians-Am and the Trarrs*Am logo are registered trademarks of the SCCA Pro Racing Lid. ChGvrolol?Camaro/Pontrac?Fitobird^emDterns and body design are General Motors
Trademarks used under kenso to GT Interaclivo Soltware. FORD TRADEMARKS USED UNDER LICENSE FROM FORD MOTOR COMPANY. GT is a Irademark and Iho GT logo
is a regislered trademark of GT Inleractrvo Software Corp. EAI logo is a trademark ol Engineering Animation, Inc. All other Iratiomarks are property of Iheir respective companies.





Massively destructible worlds • Car-jack enemy vehicles • 16 player internet play via GameSpy and M-Player • Optimized for leading 3D

Choose from over 20 gang-specific vehicles each with

their own unique performance characteristics and

weapons capabilities.

Blast rival gangs with over 40 unique weapons, car jack

your opponents' ride or climb up to a stationary cannon to

blow away unsuspecting punks.

Take on 12 insane missions in your quest to become gang
warlord. Prove your skills in the arenas, eliminate rival

gang members and destroy all those who oppose you.



ings Required!
gameplay “Ass-kicking explosions and special effects • 12 deep missions featuring stealth, assassinations, hostage rescues and sabotage

cardsand Direct 3D • Combat savvy A1 flanks you and hunts in pad<s • "The best looking game on two feet and four wheels" 'PC^cce/eratof

Aailable wherever you buy software

or to order directly call 1-800-245-7744 Download ihe demo Trom www.accolade.

vd unOiT Ikvnw hj A«.Ml»fc. Inc, C 1V9» AcciJiiJc. Inc, All ri5hlMvwr\cO. OcvekipcJ b) U«>i

Go to #054 @ www.computergafning.com/infolInk
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Zerg Heavy SMke Flye#
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Lurker:
Zerg Heavy Support Beast
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KINl^PIN. Lile ot Crime; ©1999 Xatris Enlerlainment, Itic. Ail rights reserver!. This pr^uct contains software technology licensed from Id Software, Inc. ("Id Technology”). Id Technology ©1996. 1997. 1998 Id
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ACTUAL

TARGET SPECIFIC BODY
PARTS AND ACTUALLY SEE THE

DAMAGE DONE-INCLUDING
EXIT WOUNDS.

STEAL A BIKE
OR HOP A .TRAIN

TO GET
AROUND; TOWN.

EVEN THE ODDS BY -
RECRUITING THE GANG MEMBERS
YOU WANT ON YOUR SIDE.

TALK TO PEOPL^THE WAY YOU

BUILT ON TOP OF

THE REVOLUTIONARY

QUAKE II ENGINE,
INCLUDES MULTIPLAYER
GANG BANG DEATH MATCH
FOR UP TO 16 THUGS.

WANT ...FROM SMACK TO PACIFYING.
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FOR MORE INFO OR TO ORDER CHECK OUT .^WW. INTERPLAY. COM/KINQPh ' ORPSE

OR CALL 1-800-INTERPLAY
. Go to #299 @ www.computergaming.com/inlolink
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ROGUE SQUADRON.

YOU HAVE BEEN
SELECTED to

LEAD the rogue
SQUADRON IN

COMBAT AGAINST
THE EMPIRE.

HERE’S YOUR DRAFT CARD

Your draft card? A 3D accelerator card, of course. It’s the mandatory hardware

necessary for you to enlist in a brand new, rapid-fire 5tiir IlnR air combat

experience - Rogue Squadron 3D. Immerse yourself in the role of Luke Skywalkcr,

leader of the Rebel Alliance’s elite air corps, as you pilot a broad range of

^ well-armed starfightcrs. From X-wings, Y-wings and A-wings to snowspeeders,

'ou’ll be able to unleash Rebel weaponry on the evil Empire in over 15 missions (day and night) - each spanning the vast Star Wars

iniverse. Blast AT-ATs, TIE fighters, Imperial shuttles and more. Strap in, young Skywalkcr. It’s the fight (and flight) of your life.

Go to #165 @ www.computergamlng.com^nfolink
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A-10
Warthog
It's slow. It's ugly. It's mean.
Nicknamed the "Warthog,” the A-1 0 Thunderbolt il

is a giant flying tank-killer that packs enough wal-

lop to hammer the most formidable of opponents.

And guess what, flyboy? It’s your turn to hit the

skies. Are you ready?

Build the
Bionic PC
Why get some crappy,

thrown-together beater box from a

discount computer center, when you can

build the perfect gaming rig yourself?

Loyd Case shops for the perfect parts

(for any budget) so you don't have to.

Fly!

Can Terminal Reality's newest flight sim outgun

the big boys from

Sierra, Microsoft,

and Looking Glass?

It’s got a better

chance than you'd

think. 60

Babylon 5

Space Combat
Simulator

Can this new space sim

rescue the licensed computer

game market? If

Sierra FX stays on track,

very well could. 68

Panzer Elite

Psygnosis promises many

combat. In this tank

sim. you'll be able to

track through Tunisia,

Sicily, Italy, and take it

to the Fuhrer all the

way to France. 72

hours of WWll-era



Saitek R4 FFB Wheel

GAMER'S EDGE

Caesar !ll

It takes much more than a floor plan to build

Rome in a day. Tim Carter helps you get things up

and running. 246

Total Air War

KC Basham gives you your orders in

this great F-22 sim.You don't have to

take his advice. . .unless you like failure. 252

Motocross Madness

Greg Fortune uses his real-life racing prowess

to help you zip and zoom your way to the

checkered flag. 256

Morpheus

This dream world can quickly turn into a

nightmare if you're not prepared. Let Scorpia

show you the way. 257

Creatures 2

Mark Clarkson gives you some much-needed

hints and tips on keeping your Norns alive long

enough to enjoy them. 258

Gamer's Edge Tips

Tips for NEED FOR SPEED III, WAR ALONG THE

MOHAWK, THE OPERATIONAL ART OF WAR. TOTAL

AIR WAR, and more! 260

READ.ME
KISS: the Game • Babylon 5

Interview • New Ion Storm

News • Digital Anvil Unveils

Lineup • Cendant Software

Sold • and Much Morel11

HARDWARE
Hardware News 130

Loyd Case
You may have some unlikely culprits

slowing your system down.

Loyd helps you speed things up a bit. 136

Powerleap 148

AlteC'Lansing ADA70 speakers 152

Creative Labs Graphics Blaster RIVATNT . 152

Saitek R4 FFB Wheel 154

Creative Labs 3D Blaster Banshee 154

Saitek Cyborg 3D Gamepad 158

Multitech Multimodem USB 158

DEPARTMENTS
Johnny Wilson Is copy protection on its way back? 21

Denny Atkin Why mission design is so critical in simulations 24

Terry Coleman Where have all the good, independent game companies gone? 27

Letters Email missives and submissives 31

On the CG-ROM Demos, tools, and goodies on CD 36

On the Web Recommended reading on GameSpot and CGW Online 39

Reviews Introduction 161

Reviews Index Three months of game ratings 165

Hall of Fame The greatest games of all time 269

Top 100 Re ders rate the top games 270

Greenspeak Green cracks the seal on his inaugural box of Depends 272

Half-life

Sin

Delta Force

Space Bunnies Must Die

Vigilance

Fighter Pilot

Fly Hunter

Plane Crazy

Simulations/Space
European AirWar

Red Baron 3D

Freespace: Silent Threat

.

Hardwar

Prophecy Gold

Adventure/Role-Plavin(
Grim Fandango

Sports/Drivini

StrategyAWaroames
101 Airborne 226

KKND2 235

Enemy Infestation 236

Lords of Magic Special Edition 240

due: Murder at Boddy Mansion 242

The Game of life 242

Outburst 242

Caesar's Palace Slots 243

Jeopardy 243

Star Wars Droidworks 243

Hoyle Board Games 244

Lode Runner 2 244

Sentinel Returns 244
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boneyards

01993 Humongoui Enl?rlainmcnl, Inc. All Rishls Rnsivpd.

Annilhilation and Total Annihilalion: Kingdoms are IrademarKs of

Humongous Enlorlainmcnt, Inc. Cavedog Entertainment and the

Cavedog Enleil.tinmpnl logo are registered irademarhs ol Humongous
Enterlainmenl, Inc. CrealN and published by Cavedog Enlerlati

*

a division ol Humongous Enlertainment, Inc. Distributed by CT
Interactive Software Corporation.



Aramon'Veruna-Zlion- Taros

The four kingdoms that define the realm of

Darien. For centuries, four immortal

siblings have been locked in an epic struggle

for eternal rule.

The time is now to choose your allegiance and plan for the

largest Real-Tinie-Strategy war ever waged. Massive

armies of undcad foot soldiers, dragons, horsemen,

skeleton archers and knights will clash in a full on melee

that will shake the universe forever.

Features
Four unique sides with different build hierarchies

Hardware support for improved graphics and special effects

Rich, in-depth story and character development

Lay siege to castles and cities

Non-player humans, wandering monsters and life forms

Pre-huilt multiplayer bases and/or units

Multiplayer scenarios & varied victory conditions

Switchabic radar/main map view

Use mighly vessels ofwar to invade dark andforeign shores. ^ keyboard mapping

Multiplayer capabilities over LAN, TCP/IP. modem and Internet

Play free on Cavedog Imtertainment’s Boneyards’“

Choose your allegiance now at www.cavedog.com
Go to #172 @ www.computergaming.com/infolink

A GT Interactive Company



iRAINHARDWnH
TOUR GUILDS TO
STRENGTHEN YOUR
MIND ALTO BODY.

®1993 Westwood Studios, Inc. Lands of Lore is a

registered trademark and Westwood Studios is a

Irademark of Westwood Studios. Inc. SDtx and the

3Dfx logo are registered trademarks of 30tx

Interactive Inc. All rights reserved. Develot valuable skiuls

BY COMPLETING QUESTS.



ENUSI a magical rAMHlAR TO nGHTBY,
jom. SIDE AND.DO.YDUR TiTDmrr

Manipulate your inventory
SYSTEM WITHOUT LEAVING
GAMEPlAY.v

Carry up to 30 weaponsRotate through spell and item belts

HHttl

I^kII

nj^^m

TO immediately access what you need. and magic items.
Go to #255 @ www.computergamlng.com/lnfolink
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eiDOSINTERACTIVE
Go to #152 ® www.computergaming.com/infolink

REVOLUTIONARY UNIT DESIGN SUPERIOR ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

IT'S TIME TO TAKE YOUR FATE INTO YOUR OWN HANDS. THEN USE THEM TO BUILD A NEW WORLD.

FULL 3D BAHLEFIELDS



T A L 0 N S 0 F T ’S

WEST

pTalonSoft's West Front! Fast paced G.l. Combat puts
you !n command of America's best citizen soidiers

fighting to rid the worid of Nazi aggression, or ride with
Rommei's Afrika Korps and push the British out of North
Africa. Piay against the computer or Oniine with up to 16
wouid-be commanders, ail vying for a share in the
uitimate giory! YOU’RE IN COMMAND!Shell-battered US landing craft storm

OMAHA BEACH —NORMANDY June 6, 1944.

Bob McNamara Joe Miranda John Shettler

Gini!;r niiSK^iviiits

IWIIJltliS

•k Enhanced Campaign Mode
k 8 NEW Campaigns covering North Africa, Itaiy & NW Europe
k 50 NEW Scenarios inciuding Para-drops, Giider & Amphibious

iandings, Commando raids & Deep Desert Patrois!

'k NEW improved Al

^ NEW Command & Control

16 Player Multi-Mode

500 NEW Equipment & Unit Types
'k NEW Linked Historical Campaigns
k NEW Macro & Accelerated Moving

WWIIGJ. COMBAT!
“Never Before Have I Seen Such A Realistic

And Thrilling Interpretation.''

- PC Player

Call (410) 933-9191 or visit our web site at,.. www.talonsoft.com ©Copyright 1998TalonSoft Inc., RO. Box 43730, White Marsh, MD 21236
TalonSoH's West Front'" and Battleground Series® are registered trademarks of TalonSoft Inc, All other trademarks are property of their respective holders

Go to #242 @ www.computergaming.com/infollnk



Back to the Future
Ye Olde Copyprotection Will Return

A

t the risk of turning

myseif into a pariah, let

me suggest that the

dark ages of copy pro-

tection will soon be with

us once more.TTiose of

you who are new to the

hobby may be horrified

to discover that, in the bad old

days, gamers often couldn't start a

game until they had answered one

to three questions—by looking up

answers in the manual and typing

in the correct answers. Some may

not remember the glorious days

when you could start a game with-

out assistance from a code-wheel,

but might have to look up vital

information and type it in while in

the midst of your game. For exam-

ple, to get Rocket Ranger from

Egypt to the United States, you had

to use the code-wheel to get the

mixture just right and type it in or

you would run out of fuel and fall

to your demise in the mid-Atlantic.

With WORLD TOUR GOLF, you could

play a few holes on each course

but needed to type in code-wheel

data to open up the full courses.

Other forms of copy protection

were more egregious to legitimate

owners. Look-up tables were print-

ed on nonreproducible paper (so

dark that the print would recede

into pure gray if you tried to photo-

copy them) and in light blue ink

that required a red cellophane filter

(to remove the red that covered

over the blue) to be legible. Key

disks had random bad sectors so

that you couldn't copy them. Even

authentic copies of the games

couldn't be used without a key disk.

Legitimate gamers who had pur-

chased the games with their hard-

earned money were restricted by

the ball and chain of copy protec-

tion because they had to keep track

of manuals, code-wheels, look-up

charts, and original disks to play

the games they had purchased.

Worse, their gaming experiences

were often interrupted by password

checks and nagging messages

about piracy.

Copy protection was a hassle for

everyone, and it didn't solve the

problem. Hackers could still break

the protection schemes, Systems

like the Atari ST and the Amiga

eventually succumbed to the

onslaught of piracy as worldwide

unit sales dropped into the low

thousands—and sometimes,

favorite games to give to their

friends and work associates.

For a while, it looked like the

DVD would come along In time to

save the industry from having to

use traditional forms of copy pro-

tection. Yet, the DVD hasn't pene-

trated as fast as needed. Some of

us warned the industry that, while

DVDs wouldn't take quite as long to

penetrate the market as CD-ROM

drives took, it would still take a year

or so longer than most projections.

We were wrong. It's taking at least

a year longer than our conservative

projections, This means that the

DVD won't solve the problem.

But the problem is worsening.

Recently in Europe a wargame

from a small company outsold a

major release from one of Europe's

biggest publishers by more than a

3-to-l ratio. Both games were

released in the same time period

and both dealt with subjects that

would appeal to the wargamer.

Indeed, the major release was

about WWII, meaning that the

"Nazis, NATO, and Nukes” credo

(i.e., that only WWII, modern war-

fare, and nuclear war scenarios sell)

should have given it an advantage

over the medieval era wargame.

The wargame merely sold numbers

worthy of a successful game in the

small wargaming niche. The

wargame-related title from the

large publisher sold a mere fraction

of the wargame's numbers after all

of the returns were factored in. The

wargame was copy protected. The

major release was not.

European retailers believe that

they were victimized by the lack of

Jfhe dark ages of

will soon be with

copy protection

us, once more/f
hundreds. Retailers were forced to

limit or outlaw returns, and gamers

were the eventual losers.

Then something happened to

change all of this: the long-awaited

advent of the CD-ROM, CD-ROM

burners were expensive and game

designers/software publishers were

finding enough ways to fill the CDs

(including the use of digitized video

and sound files) that it wasn't

worthwhile for the average person

to copy games. Today, this is no

longer true. CD-ROM burners are

inexpensive and games are easy to

copy. Most U.S. retailers no longer

accept returns (although some

Electronics Boutique stores are

reputed to be selling used copies of

games—a trend that can only hurt

the overall gaming industry even

more than the existing low margins

and high shelf-stocking/MDF fees),

but sales are still going to decline if

gamers pirate copies of their

copy protection. They are telling

European publishers that they will

not accept nonprotected games in

the future. They are also hinting

that they will not handle European

SKUs (Shelf Keeping Units) of U.S.

titles if the U.S. SKUs aren't protect-

ed—even if the European SKUs are

protected. Why? Because they will

lose sales to the gray market and

direct sales if the European units

are protected and the U.S. units are

not. This means that European pira-

cy is going to affect ail of us. At

least until the DVD becomes the

new storage standard, we're going

to be faced with the bad old days

of copy protection once again.

Qoheleth, the wise man of the

Song of Songs, declared that

"There is nothing new under the

sun." Get ready for that code-

wheel revival. Major publishers are

already beginning to sing, "Gimme

that Old-time Protection
!

" 2317
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Environmental

Audio"'
by CREATtVE*

^ ^st Garn’e, Pg]

'i^st Actt|n'^i^
Half-Life supports a variety of 3D cards, but one is not required.



‘‘The first and forempsl^
must-buy title of the seas

-PC Gamer

LIFE
“A dizzying marriage of

non-stop action and narrative.!’
-Computer Gaming Wojlff

“Tour de Force...a symphoni'ii^ti^

^action, drama, adventure and st(

-Unified Gamers Online

F-Life is the best

130 game in existence.”
- PC Gamer UK

“Half-Life restored

my faith in gaming.”
-Gamespot

“Oh...my...God.”
“

-Adrenaline Vault

T U D I O S
WWW, SIERRASTUDtOS.COM

VALVE
© 1998 Sierra On-Line, Inc. ® and/or™ designate trademailrs of, orlicensed lo Sierra On-Line, inc,, Bellevue. WA 980.07, All dlhts reserved, © 199.8 Valve L.LC. All rigtitsresenred. Valve and the

Valve loge are trademarks of Valve LLG. This jjrodiictconlains^fff^SetdfehnolQgy licensed from Id Software, Inc. (“Id Twhnology"). id Technologii© 199K]d Softwar^IncJltrertSD is a.frademark^

and MioKsofl and Windows' are register^'trariemarks of Microsoft Corporgtion.'OpenGLIs a trademark jjfSiiicDn'Grephics.Cbmputor Systems-.
^

:
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Campaign Promises
Mission Design Can Make or Break a Sim

M
any gamers consider

the dynamic cam-

paign—where mis-

sions are algorithmi-

cally generated

depending on the

results of previous

combat results—as

the Holy Grail of flight simulation.

After all, dynamic campaigns

ensure that you’ll never fly the

same mission twice. The problem

here is that previous dynamic

campaign generators have creat-

ed missions which, although

unique, so closely resemble previ-

ous missions that they quickly

grew repetitive. So much so that

these sims didn't offer much more

long-term gameplay than sims

with scripted missions.

A notable exception is

LONGBOW 2. If certain conditions

occurred, the sim would trigger a

prescripted mission that featured

details and plot twists unavailable

in dynamic missions. This is per-

haps the current best compromise

since we're a long way from the

dynamic campaign system that will

be able to generate atypical mis-

sions, such as shooting down

Admiral Yamamoto or taking out a

terrorist enclave.

Dynamic or Scripted?

What's the most important ele-

ment of mission creation? Andy

Hollis, LONGBOW 2's producer, says

"You have to make a compelling

mission environment in which to

play the game: enemies that work

together to defeat you, unexpeaed

subtleties, and plausible reactions

to anything the player does."

Add replayability to that

formula, and you have a setup that

should make most sim pilots

happy. The entire war doesn't have

to be generated dynamically. After

all, how often do the actions of a

single pilot—even over the course

of a year—truly affect the outcome

of a war? There's no denying that

dynamic campaigns are the ulti-

mate in "living" battle environ-

ments. But a scripted mission struc-

ture can work as well, offering a

human design touch that can flesh

out a mission and make it even

more believable and unique than

an algorithmically generated battle.

The biggest complaint about

scripted missions is that they're

predictable and, upon replay, feel

like puzzles. Playing the same mis-

sion a second time, with enemy

aircraft appearing at the same

time, in the same place, ruins your

suspension of disbelief. The space

sim X-WING is a perfect example of

this—not only are the missions

identical each time you play, but

there's generally only one method

for successfully accomplishing mis-

sion goals.

Dynamic campaigns are a solu-

tion, but they take massive

amounts of development

resources. Companies can't realisti-

cally incorporate a dynamic cam-

paign in every sim they create.

Do It Right

If designers take a scripted

setup and add certain levels of ran-

domness, scripted missions can

maintain much of the "reality" of a

dynamic campaign. If designers

can't put a dynamic campaign in a

game, they should keep the follow-

ing points in mind when designing

their scripted mission system:

1) Randomize, randomize,

randomize. Replaying a mission

isn't that bad if you don't know

when the enemy is going to

appear or what its location and

altitude will be,

2) When a target is destroyed, it

should remain dead—at least

until enough time has passed that

it might be rebuilt. There's great

satisfaction in flying over the ruins

of an enemy ball bearing plant you

wiped out a few missions ago on

your way to the next target.

3) When a target /sn 'f success-

fully destroyed, send the player

against it again. But don't just

repeat the mission. This time

around the enemy defenses

shouldn’t arrive at the same time

and place as in the previous mis-

sion (see #1), and any defenses

destroyed on the first attempt

should remain disabled.

4} Similarly, failing a mission

shouldn't mean you'll have to

replay it over and over again

until you get it right. There

should certainly be conse-

quences—put the player on a mis-

sion track where the enemy is

advancing or force him to fly future

missions with fewer wingmen

because of loss of pilots or aircraft.

Give the option to refty a mission,

but allow those players who are

more interested in role-playing as a

pilot the chance to suffer the loss

and move on—as would happen

in real life.

5) Make a living battle envi-

ronment. Your mission and your

targets shouldn't be the only units

in the skies or on the ground.

Along with targets of opportunity,

you should occasionally encounter

enemy strike groups heading

toward your territory, crippled

bombers needing escort home, or

lone allied fighters caught in a

dogfight and in desperate need of

a hand. Little touches like this, on

occasion, can do wonders for mak-

ing you feel like you're flying over

a real battlefield.

6} Mission goals should be

realistic. When there are 15

enemy planes in the air, specify-

ing four specific target aircraft as

the "goal" aircraft for winning

the mission is absurd. Set a

percentage, such as "wipe out 75

percent of enemy air assets," or

base success on the enemy not

achieving its own goals.

It's not about whether a

campaign is dynamic or scripted,

it's about whether the campaign

is believable. Avid sim pilot

Robin Lee perhaps puts it best:

"I view mission generation and

campaign dynamics in the same

light as I view sausage produc-

tion; I don't really want to inquire

too closely into the details of

either. The illusion that I want to

maintain is that missions are

generated by a real operations

staff reacting to unpredictable

events, not by a software cam-

paign engine or by selection from

a fixed database of mission

scripts. And like sausages, the

worst imaginable case is when a

mission reveals obvious hints

about its origin." K'i'.'J

Like sausages, the worst case is when a

mission reveals obvious hints about its origin.
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Welcome To
Blackstone
Asylum

Will You Be

Dressing
Fasten your straight-jacket. It’s time to

IMMERSE yourself IN THE CHILLING WORLD OF

John Saul's Bij\ckstone Chronicles'" An Adventure

IN Terror - the first collaborative effort

BETWEEN NY Times best-selling author John

Saul and Legend Entertainment, Stunning 24-bit

ARTWORK SURROUNDS YOU IN THE EVIL THAT IS

Blackstone Asylum - where tortured spirits from the

PAST OFFER YOU THE ONLY HOPE Op SAVING YOUR

MISSING FAMILY, AND YOUR SANITY. BON APPETIT.

ipUGETflO

,^^J(raSAiits^

www.Blackstone-Chronicles.com
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Vote Independent
There Are Still Small, Maverick Companies Worthy of Your Support

B

ack in 1994, tucked

away in a small corner

well off the main show

floor at the Consumer

Electronics Show (CE5)

was a small offshoot of

edutainment maven

Davidson called Blizzard,

showing off its single, modest

game title. When former strategy/

wargame editor Alan Emrich and I

got our first demo of WARCRAFT in

that tiny little room—from Alan

Adham, the president of the com-

pany, no less—we were hooked.

And I knew, deep down, that this

charming little upstart of a compa-

ny would be a big player in the

industry. Though, never in my

wildest dreams could I have sur-

mised that it would produce three

million-unit sellers in a row.

But even while the quality of

Blizzard's games is still quite

high, you simply can’t count them

as an independent any more: Like

it or not, our friends in Irvine are

part of the CUC behemoth. The

strain of that relationship, despite

Blizzard's success, is starting to

tell. If you want evidence, look at

the talent that has left Blizzard,

as well as the cancellation of

WARCRAFT ADVENTURES, and feel

free to advance your own conspir-

acy theories.

Where are all of today's inde-

pendents? There are fewer of

them, and while they're more

niche-oriented than in years past,

they're still relevant. If for one

minute you doubt this, ask yourself

where the current 3D-shooter craze

would be if another small maver-

ick, id Software, hadn't reinvented

the genre with WOLFENSTEIN 3D

and DOOM.

The following, then, is a list of

the last of the true independents

—

those companies that sometimes

exasperate us but almost always

challenge and entertain us. May

they continue to be passionate

about their craft and to carve out

market niches well into the next

millennium.

TalonSoft

Notable Titles:

BAHLEGROUND SERIES

OPERATIONAL ART OF WAR

WEST FRONT

www.talonsoft.com

TalonSoft has yet to release a truly

bad game.

Monolith Productions

liliyJIlL

1

1 li

Notable Titles:

SHOGO

BLOOD 2

www.llth.com

Of all the independents.

Monolith has the best chance of

rising above the crowd with its

wonderful 3D engine, LithTech.

Everyone in the company, from the

PR folks to the CEO, seems to be a

gamer—what an unusual concept

in this industry! But before

Monolith can lay claim to being

the next Blizzard, the company will

have to avoid boneheaded deci-

sions, such as shipping SHOGO,

knowing full well even before the

game hit the shelves that a major

patch would be required for multi-

alliance with Incredible Simula-

tions, those paragons of very

playable "last-stand" games, might

seem strange at first glance. But

both companies focus on subjects

ignored by mainstream publishers,

such as Custer's last campaign and

obscure armor-fests in the Ukraine

during WWII. If you get tired of

refighting Gettysburg or the Battle

of the Bulge, these companies'

games offer a great alternative.

Big Time Software

Notable Titles:

FLIGHT COMMANDER 2

ACHTUNG! SPITFIRE

www.bigtimesoftware.com

Charlie Moylan is another of

those one-man wonder gaming

shops who has actually enjoyed

some retail success. Now that

Where would the 3D shooter craze be

without another maverick, id Software?

When Jim Rose felt stifled run-

ning the computer division at

Avalon Hill, he left to form his own

wargame company. While it has at

times used outside distributors,

TalonSoft has recently managed to

go completely independent, and

the company stays successful by

giving its fans what they want: the

best combination of realism,

graphics, and playability in the

business. Not only did every game

in the BATTLEGROUND series, for

example, improve on the last, but

TalonSoft went to the trouble of

retrofitting those enhancements on

the entire line of games. While

TalonSoft may have a reputation as

a group of insane workaholics, the

formula seems to work. The

bloom's still on the rose since

play and Al. So far, these folks have

learned from their mistakes; keep

your fingers crossed.

HPS Simulations

Incredible Simulations

Notable Titles:

TIGERS ON THE PROWL 2

REMEMBER THE ALAMO!

ZULU WAR!
WWW,hpssims.com, www.isigames.com

HPS' wargames are so realistic

that they sometimes make

TalonSoft's games seem like casual

historical fare. HPS' games lack

slick graphics or simple interfaces,

but they reward the serious stu-

dent of modern military history like

no other. That HPS has formed an

Moylan is no longer developing

games for Avalon Hill, it will be

interesting to see how well Big

Time does in the big leagues.

Moylan plans to release COMBAT

MISSION—the game formerly

known as ADVANCED SQUAD

LEADER, now possessing no trade-

marked information from that

title—and market it himself. Since

realistic and playable turn-based

WWII squad-level 3D games are

not something you boot up every

day, I think he's got a shot. (See

our preview of COMBAT MISSION in

last month's strategy/war

roundup.)

Terry Coleman is currently play-

ing FIFA '99 and wondering how

the United States ever qualified for

the World Cup.
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• RIVA TNT'" 1 28-bit 3D/2D and video accelerator

• 1 6MB of memory for resolutions up to 1 920x1 200

' 250MHz RAMDAC for refresh rates up to 1 60Hz

' Output to monitor or TV (s-video & composite)
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Canadian Joke Butt

Hugh Jass? What is he, an idiot? {Letters, December '98.)
I am a

Canadian—half-Swede, haif-Danish—and a blonde. When I saw the first ad for Global

Domination ("Bad day? Take it out on Canada"), I thought it was funny. Then I saw the

ad, "Stood up by a blonde? Carpet bomb Sweden." I was rolling: The game was calling

to mel I ! Some people may have been insulted by the ad, but people are more likely to

write to complain than praise, so I think there are a lot more people who liked it. And

since I don't think you guys get enough praise, I'd like to say good job guys! Keep it up.

Katherine Larsen

Native of Toronto

Via the Internet

Half-Swedish, half-Danish gamer babe? Whoa. Need any editing done around the house?

I'd just like to say, man, that guy that called himself Hugh Jass is a total knob. That whole

letter complaining about the Global Domination ad was such a wussy thing to do. I'm a proud

Canadian and I don't find it offensive, Sure, I read it and said, "Hey, what's the big idea?" but,

obviously it's a joke. We canucks sock it to the yanks just the same and there's no need to cry

about it. Now I've met some not-so-intelligent Americans in my day and could think up plenty

of ads to joke about them, but I'm sure everyone's met a canuck, idiot enough to mock, and

decided to do so. A perfect example? The Global Domination ad. I apologize on behalf of all

Canadians for such a weak, girlish shadow of a man they call Hugh Jass. The only way I can

explain it is that he's CanadiEn, not CanadiAn.

Silly Frenchies, will they ever learn? Tombini Jones

Via the Internet

Johnny's Evil Twin Discovered
I knew there was something strange about the New Jersey Devils sports writer in The Record,

a large New Jersey newspaper. Well, besides naturally despising this guy for being a New Jersey

Devil fan (I'm a New York Ranger fan), I knew there was something else about the way he

looked. Then, I realized it—the guy looks like Johnny Wilson! Could it be his evil twin (any Devil

fan must be evil) or could it be that;

1. Both use the same barber?

2. Both don't believe in shaving?

3. Both use the same optometrist?

Marc H. Strother

Via the Internet

Separated at Birth?

The New Jersey

Devils sports

writer Mark

Czerwinski and the

devil's advocate

Johnny Wilson.
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I take it you're not gonna wait for the patch!

Corrections Fan
First, let me congratulate CGWior being

the best gaming magazine throughout 1998.

Every part of the mag is getting bigger and

better, except the part I like most, the Dep’t.

Of Corrections. The first thing I check out is

the Dep't. Of Corrections to have a good

laugh before I start reading the mag from the

beginning. So could you please make more

silly mistakes so that I can have a good laugh?

I hate to say it, but I love my room more

than CGlVfdon't sigh). So when I buy CGW
every month I am left with little money to

decorate my room. The only effective way to

decorate my room is via the poster included

in CGW. So could you please urge and

encourage the developers to include posters

of their most recent games in CGW? I know it

will be hard but I really want to see giant

poster of Lurker from Brood War lurking in

CGWin the near future.

P.S. I don't want to be in distress for not

able to decorate my beloved room. :(

Damsel

Via the Internet

Funnyyou should say that. It might not be

Brood War lurking in your future, but have

you seen Simon Sisley's stuff for Heavy Metal

F.A.K.K. 21 Get ready to be happy.

PC Came Hucksters
Good points in Johnny Wilson's editorial

"Bad Moon Rising" (CGW #174). However, I

disagree with the basic comparison of the PC

industry to the console, Having been on the

front lines of PC games for many years now.

it's clear to me that you're comparing apples

to oranges. The ultimate objectives of the two

camps is fundamentally different. The console

game developers intend to build companies

that will last for decades, even generations, as

a result of which they will enjoy great profits.

The PC game developers intend to enjoy great

profits, and don't care much what they need

to do to get them.

There is no doubt as to the abysmal quality

of most PC games, but railing about it will not

change the PC developers attitude. It is the

intentional use of high-pressure schedules

and minimal investments that result in low

overhead and high profit margins.

We need to be honest with ourselves. The

PC games industry is nothing short of a get-

rich-quick scam. To expect the hucksters, card

sharps and other crooks to suddenly change

their methods in the midst of so much income

is not realistic. Instead, we should be

educating the public on how to get their

money back on a bad game, or even how not

to buy one in the first place. Attacking the

developers as the source of all this PC-game

drivel is futile. Stem the demand for drivel,

and then we will see true improvement.

Mike Kelleghan

Via the Internet

New USB AAodem
Is a 56K external USB modem on the

horizon?

Zack

Via the Internet

Your wish is our command. Check out

page 158 where we review MultiTech's new

MultiModemUSB V.90 modem.
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ON THE CG-ROm I f 4l m
Lay Your
Hands on Me

FebruaryCD Titles

Get the CD-ROM
To jubKribe to the CD-ROM version of the magarine, call (303) 66S-8930. If you

alreacfy receive the magazine without the CD, you must wait until your current

subscription expires before receiving the CO version. Got a question or complaint

about your subscription? Write cgw@neodata.com or call (303) 665-8930 in the U.S.

and Canada, or (303) 604-7445.

PRODUaNAME/ GENRE EXECUTABLE

AGE OF EMPIRES; THE RISE OF ROME
Real-time strategy aoe ror/msaoex.exe

ALIEN VS. PREDATOR; PREDATOR DEMO
First-person shooter avp.predator/setup.exe

CHRONX ONLINE
Card game chron x/cxinstali.exe

CYDONIA
MvsT-style adventure cydonia/cydonia.exe

HERETIC II

Third-person shooter heretic 2/setup.exe

LORDS OF MAGIC; SPECIAL EDITION
Turn-based strategy lom_se/LoM_SEDemo.exe

MORPHEUS
Mvsr-style adventure morpheus/setup.exe

POPULOUS; THE BEGINNING
Real-time 'god' game populous/populousdemo.exe

RECOIL
Third-person tank action game recoil/recoil.exe

RESIDENT EVIL

Third-person action/adventure resident evil/resident.exe

SHOGO
First-person shooter shogo/shogdins.exe

SNOW WAVE
Snowboarding game

TEN

snowwave/setup.exe

Online multiplayer gaming service TEN/setup.exe

TONIC TROUBLE
3D platform game demottysetuptt.exe

DESCRIPTION

Play three scenarios as the Carthaginians

in this demo of the expansion disc.

Play as a Predator against the Aliens and the Colonial Marines

Front end for this cyberpunk version of Magic.

Solve two puzzles in this sci-h MvsT-style game.

Play through two single player and two multiplayer

levels in Raven's new addition to the Heretic series.

Play a scenario in this patched update
of the original Lords of Magic.

Solve a few puzzles in this recently reviewed adventure.

Provide divine inspiration for your tribe in three scenarios.

Play one large, four-part mission in your sptffy tank.

Sample the first 10 minutes of this port

of the successful PlayStation horror game

Play one mission in a mecha and one
mission on-foot in this anime-style shooter.

Ride down a couple of slopes in this snowboarding game.

Front-end for TEN, where you can

play a variety of multiplayer games.

Run and jump through a few levels from
Ubi Soft’s Mario S4-style game.

F/A-18 Hornet in two missions from the campaign.

Play one scenario in Eidos' new RTS that

lets you design your own units.

AVI trailer of Sega's new high-rise builder.

TOP GUN HORNET'S NEST^

Entry-level flight sim topgun hornets/tghndemo.exe Fly your

WARZONE2100
3D real-time strategy game

YOOT'S TOWER
Hi-rise building sim

warzone2100/setup.exe

yoots tower/tower.avi
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ON THE WEB

Go Get It Online

11/30/98 See WhaftNew
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F
or the best in gaming, turn to the experts at GsmeSpot and CGW Online. You'll find a

wealth of news, reviews, and previews, as well as cool demos and hard-core strategies for

the hottest games. You'll also find excellent technical advice and game-based hardware

reviews from technical guru Loyd Case. Don't waste time or hard-earned cash—when you need

accurate information, read what the pros have to say at www.gamespot.com.

Reviews
This month, we're bringing you tons of

reviews of some of the hottest holiday

releases, including: Heretic II,

Populous: The Beginning,

King's Quest: The Mask of Eternity, NBA

Live 99, and others, Because so many games

come out during the months of December

and January, our team is working overtime

to bring you the most comprehensive

collection of reviews you can find anywhere.

fcvlcwg

p_rc\Q«affl

Mok
features

dagi.qnof tllarios

columns
letters

beta center

OURS ONLY COMES
WITH ONE SPEED:

SSLOUDSS^
iSTEasm

Features
In our features department, we've got our

annual Holiday Buyer's Guide, which

should complement Computer Gaming

World's guide nicely. For our top five picks in

each genre, as well as the best hardware,

children's titles, and stocking stuffers, check

out the GameSpot Holiday Buyer's Guide.

Another great feature is our inside look at LucasArts and their three top

designers: Larry Holland, Tim Schaefer, and Hal Barwood.

We've also got interviews with the Diablo II design team and Brian Reynolds,

the designer of Sid Meier's Alpha Centauri.

Previews
Upcoming previews on GameSpof include Relic's Homeworlo, a 3D space

strategy game that promises a revolutionary engine and some innovative

gameplay. We interview Homeworld creator, Alex Garden, and preview the game

he once dubbed, "Spaghetti Ball" for his vision of wild, 360-degree combat with

tendrils of missiles, laser fire, and churning debris.

The Final Hours
of Half-Life
Geoffrey Keighley ^
goes behind
closed doors at m
Valve Software M
and brings to light s .

the frantic final

hours of Half-Life.

FULL STORY

Instant Poll
Whal did you
most enjoy doing

on Thanksgiving?

Videogames.com
Although you are reading a computer game magazine, a big group of you

actually play console games. For the latest news on PlayStation, Nintendo 64,

and Sega's Dreamcast, visit videogames.com. You'll find the hottest reviews,

previews, and video game features.

GAMESPOT NEWS
.

ION Storm: In Our Face
Todd Porter,- ION Storm co-founder, responds to

rumor, innuendo, and speculation about ION
Storm ih.this excIusive GameSpol News interview.

piiLi STORY Alao: HalFLife pirating update. Deer

Avertger gets laughs, and Playback looks at the

week's top stoties ih tcoavs news .

oooooa^o^_^

(MajCSm

N
OW that CGbVhas told you what games to

buy, let GameSpot show you how to beat

them. At GameGuides.com, we've got the

most thorough walkthroughs and strategy guides

in the business. We've got all the secrets, cheats,

codes, and multiplayer tips. You'll find the

following guides, and more, at GameGuides.com.

Age of Empires: The Rise of Rome

Grim Fandango

Half-Life

Sin

StarCraft: Brood Wars

Heretic II • Populous: The Beginning • King's Quest: The Mask of Eternity • NBA Live 99

Holiday Buyer's Guide • Inside look at LucasArts • Relic's Homeworld Creator, Alex Garden
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TAKE THE HILE!''THE EARTH

TREMBLIHG. BLACK WITH
BLOOD. HEAVY FOOTSTEPS

DISSOLVE INTO A STEADY
RHYTHM OF THUNDEROUS

BLASTS. MINDS AND LEGS ^

^
" numb. GET TO THE HILL.

, ^
FIERY ARROWS RAINING FROM

ABOV'E, BLACK WAKES WEAVING A SUFFOCATING

|LANKE't of FEAR. MY MEN CHOKING THEIR
,

I
4//lNAli BREATHS. JUST MAKE IT TO THE HILL.,^

i SCREAMS FROM BEHIND? ARE WE FLANKEm'
'

'

SHADOWS ADVANCING LIKE A DEATH SHBQLJD.,

THE HILL^.'^ get TO THE HILL. '

' /v



December

You’re losing men. Can you keep your composure? In

Myth II: Soulblighter, panic is your greatest enemy. It's up

to you to remain calm and focused during the frenzy of battle.

You devise the strategics. You make the crucial decisions.

Move forward with the mission and risk massive casualties, or

retreat and live to fight another day? Time is running out.

The wrong decision may cost you half your
men. No decision will cost * f ••

you your entire army. VI 'v

I What's it going to be? \
jr To order Myth II: SoulbIightcr^^||fc J
jp"' call 1-800-295-0060 or our

available nowif,computergamlng.com/lnfo]ink



I On the Storm
LatestDeparturesAt Ion Storm RaiseMore Questions

The river of former Ion Storm employees continues to rise. Another

dozen development people resigned in November, raising tfie total number of Ion deserters to about

60. The departures renewed speculation of deep divisions within the 54th floor penthouse offices of

jpji's paHa^s headquarters. Ion icon John Rgrneip s^ght to quell rumore by posting a plan file saying

that the formpr employees had completed their role, and he thanked them for their contributions. Ion

CEO Todd Pofter responded to numerous questions and allegations in an internal memo and in an

online interview on GameSpot

As expected/ the Ion founders ind former employees offer different reasons behind all the depar-

tures. The rftpst recent departures—eight members of the DAIKATANA and ANACHRONOX teams—

resigned p form their own development start-up (see related story on this page). Corrinne Yu, previ-

ously director of advanced technology at Ion Storm, resigned to join 3D Realms as the developer's

lead technology programmer.

Most of the other former Ion members refused to comment on the record, but some spoke on the

condition of anonymity. Thpy maintain that the two biggest reasons so many have left are the

delays in shipping OAIKATANA and a rather strong dislike of CEO Todd Porter.

Romerc^ Ion's chairman, brushes off the criticism as par for the course in such a high-profile development startup. He says,

"When you staff up with a large number of employees at the formation of a company, those employees feel as though

the^'have some kind of’ownership stake in the company and should have the power to make company decisions. That is

no^the case and overtime, when the company changed, they didn't change and that in turn embittered them.

"/)!riy employees that we hired a year or so after the formation of the company" Romero continues, "are very much like

nbrmai employees wfio don't feel that they own the company."

Given that ton is so,closely tied with Eidos Interactive, and that Eidos has invested tens of millions of dollars into the

iCompany, both
.
garners and industry types are watching these developments closely. CGkV feels that there is much more

I to this story, and vve are working on bringing you a closer look into the company, its people, and the reasons behind

]

the turmoil in upcoming issues. Stay tuned! —Ken Brown

"Any employees
thatwehireda

year or so after
the formation of

the company are ...

like normal
employees."

—John Romero

KISS Off
1

1 didn't take long for the latest group of Ion refugees to make their intentions known.

They've signed a deal with the Gathering of Developers (G.O.D.) to create a game

I based on Todd McFarlane's KISS: Psycho Circus comics and action figures series. The

new group, Elder Entertainment, comprised of designers, artists, and programmers for-

merly of Ion Storm, will develop the 3D action game blending McFarlane's KISS uni-

verse with the likeness of the legendary KISS members and their music.

The group had evidently been working on the project, because they even had a

nifty Gene Simmons quote ready to go: "Our shows are a sensory ambush—filled

with hard-core rock and roll, cutting-edge technology, awesome effects, and in-

your-face action," said the leather-clad KISS vocalist

and bassist. "We are working with Elder to convey

that same raw electric excitement in this game."

G.O.D. high priest Mike Wilson, speaking far less

tongue-in-cheek, said, "I have wanted to do a KISS

game for years. The opportunity to be working with

great creative talent and KISS was just too good to be true. Gene and the rest of

the band are truly psyched about the possibilities for this game." —Ken Brown

I'.computcrgaming.t



Hammerand Tongs
DigitalAnvil FinallyReveals
The Fruits ofIts Labor

T
o call Digital Anvil secretive is like describing Jim Carrey as

"slightly animated." Formed in April 1996, by WING

COMMANDER impresario Chris Roberts, Digital Anvil has

been toiling away for close to two years without leaking so

much as a syllable describing its projects. After lining up a prestigious

lineup including Roberts' brother Erin (PRIVATEER, PRIVATEER II: THE

DARKENING) and Tony Zurovec (the CRUSADER series), Digital Anvil

has been content to work quietly and bide its time. Until now. After

finally deciding to lift the Cone of Silence, Digital Anvil revealed its

1 999 lineup to game journalists, and we've got to say we like what

we see.

The first title to hit shelves will probably be CONQUEST: FRONTIER

WARS. A spacefaring real-time strategy game, CONQUEST will likely

draw comparisons to HOMEWORLD. While both games may share

some surface similarities, CONQUEST is closer to STARCRAFT than

HOMEWORLD. Detailing an intergalactic struggle between four distinct

races, CONQUEST will feature a verita-

ble armada of ship types, all modeled

in 3D and sporting all the nifty eye

candy gamers have come to expect

from hardware-accelerated games.

Digital Anvil is promising that each

race will have unique unit sets, thusDigital

GETTING BUGGY WFEH IT Swarms of Mantis fighters take down a

massive Terran dreadnought in CONQUEST: FRONTIER Wars.

creating an enticing mix of strategic options. Additionally, every unit

will sport an individual special attack, adding even more depth.

CONQUEST promises to be an epic game, with gamers slugging it

across up to 1 6 separate star systems at a time, moving their fleets

through a network of jump gates. In order to allow players to battle

in separate sectors simultaneously. Digital Anvil is working on Al

Continued on Page 44

NewCombatSim

J

Michael Stracyznski, the creator of Babylon 5 (^) and the fol-

low-on series Crusade, has been closely involved with the design

of Sierra FX's BABYLON 5 SPACE COMBAT SIMULATOR. Straczynski

took a few minutes to answer some questions about the game.

CGW What specific aspects of the BABYLON 5 SPACE COMBAT

SIMULATOR have you been actively involved with? Was it niostly story-

line suggestions, or did you actually write sections of the game's

script as well?

JMS I came up with the basic storyline, which goes back and forth in

time, when I hit the point where I thought the original storyline pre-

sented by Sierra got bogged down and overwrought and ended up

having nothing to do with the B5 storyline. They were quick to accept

the new storyline and were very excited about it as it allowed them

to do both a strategic and a storyline-based game, which is an unusu-

al combination and hard to accomplish. After I gave them the basic

premise, Christy Marx and the others began the process of expanding

this into a full scenario, sending me updates every couple of days as

they added new segments.

CGW I understand that the game will take place between BS and

Crusade. Will the story actually be part of the series "canon?"

JMS It's not so much canon as extrapolations on what could happen

if certain key events in the B5 universe had not happened, or had

happened differently. It puts the player in canonical elements of the

BS storyline—the Minbari War, the Earth civil war, others—and sees

what impact one person's actions can have on a much larger scenario.

CGW You've had unprecedented involvement with the 55 fan base

using PCs. What have been the best—and worst—aspects of that

online communication channel?

JMS TTie best has been the sense of real community that has arisen

around the show; the worst has been the Net stalkers who come

around from time to time. The psychotic minority tends to screw

things up for the majority online.

CGW Do you ever find time in your schedule to play computer games,

and If so, what have some of your favorites been?

JMS It's hard to find the time, but I try to play when I can. MYST (old

and new), the MONTY PYTHON game/CD, WING COMMANDER (all of

them), DOOM, others.

For more on the BABYLON 5 SPACE COMBAT SIMULATOR, see page 68.
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Continued from Page 43

operated fleet commanders that will competently direct your forces when

you’re busy elsewhere. Like most of Digital Anvil's titles, CONQUEST should be

done by Q3 '99.

Next up is LOOSE CANNON, an action/adventure game focused on vehicular

combat, in yet another near-future world gone terribly wrong, gamers

will play a bounty hunter fighting for that most American of goals—cold,

hard cash. While a storyline will unfold through a set series of missions,

gamers will have the opportunity to raise money to upgrade and repair their

cars by apprehending bank robbers and the like in between the primary mis-

sions. Large, outdoor fortresses teeming with bad guys will force players to

abandon their wheels and go in on foot, the better

to stealthily eliminate the opposition. With a num-

ber of auto combat titles on the not-too-distant

horizon, LOOSE CANNON is looking to distinguish

itself with its more realistic game world and a vari-

ety of mission goals including hostage rescues,

escort duty, and kill 'em all rampages.

STARLANCER marks Digital Anvil's return to its

space combat roots. As part of a civilian-comprised

military unit 100 years in the future, gamers will pilot

space fighters as part of a NATO-type force struggling

SPACEBRAWLS STARLANCER'S muscular game engine

should deliver space combat chockful of action.

to recover after a crippling. Pearl Harbor-llke incident.

Graphically, STARLANCER should push the envelope

with brilliant explosions, capital ships with distinct

moving parts, and a super-fast game engine. Gone

are the slumming Hollywood actors of WING

COMMANDER games; instead, the story will unfold

through animated characters who will respond to the

player's success or failure. STARLANCER is planning on

supporting up to eight players in multiplayer games

and should be ready by late 1999,

Digital Anvil is keeping a tight lid on its fourth title,

FREELANCER, which is Chris Roberts' personal project.

While all Digital Anvil was willing to show were some

early (but cool) concept sketches, the ambition behind

the game is remarkable. Designed to be massively

multiplayer, FREELANCER is shooting to support 100

players at a time in a graphically rich game world

where some ships will sport up to 10,000 polygons.

Start saving now for the hardware you'll need.

With its shroud of secrecy finally lifted. Digital

Anvil seems poised to make quite an impact in the

coming year. Look for more on these titles in upcom-

ing issues.—Robert Coffey
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PIPELINE
Send notices lo: cgwpipeline@zd.com.

Age of Empires II EnsemUe/fiUaosoft Q2 99

Alien vs. Predator FoK Q1 99

Army Men II 300 Q1 99

Babylon 5 Space Combat Si’erra F/X Q3 99

Basketball Pro 99 Sierra Sports Q3 99

Beneath Acli/sion Q399

CrviloationtCalltoPowerActivision Q199

GvilizationlkTestofrimeMiaoPrase Q199

Cose Combat III Mlaosoh Qt 99

DaikatanalonStonivEkios Q299

Diablo li Blizzard Q2 99

Drakan Psygno^ Q1 99

Duke Nukem Forever 3D Re^ms TBD

Dungeon Keeper 2 BullfrogfEA Q1 99

Expert Pool Psygnoas Q1 99

Fleld&StreamTrophyBassBDSiefraSports Q299

Fighter Duel 2 Ocean Q2 99

Fighter Squadron Ac^rision Q199

Fitting Steel SSI Q299

Final Countdown Impact Q1 99

Hanker 2.0 SSI Q299

Fleet Command Jane's/EA Qt 99

FLY! GOO. Q299

Football Pro 99 Sterta Sptxts Q1 99

Gabriel Knight 3 Sierra Studios Q299

Giants Interplay Q199

Gunship 111 MkroProse Q3 99

Harpoon 4 SSI Q2 99

Heavy Gear 11 Acdviuon Q1 99

Heroes of M&M III 3DO Qt99

Homeworid Sierra Studos Q1 99

Imperialism II SSI Q2 99

Indiana Jones/Infemal Machine UicasAtts Q299

Interstate '82AaMsiofl Q299

Jack Niddaus GolfAcdvhbn Q1 99

Knockout Kings £A ^xjrts Q1 99

Lands of lore 3 WesMood/EA Q199

Lego Racers Lego Games Q299

Luftwaffe Commander 551 Q199

Might&MagicVII3D0 Q199

MechWarrior III Micn^ose Q2 99

Messiah SlHiyditierplay Q299

Myth II: Soulblighter Bungle 01 99

NASCAR Radng III Sierra^ Q2 99

North VI SoitUi Interactive 01 99

Omlkron EkJos 01 99

PGA Championship Golf 99 Ed. Sierra Sports 01 99

Panzer Elite Psygtrasis Q1 99

Point of Attack HP5 Simulate Q2 99

Redllne Accolade Q1 99

Requiem 3DO Qt 99

fievenant Ete Q1 99

Road to Moscow Interactive Magk Q199

Roller CoasterTycoon tAaoPiose 0299

Seven Kingdoms II hileractrie Magk Q2 99

Shadow Company Interactive Magk Q2 99

Shadowman Acclaim Q199

Shndowrun Assassin FASA Q299

ShogumToralWarEA Q299

Sid Meier’s Alpha Centaur! Finwis/EA Q1 99

SimCity3000MMK 0199

Slave Zero Accolade Q2 99

Star Fleet Comrrund Interplay QZ 99

Star Ttck: Biilh of the Federation MkiuPiOSe Q1 99

Star Trek: Klingon Academy MooProw Q299

Starship Troopers HkioPtosc Q2 99

StarSiege Sierra Q1 99

StarSiege: Tribes Sierra Q199

System Shock 2 EA Q2 99

Total Annihilation: Kingdoms Cavedog 02 99

Ultima Ascension QngiiVEA 02 99

WarCraft II Platinum Blizzairi Q2 99

IMarzonc210l}E>(los Q1 99

Wings of OesUny Psygnuch 01 99

X-COM Alliance MooFitisc 02 99

X-Games Pro Boarder [A Spoils Q1 99

^ OOOHH.AHHHH

BATTLEZONE 2*s sparkling new
graphics engine will deliver

some spectacular fireworks.

Back in the Zone
Battlezone Sequel Is Impressive

facet of the game. Like the single

piayer experience, a slew of

new options will be available,

including co-operative play against

computer-controlled opponents,

Capture the Flag, and more. An

instant action mode will let solo

players hone their multiplayer skills.

Look to CGkVfor a full, in-

depth preview on BATTLEZONE 2

as the game develops.

—Robert Coffey

BRAVE NEW WORLD
New vehicles and lush new

worlds that include foliage, rivers,

and tunnels, should enhance the

BATTLEZONE experience.

interface and core Al is being car-

ried over from the first game, the

graphic engine has been scrapped

in favor of a new one that delivers

even more ravishing visuals and

lets the designers create even

more intricate worlds. This, cou-

pled with moving the game's

story out of Earth's solar system,

will allow Pandemic to create net-

works of tunnels, deep, moving

rivers, lush alien foliage, and ter-

rain features far more dramatic

than the towering mountain

ranges of BATTLEZONE. Gamers

can expect the action to move

into these new areas, with rocket-

slinging firefights occurring in

subterranean caverns

and underwater.

development becoming a larger

part of the game.

In order to broaden the game's

appeal. Pandemic is designing the

game so that strategists lacking

the twitch reflexes necessary to

pilot a hovertank will be able to

issue commands and play the

game without ever personally

firing a laser. Likewise, rocket

jockeys who'd rather

mix it up

While the core gameplay will

remain the same, Pandemic is

responding to fans' requests for

"more action and more strategy."

The action side of the equation

will be addressed with the cre-

ation of several new units, but the

biggest difference may be in the

strategic game: you'll be encour-

aged to build more, with base

and not babysit

their forces should

be pleased that theAl is

being cleaned up. The Al

improvements include better

pathfinding and smarter units,

who will be able to assess their

repair needs and take care of it

themselves.

BATTLEZONE's multiplayer game

was one of its best features and

Pandemic is listening closely to its

rabid fan base in improving that

COMPUTER GAMING WORLD » FEBRUARY 1999A



LUFTWAFFE COMMANDER
takes you back to a time when the

deadly Me-ID3 ruled the sky. Terrarize

Allied forces as you fly missions in S

combat areas with aver SD.DDD square

miles of terrain. Choose from Z flight

modes - IRDK CROSS challenges less

experienced pilots while Knibhi's Cross

provides a WWII air combat simulation

of uncompromising accuracy.

' SO unique single player missions.

' 2D unique multiplayer missions.

~ Custom Combat option allows for

unlimited air combat scenarios.

' Dear ID different flyable aircraft with

jlnicvilnjl nnj tM a4mi vimmmIh

' Madam end serial play for

2 players, network play for

up to ID players, online play

for up to ID players. Doth

flight modes available for

all multiplayer options!

1 iJiiLl JIj

ml viaViU ’iif

nj'Mi Jl)
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©1d9SStrategicSinwla(ions. Inc. All rights reserved. The SSI logo Is a reg-

istered trademark and LuitwaKa Commander and the Digital Comba! Series

logo are trademarks of Strategic Simulations. Inc. W( other trademarks and

registered trademarks are the property of their respective holders.
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Gulp!
CendantSoftware Sold to French Media Giant for $800-985 Million

endant Corporation has agreed to sell

Cendant Software and its subsidiaries to

French publishing conglomerate Havas

for as much as $985 million. Havas is

the world's fifth-largest media company,

with more than 22,000 employees. Havas owns

Europe's top advertising agency, the world's largest

drastically after the announcement, and

Cendant has been selling assets ever since

to help reduce its debt.

Under the deal, Vivendi will pay an initial

S800 million in cash, with a subsequent

$185 million in contingent payments to be

made over the next year, depending on the

performance of Cendant Software.

Since Havas has no presence in the United

States, Sierra's Grenewetzki said that he did

not expect layoffs or any changes in its man-

agement, operations, and products, Havas

won't change Sierra and Blizzard's brand

names. —Ken Brown

HAVAS (98)

pay-TV operator (Canal-r), as well as Europe's largest

commercial TV and radio venture. Havas is, in turn, a

division of Vivendi SA, France's largest water utility.

Vivendi has over 200,000 employees and is involved

in telecommunications, transport, and the media. The

company also owns 50 percent of AOL France.

Cendant Software is also a hydra-headed entity.

One of the largest publishers of entertainment

software, the group's holdings include Sierra

Online, Blizzard, Davidson & Associates, and

Knowledge Adventure. Sierra is a large and well-

respected computer game company, with numer-

ous game titles and properties across practically

every genre. Sierra president David Grenewetzki

expressed relief about the announcement, saying,

"This clears the cloud from over our heads. We're

really happy, because we have an incredible part-

ner in our new parent. The Havas folks played our

games and knew our stuff. So it's really neat

when the 'suits' are as into games as you are."

The cloud Grenewetzki referred to is the con-

troversy that has surrounded Cendant since the

parent corporation revealed massive accounting

fraud in 1998. Cendant had posted $500 million

in phony revenue from 1995-97, in addition to

at least $200 million in accounting errors over

a three-year period. The companies value fell

Playing Lately
CCW Survey Here's what you're blowing the most time on.

Last Month Months on Chart

1. StarCraft (Blizzard/Cendant Software) 1 6

2. Might and Magic VI (300) 2 6

3. Age of Empires (Ensemble/Microsoft) 7 9

4. Quake II (id Software/Activision) 3 9

5. Diahio (slizzard/Cendant) 6 21

6. Commandos (Eidos)

7. Fallout (Interplay)

8. Final Fantasy 7 (Squaresoft/Eidos) 5 3

9. Unreal (GT Interactive) 4 5

10.

Tom Clancy's Rainbow Six

Based on a monthly survey mailed to CGWsubscribers.

This differs from the readers' overall "quality ranking" In the Top 100

PC Data Best-sellers

Last Month Average Price

1. Barbie Riding Club (Mattel) - S32

2. Barbie Nail Designer (Mattel) - S17

3. Railroad Tycoon II (G.O.D.) - S37

4. Microsoft Combat Flight Simulator (Microsoft) - S45

5. Cabela’s Big Game Hunter 2 (Activision) - $18

6. Hot Wheels Stunt Truck Driver (Mattel) $28

7. Tonka Workshop Playset (Hasbro) - $39

8. Age of Empires (Microsoft) $39

9. Tom Clancy's Rainbow Six (Red Storm) 6 $39

10. Age of Empires: Rise of Rome (Microsoft) $30

The top’selling PCgames as of November, calculated by PC Data (Beston, VA).
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See if you have got what it takes to go head to head with the creator of Daikatana himself.

On FEBRUARY 12TH
,
go to mplayer.com and join the Daikatana Deathmatch Tournament. All

you need to do is get online and bring your endurance and smarts. For the Daikatana Deathmatch

Tournament will reguire more Strength, Stealth, and Strategy than you can possibly imagine.

The DAIKATANA DEATHMATCH TOURNAMENT will run exclusively on

mplayer.com from February 12th to March 12th with each week producing ONE finalist.

Those four finalists will be flown to the Dallas offices of ION Storm for the Daikatana launch

event. There, the chosen four will see if they have what it takes to go head tO head and beat

JOHN ROMERO at his own game.

In addition, these four finalists will not go home empty handed. The Daikatana

Deathmatch sponsors have put some serious hard-

ware, software and just plain old fun stuff on the table for the

chosen few...And one lucky participant will walk away with a real-

life size replica of the Daikatana sword.

For more detailed information regarding all the rules, regulations,

prizes and how to play, go visit the official Daikatana Deathmatch

Tournament site at

www.ddikatana.com

www.mplayer.com

www.eidosinteractive.com

This competition is proudly sponsored by:

frl)

l>

PRIMA*

COMPUTER
GAMIAICWORLD

iNTER^nCT.
HALCON NORTHWEST
COMPUTER SYSTEMS

EIDOS Inleraclive is a registered trademark of EIDOS, Pic. © 1998 EIDOS. ION STORM and DAIKATANA names and logos are trademarks of Ion Storm. LP. ION STORM logo and

DAIKATANA logo Copyright © 1997, 1993 Ion Storm. LP. All other trademarks are the property ot their perspective owners. All rights reserved.

Go to #153 @ www.computergaming.com/infolink



FROM THE CREATORS OF SYSTEM

SnPdk throueli the darkness on 12 treacherous missions.

\
•

Use stealth, cunning and UTllCfUP WPcipOTlTy to survive in a

sinister world where shadows are your only **

trust is not an option
,,
and confrontation results in death!

LOOKING
GLASS

for More Check Oat

VAWv^* eido^Miteraslwww.lglass.cofn



SHOCK"AND DLTllVIA" DNDERWORLD"

'Thief blazes a new trail. Qompiitcr Games Strategy Plus

Thiei" may very well define a new standard
for interatkiori and immer sion.”-BC; Gamer

12HugelVlissions
With multiple environments.

Advanced Enemies
can sec hear.

''“The atmosphere and gameplay

make tnis one stand alonevll
— Qomputcr Gaming Woi ld

Stealthy Gameplay
brings a new dimension to

first person action.

Ai^enal Int

blackjack, sworcUfirc arrn

water arrows, rope,

and more!' rf-

IDOS
Go to #273 @ www.computergaming.com/infollnk
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Go to #290 @ www.computergaming.com/infollnk

Plough through fivi
.

~ '6 continents extr^e
prejudice. And a grenade launcher. .. ..

Wreak havoc through snOyr, iyind
and roin with jaw-dropping- reblism.

Blaze India and hammer into London,

Antarctica, Area 51 or the South Pacific.

EnjoyTioternational diplomatic immunit

s^^h o set of 9mm's as your passport.

Annihilate your. way through 15 levels

. of high-res mercilessness.
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you'd be famous someday.

S o you didn't make it onto the silver

screen. Still, your picture is posted

everywhere giving you one of the most

recognized faces in the nation (especially

amongst those frequenting post offices).

Frame it anyway you like. The bottom line

is that you are THE MAW, the don, the

boss. An entire city lays at your beck

and call. 5,000 citizens await your next

command. It ' s your chance to be a big

fish in a big pond. Start swimmin'.

A new era in gaming has arrived.

Yours.

V- In-depth strategic planning and

real-time tactical gameplay

Control every aspect of a 1 930 ' s-era

mob "family"

A mobster sim.
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"Commandos is a

great game!"
-Gamecenter

"Slick, Different,
and Innovative"
-Computer Gaming World

A genuinely
original game

of tactics, planning,

and precision."
-Gamespot

niE PRESS IS RAYING

THE DIKIY
"With Commandos, Pyro is injecting

.^

neW’life blood into the real-time strategy genre

with a game that will have players

on the edge of iheir seals.
-Imagine Games Network





Ultima Online Lawsuit Update
Court Refuses to Certify Plaintiffs as "Class"

n the November issue of CGW, we report-

ed that a lawsuit has been filed by

several disgruntled gamers against

Electronic Arts and Origin Systems over

ULTIMA ONLINE. At issue is whether EA

and Origin should pay damages to the gamers

for releasing a game plagued by alleged tech-

nical problems, such as lag and server crashes,

and deceptive packaging, such as a failure to

mention monthly fees and adequate system

requirements. One goal of the gamers (the

plaintiffs) has been to have the court certify

them as a "class." Such a ruling would mean

Did Origin discount UO: THE SECOND

AGE to purchasers of the original

game because of the suit?

that just about everyone who has ever played

ULTIMA ONLINE could join the lawsuit as an

"aggrieved plaintiff" and seek damages from

EA and Origin without having to personally

appear in court and give testimony.

After weighing the merits of the case, the

Superior Court of California for San Diego

County ruled in favor of EA and Origin and

against class certification. Judge Judith

McConnel held that the plaintiffs failed to

show "common questions of law and fact

predominate in this action," Specifically, the

court believed that all of the named plaintiffs

were affected differently, if at all, by the

alleged technical problems and misrepresenta-

tions on the box. Since each plaintiff's experi-

ence with the game was unique, all of the

plaintiffs could not be viewed as a single

"class" with common theories of liability and

damages, Therefore, according to the court, the

individual testimony of each plaintiff, including

the unnamed thousands of ULTIMA ONLINE

players should they wish to join the suit, is

going to be necessary to establish (1) if EA and

Origin are liable to each plaintiff and (2) what

the damages to each plaintiff should be, if any.

Does this mean the suit is over? Not at all.

The plaintiffs can appeal Judge McConnel's rul-

ing to a higher court. If the appellate court

reverses the lower court's decision on class certi-

fication, EA and Origin could still face a class

action lawsuit from the more than 200,000

gamers. Moreover, the judge's ruling has

absolutely no effect on the plaintiff’s individual

claims against EA and Origin. Such claims are

set to go to trial on February 11,1 999.

The ULTIMA ONLINE add-on THE SECOND AGE

is now out at a discount price of S6.99 to pur-

chasers of the original, which prompts the ques-

tion; If the ULTIMA ONLINE lawsult had not been

filed, would EA and Origin still by giving UO:

THE SECOND AGE away for next to nothing?

Probably not.—Michael Hawash

Plastic Fantastic
ArmyMenE GetsRe-Equipped

A
rmy men was a great game concept. It tapped into gamers' nostalgia

for blowing up the green plastic men of our youths. But it suffered

from an awkward interface and complicated, "realistic" environments

far too grandiose for simple plastic figures. ARMY MEN II, soon to be released

by 3DO, fixes both problems and plunks our fearless friends where they

oughtta be: in and around the house.

The interface is entirely new, and you can control Sarge or the other

troopers by clicking on them or dragging a square around them as in

COMMAND & CONQUER. Also as in C&C, each have their own health bar. In sin-

gle player you'll fight 28 missions across 12 maps including kitchen coun-

ters—being careful to avoid stove burners—bedrooms, hobby tables, yards,

and other settings. Watch out for roaches and a rogue commander who's

strapping firecrackers to other army men and sending them on kamikaze mis-

sions. Look for ARMY MEN II to invade stores in March,
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DO SOMETHING MORONI

The toLiieryou designed at lilaikiki is the ultimate tourist magnet. $30Q0-a-

night hotel suites. Duty free shopping. Korean BBOrestaurants.Vou’re packing

them in. Unfortunately, the same could be said for your only eleuator. You better

spend the dough to build more or the tourists ujill go to Miami and you'll be

taking the express car to bankruptcy. From Voot Salto, the creator of Sim Touter.

iuujLii.yootpc.com

VOOT Toluer |VQU build n. VDU DERL lUITH IT.



YOUR BEST SOURCE FOR THE HOTTEST GAMES IN DEVELOPMENT

Fly!
Terminal Reality Challenges Microsoft

(and Sierra, and Looking Glass)

to a Dogfight

by Denny Atkin

F

orget slingshots. This

David is packing a

bazooka. When the

Goliath you're taking on

is Microsoft's FLIGHT

SIMULATOR, one of the

longest- and best-selling

computer games of

all time, you need all the

weaponry you can pack. And

with FLYl, developer Terminal

Reality, Inc. (TRl) looks to be

armed to the teeth.

FLIGHT SIMULATOR In one ver-

sion or another has consistently

been near the top of the

sales charts for well over

15 years. Other upstarts

have tried to knock it off

its throne, but have

failed for one reason or

another. Looking Glass'

FLIGHT UNLIMITED li Is

a great program in

many respects, but its

small flying area

meant only San

Francisco-area residents

could use it to fly from

their home airports.

Sierra's PRO PILOT '98 was a

GENRE: Simulation

RELEASE DATE: Q2 99.

DEVELOPER; Terminal Reality, Inc.

PUBLISHER: Qathenng of Developers

buggy mess with retro graphics

that did sell a number of copies,

but only after it was reduced to a

bargain-bin price. PRO PILOT '99 is

dramatically better, but still has

limited 3D support and gaping

holes in its flight modeling.

The biggest problem with the

current crop of civilian sims

—

FLIGHT SIMULATOR '98 included—

is that each one only excels in a

limited area of simulating the

flight experience. FLYl is aiming to

make its mark on sim pilots by

not skimping in any area. It’s

not going to attempt to do

everything in version 1.0,

of course. Passenger

jets, for instance, will

remain the exclusive

realm of FLIGHT SIM

'98's rather lightly

modeled 737—at

least for now. But

what it's going to

do, FLYl is aiming

to do very well.

Preflight

Flopping into the

cockpit of the alpha

version's Cessna 172R, I

was pleased to find that

the instrument panel looked

just like the real thing. Where

other sims often rearrange or

compress instruments for playa-

bility reasons—so that you can

view the entire panel at one

DUSK BUSTER A Cessna 172R makes a

landing at SFO just before nightfall. All

9500-t- runways will have the appropriate

styles of lighting and runway markings.

HEADS'UP DISPLAY Overhead and floor

panels are fully modeled. You need to

reach up and activate the surface de-icer,

as atmospheric icing is modeled here.
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lime—FLY! attempts to create an

exact replica of the real plane’s

cockpit. This necessitates scrolling

around the screen to see the

entire instrument panel, but it's

worth the tradeoff. If you're a real

pilot—or you hope to be some-

day—there's no looking around

to see if a particular switch is

modeled on the panel, and where

the designers put it. And the

instrument detail is unprecedent-

ed. In the alpha version I've been

flying, for instance, the NAV/COM

instruments aren't yet fully docu-

mented, but the developers sug-

gest checking out the actual

Bendix/King radio documentation

for the real plane if you want to

use some of the instruments'

more esoteric functions.

The cockpit simulation doesn't

stop with the main panel. Floor

and—where appropriate—over-

head panels are modeled as well.

Virtually every switch, dial, and

control in the real plane is accessi-

ble by clicking on it, So instead of

rooting around your desk for the

keycard when you can't remember

the key to adjust trim, you simply

toggle the view to the floor panel

and click on the actual trim wheel

to adjust it. Doing it this way is also

better for learning how the proce-

dures are handled in the real plane.

While most of the switches in

the cockpit are functional, FLY!

will also accommodate the begin-

ning pilot or casual sightseer. For

instance, while you can start up

the engine by going through the

MOUNTAIN SUNRISE Even in

regions with "generic" scenery,

accurate digital elevation maps

and scenery textures give the

experience an authentic feei.

proper checklist procedure, you

can also bypass the details and

just hit "E" to perform all the nec-

essary steps.

This type of optional assistance

should come into play throughout

the sim. For instance, FLY! has fully

interactive air traffic control. If you

activate the radio, a menu will pop

up with up to 10 appropriate mes-

sages for your current situation.

But if you don't have your radio

properly tuned, a requester will

appear asking which service

you want to communicate with

(clearance delivery, ground, tower,

departure, approach, or center),

find the appropriate frequency,

auto-tune the radio, and then pre-

sent the menu of message choices.

A wide variety of realism settings

let you tailor the

complexity of

the sim for begin-

ners or licensed

pilots alike.

First Solo
The early ver-

sion of FLY! that I

tested had fairly

complete flight

models for the

Cessna 172R and

the twin-engined

Piper Navajo

Chieftain. There

was also an early version of the

turbocharged single-engined

Piper Malibu Mirage. The final

game will also feature the

Raytheon/Beechcraft King Air

B200, a twin turboprop, and the

Cessna Citation X business jet.

The planes look very good, with

real-time light-source shading

and moving control surfaces.

Even at this early stage, the

flight modeling is very impres-

sive. Fiying the Cessna as I

would in real life, its responses

and performance seemed on the

I

recently talked to Richard Harvey, Senior Software Engineer on FLY!, about some of the underpinnings of the project The sim is

being designed with a strong foundation for future expansion. For instance, Harvey talks about how, instead of hard-coding all

the characteristics of a particular plane in the sim, TRI actually built a simulation of the guts of an airplane.

"We don't have to 'fudge' the sim to fit an aircraft,” Harvey says. "The sim is unaware that a Cessna 172R is being flown; the

aircraft was assembled from components, with its unique performance attributes specified from disk. Tuning involves validating

performance values in the aircraft files. If we put in original manufacturer numbers and don't get the expected results, we look

into our sim for a potential problem, because the math should be totally unaware of the simulated object involved.”

' This detail goes far deeper than pure performance numbers, Harvey says. "Honestly, with FLY!, we spend as much time on elec-

trical systems and components as we have to tuning numbers," he explains. "One of the neat things is how our electrical bus and

systems are defined. A neat example is a power switch for a radio. We don't actually code something like: 'If user turns power

switch, radio is on.' Instead, we define the entire electrical bus and fuse layout. So, if you turn on the power switch on a radio, the

radio may or may not turn on. The switch detects the state change, and queries its local bus for power. The local bus may query a

fuse. A fuse may query a master bus. The master bus may query a battery. When all is said and done, the power source for the

radio will 'turn on.' It allows our systems to just work—I don't have to hard-code some huge dependency of 'if this switch, that

knob, this key, allow this.'"

As complicated as this sounds, in the long run it should make expanding the sim easier. Harvey explains, “Our wiring system

tracks it's own dependencies, so we can wire very complex systems in a very short amount of time, with no code necessary. It fol-

lows our entire design philosophy—if you design the systems right, and do the math and sim right, it just works."

No fudging necessary.
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Microsoft

As the front-line commander, all eyes are on you. Ask your

soldiers to do something silly and you can expect a mutiny.

But with every battle you win, their morale gets better.

Bringing a whole new meaning to survival of the fittest.

How far are you willing to go to keep your men alive? There are

no rule books, No how-to guides, You've got to use your head,

improvise, and change your tactics at a moment’s notice. Are

you up for the challenge?

As the war drags on, the technology gets better. You can choose

between rocket artillery, off-map artillery, flamethrowers and

80 different vehicles, to name just a few. Not to mention over

300 squad types and 60 different kinds of soldiers.

Take your troops from the open field tundra to Berlin. Maps are

bigger and based on actual aerial photographs with amazingiy

accurate elevation detail. The maps may be historic, but the

outcome of the war is unwritten. Will history repeat itself?



FLY!

SPORTY SINGLE The Piper Malibu Mirage passes

over Golden Gate Park.

mark. Pushing into more

suicidal regimes, I was able

to loop, spin, and even snap-

roll the plane. Control

response felt natural, nei-

ther overly sensitive nor

overly stable.

Landing gear strut

movement is modeled

as well. This not only

provides nice, subtle

movements as you brake

on the ground, but also

adds to the realism of land-

ing, where bouncing off the

runway can be a real problem

for beginning pilots,

Fly will sport over 9,500 air-

ports worldwide at which you

can test those landing skills.

There will be five scenery areas

modeled in great detail, using

satellite imagery, including San

Francisco, Chicago, Dallas/Ft.

Worth, Los Angeles, and one

other. Around airports and down-

town areas, the scenery looks

great—of similar quality to that

of FLIGHT UNLirvllTED II. Other

regions of the world will have

accurate terrain elevation and

texturing, but the scenery will be

generic. So while your hometown

may not be modeled, its airport

will be. And you won't be able to

sightsee around Berne, Switzer-

land, but the Alps will be right

where you expect them.

TRI is making the scenery {as

welt as aircraft and instrument

panel) formats available to third-

party developers, however, so

expect more cities soon after the

sim is released. A third-party

European scenery CD is already in

the works.

GET LOADED You'll be able to specify your plane's

cargo loadout and fuel levels before taking off.

Visual indicators show you how your load

affects your plane's center of gravity.

Cross-Country

Of course, there will be a full

set of navaids for instrument nav-

igation. One innovative feature

will help when flying visual.

Pressing the forward slash key (/)

will change the cursor to an aim-

ing sight. Point at the ground and

you'll get a pop-up with the dis-

tance to that site in nautical

miles. Point at a landmark or air-

port and you'll also get the

object's name, and, in the case of

airports, ATC or runway localizer

frequencies.

IFR (Instrument Flight Rules)

pilots will love FLYI's online

maps. Press a key and a sectional

chart for the current flight

region, showing your current

position and heading relative to

the chart, will pop up. Sectional

maps will be included for the

entire U.S,—no more digging

through your desk looking for a

paper map,

When fly-

ing IFR, the

sim can poll

an Internet

database

and import

real-time

weather from

the National

Oceanic and

Atmospheric

Administration. Everything

from scattered clouds to thunder-

storms will be modeled. The clouds

were still a work in progress in the

version I tested, but already had

volume and translucency.

A sophisticated flight planner

will let you plot out cross-country

flights, and it can automatically

generate the route for you. There

will also be a variety of preset sit-

uations, such as landing at

Catalina Island.

You won't be alone in the skies,

either. Both general aviation and

airliner traffic will be modeled,

giving you a chance to practice

entering a crowded pattern. The

sim will generate real flight plans

for each plane. You'll hear Al

planes calling for clearance, and

you can even follow them from

takeoff to their final destination.

(And yes. Kamikaze Boy, collisions

will be implemented.) In addition,

the Flight Party multiplayer mode

will let you fly with up to seven

others over the Internet. The sim's

"Live Mike" technology will let

RIGHT SEATER Scrolling

across the Navajo's panel

takes you to the copilot's

instruments.

you communicate with other

players via voice.

Take Off, Eh?

TRI knows that it's going to

have to make a good impression

with the first release of FLY! if it's

going to be a worthy competitor

for the FLIGHT SIM series. To that

effect, when it became apparent

that the company couldn't get all

the features it wanted into the

sim by Christmas, 1998, the devel-

opers decided to hold the product

until the second quarter of ‘99

and do it right.

From what we've seen so far,

Microsoft's upcoming FLIGHT

SIMULATOR 2000 is in for some

stiff competition. KHVl

A renegade unlicensed pilot who

plans to finally start working on his

certificate this year, Denny Atkin

nevertheless has stick time in a

Mooney 231, Cessna 172 and 201,

Beechcraft Bonanza and T-34A

Mentor, and a F-15D Eagle.
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IS IHAT AN AK-47
IN YOUR POCKET-?”

Don’t just sit therel Grab your

joystick and engage

in white-knuclded 3D combat

action and tactics that will leave

you quivering with excitement.

Wargasm offers unparalleled

military hardware and

r' '
personnel for your combat

pleasure. Or pain. Tanks,

helicopters, bombers, infantry...

it’s all here and then some. Play

alone or dish it out online. But if

you come packin’, you’d better

be ready for action.

Come and get it at local

Electronics Boutiques, Babbages

and other major retailers.
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by Denny Atkin

abylon 5 ushered in a new age of television science fiction, with state-of-the-art computer-gener-

ated special effects, plots based more on intrigue than on technobabble, unprecedented attention

to detail and continuity, and storylines that often aren't what they seem on the surface. Those

same characteristics make Sierra FX's BABYLON 5 SPACE COMBAT SIMULATOR (B5 SCS) one of the

most promising license-based computer games we've seen.

Babylon 5
Simulator

Space Combat
The Last, BestHope fora Great Licensed Computer Game

Canon Fire

With the exception of a couple

of Star W'ars-based titles, it's been

rare to find a top-quality title

based on a television or movie

title. Fans concerned that B5 SCS

will be a less than stellar title can

take solace In knowing that The

Great Maker, B5 producer J.

Michael Straczynski, is guiding the

game design. In fact, the game

will fill in the gap between

Babylon 5, which aired its final

episode last November, and the

sequel series Crusade, which

begins airing on TNT this spring.

B5 SCS is being codesigned by

Christy Marx, who wrote a first-

season episode of Babylon 5 and

Babylon 5 Space
Combat Simulator

GENRE: Space am

RELEASE DATE: Q2 '99

DEVELOPER: Yosemite Entertainment

PUBLISHER: Sierra FX

designed CONQUEST OF CAMELOT

and CONQUEST OF THE LONGBOW

for Sierra; and Randy Littlejohn,

who directed the photography for

GABRIEL KNIGHT II. Straczynski had

approval on concepts, scripts, and

any elements added to the B5 uni-

verse by the game. While the story

is primarily the creation of

Marx and Littlejohn,

Straczynski added a number

of specific narratives to the

storyline. 55 fans who know

that seemingly insignificant

comments in Season 2 can

have major implications in

Season 5 will likely go over

this game's storyline with a

fine-tooth comb.

Alas, because the final

episode of B5 hadn't aired

when we visited developer

Yosemite Entertainment in

November, most of the

details on the storyline

were still under wraps. We

do know that it will focus on a

war with the Dilgar, and appar-

ently, time travel will play a part

In the story as well. While there

will be video sequences filmed

on the show's sets, the real

action will take place in a

Starfury fighter.

Starfury Unleashed

As you can guess, this first

Babylon 5 game focuses on space

combat. (The follow-up title will be

an adventure, based on the

UNREAL engine.) Most of the game

will be seen from the cockpit of a

Starfury fighter.

STATION IDENTIFICATION

nie five-miie-long Babylon 5

station from a distance, with

a jump-point flaring behind.
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B5 is notable as one of the first

sci-fi shows in which the space-

ships don't fly like fighter jets. Fans

knew they were in for a different

kind of show when a Starfury

being pursued by an alien ship

simply stopped thrusting, rotated

on its axis, and fired head-on at

the enemy—all without changing

its flight path.

The same physics come into play

here. I took B5 SCS's Starfury for a

spin and found a flight model that

will please INDEPENDENCE WAR and

WING COMMANDER fans alike. In

normal mode, your flight path is

coupled to your control input, so

giving the stick a hard left or right

push will initiate a fighterlike turn.

But a simple press of a joystick

button uncouples the thrusters and

allows you to use the ship's

maneuvering thrusters to spin your

ship without altering its direaion

HIDING IN HYPERSPACE

The mists of hyperspace make

for a murky environment in

which enemy craft can sneak up

on you undetected.

if you've seen a ship in the

series, chances are it will appear

here. B5 SCS will even include

some ships designed for the show

but never shown, such as a Narn

ship built for the "In the

Beginning" TV movie. Models

being created specifically for the

game by Yosemite are being craft-

ed with TV-quality

detail and sent to

Netter Digital, making

it possible that they

could make an appear-

ance in Crusade.

FISH OUT OF WATER The Minbari Sharlin-

class cruiser model contains nearly 3,000

polygons.

INTO THE FIRE A Brakiri Cruiser heads

into hyperspace. The jump^gate

network is integral to successful

navigation of the Babylon 5 universe.

of flight. This is handy not only

when a bad guy is on your tail, but

also when attacking capital ships.

Aim your Starfury so that it flies

down the side of the enemy ship,

then turn your ship's nose toward

the enemy and unload a barrage of

fire all the way down the length of

the hull.

Thanks to the polygon-accurate

collision modeling, you can make

these inertial strafing runs, get

right up against the surface of the

ships, or even pass through gaps

and openings. You'll have to be

careful not to be distracted by the

majesty of some of the craft you're

attacking, however. The crew at

Yosemite Entertainment is employ-

ing the actual Lightwave 3D mod-

els used by Netter Digital to create

special effects

sequences for the series,

and the results are spec-

tacular, Even though the

number of polygons

must be reduced for

real-time rendering

—

the original Minbari

Cruiser has 45,000 poly-

gons, while in the game

it has closer to 1,500

—

the ships still look great.

High-quality texture

maps make up for much

of the loss of detail.

Universe Today
space isn't likely to

feel empty here.

Instead, you can expect

some battles of an

unprecedented epic

scale. So far, the team

has tested the engine

with up to 350 ships fighting it

out. Scalable detail will allow

gamers who own a Pentium 200

with an original Voodoo card to

see such battles while maintaining

a decent frame-rate. Of course, if

you have a P2/450 with a RIVA

TNT card, battles at 1600x1 200

resolution may look better than on

the TV show.

While details of

the game's plot are

still being guarded,

we do know that

the 65 universe is

being modeled in

full 3D, complete

with a network of

jump-gates to use

to pass between

systems. And, of

course, the mysteri-

ous red, murky

reaches of hyper-

space will be modeled. You won't

want to stray too far from jump-

gate beacons when traveling

through hyperspace or you could

get lost—or even worse, found.

The universe here is free-form.

if you're given a mission to escort

an Earth Force Omega-class

destroyer, you're free to go off

and attack the Drazi homeworld

instead. But you will have to

suffer the consequences. The

nonlinear, nonbranching storyline

promises replayability not usually

seen in this genre.

Yosemite has licensed the entire

Babylof} 5 music library from com-

poser Christopher Franke for the

sound for the game. Using a tech-

nology called Sculptured Music, the

game will draw music clips from a

library of excerpts from the show's

soundtrack and move seamlessly

from one to another to fit the pace

of the action. The demo i heard

was very impressive, with the pace

quickening as the battle reached its

peak and lessening as the last

enemy ships were mopped up.

There's plenty more in the

works, including a pair of multi-

player modes. The first will allow

you to deathmatch using ships

from a variety of alien races, duk-

ing it out, say, Narn versus

Centauri versus Vorlon. The second,

a more sophisticated mode, may

bring tactical elements and capital

ships into play. Look also for a

detailed 65 encyclopedia, which

will contain even more info than

the reference disc.

Most intriguing, though, is the

deveiopment team's promise that

the game's universe will feature as

i
i.-'

\
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RED ALERT The Earth Force Hyperion dis*

played at 1600x1200 resolution. BABYLON 5

SPACE COMBAT SIMULATOR will push high-end

systems to the limit, but should be quite

playable on a 3D-equipped P200.

many twists and turns as the

series. The "good guys" and "bad

guys" rosters will fluctuate, and

things will not necessarily be as

they seem. In a genre plagued by

linear, movieiike campaigns with

little replayability, that's a breath of

fresh air. MVJ

Denny Atkin has seen every

episode o/ Babylon 5 and has a

taste for Cheesy Spoo.
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UNDER COVER A great look

at the panoramic view you

get in Panzer Elite.

Panzer Elite
Romancing the Panther With Psygnosis

by Jim Cobb

P

reviewing a game from

early code is always

dangerous. The design-

er notes promising,

seductive features not

yet fleshed out—or

even created. The code

itself suffers from

inevitable hardware conflicts,

crashes, and commands that have

outdistanced scant early docu-

mentation. The author must dis-

cern what is possible in the

designers' proposal from the real-

ity seen in the code. He must

extrapolate the game's concepts

from the gameplay seen, and he

constantly walks a tightrope

—

trying to be neither too favorable

to the final product nor unfairly

critical to a work in progress.

Fortunately, Psygnosis' PANZER

ELITE (PE) has a rare mix of

excitement and substance. Even

though it's barely alpha, it's easy

to tell that this game should be

something special.

My Aim Is True

Though PE will join in the

recent seemingly endless spate of

WWII tank simulators. Psygnosis is

Panzer Elite

GENRE: Simulation

RELEASE DATE; Q2 '99

DEVELOPER; V^ngs Simulations

PUBLISHER; Psygnosis

apparently turning its tardiness

into an asset. Earlier games in this

genre, such as Interactive Magic's

IPANZER '44 and SSI's PANZER

COMMANDER, can be criticized in

terms of scope, graphics, realism,

and vehicle detail and capabilities.

PE attacks these areas with the

fervor of a Panzer ace.

PE covers German-American

battles from 1 942 to 1 945 on a

platoon level. Theaters of opera-

tions include Tunisia, Sicily, Italy,

and France. Play varies from quick

engagements, single actions, and

long or short campaigns within

these theaters—around 50 mis-

sions/campaigns in all. The design-

ers have rectified the absence of

an American campaign in PANZER

COMMANDER while keeping the

simplicity of command control

absent from IPANZER '44. Some

gamers will lament the absence of

those vicious Russian tanks and

the quaint early Western Allied

vehicles. However, these deficits in

breadth are compensated by depth

while leaving room for sequels.

This concentration of scope also

may afford more historical detail

in engagements.

The graphics are head

and shoulders above

other simulations.

Forests in PE are made

of individual trees and

bushes, which can be

blown away or rolled

over if your vehicle's

treads and drive train

are up to it. Similarly,

buildings are distinctive

to regions and are indi-

vidually modeled. Like

wails, buildings can be

crashed into for cover

and quick getaways at

the risk of vehicle damage. Terrain

actually rolls with tank comman-

ders bouncing in the turret. The

difference in terrain colors and

textures makes finding a hull-

down position much easier.

Vehicle and combat graphics

are also standouts since vehicle

exteriors are modeled intricately,

with differences in models readily

apparent. Tank interiors are indi-

vidual to the principle models and

represent a 360-degree view of

each compartment. This authentic-

ity becomes even more dramatic

in the commander's buttoned-up

cupola. The view is very restricted,

with slots giving no more than 30

percent of the total screen. Other

vehicles can be seen using the

multiangled camera function.

Enemy vehicles are not only mod-

eled well but use effective camou-

flage colors. Finally, the infantry is

visible and looks human. They

dash or low-crawl to effective

antitank positions. Given the

importance of the graphics,

Psygnosis' efforts to make the

program compatible with many

video configurations is welcome.

Realism a/it/ Flash

Realism is the key feature of PE

and is manifested in attention to

detail. Each crewmember is repre-

sented and has varying qualities

that affect the performance of

your tank. In the campaign game,

you fuel vehicles from available

reserves, pick a multitude of

shells from your stockpile, and

upgrade units with a myriad of

options such as skirts, antiaircraft

machine guns, and advanced

armor-piercing shells. If you have

a good enough record, you can

exchange older vehicles for better

ones. Finally, if your platoon is not

performing well, you can even

sack a tank's commander. All of

these modifications are recorded

by your helpful aide, who also

gives a detailed mission briefing

using a well-illustrated, animated

situation map.

All these elements would be

useless if gameplay didn't take

advantage of them, but don't

worry—PE does a very good job

in this area. All input devices are

COTTAGE FOR SCALE Approaching a

Sicilian village through a wheat field,

you can see the shadow of your

&8nim barrel.
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CLAUSTROPHOBIC? You might be, after playing from this tank

driver's realistic perspective or from the equally cramped gun-

ner's position.

no fool. But the

ultimate opponent

to play is another

human, and PE

plans to support

LAN, IPX, Internet, and null-

modem play.

No Bailout Required

In the end, even If everything

the designers plan to do is truly

implemented, questions about PE

arise. Why, for example, is there no

provision for air attacks—the bane

of German crews in Normandy?

Why is there no bailout command,

leaving dooming crews to await

their fate in a badly disabled tank?

Oddly enough, Psygnosis' laudable

attempts to handle all input

devices and graphic levels may

cause more technical problems

than they fix.

Regardless of these doubts,

both PE and the inevitable East

Front sequel hold every promise of

thrilling gamers—even some of

those not normally attracted to

WWII tank battles.

Jim Cobb is still trying to mas-

ter THE OPERATIONAL ART OF WAR.

He's not there yet, but his panzer

paintbrush now sports a finer tip.

scheduled to be available in the

final version, but mouse and key-

board controls work well already.

Platoon members can be ordered

about with one hot-key, while

the commander can control

movement through a superim-

posed mouse tank. Of course,

hot-keys will handle tank func-

tions at the crew positions.

Targets are selected with a click

to be fired on by either the

tank's gunner, another tank, or

the entire platoons. The player

can also serve the main gun

using a simple boresight level of

realism, a level where gravity

and muzzle velocity is modeled,

or an ultrarealistic mode with

wind also modeled. Both bow

and coaxial machine guns can be

used to dispatch soft targets.

Driving your vehicle seems sim-

ple, but it requires thought. Tanks

flip over when going up steep

slopes at a bad angle, and engines

overheat when pushed too hard.

Treads can be thrown rolling over

obstacles or mines. Compasses are

useless surrounded by so many

tons of metal, so commanders

navigate by maps and landmarks.

Platoons can be ordered to a point

by a click and a hot-key and get

there in the usual column, line,

echelon, and "vee" formations.

The physics of maneuverability

over the battlefield is just fascinat-

ing. The Tiger is often thought to

be clumsy, yet its wider tracks

made it more maneuverable than

a Sherman on soft terrain. PE

models such details for all vehicles

(see sidebar).

Combat requires a keen eye

more than good reflexes.

Crewmembers may spot the

enemy, but the player still must

make observations without bene-

fit of visual cues to ensure the

best results. As you'd expect in a

physics-based tank sim, success

generally requires that you

maneuver for side and rear shots

at the enemy and fire from sta-

tionary positions. In a Tiger it's

tempting to simply sit there and

bang away. But sooner or later, an

enemy will get in a good shot at a

vulnerable spot, so hull-down

positions are important. When

things get too hot, smoke shells

and dischargers can provide cover.

PE models many different kinds of

mechanical and battle damage,

some of which can be repaired by

the crew.

The missions are varied and

include recon, assault, static

defense, and "fire brigade"

responses. Campaigns can be

short, medium, or long in dura-

tion, and they sport the usual

crew ability improvements, supply

increases, and decorations for

good performance. While you can

call in off-board artillery, your

main support comes from inde-

pendent units, who seem to fight

quite well. I watched a squad of

my own Infantry take out an

enemy, which speaks well for the

Al. The computer opponent, even

at this early stage of the code, is

Hardware Heaven

P
ANZER ELITE models an exhaustive array of vehi-

cles—84 in all—of which you can directly control

23. While other games have more vehicles, PE's

depth of detail is breathtaking and adds new dimen-

sions to the armor gaming experience

The 12 German tanks included are Pzkw III H, J, N;

Pzkw IV E, F2, H, J; Panther D, A, G; and Tiger I and I E.

American tanks modeled are M5A1; M10GMC; M4
(Sherman) A1, A1(76)W, A2 (late), A2(76)W: A3 Mid,

A3(75)W, A3(76)W, and Jumbo. These variants model not

only different engines, armor, and guns, but also such

minutiae as different compartment variations and wet

boxes for ammunition storage.

The detail doesn't stop there. Along with high explo-

sive (HE) and smoke rounds, the Germans can choose

from nine different

armor-piercing (AP)

rounds, depending

on the tank and

variant Americans

may choose from

five different AP
rounds and two

kinds of HE shells.

Each shell type has

its unique muzzle

velocity and penetration characteristics.

Lest you worry that infantry is forgotten, squads may
carry bazookas, Panzerfausts, Panzerschrecks, AT

grenades, and rifle grenades (limited by nationality and

time of the war). To wake the sleepy, Teller mines are

sown here and there as wake-up calls.

Basically, PE gives enough detail to send even veteran

players scrambling for reference books and calculators
I

to choose the best ordinance mix. Or, you can simply

have a great time blowing up the countryside (and

hopefully, a few enemy tanks) with a wide variety of

WWII weaponry.

k J
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The Team That Brought You the Award-Winning LONGBOW

Series Is Back With the Meanest, Deadliest,

and UgliestAttack Jet Ever Built



I
t has the kind of face only a mother could love. In the days when the sleek,

supersonic F-1 5 Eagle and F-1 6 Falcon were coming into service, Fairchild-

Republic introduced the A-1 0 Thunderbolt II. This hulking, subsonic jet

looked more like a single-seat, jet-powered version of World War ll's B-24

Liberator than an answer to the problems of the modern battlefield. With the g
ugliest visage this side of the A-6 Intruder and a seemingly endless string of

pylons jutting from under its wings, the plane was quickly rechristened the

"Warthog" by the pilots who flew her. But while it may not have been attractive,

any plane that can carry twice the bomb load of a WWII B-1 7 Flying Fortress and

fire 65 depleted-uranium shells per second merits a certain level of respect.

And what better way to pay homage to the air force's ground-

pounding wonder than to set loose the Austin,

Texas-based branch of Origin Skunkworks

to aeate a simulation of the plar

After all, the Skunkworks crew

headed by Andy Hollis and Will

McBumett had brought us

Simulation of the Year

award-winners

LONGBOW and

LONGBOW 2. Due for

release in the sec-

ond quarter of this

year, JANE'S A-1

0

WARTHOG main-

tains the elements

that made the

LONGBOW series so

good and promises

even wider appeal.

While the sim exhibits

the exacting detail that

made the LONGBOW

games favorites of hard-

core flight simmers, the A-1

0

jet is easier to fly than the

Longbow helicopter, and its

weapons systems are

easier to master.

First Flights

In fact, much of the game's

design concentrates on making A-

10 WARTHOG more accessible to

new sim pilots and players still

working their way up to hard-core

status. Expert pilots need not be

concerned, however, Despite this push toward accessibility, the

sim still promises unrivaled cockpit, flight, and

weapons modeling.

Experienced pilots and newbies alike

will appreciate the way the sim brings

you along to A-IO flight. The sim

will offer a series of LONGBOW

2-style training missions, in

which an instructor pilot

will guide you through

the basics ofA-10 flight

and weapons handling.

Further, the first

campaign is being

designed as a ramp-

up campaign to better

familiarize you with

the plane. But the

campaign will involve

real combat missions,

not training. The mission

objectives and the threats

present will let you build

your skills gradually, however,

rather than force you to use every

available weapons system to take out

your first targets.

This first campaign. Operation Restless

Tiger, starts out during a Team Spirit training exercise

in South Korea. Events quickly turn the exercise into the real

thing. You'll fly some 30 missions over the course of the cam-

paign, and by time you finish the campaign you should have the

aircraft and its systems mastered.

Experienced sim fans will be relieved to learn that the second

campaign does nof take place during Operation Desert Storm,

despite the A-1 0's successes in that conflict, The Skunkworks

team must have realized that many sim fans have spent more
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XGAMES PROBOARDER™
delivers the world’s best
snowboarders, nine

intense levels, 2,1 1 2 trick

combinations, a slammin’
soundtrack with Foo

Fighters, Rancid, NoFX
and Pennywise, full

freedom 3D to let you ride
the whole mountain. Why
be a poser when you can

be a pro?

lEames"

30d things happen when you visit

www.proboarder.com

Watch X Games
on ESPN and ESPN 2
January 14-17 1999



Will you become the unlikely hero of the story, or merely another of its unfortunate casualties?

Before you answer, the big guy here might have something to say about it.

®
Explore an immense,

intricate game world - from

cloud-covercd mountains &
rain drenched plains to dark

catacombs abandoned temples -

all meticulously rendered in lush,

i6-bit SVGA graphics.

Invoke more than too spells

- Freeze enemies with an icy

blast from a Cone of Cold, or

incinerate them with a searing

stream of magical flame.

g|% Push your leadership skills

to the limit as you giudc a

^ party of up to six characters,

each with a personality that affects

gameplay.

Don't let your stubborn

fighter pummel the arrogant

'
thief ' you may need their

teamwork in your next battle.

Create your character from
’*

six AD&D® races and 26

different classes and subclasses. You control every attribute, down to

skin and hair olor, weapons, and armor - all accurately depicted orrsaeen.

V ti,/ ^ t

Baldur’s Gate

The most anticipated RPG of the year.

In the FORGOTTEN REALMS®, we've lived through foul pestilence, vicious battles, exorbitant taxes,

and even the occasional dragon. But when HE showed up, things really started getting ugly.

Prepare to be immersed into a world of intr^ue and mystery on a perilous quest to rescue a storied land

from impending war. Even your own soul is at stake as you and a party of adventurers become

Ik entangled in a dangerous riddle of betrayed alliances, dark prophecies and murder.
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may change

location and vary in number

between missions, which should

keep your adrenaline level up

even when you're attacking a

known target. While the cam-

paign is scripted, the world

won't be static. When you pass

over a building or bridge you

destroyed in a previous mission,

you'll see its wreckage.

In addition to the campaigns,

you'll also find about 1 5 single

missions in each combat the-

ater. There's no mission editor

included, but the team hopes to

work with a third party—just as

it did with LONGBOW 2—to

make one available after the

product ships.

Just the FAC, Ma'am.
One particular role of the A-

10 deserves special attention:

that of Forward Air Controller

(FAC). The modern FAC role

originated in Vietnam, where

brave pilots in tiny Cessna 0-1

Bird Dogs and 0-2 Skymasters

would search for enemy targets

and then direct fast-mov-

ing aircraft in for the

strike.

Over the years, FAC

pilots have been

equipped with better

planes, such as the OV-

10 Bronco. But none so

deadly as theA-10 (or

OA-10A, as it's called in

the FAC role). The A-10's

slow speed and long loi-

ter time make it an effec-

tive platform for search-

ing for enemy targets.

With its heavy armor and

T
he first production A-10 was delivered to Oavis-Monthan

Air Force Base in Arizona in October 1975. Designed by

Fairchild-Republic (descendant of the company that built

the WWIl P>47 Thunderbolt and the Vietnam-era F-105

Thunderchief), the A-10 was officially christened "Thunderbolt

11," but is known by pilots as the Warthog.

Itie U.S. Air Force marked the A-10 for replacement by the F-16

in the early 1990s, but the plane's superb performance in the

Gulf War. In which it flew 8,100 sorties, caused the Air Force to

reevaluate tiiat dedslon. The plane is now expected to remain

in service as late as 2030.

The A-10 is perhaps most famous for its GAU-8/A Gatling

cannon. This seven-barrel weapon weighs 1,963 pounds

empty: 3,820 pounds when loaded with 30mm depleted urani-

um shells. The cannon, which can fire 3,900 rounds a minute

with a muzzle velocity of 3,200 feet per second, is extremely

accurate, with more than 80 percent of its shells hitting inside

a 30-foot’radius circle at a miie range.

Interestingly, tile A-10 scored the only two gun kills of

Operation Desert Storm, destroying two helicopters with its

30mm cannon.

Officii name: A-tBThuniteliiihll

Ej^btes: T»BK££':Kf^6£-1flD4iBrbofansvvi^

tiiEiist.each

Ito^takeoff imiiphr. ponniEls

speed; dSitogib

V.-. -
;^ miles

Olmenfikios: kengtb. SS feet 4 liiiihesfmfcigt::,:^*;^

8 Hingspan, 57 inch-

Blenjimu toad: si

eig^ UAdsr-wiiig aoitihree'ftiselage

pjd0BE;6ati’8/A litimm cannon 'vuiuf

1,174 rwuiils

time fiying over Iraq and Kuwait

during the past seven years than

most active-duty Air Force pilots

have. So instead of re-revisiting

that combat theater, A-1

0

WARTHOG instead puts you on

the front lines of the battle the

aircraft was designed to fight: a

communist push into West

Germany.

Dubbed Operation Valiant

Hunter, this campaign takes place

in the Fulda Gap region of

Germany during the mid-1980s.

Look for a bit of a Reagan-era

look and fee! to Paul

Stankiewicz's cut-scene videos

and interface.

At first glance, some similarities

to the LONGBOW 2 campaign will

be evident in the Valiant Hunter

section. For instance, when pre-

sented with a mission, you'll be

able to choose between four

flights, giving you some choice of

what kind of target you want to

attack. Along with pure tank-

busting, other mission types will

include search and rescue, close

air-support, suppression of enemy

air defenses, and joint attacks with

helicopters.

One big difference between A-

10 WARTHOG and LONGBOW 2 is

that the campaign in A-1 0 won't

be dynamic. Instead, it will fea-

ture a scripted, branching-mission

structure. Repiayability shouldn't

be a problem, however, due to

the nature of the campaign. While

victory—or defeat—will usually

come after 20-30 missions, these

will be drawn from a total pool of

about 200. Random elements will

keep missions from being pre-

dictable even on replay. Surface-

to-air missile sites, for instance. Continued on pg. 88
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COMMAND, DEFEND, AND CONQUER

Command powerful armies and make every social, economic and

political decision. Deploy over 65 beautifu(ly*detailed units, 7000

years worth of weaponry, and over 100 technological advances.

COLONIZE THE PLANET AND BEYOND

Retrace the steps of mankind across the globe. Build orbital space

colonies and add speed to your arsenal. Discover and harvest vast

oceanic resources to grow immense underwater empires.



I9S0A.D,

DEVISE TACTICS AND STRATEGIES

Employ millions of strategies to rule the world. Reinforce your

military might with unconventional warfare, such as economic attacks,

propaganda attacks, biological terrorism, and religious conversion.



All-new strategies, Includlng^ictnconventional warfare

More units, buildings, Venders and technologies

Vast new ^ealms^Space and Sea

Fuliy-aninfiatmg, hi-res, 16-bit graphics

Breakthrough time-saving interface

Enhanced diplomatic and trade options

Scenario Builder

Internet and LAN Multiplayer

All-new Wonders of the World in stunning cinematics
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GEARED UP The developers have modeled even the

landing gear with exacting detail; the plane noses

down when you hit the brakes, and tires make scrub-

bing sounds wdien excessive skidding occurs.

Continued from pg. 81

redundant systems, it's certainly a

safer platform for orbiting a bat-

tlefield. And if it’s cornered,

there's always that 30mm cannon

for self-defense.

A-10 Warthog provides a

tactical map that gives you an

overview of the battlefield, dis-

playing friendly assets and the

last known location of enemy

units that have been spotted by

friendlies. You can access this

map for reference in any mission,

but it really comes into play dur-

ing the FAC missions, when it's

your interface for sending orders

to your air assets. In real A-IOs,

FACs actually mark target infor-

mation on their canopies using

grease pencils before radioing it

to other units. The developers

experimented with this technique,

but found it unwieldy in the sim

environment—thus the use of the

map interface.

When you detect an enemy tar-

get, you'll be able to send in air-

craft or helicopters to attack, but

not ground units. For best results,

you'll want to mark your target

with smoke rockets. If you don't,

the air units you call in are more

likely to miss. Francine Hunter,

who is developing the FAC por-

tions of the sim, says the Ai will

be fairly intelligent in how it

attacks: If you warn the pilots that

there are friendly units around, it

will choose appropriate weaponry,

avoiding the use of area muni-

tions such as cluster bombs.

A-10 will also give you quite a

previous sims.

Because the A-1 0 can cover so

much more ground in the same

time, the area you'll be able to

fly over in A-10 WARTHOG will

dwarf that of LONGBOW 2. Here

the battlefields are 200 kilome-

ters square, as opposed to the

bit of control over your wingmen's

actions. You'll be able to com-

mand them to attack your target,

targets of any type, mission-specif-

ic targets, ground threats, air

threats, and targets of opportuni-

ty. You'll also be able to specify

which tactics they should use:

Shooter, in which they go in to

attack the target directly; Cover, in

which they watch your back;

Decoy, in which they try to draw

fire so you can attack; or

Suppression, in which they will

attempt to take out enemy air

defenses.

In multiplayer

mode, you'll be

able to fly with

human wingmen.

Of course there's

the requisite death-

match mode, but

you can also fly sin-

gle and campaign

missions with

human wingmen.

50x50 kilometer maps in

the earlier title.

Vincent Lin and the

other A-10 artists start with digi-

tal elevation map data for the

regions being modeled and then

feed that data into a program

called World Construction Set.

Here they can properly overlay

appropriate details for a region

—

whether it's rocky, forested, flat,

urban, or other. The team is even

overlaying road maps for the

regions onto the game map, so

you'll be able to accurately

navigate using major highways. A

variety of high-res texture objects,

including farm fields, roads, and

airstrips, will enhance the look of

the world below you.

One of the more impressive

aspects of the terrain engine is

its use of detail textures to give

you a better sense of speed at

low altitudes. When you

descend far enough, a "noise"

Terrain Ride
The A-10 isn't

exactly renowned

for its speed, but

it's fast compared

to the AH-64D

Longbow simulat-

ed in Skunkworks'

texture adds pixel details to the

terrain. Because your aircraft is

now visibly passing over thou-

sands of pixels instead of large

patches of a single color, the

sensation of speed is dramati-

cally enhanced, in the early

build of the program i flew, the

detail popped in rather sudden-

ly; it's hoped the A-1 0 WARTHOG

team can eventually make the

transition gradual.

Although the graphics engine in

this sim is new, you'll notice the

effects that made LONGBOW 2 so

impressive: dynamic lighting, poly-

gons that don't "pop up," and so

on. (And fear not, JANE'S F-1 5 vet-

erans—no melting mountain

effects here.) But overall, the envi-

ronment in A-10 should feel very

real. In the second campaign, you'll

fly not over a desert or sparsely

cOlliputC'tV’.’''''-COMPUTER GAMING WORLD « FEBRUARY 1999
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DO SOMETHING MORON

Kegon Falls

lilhen you design and build a SB-story toiuer with euerything from deluue hotel

rooms to juice bars to security systems, problems will arise. And some will be

more challenging than others. Like massiue fires. Terrorist bomb threats. And

87-yoar~old ladies who bought million dollar condos only to find themselues

liuing under the hottest raue in town. From Voot Salto, the creator of Sim Tower.

www.yootpc.com

VOOT Tower fVOU BUILD IT. VQU DERL UllTH IT.
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You Will be wrong. You Will love your troops.
^

Ynii lAfiilmu will UClIIIWa You will respect your enemy.

You will pay the price,
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•- VojwillaelonltBllnelYoU Wjlf 1)6 CXSltOd
®

YOU Will know what it is to command

BAtniersaf

0m

The most animation in game history

guarantees otf-the-scale visual

effects.

Buy 'Mechs, weapons and pilots to

create a unit to your specifications.

Use salvage from the battlefield or

trade in what you don't need.

• Should' you give your Elite

MechWarriors® long-range weapons

and play it safe?

Command up to 12 MechWarriors

against dozens of enemy 'Mechs®,

Elementals, and armored vehicles.
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.if the accusation is Best Real-Time Strategy Game of 1998,

s is guilty as charged.”

-Sci-Fi Channel's Dominion

'Command Performance... 9.0'

Don Crabb-Chicago Sun Times

.a breakout title for the MechWarrior franchise.

-PC Gamer

ap^"The detaH^that's been lavished

on^s^g&BimSi is extraordinary"

?IS® '
-PC Accelerator-

Co'^mario is, without a doubt, a true ciassic.

-PC Format

If you buy only one real-time strategy game this year,

make sure it's this one.

-www.combatsim.com

In a year of excellent real-time strategy games,

has muscled its way to the top.'

-Boston Globe

Available for Windows 95/98. Visit your local retailer or call

1''800-'695-GAME day or night (US and Canada).
Check out www.niechcommander.com '

for News, Tools/ links. Files, ond New Mops.

ftl998 FASA Inietaclive Putjllstiod by MicroProse. MICROPROSE is a U.S. registered Irademnik and HASBRO INTERACTIVE atrd Itie HASBRO INTERACTIVE togo are trademarks

ot Hasbro or its aflitiates. MicroProse ts a subsidiary of Hasbro. BsttleTech, MechWardor, BattleMech and ‘Mach are regtsiered trademarks and MachCommaRdat is a vadsmark of

FASAlnietaciive. Used under license. BatileTech materia! copyright 1998 FASA Corporation, The FASA Interactive logo design is a trademark of FASA Interactive, Inc. All other

trademarks are the property of their respective holders.
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Warthogs on

the Web
The Web boasts a variety of A-10

resources. Here are some of the

more interesting pages we found.

A-10 Fact Sheet
The USAF's official A-l 0 information page

www.af.nill/news/factsheets/A_10_OA_1 0_T

hunderboitJl.html

The A-10 Warthog Homepage
Detailed information on the plane,

maintained by a Warthog pilot

www.shreve.net/~blade

Warthog Territory

WING AND A PRAYER Although this A-10 is

pristine, the sim's damage model will let

populated areas of Korea, but over the heart

of Germany. So look for plenty of objects

—

not only military structures, but also farm-

houses, city blocks, and the like—to flesh

things out. You'll also find that ground units

feel alive here. They should be constantly on

you limp home with huge portions of your

wing missing.

plane. A former engineer with McDonnell-

I Douglas, Drajeske helped develop an AC-1 30

tits training simulation for the Air Force Special

on Ops forces and the flight modeling for the

A Hog fan's paradise, with hies, book

lists, video clips, and more

www.ecis.com/%7eweasel/a10/

A-10 Hog Lover's Homepage
Maintained by a group of A-10 aficionados

www.hogtovers.mcmail.com/

Lockheed Martin Federal Systems
An A-1 0 screensaver from the company that sup-

ports the plane for the USAF

www.owego.com/a10prime/

Pat's World
A photo gallery of A-10 Desert Storm battle damage

www.shinbiro.com/~mcgeep/index.htm

the move or engaging the enemy, rather than

just sitting around as static targets.

The graphics engine will support both

3Dfx Glide and Direct3D APIs. Resolutions

of at least 800x600 will be available; higher

resolution support will depend on what

kind of performance the team sees in the

upcoming generation of 3D cards.

In the Titanium Bathtub
of course, the place where the Jane's

sims created under Andy Hollis have been

unparalleled is in the simulation of the

cockpit experience, and that holds true

here. Virtually every system found in the

titanium-armored cockpit of a real A-10 is

modeled here in exacting detail,

As I sat with Mark Drajeske, who is devel-

oping the flight models for A-1 0, 1 felt like I

was being briefed for a flight in the real

FIGHTING WITH FURE This is a

rendered image from a cut-scene,

but the actual sim engine will let

you drop flares to illuminate targets

at night.

BACK TO BAGHDAD F-16sim.

A-10WARTHOG will feature a 3D virtual

cockpit with a full set of mouse<lickabie con-

trols. Tbe differences between the real cockpit

and the one in the game are negligible To

make room for the autopilot panel, the devel-

opers have removed three instruments not

necessary to gameplay—the UHF frequency

indicator, the standby attitude indicator, and

the ciock—but otherwise the panel is virtual-

ly identical to that of the actual jet.

The real A-10 doesn't have radar, so most

of the learning curve new players will climb

involves the heads-up display (HUD), the

Maverick missile targeting system, and the

various weapons release modes, Because you

have no high-tech targeting systems, combat

in the A-10 feels similar to combat in the

plane's WWIi namesake, the P-47

Thunderbolt: It basically boils down to "point

the plane at the enemy and shoot until the

enemy isn't there anymore."

That's not to say there aren't loads of

details here for tiie hard-core pilot who wants

to delve into the plane's systems. Virtually

every weapon the real A-1 0 can carry has

been meticulously modeled; Mk-82, -83, and -

84 general purpose bombs (both low-drag

and air-retarded variants); Mk-77 Napalm

bombs; Rockeye and CBU-52, -87, and -97

cluster bombs; G8U-1 0 and -1 2 laser-guided

bombs; TV- and infrared-guided AGM-65

Mavericks; explosive and smoke variants of

the LAU-3 rocket; SUU-25 illumination flares;

AIM-9 Sidewinder air-to-air missiles; and the

stalwart GAU-8/A 30mm cannon.

The HUD system, called LASTE (Low-

Altitude Safety and Targeting Equipment),

gives you a wealth of targeting options, You

can drop weapons individually or in pairs,
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imIhe WOlSIMULATIONTHE BEST HELICOPTER

Two fully simulated combat helicopters: the US AH-

64D Apache Longbow & Russian Mil-28N Havoc B.

3D engine specifically designed for low level heli-

copter combat

Highly detailed and articulated 3D models and

authentic flight dynamics.

Three vast combat zones featuring countless mis-

sions and dynamic campaigns that offer something

different every time you play.

All weather missions - d^, night dusk, dawn and rain.

91% PC Gl

lEVER'
lER (UK)

Massive multi-player campaigns, via serial, modem, •

LAN or Internet

Ultra-realistic avionics displays and instrumenra-

30 fixed cockpit views and a detailed

virtual 3D cockpit for each chopper.

At Realistic and Novice options.

'k Fantastic stereo sound effects and speech.

Direct30® support.

The Ultimate Power Struggle. The Ultimate Fightihg Machines

empire
I N C T I V E

Call i 800 216 9706
www.empir««iJs.com

Go to #082 ® www.compufi

RC CD-ROM
WINDOWS® 95 & 98
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There's nowhere in this worid you can't go.

Real-time moveable sectional charts and interactive

vector maps allow accurate navigation across

16.000 navaids in 200 countries, including over

13.000 runways at 9,600 airports.

The aircraft you are about to fly is folly operational.

The game features accurate cockpits and avionics,

all in the correct proportions and layout of the

original aircraft. Every gauge, switch, and knob in

the cockpit is ready for interaction, thanks to the

most meticulously detailed cockpit to date, with

multiple interactive interior views.

Cessna 172R Skyhawk

• Everything from mountain peaks to sea level

is accurately represented. The Global Digital

Elevation Model (DEM) recreates elevations

It's the most realistic general aviation flight

simulator ever created for the PC. Integrated

gp flight planner and aircraft load out allows

visual planning of cross-country flights and

user-defined fuel, passenger, and cargo loads.
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TANKS FOR NOTHING A flare illuminates this tank

just before it falls victim to an A*10's gun during a cut-scene.

and in single-drop or ripple mode. Parameters such as

drop quantity and delay for ripple mode can be adjusted

for each weapon type. And you can also designate high-

er low-drag for specific weapons, depending on how

quickly you need them to reach the target,

The HUD features navigation and air-to-air modes (the

A-1 0 uses the same gun "funnel" display software as an

F-1 6), as well as air-to-ground options including TV and

imaging infrared Maverick targeting, a CCIP line to

compute bomb impact points on a designated target, and

manual targeting.

Damn! Damage!
In real life, Fairchild-Republic designed the A-1 0 to sur-

vive amazing punishment The pilot is one of the only sys-

tems in the plane without a backup. A-10 WARTHOG's flight

and damage modeling will take this into account, and much

of the excitement will come from trying to nurse a wounded

bird home. Each major system and surface in the aircraft

has the potential to be damaged, and the sim will feature a

COMPUTER GAMING WORLD » FEBRUARY 1999A
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Best graphics ever seen in a

racing ganie. Period. Go from 0 to 60

FPS at the speed of thought!

Drive anywhere! Do anything! 8 degrees

of timitless freedom! 8 merciless

environments! 8 player multiplayl

Feel the road in your teeth with advanced

physics modeiing. Mud! Sandi

Ice! Snowl And more!

Availsbie at your local retail store.

Order direct at www.gtstore.com or call 1-800‘610-GTIS

"GT Interactive
Software
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WORLD WAR II FIGHTERS-level of detail in its graphical

depiction of damage.

The sim's flight model was mostly complete when I visited

the Skunkworks office, and the handling was very good. The

full six-degrees-of-freedom force-and-moment flight model

replicates not only the plane's normal flying characteristics

but also the quirks and variations you get at different loads

and altitudes. Adverse yaw during rolling maneuvers, for

instance, can cause your plane's nose to move in the oppo-

site direction of the roll. In high G/high angle-of-attack con-

ditions, the yaw can cause a wing to stall, or disrupt airflow

to one of the engines, causing it to shut down.

The aerodynamic mode! actually uses control surface

deflections to maneuver the plane, and when a surface gets

blown off or stuck in one position due to damage, maneu-

vering will be appropriately hampered. Flying the A-1 0 will

be an interesting experience for players weaned on F-1 6 and

F-22 sims, Unlike in those planes, theA-10's thrust doesn't

exceed its weight (depending on load, the thrust-to-weight

ratio ranges from 0.4:1 to 0,6:1), and pilots will find that

while the A-1 0 excels at instantaneous turns, it quickly

bleeds speed during sustained turns. And forget going verti-

cal, at least for more than a few seconds, Also, the

A-1 0's turbofan engines take about five seconds to spool up,

so you'll have to think ahead when flying this plane.

The A-1 0 features Stability Augmentation Systems for both

pitch and yaw, which temper some of the plane's handling

chararteristics. If you shut these down, or if they're damaged,

the plane won't be nearly as tame. If your plane's dual

hydraulics systems are damaged, the sim models the Manual

GET LOADED Obviously some of the text here has yet to be

fully researched, but tills gives you a good idea of how the

drag-and-drop loadout screen will work.
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Reversion Mode (MRM), which literally uses cables to fly the

plane. In this mode the A-10 is very difficult to handle^ and

pilots forced to use it are advised to fly in MRM until they

reach a friendly base, then eject. At least one A-1 0 damaged

In Desert Storm managed a wheels-up, MRM landing—con-

sidered a major accomplishment.

Drajeske left me with five-and-a-half full, single-spaced

pages describing the flight-modeling and system-damage

modes, far more than I can detail here. Other impressive

details include the ability to windmill-restart a damaged

engine in case of an APU failure, modeling of compressor

stalls and engine overheating, and full trim control.

Hog Tied

A-10 WARTHOG has the potential to be the most popular

sim to come out by an Origin Skunkworks team. The air-

craft is easier to master than a Longbow or an F-1 5 Eagle,

LOW AND SLOW Even when you're not flying a FAC mission,

you can pull up the map to get your bearings. The image on

the top is Korea; on the bottom, the Fulda region of Germany.

yet the detail looks to be there to please the hardest of the

hard-core. The Fulda Gap scenario should appeal to military

buffs, who will be pleased both by the what-if nature of the

battle and by the fact that it's not yet another retelling of

Desert Storm. And unlike JANE'S F-1 5, which basically

offered only arcade or hard-core modes, A-1 0 WARTHOG

should be able to gradually bring casual players into the

serious fold through its training and ramp-up campaign.

Toss in the requisite flashy graphics and it seems Jane's has

perfected the recipe for success. 2317

When Denny Atkin is not flying the iatest WWII sim, he's

iiving out his delusions ofdemigodhood in POPULOUS: THE

BEGINNING.
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Stuiiniiw 3D graphics - unbelievably

oeautiful environments
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• Intense Multiplayer action - supports
TEAM PLAY & INTERNET NETWORK SCENARIOS

• DNE of the most POWERFUL WEAPONS
PLATFORMS EVER CONCEIVED FOR A PC GAME

• COMMAND AN ARMY (TROOPS, HIGH-TECH TANKS,
GUNSHIPS AND BOMBERS) FROM THE FRONT
LINES WHILE FIGHTING RIGHT BESIDE THEM
IN THE TRENCHES

• Streamlined interface and design means
LESS time learning AND MORE TIME PLAYING
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LEAH MflCHIN

j

is the system that

I

y^a^j^eam of owning. Still,

jHpms practical at a funda-

meraai%^l, There are no RAID

arr^sito maintain, no mother*

,
boards' that need PCI bridge chips,

^
^cl Rb 55,500 monitors. But it fea-

J ^resa fast CPU, the fastest hard

i
cfrive you can get—one of the

^iggest, too—and graphics that

.:can;shrug off high polygon counts

V and huge textures while it keeps

^putnping out frames.

.i/ '^'11 rnmnnnQntc in

Ultra2 low-voltage differential SCSI

in the form of the Adaptec 7890

SCSI controller chip. The hard drive

is Seagate's Cheetah 18, supplying

a massive 18GB of storage, And ...

since the Cheetah spins at

1O,0OORPM, it delivers that data i.
'

.

fast. Iomega's competent Jaz2 car-^

tridge drive provides our backup,
"

while Pioneer's DVD-302 SCSI DVD

drive for CD-ROM and DVD disks
''

rounds out the mass storage.

No gaming system would be

complete without fast graphics, The

primary card for our Power Rig is

:tfie,Canopus Spectra 2500, which

;;i^upied to a Quantum Obsidian

: X*24 Voodoo^ SLI graphic card.

ipii Spectra 2500 uses the nVidia

"^IVATNT chip, while the Obsidian

X-24 is a Voodoo^ SLI setup on a

single PCI card.

Several other items contribute

to making this a higher end rig.

|)'ll cover components in detail

li^r, but let's touch on a few

^ngs. The core of the system is

tl|e 450MHz Pentium II. The

t
ntium II lives on an ASUS P2B-LS

)therboard with 256MB of

?C1 00 SDRAM, While money is no

c^ject with the Power Rig, other

[^cticalitles do weigh in, like free

PCI slots. The P2B-LS has onboard

so I added a:hard-drive cooler,

which is essentially a hard-drive

mounting bracket with a couple

of fans attached. For users vyho

j/ajueUhe-relative peace of their

•jiome offices^/tiiis rig canriofbe

caitedquietr^e hard drive ajone

-^haWsir^ht but noticeable whine

when 1^ running, and the extra

fans add to the ambience.

too. Instead of using the power

supply that came with the case,

we substituted the PC Power and

Cooling TurboCqdi 300, The InWin

tower case is an updated version

of the case we chose last year,. --

with an extra cooling fan^^dded:”

to its now-perforatedJtiih.t’fa'^U

On the subject.of:coQlmWth'&^
'

Cheetah warm,
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THE ULTIMATE BAME MACHINE PT.

pth our Power Rig

pnd our Lean

klachine have

jnotherboards

(hat use Intel's

WOBX chipset.

Tie main reason

you need the 440BX is to support

the 400MHz and 450MHz Pentium

II processors, which use the

100MHz front side bus (that is, the

memory is clocked at 100MHz

instead of 66MHz, as in past sys-

tems). But there's another impor-

tant consideration for a mother-

board: Can you upgrade it? Most

440BX motherboards will support

Intel's next generation Katmai CPU

when it ships in 1999. (Bear in

mind you'll probably want Katmai,

even if you don't pick it up at first

release. The new CPU instructions

that are part of Katmai promise to

improve 3D geometry calculations

by as much as 70 percent with

games that support it,)

Even if your budget such that

you can afford, say, only a

300MHz CPU, you should still get

a 440BX motherboard and PCI 00

SDRAM. That will give you lots of

room for growth without having

YOUR MOTHER Board, that is. Both

of these boards will make for a

fine system, though ASUS gives

you onboard Ultra2-SC5l.

to swap out your motherboard

and RAM.

The Power Rig's ASUS P2B-LS

has four PCI slots, three ISA slots

(one PCI slot shares a space with

one ISA slot), and, of course, the

AGP slot. The cool thing about this

devices when it first shipped, but

the current BIOS release has stabi-

lized the board, and everything

has run rock solid for several

months now. ASUS also makes

versions of the P2B with onboard

LAN or onboard SCSI alone.

The Abit BH6 used in the Lean

Machine has five PCI slots, two ISA

slots (a PCI slot shares a position

with an ISA slot), and only three

DIMM sockets. But with the BH6

you can set (and tweak) clock

speeds in the system BIOS. The BH6

seems much more stable than its

older sibling, the BX6, and has an

extra PCI slot.

Other than the obvious dock

rate, there is one key difference

between the Pentium II CPUs. The

450MHz CPU is the boxed version,

complete with fan. However, for

budget reasons I couldn't squeeze

in a 400MHz boxed CPU, so I went

with an OEM CPU. That forced me

to buy a separate fan, but the total

cost was still less than the boxed

CPU. The peril with this approach is

that Intel will only honor a 90-day

warranty on OEM CPUs, and you

have to go through your reseller to

get replacements.

board is the built-in Adaptec

Ultra2 SCSI, which has the same

performance as Adaptec's

2940U2W card—and since the

SCSI card costs around $300,

onboard SCSI is a good deal. The

onboard Intel 10/100 Ethernet

chip is handy for local area net-

work gaming. The P2B-LS had

some problems with U!tra2 SCSI



THE ULTIMATE BfiME MACHINE PT.3

been somewhat tardy with its dri-

ver updates. The card ships with

Colorific's color matching tools and

3Deep gamma correction package.

It may be my imagination, but

after I ran the Colorific calibration,

the overall image seemed crisper

and brighter.

, It wasn't possible to get SLI into

a sub-$2,000 box, but thanks to

Guillemot's aggressive pricing. I did

get a capable, 12MB Voodoo^ ref-

erence board into the system for

$99, after rebate.

For the Lean Machine monitor

we chose the Optiquest V75. This

is a relatively high bandwidth, 17-

inch monitor and will actually run

at 1 600x1 200, though Windows

text is far too small for good legi-

bility through my eyes. You can

find it for less than 5380 with a

little searching.

There's another piece of graph-

ics hardware that found its way

into the Power Rig: a hardware

DVD decoder. I went with a

Quadrant International

Cinemaster decoder; It ships

inside a DVD kit, or you can find

white box versions from resellers.

Its claim to fame is that it does

not require any passthrough

cables for video. All video data

transfers over the PCI bus. The pri-

mary graphics card has to support

linear frame buffer, but almost all

do these days. Video image quali-

ty with the Cinemaster looks pret-

ty good to my eye— I had to

squint to see artifacts in scenes

with a lot of motion.

BOTH BARRELS This year, both systems feature

Nvidia's Riva TNT for 2D/3D, and SDfx's

Voodoo^ for 3D and GLIDE compatibility.

really noticed. The Spectra is unique

in this business in that it runs game

tests, like 3D GameGauge, better

than it runs synthetic benchmarks.

After all, it's game performance

that's important.

I have this obsession about sys-

tems: I want to conserve all the

resources I can. Since the Obsidian

X24 is Voodoo^ SLI in a single PCI

slot. It's very appealing to me; even

though there are cheaper SLI solu-

tions, they don't give me back a

PCI slot. While the TNT is about as

fast a single-chip 2D/3D solution as

you can get, there's nothing that

matches the raw horsepower of

Voodoo^ SLI.

The Power Rig's monitor is the

Sony 500PS, a Trinitron monitor with

a .25 stripe pitch and a relatively

high bandwidth. It actually looks

good at 1280x1024, and you can

run it at 1 600x1 200 if you want.

On the Lean Machine, we man-

age to squeeze in a TNT board by

using the no-frills Creative Labs

Graphics Blaster TNT. This is a fairly

sweet board, though Creative has

H
'r gaming, the

raphiG sub-

ystem ranks

econd only to

ou don't play

the graphics

card is still Important. Even playing

a real-time strategy game, such as

STARCRAFT, can demand a lot of a

graphiG card.

Canopus has thoughtfully added

a fan to its Spectra 2500, which we

used in the Power Rig.

Since the environment inside the

big rig gets pretty warm, that's a

nice touch. More interesting is the

reverse passthrough. Unlike most

setups with a Voodoo^ card, the

monitor plugs into the Canopus

card. A special cable connects the

monitor output from the X24 to the

Spectra. This theoretically

improves 2D image quali-

ty, though I

haven't
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Whoa, check it out!
Beavis ond Buti«head are everywhere! On the PC golf course in "Bnnghole In One"

on PlaySiotion'* game console with "Get Big U5 Hollywood", ond now reody to go

wherever yon go on Nintendo*Game Boy*!

Beavis & Butt-head Oo U <r 199$ MTV Nalwotkt. An Ryihis Reserved 'MTV Mu»c Television'. 'Beavis & Butt-hesd* and ell (elated logos, inlci

Distributed byGT tnteiaciive SoflwiiroCoi|). GT and the uTLoyo sioiiademarksofGTInieiacliveSoltwsie. Created by The IDusions Gaming
Enlertanvnonl Inr Niniendo, Game Bov and the official seals are registered trsdemarksof Ninrende of Americe Irrc.ilj I9S9 Nintendo of Amorica.
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www.gtgBfves.

of haorious dialogue
Brand new lines

_ feniuring the voice

H ereaior of Beams t

NEEDAHINH
1-900-CAU-2GT

P9 Networks, a divmonoFVitCQDi Itiisrnafiotialliie. BesvisS Bun-head creeled by Mike Judge. Software 199SI
- . ' sublicensofrom MTV Networks, a diviilan efViacDm International Inc. PlayStation and the PlayStation logos are

CoifKiration. mother trademarks arc proneny of tlielrrespaciivo conipanios.

I Software Corp. PuTied and licensed for use by MTV
cthie Software Corp under a

IrademarksofiheMicrasoft 4

1 of Sony Computer

Go to #221 @ www.comput^gaming.cotTi/lnfollnk
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100% COMPATIBLE witff
virtually all PC games

With the UR GEAR helmet and Double Device Technology you can be in

control of your racing car with a joystick or steering wheel and still look

around at the same time. Pilot an airplane with any device you like and

turn your head to see the enemy without touch-

ing a key. Be able to see everywhere...indepen-

dent of the direction you're going. Fire at will. Be

in the game. Be in the head of your hero.

Go to #090 @ www.computergaming.com/infollnk

AVAILABLE A T : Babbanc's Elc • DISTRIBUITEO THROUSH; Microcentral

E!)<)hci!d.com • Electronic FJorJlique • Fry's Electronic

• Cylwrijn OulDost ... AND OTHEP RETAiLEKS furlfiDr inlorriwtions:

wvvw.unionroiility.coni
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feme installs aren't

petting any small-

Ir, so with any

lystem you're

poing to need ample

loom and a fast CD-ROM to

keep installations and gameplay

moving along.

The Power Rig has Seagate's massive Cheetah 18 hard

drive in the big tower chassis. As for speed, the

Cheetah 18 spins at 1O,000RPM and has an access

time under 6 milliseconds, with transfer rates that

approach 20MB/sec over the Ultra2 SCSI bus.

The CD-ROM chores are handled by a Pioneer

DVD-302 SCSI DVD drive, which should per-

form as a 20x CD-ROM drive and a 2.6x DVD

drive. The DVD-302 mates well with the

Cinemaster DVD decoder. Maybe I can finally

boot up the DVD version of RIVEN that's been

sitting on my shelf. (Then again, maybe not.

Still, it is nice to have DVD without a huge

sacrifice in CD-ROM performance.

Since the Power Rig is no-holds barred, I

added backup in the form of an Iomega

Jaz2, It can use 2GB removable car-

tridges to back up important data, and

it's faster than something like CD-R

—

but the cartridges are more fragile.

On the Lean Machine, the hard drive is

the trusty Seagate Medalist Pro 6530. The

DIVE DIVE DIVE! The dual fans on the

Seagate Cheetah 18 make it look like a

mini-sub. Both disc readers are slot-feed-

ers, eliminating caddies and cup-holders.

tone holdover frorrr last year's budget rig, the
6530 makes it back due to its good perfor-
rnance and low price of SI 99, Plus, it spins at
7,200RPM and holds up to 6.5GB of data

lhoneer'snewDR-704Sgetsthenodasour
CD-ROM drive here. It's probably no better
or worse than the majority of ATARI CD-ROM

drives, but I'm hooked on the slot-loading
concept. Certainly a 36x drive for 569 is noth-
mg to be sneezed at.
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many terminal adapters. I
use the exter-

nal ImpactlQ, which lets me keep a fax

machine at the ready even when the PC

is powered down. I can get download

speeds in excess of 120Kbits/5ec-quite

a bit faster than a good 56K modem.

The built-in Intell 0/1 00 Ethernet chip

plugs me into my home LAN for multi-

player action,

The Lean Machine uses a Diamond

Supra 56e external V,90 modem. Most

Internet service providers

are finally moving to the V.90 stan-

dard for 56K. Note that the best con-

nection you can get is 53Kbps due to

voltage restrictions on phone lines in

the United States. The Diamond

modem is definitely low budget, and

you'll need a 9-pin to 25-pin adapter

to connect it. 56K modems may be

the last stop on the line for analog-

modem technology.

' sewicessea"'®
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special advertising section

Developed by

Windows® 95

PC CD-ROM

The guy's been a NASCAR money maker
almost since the day he started on the circuit,

but a license doesn't guarantee anything.

3 Time Winston i

Cup Champion I

The winningest NASCAR dri

of this generation

Won his 3rd Winston Cup Title in

4 years

Co-producer, Co-designer for

ASC Games

“What I’d like to see is that no matter how

good or how bad you are at this game,

there’s a lot of competition, a lot of side by

side racing, so that even when you pass,

they’re still on your tail. . . I hate it when you

get out in front and never see them again -

in a game anyway!"

When the team at ASC Games met with

Jeff Ciorcion to go over some preliminary

de.signs it quickly became obvious he was

exactly the right choice. JciF wasn’t just

going to sign his name to the title, collect his

check, and forget about it. He actively wanted

he involveci, because, as it turns out, the

youngest Winston Cup series winner ever is himself an

avid gamer. His first passion may

be NASCAR, bur it’s equaled by

his love of videogames- he eveii

ists it under his hobbies in

NASCAR program booklets.

We found this our in the f\rst five' •

minutes as he eagerly\conipared

\)ur design^ with a dozen other

\ racing titles,\ill of wjfich he was

mtiiTtately faimfi'ar with. ’'So the

hjtiidlhig is (1 little like Porsclkt

Challenge?” Gordon would say.

'‘That's.good- the haudl/h^was

jhe best part.abouL-that^game.
”

':\ ' \ \ . \
His enrhusia.sm 'was both obvious and infectious.

the laeginning 'h‘^'’cinder.stoo^\gahje niechai^cs, and

norjust from racing 'games, cveiT'cracking

jokes about an extended''gajiie of

A.sreroids-he'pl’ayed once.

At one point in our meeting

while taking a lap on thi

first playable PC version

of the game, the car

kept slipping out

from under him at

the same point on



Ilvife could reach

300 miles an hour

So, why Jeff Gordon? isn't just an expert on

racing, he’s also an ent^^fes^Bfccing gamer. The story

goes that a few years aefl^pHra^S^to one of his

sponsorship meetings^w^Q^ a suit anS ^riyin^a

briefcase. Inside the case, how<^r, there were only two

items: A cell phone, and a Game Boy. Does this st^ry'

sound too strange to be true? Well, meet with Gordon for

ten f^iiflites and talk about games, any games'. He cakes

gaming as serious as racing — and that’s the kind of game

we.waptedw create.

cnrii lap. With (HH' hand on rhc and nnc poniring

ar chc monitor he said “somi'rhiog is wrong rigln hiTP

Sure enough when we openrd up die coflc rf> rahe a look

missing from the I'xart spot that Ii-(( poinnvl ro was a

missing polygon ibat made up tke tmrk snrfir-.-

He pushed past our initial, simple explananons md dug

deeper, with a stirprisitigly welhinhu'iiicd opinion on

everything From track design to rh<“ opening animnrinn

“This looks like Couvorde Speednuiy,'' lie grins looking

over a concept ski'tch, “hut it looks cook I'too niiri n hnlf

miles, degire hnnki)ig now vh're tnlkin^! We could

re/ich 300 miles tin hour on thnt tmek!
"

1 he simple hu'i is, he was as interesti-d in mcontig us as

we were in meeting him. He only w-mir-il rn he

associated with a game he hims<-li waorrd ro plav

\ \ \
\\ \\

\ \ \W ^\

ASC Games'” Is a tractemark o(Amortean Sottworks Coiporolion.© 1 996 Amorican Softwotks
Corporation. Jelf GorcJcatRi Raeiog’” is a Iradsmark o( American Softwoiks CorporaiiorT.© 1 996JQ
UotorSports Inc OovcIopocI l» Real Sports. PepsiCo, Inc. 1997. 1995 PEG United PartnersHp and
PEG 97 Limited Partnership. f^yStelionartdlhe PlayStation togos are rogisteredttademaikeol Sony
ComputerEnlortainmentlnc. Windows® 95 is a revered trademark olMicioeonCoip. The ratings

iconB a trademark ol the Interactive Digital SoftwareAssociation. Ail rights reserved.

Go to #116 @ www.computergamlng.com^nfoiinK

www.ascgames.Gom
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is working on a four-speaker version of its LFT-1 1 s,

and we're very much looking forward to them.

As the sound card for the Lean Machine

chose the Diamond Sonic Impact S90.

which uses Aureal's Vortex 1 chipset.

The S90 can eat up CPU cycles

when "accelerating"

DirectSound3D, but it sup-

ports A3Dand costs less than

S50. Until something better comes

along at that price, it will be fine, it

sounds good, with decent support for

game controllers and DOS games, though

MIDI music is a bit weak.

file speakers for the Lean Machine are

none other than the Boston Acoustics

BA-635S, which earned CCWs coveted

five-star award in a recent speaker

roundup. They pump out amazing

sound from a tiny package.

« r “‘pled v.ith Roland's SCD-
15 MIDI daughterrard covers all the bases, although the
Sonjc Impact will get the job done adequately.

“ dio is hot once again. We’ve emerged trom

le doldrums induced by the aged Sound

ilaster standard. Even Creative Labs has

jmped on the PCI wagon in a big way with

ts Sound Blaster Live card.

Ihe sound card for the Power Rig was

jrobably one of the toughest choices. Do you

go with the Sound Blaster Live or Diamond's

Monster Sound MX300? The Creative card has just about the

lowest CPU utilization of any DirectSound 3D accelerator, an

EAX actually works well. After much anguish, I
went with the

MX300, which uses Aureal's new VortexZ chip. The MX300 will

tun all the A3D titles out there and will even support

EAX titles even though its CPU utilization comes in

highei than the Sound Blaster Live. But the clincher?

The MX300 features a daughtercard connector, let-

ting me pop on my revered Roland Sound Canvas

SCD-1 5 MIDI wavetable daughtercard.

Speakers for the Power Rig are still the

Eminent Technologies LFT-1 1s, a holdover from

last year's system. These continue to be the best

PC speakers we’ve heard, on a par with many

high-fidelity audio speakers. A pair of Altec

ansing ACS-43s currently handle the rear-speaker

A jmpuletjj.imingCOMPUTER GAMING WORLD « FEBRUARY 1999

*M his year we decided to build a third system, one in which price was the

S supreme consideration. Everywhere we couid, we drove this rig's

S price down. Some of the components, in fact, are the same as

2 those in the Lean Machine, including the case, the CD-ROM, the -

2 audio card, and the motherboard. Instead of a Pentium li, we i

® opted for Intel's 300MHz Celeron-A, which has 128KB of /

Levei 2 cache running at fuii processor speed. _ /

The combination of the Abit BH6 motherboard and the
^

it

Ceieron-A 300 is a good solution for users who want to / J

experiment wKh overclocking (but you didn't hear that /

from us). There's only 32MB of PCIOO SDRAM. L
Diamond's Monster Fusion AGP card handles the

i

graphics chores. This card will support OpenGL, ^
'

Direct3D, and Glide (3Dfx) games. The monitor is

Optiquest's V5S, a IS-inch monitor I found for $158.

The Sonic impact S90 board still handles audio, but

the BA635S have been replaced by the Cambridge

SoundWorks' PC Works, which can be had for $60. .

When looking for a good, cheap hard drive, we found .

the Maxtor S.7GB model 2880 for $129. The whole sys-

tern comes in at $1,088, including monitor—not bad at ail.

We thought long and hard about K6-2 systems, but the

floating-point performance Isn't quite up to snuff yet even

with the 366MHz chip. On the other hand, we could have built this

Bargain Box for less. The real consideration, it turns out is motherboard

stability, particularly with AGP 2x graphics cards.



DEMONSTRATION #2=

1 Tear out your old sound card.

2 Smash into pieces.

3 Toss over your shoulder.

The sound those pieces make when they hit the ground allaround you is the power

of A3D from Aureal, the only audio that works the way your ears do.

That's why leading sound card vendors, such as Diamond. TerraTec, Turtle Beach,

and Xitel, are using Vortex audio technology from Aureal, the only 3D audio

accelerator that supports industry leading A3D positional audio technology.

You can also find A3D positional audio on computer models from the industry’s

leading PC manufacturers.

Audio based on Aureal technology is awesome. But don't take our word for it.

Believe Your Ears. Check out A3D at your local retailer.

BELIEVE YOUR EARS"

Visit us at www.A3D.com

01998 Aureal Semiconductor, Inc. A3D and Aureal are trademarks of Aureal Semiconductor Inc. Other trademarks are properties of their respective owners.

Go to #161 @ www.computergam1ng.com/lnfolink



In the year ED33
cancer has been
curedi global
warming has
stopped! and
there is only
one species

• -

left on the
endangered
list • •



US

THEfA WAKENING

Christmas Eve 2D32-

Last minute shoppers crowd the stores,

workers down eggnog at company parties and

parents put excited children to bed. Without

warning, a murderous insanity overcomes one

third of the Earth’s population. Planes crash,

cities burn and millions die.

What is the cause of this strange affliction?

Is it some kind of bio-chemical agent that has

been unleashed upon the world? Or is this

Armageddon, as predicted in Biblical

prophecy? As Bishop Six, it is your mission to

find the cause and end the destruction before

all hope is lost.

• A science fiction adventure

• Mission-based play through

military installations,

subway systems and

enemy command centers

Learn more about the affliction at www.cavedog.com
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iiw we get Tea/Zy personal— let's look at game controllers.

We opted forThrustMaster's F22 Pro joystick, mated to its TQ5 throttle and Elite rudder pedals for the

Blight gear. These are just the ticket when flying detail-laden sims, such as LONGBOW 2. Programming

he F22/TQS combo is a chore, but it's made a little easier with Fox Two Pro, a tool specifically for pro-

gramming the F22/TQS.

^ As a gamepad choice, Microsoft's Freestyle Pro is interesting, but you can run only two

USB and one via the joystick port. We opted for ThrustMaster's Rage 3D; It'sa

mable gamepad for large-handed gamers, and you can daisy-chain up to four of them.

Finally, there's the Extreme Competition

COS4000 racing wheel and pedals, the unit that made me a fan

of racing games.

Before using the

CDS4000. 1 was very

casual about racing

sims. I have a lot more

fun these days—that's

what winning will do.

1st have to figure out how to afford one of my own.

jby tips the scales at more than 50 pounds and hits

vallet for 51,129.

The Lean Machine controller choices are more basic.

Ve did a lot of searching for a good universal game

controller. It had to work in both DOS and Windows,

be as flexible as possible, and be Inexpensive. The

folks at CH Products puts out the best compro-

mise we've seen in the CH Gamestick 3D. It's not stellar in any single use, but it

works well in most games, supports a fourth axis through the twist handle, and costs

inly around S55. If you want to throw in a gamepad or two, you can find Microsoft's

'teran SideWinder for around $20, and you can daisy-chain up to four of them.

CHOOSE YOUR WEAPON
CH’s Gamestick 3D isn't the
best controller in any one

genre, but it does
cover the different genres

pretty well. Extreme
Competition's CDS4000

(left) will stand up to
the worst beating you

can give it

e subjected both the Power Rig and the Lean Machine to an 3D WinBench has undergone a massive overhaul. There are now 15 scenes

extensive round of tests. This year we've graduated to Ziff-Davis' with Direct3D muititexture scenes, and many of the scenes have been

WinBench 99 suite of benchmarks. The CD-ROM WinMark is much reworked to behave more like toda/s o-op of games. For example,

more thorough and is a separate test from the standard WinBench suite. instead of the geometric lights iiKd in 3D WinBench 98, 3D WinBench 99

Business Graphics Business Disk ^DirectSound 22Khz/8-bit

:

1

^DlrectSound 3D 22Khz/ !

WinMark (1024x768x32) WinMark CPU32 Streaming/IBVoices
;
8-bit Streaming/16 Voices j

Power Rig 161 3770 1170 1.53 10.2

Falcon Northwest Mach V 150
'

4040 •, 1180.';
,

NA* NA*'

Lean Machine 153
,

2520 1030 ..te: .

Dell Dimension R400 152
.

3490 984 ; n/A’^'L' N/A*', \

3D WinBench 99 .
1 3D WinBench 99

FPUMark CD-ROM Primary Secondary

Power Rig 2380 1220.™^ 507 513

Falcon Northwest Mach V 2380; 505
’ ""

Lean Machine 2110 1520T 470 461.{4).:

Dell Dimension R400 '2040:' 1650' 499: - n/£}. i;

* Audio WinBench 99 wasn't quite ready during testing for Parts 1 & 2 Higher scores are better.

** Cannot run 1024x768x16 triple-buffered with Z-buffer. ^Lower scores are better.

CO/.-M 'l.n Li; .AMING WORLD « FEBRUARY 1999 computefgaming.com
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loard and mous
i,, nn lonoet available. "Hie

la,.a,.e,boaM,b.d,s,al^

logitechNewtouchbaaagrea
, to use it.

|;downetistbetoucbpad>t^

,„ instead,
«brougbtLog..echs«

,^^^^^^^,^ -
the ™x.* slid linie device

rjrrrr*33;»~r.»..

iBi
uses texture blending to achieve lighting effects in most of the scenes. at varying resolutions; the other, a subjective test, shows how well the

This year. Audio WinBench 99 makes its debut. Audio WinBench 99 plays positional audio works with a particular sound card and speaker setup,

back a set of sounds, some positional, through DirectSound 30. It's divided To round out the mix, we use our own 3D GameGauge, a collection of

into two parts. One part chedcs CPU utilization of various samples played six games—four DirectSD, two OpenGL—to test game performance.

3D GameGauge—Primary

;
(Frames Per Second)

Power Rig IStF
Falcon Northwest MachV
Lean Machine

Dell Dimension R400

i

30 GameGauge—Secondary

(Frames Per Second)

Power Rig 49.5 178.5 97.4
1 mHHsSTTr^l 637.4

Falcon Nortfiwest MachV 4$.3 io6.3 87.6 ii8j i.’rrmi n]niaMM988:i-r_- 675.8

Lean Machine

Dell Dimension R400

44.8

'N/A

92.4 60.7 72.8 56#^ 52 MllliH
. .

.

i 379.4

N/A

Higher scores are better. F22 ADF
( Incoming | Quake I Quake II | Turok

1

t'.coniputergaming.c COMPUTER GAMING WORLD » FEBRUARY 1999



Welcome to Nanocorps, where you’ll soon discover the benefits ofbemg small. You’reqi^

Agkfeu can fly under the bathroom door. And best of all youans^e look in yom- opponents’ eyes when you pui

f‘nr 10 u» Vdiih • \vM’M’.ii:iiml;jiiitni.i0 .t'oin • l'oi- moiv iiil'ot ii

^15 Naiiowiiiiiiitii LL.C. All rijjiiw tcscm'il. Naiioiainiiiciil'l'' Fly HiiMierVttjul NiiiiutofjH’'* li>i;i)safc iniilciiurksofNaiio£uiiiiii(:iit.'''All oiltcr innltiiiarkti tuiil (radt; names are|)ro|n;t'Uus iiriiii;ii rt.'S|)ctiivuiAvm:i
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The Generamn pfj

Extreme CoiH-ol |

You've been gaming ever since you got

weaned on Pong as a kid. Now you want a

stick that'll do it all. Programmable.

Digital. Analog. Comfortable. Cool.

i Different New.

s GenX 700 by QuickShot is all that and

I more. This programmable stick comes

• complete with switches to move between

I digital and analog modes for the HAT,

^ rudder, handle fire buttons.and X & Y axes,

g Plus a 3D rotational handle and a multi-

I
view HAT switch. This stick's super-

I
ergonomic with a contoujpd BioThrottle"

t complete with extra fire^Suttons. And the

? GenX 700 is a really cool metallic purple

? color— sure to look perfect anywhere.

I Don't forget to check out our streamlined

I GenX 500 and BOOL — the world's first

i joystick madefor lefties!

i Punish yourself no more. Enter the

I generation of extreme control.

I GET THIS SnCK!

'.quickshat.

Just In Case...

You need something to put all this cool

hardware into and something to feed it

power, The big rig uses the updated version

of InWin’s Q500 full tower case. The guts

are basically the same, including the pop-

out 3.5-inch drive bay and the removable

motherboard tray, but the exterior has been

updated. I ripped out the default power

supply and added a PC Power and Cooling

TurboCool 300. PC Power and Cooling

makes power supplies that feed rock-solid

current to the motherboard, and the

TurboCool series pulls more air through the

system than do most power supplies.

The case for the Lean Machine is the

Elan Vital TIO-AB. You can also find this

case under the ASUS label—when you can

find it. It's a difficult case to locate and is

often back-ordered. But it's well worth the

hunt. You can open the T1 0-AB without

any tools. The 3.5-inch hard-drive bay

snaps out with the twist of a lever. Pop off

the front bezel and you can slide out the

5.25-inch drive bay, too, making CD-ROM

drive mounting a snap. It doesn't have a

slide-out tray, but since it's so easy to yank

out all the bays, that's not a big problem.

Some Assembly Required

A few months back I received an email

from a reader. He had purchased all the

parts for his own Lean Machine, and they

were sitting on his kitchen table. He want-

ed to know what to do next.

Building your own system isn't a trivial

task, but if you've done regular up-

grades—adding a graphics card, preparing

a new hard drive, or installing Win 98 from

scratch—you're ready to build a PC.

There are some basics you need to

know. First, have a good set of tools. I use

a cordless electric screwdriver; a long, very

thin screwdriver; a set of forceps (to han-

dle jumpers); a pair of needle-nose pliers;

and an antistatic mat. That's about it. The

cordless screwdriver is a godsend and

speeds the process dramatically. Second,

watch electrostatic discharge, particularly

in very dry climates. In humid areas, it's

probably sufficient to touch the case to

discharge any static electricity, but in very

dry weather you'll want to use an antistat-

ic strap at the very least. You can pick one

up at Radio Shack or similar hobby shops.

Regarding actual assembly, each of the

systems has its own quirks, and there are

some common to all systems.
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The PCI slots are an important factor,

and it's related to IRQs. Windows 98 can

now do a better job of sharing those scarce

IRQ resources with multiple devices, but

some hardware still won't share IRQs. The

PCI standard defines a maximum of six PCI

slots without additional hardware to con-

nect the PCI buses. With all the onboard I/O

and the AGP slot, the PCI limitation is actu-

ally exceeded in both motherboards. This

means that you may run into problems

with an IRQ hogging device in the last PCI

slot (the one next to the ISA slots). In fact,

that last slot may not get an IRQ if all the

IRQs have been grabbed by other devices.

The solution: Put yourVoodoo^ card in that

last slot, since it doesn't need an IRQ.

You may find that a veritable rat's nest

of cables and wires develops inside the

case. I never dress the cables, but you may

want to pick up some cable ties and orga-

nize things a bit.

Inserting the CPU will prove to be your

biggest hassle. The Pentium 11 and the

Celeron use a retention bracket. Currently,

the brackets are different. In fact, there are

two types of Pentium II brackets. One fas-

tens to the motherboard with screws that

feed in from underneath the motherboard.

A newer type simply snaps into the moth-

erboard, I much prefer the second type,

since I frequently forget to screw the old

type in and must unbolt the whole mess

just to attach the retention bracket.

Snapping in the Celeron is a dicey affair:

You have to use a lot more force than you

do with the Pentium II. Grip the CPU/heat

sink combo firmly before popping it in.

Since Windows 98 comes on a bootable

CD-ROM, installing from scratch is vastly

easier than it used to be. Boot off the CD,

get the drives partitioned and formatted,

and install Windows. Make sure you have

all your drivers handy.

Let's Get It On
All of this effort pays off when you have

that first successful boot. Now get those

hot titles installed and frag some bad guys.

You've got the best possible system avail-

able: the one you built. 233

Thirty years ago, Loyd Case would have

been up to his armpits in grease trying to

graft fuel injection onto a '56 Ford. Lately,

he's been hooked on EUROPEAN AIR WAR,

to the consternation of his editors, who

actually expect him to meet deadlines.

v/vjvi computffi’flfning.com
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buy theiR at

THE INTERNET'S GAME SUPERSTORE

AXIS & ALLIES

Go to ^10 @ www.computergamIng.com/infolink

WWW.GAMEDEALER.COM
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A "The flight model In DRAKAN Is

on par with. If not better than,
any flight simulator we've seen."

PC Accelerator _

i^e blend p^f Impressive
iand orlglhpl gameplay.
' NextGeneraUon

www.drakan-game.com
. ,
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Bunr-taal

islsDRAKANOrder of

the Flame':" A fantasy world

replete with ever-present

danger and the dark remnants

of an ancient war. Bonded by

an age-old alliance are Rynn, a

quick-witted skillful warrior

and Arokh, her powerful

draconian steed. Together they

must embark on a treacherous

) journey to defeat a dark plot to

destroy the world of Drakan.

Experience the thrill of flying

through vast, breathtaking 3D

worlds. Master 50 different

hand-to-hand combat weapons,

employ up to seven different

spells and rule the skies with

five different dragon attacks.

Multiplayer support for up to

eight players lets you reign

supreme over Internet or LAN.

!BOfkkM«r'«9

Go to #279 @^ww,computergaming.com/infoHnkJ
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POWER RIG

Component Manufacturer Price The Skinny Web URL
Motherboard ASUS P2B-LS S295 It's cheaper than a standalone Ultr32 SCSI card vwvw.asus.com
CPU Pentium II/450 S450 It's the top of the heap, for now wvvw.intel.com

Memory 256MB of Corsair PC100 SDRAM 5350 Just think, a quarter-gigabyte N/A
Disk Controller Built-in Ultra2 SCSI SO 80 megabytes per second N/A
Primary Graphics Canopus Spectra 2500 S175 The reverse pass-through works,^not to mention great 3D and 2D vwvw.canopuscorp.com
Secondary Graphics Quantum3D Obsidian X24 S499 Tlie ultimate, single-slot Voodoo^ card www.quantum3d.com
DVD Decoder Quadrant Cinemaster 5129 For the DVD movie buff N/A
3.5-inch Floppy Drive Teac $20 You still have to have one www.teac.com
Hard Drive Seagate Cheetah 18 SI,200 It's big, it's fast, it's ioud...two out of three ain't bad vwvw.seagate.com
Backup Iomega Jaz 2 S350 2 gigs of backup www.iomega.com
CD-ROM/OVO Pioneer SCSI DVD 5179 Tate the DVD plunge vwvw.pioneerusa.com
Monitor Sony 500PS 51,100 Sharp, crisp, bright and flat www.sony.com
Primary Audio Diamond Monster Sound MX300 599 For four-speaker OirectSound, A3D, and EAX www.diamondmm.com
Speakers LFT-11 5500 Beautiful imaging, clean sound www.eminent-tech.com
Rear-Channel Speakers Altec Lansing ACS-43 540 Just for the rear channels www.altecmm.com
Modem 3Com ImpactlQ 5200 Faster than 56k. Now if 1 could only get DSL www.3com.com
Networking Built-in Intel 10/1 00 ethernet chip 50 For fragging my buddies N/A
Case In-Win QSOOfull tower ATX 585 New improved model www.in-win.com
Power Supply TurboCool 300 5109 More power. Scotty! www.pcpowercooling.com
Keyboard Logitech Newtouch 545 In wi^ the Newtouch, out with the Natural vwwv.logitech.com
Mouse/Pointinq Device Logitech Cordless Wheel Mouse 550 No tether! www.logitech.com
Action Game Controller Microsoft Sidewinder Reestyie 555 Tilt! vwvw.microsoft.com/hardware

Flight Joystick ThrustMaster F22 Pro 5129 It just feels right www.thrustmaster.com
Throttle ThrustMasterTQS 5115 More control than anyone needs www.thrustmaster.com
Rudder Pedals ThrustMaster Elite RCS 579 Nearly perfect foot placement www.thrustmaster.com
Driving Controls ECO CDS 4000 $1,129 For the serious sim driver ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/extreme/

ILEAN MACHINE

Component Manufacturer Price The Skinny Web URL
Motherboard Abit BH6 595 5 PCI slots, Softmenu, 440BX—ready for Katmai www.abit-usa.com.tw
CPU Pentium 11/400 + fan 5325 Not far from the 450MHz www.intel.com
Memory 64MB PC10O SDRAM 585 The only thing better would be 1 28MB N/A
Disk Controller Built-in UDMA/33 SO N/A
Primary Graphics Graphics Blaster TNT $130 It's fastpjt's tweakable, and it's under $150 www.creativelabs.com

Secondary Graphics Guillemot Maxigamer2 599 Voodoo* for those Glide games vwvw.guillemot.com

floppy Drive Teac 520 Still gotta have it www.teac.com
Hard Drive Seagate Medalist Pro 6530 $199 Fast and now more affordable www.seagate.com
CD-ROM/DVD Pioneer ORU-704 $69 36x and cheap to boot wvwv.pioneerusa.com

Monitor OptiquestVTS $350 Amazingly sharp for under $400 www.optiquest.com

Primary Audio Diamond Sonic Impact S90 $30 A3D and dean audio for under a C-note wvwv.voyetra.com

Secondary Audio N/A SO N/A

Speakers Boston Acoustics 8A635 $99 The best speakers for under $200. Period www.bostonacoustics.com

Modem Diamond SupraExpress externa) $106 Solid performance, good price www.diamondmm.com
Networking N/A $0 N/A

Case ElanWtalT10-A8 $90 The only case for upgraders www.elanvital.com.tw

Power Supply Built-in 235W SO N/A

Keyboard Logitech Newtouch $45 In with the new, out with the Natural www.Iogitech.com

MouseJPointing Device Logitech PS/2 Wheel Mouse $18 More frames per second? www.logitech.com

Joystick CH Gamestick 3D $55 Still the best balanced flightstick around www.chproducts.com

S:

BUDGET BOX

Component Manufacturer Price The Skinny Web URL

Motherboard AbitBH6 S95 Ultimate clock rate flexibility www.abit'Usa.com

CPU Celeron-A 300 $100 Cheap and reliable www.intei.com

Memory 32MB SDRAM {generic PC100) 545 64MB would be better www.azzo.com
Disk Controller Built in UDMA/33 SO N/A

Primary Graphics Diamond Monster Fusion $120 D3D, OpenGL and Glide; fastest Banshee board www.diamondmm.com
Secondary Graphics N/A SO N/A

Hard Drive Maxtor 2880 5.7GB 5129 Good performer, too www.maxtor.com
CO-ROM/DVO Pioneer DRU-704 $69 36x at this price... www.pioneQrusa.com

Monitor OptiquestV55 15-inch $150 A 17-inch is better, though www.optiquest.com

Primary Audio Diamond Sonic Impact S90 $30 A3D and a low price WWW,diamondmm.com
Secondary Audio N/A SO N/A

Speakers Cambridge SoundWorks PC Works $50 Unbeatable bargain

Not a “soft modem”
www.hifi.com

Modem Diamond Supra56 internal S88 www.diamondmm.com
Networking N/A $0 N/A

Case ElanVrtalTIO-AB $90 Best upgrader's case www.el3nvitai.com.tw

Power Supply Built-in 235W SO N/A

Keyboard Logitech Newtouch $45 Ergonomic and low cost www.iogitech.com

Mouse/Pointing Device Logitech FirstMouse Plus S18 Great mouse and cheap www.iogitech.com

Game Controller CH Gamestick 3D $59

mm
Good all-around controller www.chproducts.com
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IN SEARCH OF THE ULTIMATE GAMING MACHINE

3Dfx Unveils New Chipset

A
t the most recent Comdex, the computer indus-

try's mother lode North American trade show,

3Dfx made a big splash' 3Dfx released initial

details about its next-generation chipset,

dubbed Voodoo^, Judging from the moniker, Voodoo^

definitively marks a departure for 3Dfx from doing 3D-

only parts since Voodoo^ will be an integrated 2D/3D

part.Voodoo^ will debut as two new prod-

ucts: the Voodoo^ 2000 and the

Voodoo^ 3000. The 2000 will be

aimed at the mainstream PC-

OEM motherboard and add-in-

board markets, while the 3000

will be targeted at the "enthu-

siast" market (read: us).

Somewhat similar to other

high-performance 2D/3D parts,

Voodoo^ will have dual, 32-bit ren-

dering pipelines. 3Dfx stated that the

chipset will be able to generate more than

seven million triangles per second, which is twice the

triangle performance of twoVoodoo^ boards. As for fill-

rate, 3Dfx is quoting figures of 366 megatexels/sec for

the 3000 version and 250 megatexeis/sec for the 2000.

Voodoo^ will sport a whopping 8.2 million transistors

—

about the size of the RIVA TNT—and will be manufac-

tured using a .25 micron process, which should allow for

the higher clock rates that Voodoo^ will need to hit its

projected numbers. Voodoo^ will be 3Dfx's first AGP 2X

part. In the first half of 1999 an AGP 4X version will be

available.

On the 2D side, Voodoo^ will Integrate the 2D core

from Voodoo Banshee, which includes a dedicated

high-speed 128-bit interface and an internal 256-bit

data path—so 2D performance should be more than

adequate. Other goodies include DVD play-

back acceleration, the ability to talk to

LCD displays, and even multiple

simultaneous displays.

3Dfx has also stated that

Voodoo^ will support Glide and

DirectBD. OpenGL support will

arrive by about the middle of

next year. We hope Voodoo^'s

Glide compatibility will allow the

new part to play older Glide titles

smoothly—something that has been a

problem in past parts. In Voodoo^, 3Dfx has

once again aimed high and is seeking to define the

high end of the PC 2D/3D accelerator market; on paper

the company has the right stuff to do this. But with

worthy competition from the likes of nVidia, ATI, and

Rendition, the 3Dfx crew has their work cut out for

them. Stay tuned to 3D Ironworks. As soon as we can

lay our hands on Voodoo^, we'll give you the straight

dope. —Dave Salvator

3D Audio Arena Crowded

T
here's a good bit of confusion surrounding 3D

audio standards. There's DirectSoundSD,

Creative Lab's extensions to DS3D, called EAX

(environmental audio extensions), and

Aureal's A3D. Entering the fray is CRL, with its

Sensaura package. CRL was formerly a division of EMI

records but has since struck out on its own.

Like Aureal's A3D, Sensaura is based on HRTF (head-

related transfer functions). This mouthful is simply the

math that describes how your ears hear and localize

positional cues. Much of what goes on involves sophisti-

cated cross-talk cancellation, which involves making

sure that what comes out of the left speaker is only

heard in the left ear (and the same for the right). Unlike

A3D, which uses public domain work done at NASA on

HRTF, CRL has done its own research. The company has

gone so far as to construct a number of artificial heads,

with carefully modeled ears, to tweak its HRTFs to seem

more realistic. CRL claims that its rear cues are better

than A3D's, and that the vertical positional cues are

better, too, if you have

headphones. There are

already a couple of sound

chip companies that have

signed up. OEM specialist

ESS will be adding

Sensaura support, initially through software with its

Maestro line of audio chips and later by incorporating it

in hardware. With ESS's huge presence in the OEM mar-

ket, it's likely that Sensaura will be on a lot of desktops

in the next year. Yamaha will be shipping driver support

for Sensaura in its Waveforce 1 92 Digital product, which

should be in stores now.

Another interesting twist is that CRL is working on

virtualizing EAX, which currently requires four speakers

to produce 3D audio effects. Engineers at CRL believe

they can leverage their HRTF research to get decent

EAX performance out of two speakers, which would

minimize the need for four speakers—something that

at least this user considers an annoyance. —Loyd Case

Techwatch
Rendition RRedline
Mnltimedia Accelerator
This part was originally slated

for arrival sometime in Q1 '99,

howver, Rendition has

scrapped it, and have instead

opted to go bach to the draw-

ing board and architect an

entirely new part, whose name
will most likely be V4400, Not

much is known about the

V4400 as of yet, but it appears

that it will have embedded
video memory, which may pro-

vide a performance advantage.

ETA: Unkown.

AMD K6-3 AMD's next CPU, the

K6-3, will retain AMD's 3DNow!
for accelerating transforms

and lighting for 3D rendering.

K6-3's biggest improvement

will be its onboard 256KB

Level 2 (12) cache, which will

run at the CPU's core clock

speed, initial clock speed will

mostly likely be 400MH2, and

with its onboard L2, K6-3 will

be even more competitive

than a Pentium II. ETA: Q1 '99

AMD K7
AMD's revamped high-perfor-

mance CPU. K7 will feature a

128KB Level 1 (L1) cache, and a

512K-8MB backside Level 2 (L2)

cache, and also will support

main memory speeds up to

200MHz. K7 has a revamped

floating-point unit that features

three superscalar execution

units, and is fully pipelined.

3DNow! support is still present,

and will help move DirectSD

games along if they use OSD's

transform and lighting engine.

Intial speed grades are slated to

be 500MHz. CTA: Q2 '99

Intel Katmai Intel's next round

of CPUs, with anticipated clock

speeds of 450-500MHZ. They

will feature new instruction-

set extensions dubbed "Katmai

New Instructions." Read:

MMX2. ETA: Q1 ‘99

Intel IA-64 Intel's next, next

generation of processors,

which will be a substantial

departure from its traditional

X86 CISC-based architecture.

This new 64-bit CPU will use a

new set of VLIW (very long

instruction word) instructions

and a technology termed EPIC

(explicitly parallel instruction

computing) to execute instruc-

tions in parallel. ETA: 2000
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"The game has robbed
me totally of a social

life and I am
beginning to deeply
resent anything that

takes me away from
playing it."

9 out of10
- Games Mania

"Don't be surprised if you dream
of stimpacks and frantically

searching for ammo for your
submachine gun."

8.5 out of10
» Online Gaming Review

"Fallout Z is undeniably
entertaining. In fact,

it's addictive."

- Computer Games Online

"With a great depth of

gameplay, lots of clever

additions, and some
really worthwhile
plotlines. Fallout Z is

a terrific sequel."

- Next Generation Online

"It has been quite some
time since I have
played a game that I

am so enthusiastic

about. Check this one
out—you'll love it."

- Happy Puppy

www.lnterpla]r.com/fa]l(mtS

FALLOl/T 2; A POST-NUCLEAR ROLE PLAYING GAME 01996 Inleipisy Productions. AH rtStiU rowrved Fallout,

Inlerplay, U» Interplay logo. Slack Isle Studos, the Black Isle Studios logo, end 'By Gamers, For Gamers,' are trademarks

of Inte^ay Produdlons. All rights reserved. W1ndowsS95 and Wlndows398 are registered trademarks of MIcrosoH

Corporation. All rights resenred. All other Irademnrks and copyrights aro propcrlles of thoir respective owners.

Go to #1 66 @ www.computergaming.com/infolink



IPS TIME YOU

irsdsmar'k of. onci Command S. Conquer Tibcrian Sun, and Wuenwood Studioo are irademodie of,.Westwood Siudu
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: Revolutionary new battlefield physics -

Deformable terrain, energy weapon

effects, dynamic colored lighting and

flying shrapnel - intensifies the realism

and eacitement.

2 New “ueterancy” feature enables units to

become smarter, faster and stronger as

they become battle hardened with combat

:
Experience the future of global war with

new, high-energy weapons and defenses

- dump Jet Infantry, Laser Fences,

Disrupters, Hover Tanks, Tunneling APCs,

The Firestorm Defense, Mechanized Battle

Units and many more.

d Built-in waypoint system and speciai drop

ship missions let you decide which units

to bring into battle.

More tactics of sabotage and guerilla

I warfare - execute covert night missions,

I set forest fires and destroy bridges -

I with unique opportunities in three

I different environments.

i Internet play is easier than ever with a

streamiined connection and an integrated

interface - plus new support for

worldwide rankings, ladder systems and

Battle Clans".

THE STUNIMIIMG SEQUEL TO THE



SAW THE FUTURE

ORIGINAL COMMAND & CONOUER



OH MY GOD! SOUTH PARK IS UNDER ATTACK!
THERE'S A GIANT COMET HEADING TOIVARD

THE TOWN AND IT'S UP TO YOU TO SAVE THEM!
(YEAH, THIS GAME'S GONNA HAVE SOME PRETTY
#%&!*% -UP %#$*.} WE GOT ANAU-PROBING
ALIENS, BIG EVIL CLONES, DEMENTED TURKEYS,
AND OF COURSE, TERRANCE AND PHILLIP IT'S THE
ONLY GAME BIGGER THAN CARTMAN'S BIG FAT A*-*.

FOR MORE SCREENSHOTS

AND INFO GO TO

WWW.ACCLAIM.NET

This game is for mature audiences

Go to #065 @ www.computergaming.com/infolink
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step on It

Tweaking Some Overlooked Performance Sappers

e spend a lot of

time in Computer

Gaming World

talking about

CPUs and graph-

ics cards and

their impact on

game perfor-

mance. Certainly the CPU and 3D

accelerator (assuming you play

30-accelerated games) are the

major players in the performance

equation. But there are compo-

nents to consider, like sound

cards, USB, and your hard disk.

This month, let's take a look at

how to get the most out of these

components, too.

System Memory
The amount of memory needed

to run games is going up. The

games themselves are using more

memory as they add more fea-

tures, more sophisticated Al, and

up the amount of game data that

needs to be stored in memory. The

rough rule of thumb for most sys-

tems these days is that 64MB is

adequate—but 128MB is better. In

fact, some of the RIVATNT cards

will start paging out to hard disk

like mad when a game is run if

there's 64MB of RAM or less, In

this case, inefficient drivers are

generating big automipmaps,

which are written out to disk.

There are other factors that eat

up memory at work here, too. The

first is AGP. Since AGP textures are

stored in main memory, there's

some memory in addition to nor-

mal game memory used for AGP

data. Another factor are PCI sound

cards (we'll touch more on PCI

sound cards In a bit). PCI sound

cards have no onboard RAM as

ISA cards did. And most don't

store their MIDI wavetables in a

ROM, either, instead, they store

them in system memory. It's partly

because the profit on sound cards

is so thin that shaving 50 cents off

by leaving the ROM out makes a

big deal. But it's also because of a

currently little-used standard

called DLS (downloadable sam-

ples). In theory, a game developer

could develop a custom MIDI

patch that would then replace an

existing one in the sound card's

sample set. This would actually

make for more efficient storage.

However, no games I can think of

actually use DLS yet. Luckily, most

PCI sound cards allow you to spec-

ify how large the sample set

stored in main memory should be.

If you really want to be efficient,

though, get one of the PCI cards

that can still accept a MIDI daugh-

tercard, like the Yamaha SW50XG,

which can be had very cheaply

these days.

Disk Performance
It begins mysteriously. Games

that have run without any prob-

lems begin to run as slow as

molasses on a December day in

Manitoba. Sometimes they even

crash. You groan and think, geez,

time to reinstall Windows again?

Maybe not. When's the last time

you defragged your hard drive? Or

removed extraneous files?

Defragmenting your hard dri-

ves when they go over about four

or five percent fragmentation can

speed up disk performance by a

surprising amount. What's more

startling is that sometimes a

game will begin running in a

more stable manner when the

disk has been defragged. Some

games create temporary files on

the hard drive then use them dur-

ing the course of gameplay.

Having a huge, uninterrupted

expanse of disk space is much

more efficient than having to use

little nooks and crannies.

Continued on page 145

PERFORMANCE BENCHMARKS

TBS Montego
(Vortex)

Sonic Impact (BSS) 0.241%

Sound
Blaster Live

I

0.109%

3.36%

16 streamed voices through

DirectSound at 22 kHz, 8 bit

16 streamed voices through

DirectSound3D at 22 kHz, 8 bit

Sound Blaster

PC1 128

Diamond
i 84%

MonsterSound

MX300 (Vortex 2}
11.9%

My Frame-Rate Sounds Terrible!
As this graph shows (lower is better, btw), not all audio

devices are created equal. Running under DirectSound3D,

Altec's USB speakers eat a whopping 35 percent of the CPU.

Ouch. And while Creative has the lowest CPU usage number,

its 3D audio doesn't sound especially good in two speakers.

Altec Lansing ADA
70 USB Speakers

4.67%
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Creating

the Live! experience.
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k-7ound Blaster® Live!™ changes everything you know about audio. We will

surround you with an Environmental Audio™ sound experience so amazingly

real, it has to be Live! Create new experiences with a wealth of breakthrough

r^ ,
technology. Modify any sound source

Environmental ... . j.

Aud’o™
real-time using amazing audio special

^ CREATIVE" effects like flanger, pitch shifter, echo,

and distortion. Record and playback

So Real It Has To Be Live!
crystal-clear audio using the included

digital inputs and outputs. Hear audio with more clarity and vibrance than

you’ve ever heard before with hardware accelerated audio streams and multiple

speaker support. Experience the ultimate in gaming with Environmental

Audio™ support In the coolest new games. Not only will Sound Blaster®

Live!™ make your existing games and legacy audio sound clearer, it will

be like hearing them for the first time. It’s the audio thrill of a lifetime.

So Real It Has To Be Live!

To maximize your true surround-sound experience, add the Cambridge

SoundWorks® PCWorks FourPoIntSurround™ fc'cAi m ' b ’

r"! iW g~e^ ®

speaker system. It uses four discrete amplified SoundWorkS
speakers and a separate powered subwoofer to

produce effective surround audio— regardless ^
of room acoustics, player head position, or

speaker placement. Now you can experience

truly immersive 3D audio on your PC.

PCWorks FourPohttSurround"'
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Sound Blaster® Live!™ features:

> Hollywood-quality re-creation with an astounding -l20dB noise floor > E-mu®’s most

powerful audio processor with 1,000+MIPS and 8-point interpolation > Digital I/O card

for easy connection to music keyboards and digital audio recorders > Environmental

Audio™ enhances all audio content from the past, present, and future > The Live!Ware

program provides upgrades over life of product > Hundreds of cool new and upcoming

titles with Environmental Audio™ support

Cambridge SoundWorks® PCWorks FourPointSurround™ features:

> Four compact satellite speakers and a powered subwoofer > Rear surround speakers

can be placed anywhere with the included tripod stands and wall mounting accessories

> in-line master volume control for all four satellite speakers and subwoofer > Delivers

discrete 4-channel surround audio with Microsoft® DirectSound®3D and Creative’s

Environmental Audio™ supported games
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jL/uckle up and brace yourself for the visual ride of your life! 3D Blaster®

Banshee explodes with rocket-fast 2D performance, startling 3D frame rates,

and break-neck video acceleration with an absolutely out-of-this-world price.

Its screaming speed comes from the 128-bit

^
3DfxVoodoo Banshee'" processor, which includes

3 3D engine based on the Voodoo2'". A full 16MB

of lOOMHz synchronous memory and a 250MHz

RAMDAC give you ultra-high resolution and

millions of colors. With DirectX®, Glide®, and

3Dfx OpenGL® drivers, tuned for compatibility with the widest range of applications

and games, this affordable, easy-to-install graphics accelerator is a must for every

PC. It’s a gamer’s dream come true and it doesn’t break the bank!
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Graphics Blaster® RIVATNT™ delivers blood-curdling performance. It’s packed

with workstation power whether you’re a hard-core gamer or a hot-shot 3D

designer. An ultra-wide, 128-bit memory

architecture synchronous memory supported

by aTwiN-Texel, 32-bit color 2D/3D engine

that has all the toys: bump mapping, multiple

texturing, and even full-scene anti-aliasing.

Whether you need to work with incredible

precision or play games with liquid-smooth speed, Graphics Blaster® RIVATNT
is what you’ve been waiting for.

3D Blaster® Banshee features:

> Complete 2D/3D graphics solution based on the new Voodoo Banshee'” chipset

from 3Dft< Interactive® > Features a full 128-bit graphics engine and Voodoo2’” 3D

rendering technology > 16MB of SDRAM and 250MHz DAC deliver awe-inspiring

resolutions, rock-solid refresh rates, and stunning visual quality > Boosts your PC’s

performance and provides compatibility with the widest range of applications and

games in a single, cost effective upgrade

nVlDIA' RIVA TNT'

Graphics Blaster® RIVA TNT'" features:
|

':V;5VV'f;, y
>Worid-class 2D/3D, and video acceleration using the RIVATNT processor from nVIDIA®

> Ultra-wide, high speed 128-bit memory architecture and TwiN-Texel 3D pipeline deliver
j ^ sofii' voodoo2

' ^
mind-numbing speed in virtually any application > 16MB 1 25MH2 synchronous memory V V ^
and a powerful 250MHz DAC provide incredibly high resolutions and refresh rates for l

' \ ^ X X ^

brilliant, vivid images > Perfect platform for the power-user, gamer or graphic designer ' Our ^roph^cs'•/^^d•up•ut///zes't/^e'^of£es^-
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Live the experience!
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w. changing the way you think about your gear. We caii it the Live! experience. It’s a totaiiy different

way to interact with your PC. It’s a totally different way to stimulate your senses. Transform your ordinary

PC into an extraordinary play center at an incredibly affordable price! Head on down to your local dealer

and bring your PC to life TODAY!

Product

> Sound Blaster® Live!' $I99’»

> Sound Blaster® Live!” Value
BLASTER

> Sound Blaster® PCM 28

PLASTER

> 3D Blaster® Banshee (AGP & PCI)

> Graphic Blastet^" RIVATNT” (AGP & PCI)

> 3D Blaster® Voodoo2” 12MB Call Now!

> DeskTop Theater” 5.1 $299«

> PCWorksFourPointSurround’

> SoundWorks®

> PCWorks

best suitedafter $30 maIMn rebate after $20 mall-ln rebate

# good choice

CREATIVE SI1998 Creative TechnoloQy Ltd. All other brands or product names listed are trademarks or registered trademarks and are property of

their respective holders. Unreal' 1998 Epic Megagames, Inc. All tights reserved. Created by. Epic Megagames. Inc. in collaboration

with Digital Extremes. Published and distributed by GT Interactive Software Corp. If you're not on the net. call 1.BOO.93B.IO00 for

more information. All.prices listed ate estimated street prices and are subject to change without notice.WWW. S UNDBLASTER.CDM
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LOYD CASE

I've been spoiled on the performance side of things ... but recently, I

booted up TRESPASSER and was shocked to see how sluggish it was.

Continued from page 136

Windows 98 comes with a

nifty tool called Disk Cleanup. It

will automatically remove tempo-

rary files. It also pops up a small,

Explorerlike utility to help you

wade through files that may

be extraneous but requires a

human to make the decision to

keep or delete.

USB (Unusually

Slow Bugger)

I received email from a reader

extolling the efficiency of USB

mice. Apparently, Windows 98 will

sample a USB mouse at a faster

rate. This reader suggested that he

got a faster frame-rate and

smoother performance in QUAKE II

using a USB mouse.

As it turns out, QUAKE II actually

runs slightly s/owerwith a USB

mouse—at least, on CGW's refer-

ence rig. The difference is only

about l-2fps, but is consistently

measurable. However, the things

can appear smoother with the USB

mouse as you play—particularly in

areas crowded with artificial or

human opponents. The higher sam-

pling rate results in smoother pan-

ning and mouse look, so sacrificing

a couple of fps is beneficial if

you're not performance-impaired.

CH Products sent me the USB

version of the FI 6 Combat Stick. I

discovered there was no difference

in QUAKE II frame-rate with the

analog stick versus the USB ver-

sion. However, the analog stick

was plugged into a PCI audio

card—the game ports on these

cards are often more efficient than

those on older ISA sound cards.

The cool thing, though, was how

the stick self-configured when

plugged into the USB port.

PCI Sound Cards

It's been something of a truism

that PCI audio cards are more

efficient than ISA sound cards.

"Efficient" is something of a rela-

tive term. Most PCI audio cards

attempt to do more than ISA

sound cards—3D positional

audio, as an example. But it's a

myth that all PCI sound cards are

CPU efficient.

We now have a tool that helps

us measure 3D audio card perfor-

mance. The folks at the Ziff-Davis

Benchmark Operation have recently

released Audio WinBench 99

(www.zdbop.com). Audio

WinBench plays back a sound file,

using multiple simultaneous chan-

nels (up to 32). It does this for both

DirectSound and DirectSound 3D. I

took a look at 22KHz, 8-bit audio,

which is pretty characteristic of the

sound used in many games (see

chart 1 ). The results were pretty

startling. In the 16 channel test, the

Turtle Beach Montego ate up 30

percent of the CPU In the Direct-

Sound 3D testl So when you're

playing a game with 3D positional

audio, as much as one-ihird ofyour

CPU horsepower is used by audio.

Diamond's Sonic Impact S70,

which uses the ESS Maestro 2 chip,

sucks up nearly 14 percent of the

CPU, The Sound Blaster Live looks

to be the most efficient, at under 3

1/2 percent, The Monster Sound

MX300 (VortexZ) results are to be

taken with a grain of salt since we

were running beta drivers, but the

CPU utilization in excess of 10 per-

cent is a lot better than the original

Vortex. However, the nearly 1 2 per-

cent number is a bit worrisome.

Of course, by far the worst is

the Altec Lansing ADA 70 USB

speakers used without a sound

card. None of the DirectSound

streams are hardware accelerated.

The result is a 35-plus percent CPU

utilization in DirectSound3D. So

while USB speakers work fine, you

might still want a sound card.

How this all translates into

frame-rate is an open question.

What often happens in a game

—

particularly if you scale up the

resolution—is that the sound

begins to stutter and fail, rather

than the frame-rate tanking. Still,

when running FORSAKEN and

INCOMING, which use positional

audio, some frame-rate degrada-

tion is shown when running on a

high CPU utilization card.

Never-ending Story

I've been spoiled on the per-

formance side of things. My pro-

duction PC is a 350MHz Pentium

II, and my game rig is a 450MHz

system. But recently, I booted up

TRESPASSER and was shocked to

see how sluggish it was,

Remember what I said a couple

of months ago about CPUs and

3D cards not being good

enough? Whatever you may

think of TRESPASSER as a game,

it's something of a harbinger of

the future. Every little perfor-

mance-enhancing trick will

become important once again.

One last point: The dynamic

range in performance between

the low end and the high end

will only get wider. Low-end

systems in the future wilt likely

ship with "soft" audio and mod-

erately powered 3D accelerators,

while high-performance (and

high-priced) gaming rigs will

come tricked out with the latest

3D hardware and PCI audio gear.

If you are budget constrained

(as most of us are), it behooves

you to be careful about your

hardware choices. Just a few

dollars more may make the

difference between playable

frame-rates and UNREAL-as-

MYST. S33

LET'S OPEN UP THE MAIL BAG

Help! My 32x CD-ROM drive spins down
after two minutes. When the game hits

it, there's a long pause when it spins up

again, and I often get fragged. What
can I do?

There's a nifty freeware utility at:

www.ncf.carleton.ca/~aa571/Software.

htm#spmdown
It isn't particularly easy to use—you have

to add the command to your AUTOEXEC.BAT

file. You may want to experiment a bit, too—
don't just set it for the maximum time to spin

down since it may adversely affect the life of

your CD-ROM drive.

Where does the MSINF032 utility you
talked about in a previous column

actually live? I looked in the Windows
folder and it wasn't there.

You can just use the Run command, but MSIN-

F032 actually resides in \program files\

common files\microsoft shared\msinfo. Also, if

you just want to run the System Configuration

Utility, it's actually called M5CONFIG and lives in

the\windows\system folder.

^.computcrgamtng.c COMPUTER GAMING WORLD » FEBRUARY 1999
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REVIEW • POWERLEAP PL-PRO/WVflAX

CPR for Your CPU
PowerLeap Sen/es Up a Variety of Upgrade Options

by Dave Salvator

D

ecisions, decisions. These

days, there are a boat-

load of upgrade paths

and options to boost

your machine from

slowpoke to speedster. If

you’ve got a Socket 5

{non-MMX Pentiums) or

Socket 7 {non-MMX and MMX
Pentiums) rig, you'd probably like to

breathe new life into it in order to

play the latest games at something

better than five seconds per frame.

Well, the news is actually good,

since CPU prices—like memory

—

are probably at an all-time low.

Couple that with 1 6MB 3Dfx

Banshee-based boards for under

$100, and things get interesting.

But eveiy upgrade path has its

pluses and minuses, and given that

the Holy Grail of the best possible

gaming performance is a moving

target, you'd be wise to look before

you leap. And speaking of leaps,

PowerLeap makes a plenitude of

processor upgrades to help Socket

5 and Socket 7 machine owners

resuscitate their ailing systems.

Our installation experience

was relatively painless, though

COMPLIXER

GAMING-WORLD

APPEAL: Socket 5 and Socket 7-ba5ed

gamers looking to juice up their systems.

PROS: Delivers a significant perfor-

mance boost; fairly straightfoiward

installation.

CONS: Slower than Celeron; no AGP;

you're still running on a 430-class sys-

tem chipset; possible compatibility

headaches.

REQUIREMENTS: Socket 5 or Socket 7

motherboard, compatible BIOS.

Price: S229

Manufaauret: PowerLeap

Bellvue.WA

(877) CPULEAP

depending on your motherboard

that may not always be the case.

Our test system, a Socket 5 Micron

Millennia with a Pentium 133MHz

CPU, has a Micronics M54Hi moth-

erboard. After updating its Phoenix

BIOS with Micron’s own newer

BIOS version from its Web site,

the 366MHz AMD K6-2 {its latest

speed grade) came up fine,

although it still POSTed as a

Pentium 133MHz.

Complexity
Made Simple

What's really cool here is that

PowerLeap takes care of two of the

most onerous problems in swap-

ping in a new CPU; voltage and

memory clock multiplier.

PowerLeap puts its upgrade CPUs

into an intermediary socket with an

onboard voltage regulator that

autodetects the motherboard's

voltage level and steps it down to

2.2 volts for the AMD chip. In addi-

tion, PowerLeap takes care of set-

ting the 5.5 multiplier {for 66MHz

system buses) to achieve the new

higher speed grade. But there's a

dark side. Older Intel motherboards

{found in Gateways and Dells)

have a hook in their BIOS that

pings the CPU on power-up, and if

the chip isn't genuine Intel, the

system won't boot. Thanks, Intel....

You can get around this by

installing a third-party BIOS, and

PowerLeap can point you to a

number of vendors that may be

able to provide a compatible BIOS.

Of course, the other option is to

upgrade

to an

Intel

Pentium

233MHz MMX,

although the AMD K6- ^
2 at 366MHz will outgun

it. Check with your system

maker to find out which mother-

board you have, and decide if the

PowerLeap is worth the hassle of a

third-party BIOS upgrade.

Punch It

Now we get to the good part.

The AMD K6-2 delivers an excellent

performance boost over the P-1 33,

with a better than double score in

the all-important area of floating-

point performance. We tested the

system with a 16MB 3Dfx

Banshee-based Diamond

MonsterFusion board, an able and

inexpensive performer. Turning to

the 3D GameGauge results, the

news is still very good, with the

new CPU netting a 63 percent

improvement in performance.

Remember, though, there are

downsides to consider. In making

the move to a new CPU rather

than a new CPU/motherboard

combination, you stay on a PCI-

only motherboard (no AGP), and

your system still has a 430-cla5S

chipset, rather than the improved

440 chipset used in Pentium

ll-class systems. What this means

is that transfers over the PCI bus

of things like textures in 3D

games will likely be a good deal

slower, not just because of PCI's

slower

top-end data

rate, but also

because the 430 chipsets

aren't as efficient as the newer

440s with traffic-cop chores. This

performance deficit prevents

PowerLeap from stacking up

especially well against a 333MHz

Celeron-A system with a new

440BX-based motherboard.

There's also a price difference;

The PowerLeap CPU comes in

around $229; a Celeron-A with a

440BX motherboard and 64MB of

SDRAM will be just over $300.

You'll save $70 with the Power-

Leap, but you'll still be somewhat

performance-limited by your moth-

erboard's older chipset. Another

point to consider; If you go the

Celeron route now, you'll be able

to drop in a new Katmai chip when

they ship later this year.

PowerLeap does an excellent

job of simplifying PC brain

surgery. Still, you should check

whether other upgrade alterna-

tives may be a better fit for you

and your budget.

Dave Salvator has installed

about eight gajillion CPUs in his

day. Hisjudgement can be trusted

in these matters.

PERFORMANCE BENCHMARKS
WinBench 99

CPU32

ftnlfU/Ti ISSMH/Siseline tsm
Powtdeap

3D WinBench/ 3D WinMark

3D GameGauge

PentimtS3MHi Baseline \

Pomieap
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We know the sound of alien carnage splattered around the walls of a multi-

channeled surround sound movie theater gets your adrenal glands pumping. Now you

can get that kind of intensity right out of your PC with the Yamaha WaveForce 192 XG

PCI Soundcard.

3D positional audio, downloadable sounds, an advanced

wavetable synthesizer, incredible sound effects, 676 sounds +

21 drum kits and easy installation make destroying entire alien

civilizations a full on blast.

For the best in sound quality, get the WaveForce 192 XG.

As for the monitor... you're on your own.

For free brochure please call

( 8001823-6414 ext. 4215. www.yamaha.com

C>1998 Yamaha Corporation of America,

RO. Box 6600, Buena Park, CA 90622-6600

Ysmalu and WaveForce are regniered iradenurici al Yamaha Corporaiion.

SOUNDCARDS • MULTIMEDIA SPEAKERS • C D - R E W R I T A B L E RECORDERS • HEADPHONES
Available at:

Microsotl*

WiralovfsNT*

WirvXmfSS

COMPi&\
na coMPvm supasTont -

IKomputAbility

Go to #1 01 @ www.computergaming.com/infolink

JwececTRorccs

Trii'H ligerDirect
...and other fine retailers.
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It’s a dark cave. Inside your head, you hear your heart pounding.

Damp echoes resonate from the slow dHp of water. A low I'Umble.

Click- a gun is being cocked to your right.

You spin. You duck. You freeze in fear.

Bullets tear past you and Hcochet from every angle.

You can’t see her, but you know exactly where she is.

Great games deserve great audio. Look for this logo or visit

www.env-audio.comllisteni

So real it has to he live!

Environmental
Audio"
by CREATIVE*
Go to #154 @ www.computergaming.com/infolink

® 1998 Cititivt Technology lid. Ml Hjhu rtsentd. Cnallve and die Creative logo are regitieied iiademaHci, and Environnteoial Audio ii a irademarli ol Crealive Technology Ltd. in the United Suiet and/or other couniirei.

M olher irademaiki are the property s( their reipecthe oivneii. lilted liila are expected to lupporl Environmental Audio by ear^ 1999.



REVIEW • ALTEC LANSING ADA70 SPEAKERS

Altec Lansing's Bus Rider
by Loyd Case

W
hat's amazing about

theADA70s is how

easily they install and

how well they work.

Connect a wire from

the left speaker to the

right one, connect a single cable

from the right satellite to the sub,

computer'
1

APPEAL Good sound quality in a

compact package.

PROS: Clean sound, easy setup.

CONS: USB-only setup is a CPU hog.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS; USB

port Wn 95 USB supplement or Win 98.

Price: S149

Allec Unsirg

Milford. PA, USA

(800) ALTEC-88

and plug it in (no power brick).

Connect the speakers to the

system with the supplied USB

cable and turn on the computer.

Windows 98 detects the USB

device, installs a set of drivers

from the Windows 98 CD, and you

are set—no reboot required.

These speakers sound good.

They have very little ambient

noise at high volume levels and

the tonal balance is smooth. They

also have bass and treble controls

that allow you to adjust the tone

somewhat and a software

interface that lets you create

presets. MIDI audio is supplied

by the Win 98 software synth,

which is based on the Roland

Sound Canvas sample set. But

when we played MIDI, it con-

sumed about 10-15 percent of

the CPU on our PII/400 test box.

Therein lies the rub. Audio Win-

Bench 99 reported CPU usage

numbers of over 60 percent for

DirectSoundSD at 44.1 kHz/1 6-bit

audio with 32 streams.

The ADA70S connect to a stan-

dard sound card as well as the

USB. Since the overall sound quali-

ty of the ADA70s is pretty good on

both musical and game material,

you can still enjoy the great sound

of these speakers, and the perfor-

mance improvement of a good PCI

audio card.

PERFORMANCE BENCHMARKS (Lower is better)

Sound Blaster Live
\

0.11%

Diamond

MonsterSound

MX300 (Vortex 2)

CPU Usage With 16 Streamed Voices Playing Through...

Ill
DirectSound at 22kHz, 8 bit

^1 DirectSound3D at 22kHz, 8 bit

REVIEW • GRAPHICS BLASTER RIVA TNT

TNT for Tightwads
by Loyd Case

U
p to now, you could

have your graphics one

of two ways: fast or

cheap. Creative Labs

aims to alter that equa-

tion. The RIVA TNT chip

APPEAL TNT performance on a budget.

PROS; Priced aggressively; good perfor-

mance, easy installation.

CONS; Not the fastest TNT board;

some image quality problems; no TV out;

limited bundle.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: AGP
2X slot.

Price: SI69

Creative Labs

Milpitas, CA, USA

(408) 428-6600

has unparalleled 3D acceleration

in a single-chip solution, With

twin texturing units and AGP 2X

capability, the TNT is the current

hot chip on the market.

The board installs easily and

the control panel is fairly slick,

offering nearly as much cus-

tomization as the tweak control

that ships with STB's TNT board.

If you install the Colorific soft-

ware, you need to go through

some subjective calibration, but

the result seems to be a crisper

image overall.

Performance is a bit slower

than with some of the other

TNT boards we’ve seen, per-

haps because Creative seems to

be behind a driver generation. For

example, there's some image cor-

ruption in the 2D menu screens of

F22 ADF, something typical of

first-generation TNT drivers.

Comparing Creative's TNT board

to STB's similar offering, the

Velocity, Creative winds up on

the short end in both 2D and 3D

performance. In 3D GameGauge,

Creative is on average 9fps

PERFORMANCE BENCHMARKS

3D WinBench 99 (kx?)

Creative drapliics Blaster |

STB Velocity 4400

WinBench Business Graphics

WinMark (kx7x32)

3D GameGauge

Creative Graphics Blaster
[

STB Velocity 4400

F22AOF

427.5

-lSiEK£2H 483.0

slower than

STB in each

game, although

Creative's performance may

improve as it revs its drivers.

Because Creative was going for a

price advantage over other TNT

boards, there's no TV out and the

only bundled software is

FORSAKEN and Colorific's color

matching software (including its

3Deep 3D gamma-correction

package). Still, we've seen this

board for as little as Si 39—not

bad for a 16MB graphics accelera-

tor that can outpace a Voodoo^

board in most Direct3D and

OpenGL games.

The bottom line is that Creative

is shipping a fairly solid TNT board

at a reasonable price. Here's hop-

ing a driver update brings the

speed up to par, too. 2317
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Drive yourself wild.

v

For an ultra-realistic

speedway experience,

get your hands on the
'

racing system, the supreme

force feedback PC racing wheel.

Lightning reactiveness. Extreme

cornering. Violent crashes. Revolutioniuy I-FORCE” technology, complete with high-precision

steel cable drives, lets you feel the force in every fiber of your being. Every sensation.

Every vibration. Every gyration. The WingMan Formula Force racing system. Now you

don’t have to pay a fortune for the ultimate driving experience. It’s what you touch.™

Go to #240 @ www.computergaming.com/infolink



REVIEW • SAITEK R4 FORCE FEEDBACK WHEEL

Saitek's Microsoft Gambit
by Loyd Case

I

ooking like something out of

the hovercar from Blade

Runner, the R4 wheel con-

tains a dark secret, Inside

that futuristic housing lies the

computer'
1

-kiki^ikik
APPEAL Fans of science fiction racing

games who want to looks tiie part

PROS: Looks pretty cool; good pedals.

CONS; Very fte&ky; small parts fall off.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: Pentium

90 mnning Windows 95 or better

Price: 5199

Saitek

Torrance, CA, USA

(310) 212 5412

guts of the Microsoft Force

Feedback wheel. Microsoft

shipped the internal organs of its

wheel to Saitek, and Saitek

dropped them into its housing.

So why do the forces in the

Saitek wheel feel weaker than

those of the Sidewinder wheel? At

first, I thought it was my imagina-

tion, but when I compared the

two wheels side-by-side, the

Saitek definitely felt weaker in

NEED FOR SPEED III. Go figure.

The problem is that the Saitek

wheel is built like the clumsy,

gangly little brother to the

Microsoft's sturdier offering. There

are some nice touches, such as

the shifter lever and the way that

the pedals seem to be angled so

that they're easier to press.

However, the paddle shifters

are made out of a flimsy plastic

tight race. And then there's the

"hidden" door. You see, the R4

comes with a hex wrench so that

the wheel can be easily removed

or attached to the main body.

The hex wrench lives in a com-

partment built on the back side

of the body. If you so much as

jostle the R4, the door hiding the

wrench falls off.

In actual driving, the R4 works

fairly well. The forces are a bit on

the light side, and the flexible

plastic used for the paddle

shifters held up better than I'd

feared. But the whole affair still

seems flimsy. For $199, one would

expect a little more.

REVIEW • CREATIVE LABS 3D BLASTER BANSHEE

Basic Banshee
by Loyd Case

I

admit it: I'm spoiled. Had I

gotten this board even four

months ago, I would have

been in 3D graphics ecstasy.

Now, I find myself yawning.

Don't get me wrong; SDfx’s

Banshee chip is no Voodoo Rush. In

computer' 1

APPEAL: Budget-minded users looking

to mn DirecOD-, OpenGL-, and 3Dfx-spe-

cific games.

PROS: Fast single-texturing perfor-

mance; solid 2D,

CONS: Not the fastest, nor the cJieap-

esC no software bundle; slow multitex-

ture performance; OpenGL is immature.

REQUIREMENTS: Pentium 90 or

better.

Price: 5115 (street)

Uangfactner: Creative Labs

Milpitas, CA

(408) 428-6600

v.creativelabs.c

fact, it does a very credible job of

running most current DirectBD and

Glide (3Dfx-specific) games.

However, QUAKE and QUAKE II,

both OpenGL titles, seem to run

slower here than on TNT or even

Voodoo^. Slower QUAKE li perfor-

mance is understandable since that

title uses multitexturing, and the

single-texture unit on the Banshee

chip has to use two rendering

passes instead. But given

Banshee's slightly higher clock rate,

you would certainly expect GL

QUAKE to be faster on the Banshee

than on a Voodoo^. And you'd be

wrong. The Direct3D games in 3D

GameGauge trailed

the TNT scores by

only a bit, but the

Banshee's mediocre

GL performance

pulled down its over-

all 3D GameGauge score.

Banshee does turn out to

be a very credible 2D performer,

trailing TNT performance only

slightly at 1 024x768x32 bit color.

Like the Graphics Blaster TNT, this

iteration of the 3D Blaster ships

with Colorific's color-management

and gamma-correction software.

Creative's control panel is nicely

thought out and even has a clock-

rate tweak. Beware the memory

refresh control, though. I changed

it to one clock cycle and had

instant lA/indows lock. Oddly, crank-

ing up the clock rate had zero

effect on 3D GameGauge.

At a little over SlOO (the aver-

age street price seems to be

around $115), the16MB3D

Blaster Banshee is a decent bud-

get board. But with Diamond's

Banshee board holding the high

ground in terms of performance

and the Guillemot Phoenix being

the price champ, Creative's board

may find itself in no-man's land. at

a reasonable price. Here's hoping

a driver update brings the speed

up to par, too.

PERFORMANCE BENCHMARKS

3D WinBench 99 (102x768x16)

Creative Banshee

Diamonii MonsieiFuS'on E

3D GameGauge

Creative Banshee

Diamond MonsterFusion |

F22ADF
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SPEED KILLS
ATI RAGE FURY. So fast, you won’t know

what hit you.

theNewSteedofSpeed.

• Experience 3D game

action with true color

performance at 1024x768

• Integrated hardware

DVD for incredible video

playback

• Designed for DirectX

5.0/6.0 and OpenGL

with full ICD

• Supports TV-out for big

screen gaming and

ATI-TV Wonder the

add-on TV tuner that

turns your PC into a TV

http;//www. atitech.com/ad/cgw

©Copyright 1998. ATI Technologies Inc. ATI. RAGE FURY and ATI-TV Wonder are trademarks and/or

registered trademarks of ATI Technologies Inc. Products may not be exactly as shown.

• True 128-bit 3D and 2D

graphics engine

• A massive of

memory for realistic 3D

gameplay, life-like

textures and resolutions

up to 1920x1200
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Hsre you ever put a

silent curse o/i your

Wmafs next shot/

p" '"Vstical Mojo Bay
Coiinfiy Club, you can curee your™is shots and watch them
corterewintotherihsofaSO-
foot skeleton, or boomerang

into
shark-infested:

waters.

have you erer felt Hie

just Mngupypur
opponent with a magic

exploding ball/

Invite your fiercest adveisaiy to a
game of Death Matchpiay on the

Dimension X Batfiefieid-and

live the dream!

Go to #076 @ www.computergamlng.com/info!ink



REVIEW • SAITEK CYBORG 3D GAAAEPAD

Clumsy Chameleon
by Dave Salvator

T

here's a maxim that

human interface designers

of all stripes will tell you,

"It's easy to make it hard,

and hard to make it easy."

That would seem to be the

COMPUTER^
GAMING

APPEAL: Gamefs looking for that

mythical all-in-one game controller.

PROS: Versatile; solid programming

front-end; good for large-hands; endeav-

ors to be all things to all gamers.

CONS: Winds up being so-so on all

fronts; too many design trade-offs to list.

REQUIREMENTS: Sound card with a

1 5-pin joystick port or free USB port

Price: 5^9,95

ManjfactiJicr: Saitek

Torrance, CA

(310)212 5*112

challenge Saitek took on in creat-

ing its new Cyborg 3D gamepad

controller. This odd-looking fellow

tries to be a flight, driving, and

arcade controller all wrapped up

in one. Oh yeah, it also tries to be

your next 3D shooter controller as

well. The problem in trying to

cover so many bases is the num-

ber of trade-offs you wind up

making to accommodate these

different genres. Cyborg 3D does

a pretty good job with driving and

sports titles, but don't take this

thing into a QUAKE II DeathMatch

unless you want to come out with

a toe-tag.

To test this guy out, I took it for

a spin through QUAKE II. NEED FOR

SPEED III, NBA LIVE 99, and

WARBIRDS 2.0. To switch between

these different genres, Cyborg has

three modes: Flying, Driving, and

Arcade, which enable/disable dif-

ferent parts of the controller.

Programming this controller is

fairly straightforward,

thanks to Saitek's Command

Centre {when will those

British learn to spell?)

programming front-end.

In QUAKE II, the news is

not good. Yes you can pro-

gram Cyborg 3D to free-look,

but if you're someone used

to dealing death with the clas-

sic keyboard/mouse combo, you'd

be looking at some serious learning

cun/e before you'd ever be any-

thing but cannon fodder. In NFS III,

the news gets better. The controller

has a "steering wheel" controller

that's more like a phone dial that

snaps back to center. But using

that along with Cyborg's "joy-

stick" for acceleration/braking, I

was able to be fairly competitive,

though I was missing the more

familiar wheel-with-pedais config.

In NBA LIVE '99, Cyborg was pass-

able, but because the game needs

so many buttons for its varied

functions,

1 found myself

running out of but-

tons for my right hand {the

left hand was handling D-pad

chores). But because Cyborg uses

so many axes, you can only have

one attached to your system. So

much for hot-seating.

if you're a road-dog type who

spends a lot of time travelling and

your laptop has a joystick port {or

USB), Cyborg might be a handy all-

in-control, though it might be a bit

bulky to schlep in your laptop bag,

Unless you're hell-bent to have |

only one controller, Cyborg 3D's S

trade-offs for the sake of versatility |
make it a so-so controller across |
the board. Q3II7 1

REVIEW • AAULTITECH AAULTIMODEAA USB

Eat It, Wall-Wart
by Dave Salvator

etween l/Q resource con-

flicts and cantankerous

BIQS issues found with

some internal modems,

external modems have

always seemed much more

computer' 1

GAMfN^WORLD
I

APPEAL; Gainers looking for an exter-

nal 56K V.90 modem.

PROS: Rainless installation; no wall-wart;

competitively priced; solid performance.

CONS: Only 56K; no ping-time advan-

tage over conventional modems.

REQUIREMENTS: One free USB port

Price: SI45

Manufscliiei: MultiTech

Mounds View, MN
(800)328-9717

Straightforward to install and use.

But one downside to externals has

always been the dreaded wall-wart

power supply. Enter MullTech's

MultiModem USB, an external V.90

(the new 56K standard) modem

that connects via USB, where the

modem sends its data, and get this,

where it draws its power, eliminat-

ing the wall-wart completely.

Installation couldn't be easier.

Plug the modem into an open USB

port, feed your computer one driver

floppy disk, and you're done, sans

reboot. The MultiModem USB uses

the V.90 standard, and should be

able to connect to any ISP support-

ing that standard. Because V.90 is

the new single 56K standard, most

ISPs are migrating to it.

For testing purposes, I connect-

ed to Mindspring, a nationwide

ISP that supports both X2 and

V.90. This seemed like it would be

a good test since the

the 90-1 00ms

range, typical of 56K modems of

all stripes.

MultiTech's USB modem offers

comparable performance to other

56K modems on the market, with

the added benefit of its having no

wall-wart, not to mention USB's

dynamic disconnect/reconnect fea-

ture. It’s priced well versus other

external 56K offerings, so if you're |

current modem is running out of

gas and you're looking to move up |
to a 56K modem, take a look at the ?
MultiModem USB. [•(•i'.'i 1

MultiModem

uses a

Lucent chipset,

which formerly sup-

ported the K56Flex stan-

dard. Since Mindspring was an

X2 ISP before adding V.90 sup-

port, I thought this combination

might yield some compatibility

glitch. It didn't. In fact, I consis-

tently got connect speeds of

45.3Kbits/sec, which is pretty

good. A USR Sportster external X2

modem making the same connec-

tion typically connected at

50Kbits/sec. I was hoping that

MultiModem's USB connection

might yield lower ping times than

serial port-connected external

modems. It didn't. In ping tests to

Mindspring's terminal server, the

first hop you go through in con-

necting to the Internet.

MultiModem's ping times were in

lCOA4PUTER gaming WOIUD » FEBRUARY 1999 /.eomputcfgaming.c



Yamaha Speakers

Sound Better, Even On Paper.

With exclusive Yamaha Active Servo Technology

^ (YST) and spruce cone architecture, the Yanialia

YST-MS28 Speaker System floods your senses

with vivid, spectacular sound lhat invigorates games and music,

The subwoofer and satellite speakers use superior

Yamaha YST technology to produce deep, aimbling

bass that no other speakers can match. It brings

ihe menacing approach of a T-Rex to life with

frightening conviction.

At the heart of the compacl, adjustable satellite

speakers, spruce cones deliver brilliant highs

capable of belting out screaming guitar solos. ©YAMAHA

In fact, Yamaha speakers are the music industry reference stan-

dard: they’re used in nearly every recording studio in the world.

In addition to the cxcellenl sound, the YST-MS28 gives you

two stereo inputs, a headphone outjiut jack, magnetic shielding,

convenient controls and total compatibility witli all

computers and game systems.

Your ultimate computer system is incomplete

without Yamaha speakers. And you can own the

YST-MS28 for under $80, or choose any of

Yamaha’s other award-winning speakers and sub-

woofers. Because as good as they sound on

paper, hearing them is an absolute blast!

TheWffYoui!Computer Should Sound.

For a brochure, call (800)823-6414 cxi, 513 or visit www.yamaha.com. ®199U Yamaha Corporation of America, Consumer Products Division, P.O. Box 6600, Buena Park, CA 90622-GGOO

SOUNDCARDS • MULTIMEDIA SPEAKERS • CD-REWRITABLE RECORDERS • HEADPHONES

>E°J5PJj!MiY nicTOGfic^ TlgepDirect

Go to #291 @ www.computergaming.com/lnfoljnk



A NIGHT OUT WITH

TiTfflSr" ^
SETTLERS’
JXL

'lliat’s because it'll be spent in the company of a captain,

a fanner, an archer, a merchant, a priest, a swordsman, a

miner, a spearman, a woodcutter... in fact, 150 unique and
stunning; characters that populate the addictive world of

SETTLERS^ III.

In this real-time strategic simulation of tactics, prosperity,

combat and growth you’ll become completely immersed
witi) your new found friends. Meet the challenge of the

gods on screen, over LAN or Internet play.

AVAILABLE NOW
CALL 1-800-933-BYTE

Quote ref: CGW299

Blue Byie Software • 8140 North Mopac • Suite IV-230 • Austin • TX 787S9

Technical Hotline: 512 343 1099 • Fax: 512 343 1886

nr
|||^K|i|||X Check out: www.sclllers3.cnm for iaiust SKTI'LERS III information

O 1998 Blue Byte Software. All riehls reserved. The .Settlers is a reeislcrcd trademark of Blue Bvtc Software, Inc.

0 YEARS OF
EXCELLENCE

Go to #260 @ www.computergaming.com/infolink



THE MOST TRUSTED REVIEWS FOR 17 YEARS

Blackstone Chronicles

II
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This Month CGW Editors' Choice Games Are Indicated in Yellow

,
V ] .

-

/ o,,,-.
.... . A

This diiller will make everything tingle.

m

Game Rating Page

101 Airborne A A ~226

210

Burnout ***** 224

Caesar's palace Slots 243

Clue: Murder at Boddy Mansion A A A 242

Delta Force ***** 176

Enemy Infestation ***** 236

European Air War AAAAA 196

Fallout II AAAAA 214

Fighter Pilot AAAAA 192

Fly Hunter AAAAA 192

Freespace: Silent Threat AAAAA 201

The Game of Life AAAAA 242

Grim Fandango 206

Half-Life 168

Hardwar AAAAA 201

Hoyle Board Games AAAAA 244

Jeopardy AAAAA 243

KKND2 ***** 235

Lode Runner 2 AAAAA 244

Lords of Magic Special Edition ***** 240

NBA Live 99 1 218

NHL 99 A A A A "
220

Outburst ***** 242

Plane Crazy AAAAA 192

Prophecy Gold AAAAA 201

Red Baron 3D A A A A ^ 200

Sentinel Returns AAAAA 244

Sin AAAAA 172

Space Bunnies Must Die ***** 180

Star Wars Droidworks AAAAA 243

Vigilance AAAAA 185

VR Baseball 2000 AAAAA 222

The Game Genres

Action Games that emphasize fast

gameplay over stoiy or strategy.

Adventure Games that require you to

solve puzzles to move through a stoiy line

Classics/Puzzle Classics are old

standbys such as Chess and

MONOPOLY. Puzzle games emphasize

problem-solving without requiring

gamers to follow a story.

Role-Playing A subset of adventure

games, these stress character develop-

ment through attributes. The gameworld

tends to be large; the plot less linear.

Simulations Highly realistic games from

a first-person perspective including flight

sims and space simulations

Sports/Racing A broad genre encom-

passing action sports games, such as

NBA LIVE: strategic sports games, such

as FPS FOOTBALL; and driving games,

such as CART PRECISION RACING.

Strategy Pioblem-solving and planning

are the keys here These games emphasize

resource and risk-managemeni Includes

conflict-based sd-fi and fantasy games as

well as construction programs like SlMClTY.

Wargames A subset of strategy games,

these re-create historical conflicts from a

command perspective They may be tacti-

cal, operational, or strategic

HowDo We Rate? We review only finishedproducts, not prerelease versions. The ratings are as fo/Zotvs;

A
Outstanding The rare

game that gets it all right.

A must-play experience.

A Ar A
Very Good Worthy of

your time and money, but

there are drawbacks.

A A A A A
Average Either an ambi-

tious design with major

flaws, or simply vanilla.

AAAAA AAAAA
Weak Seriously lacking in

play value, poorly conceived,

or just another clone.

Abysmal The rare game

that gets it all wrong.

Pathetic. Coaster material.
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fl[RR/[•^STUDIOS
®J998 Sierra On-Utre, Inc. All rights reserved. Sierra, Sierra Studios, the "S" logo. King’s Quest

and Mask of Eternity arc trademarks or registered trademarks of Sierre On-Line, Inc.
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REVIEW • HALF-LIFE

New Killer in Town
HALF-LIFE Is the Best, Scariest First-Person Shooter Since DOOM

DIE FOKKER This helicopter will annoy you for quite awhile in

the game. Blowing it up later will make you very happy.

GAMIMG

APPEAL First-

person shooter

fans, any gamer

who thought

the/d seen it all.

PROS: Awesome
storyline; intense,

nonstop action;

scary monsters,

super creeps; atmospheric music

and sound effects; inventive level

design and weaponry.

CONS: Some multiplayer lag and

weirdness; screen is at^ully dark at

times; tons of platform-style puzzles may

frustrate some gamers.

DIFFICULTY: Intermediate.

REQUIREMENTS: Windows 95/98/NT

4.0, Pentium 133, 24MB RAM, 2x CD-

ROM, 640x480 SVGA high-color

(1 6-bit) display, Windows-compatible

sound card,

3D SUPPORT: OpenGL or Oirect3D.

MULTIPLAYER SUPPORT: LAN (2-8

players), Internet.

Price: 548,99

Publisher; Sierra On-Line

Bellevue, WA
(425)649-9800

by Jeff Green

I

f you were expecting the

reasoned voices of CGW to

douse the flames of the

HALF-LIFE hype, forget

about it. We're about to

make it worse. So let's get

this over with up front, and

then we'll calm down and

get to the details.

Everything you've heard, every-

thing you've hoped for—it’s all

true. HALF-LIFE, Valve Software's

highly anticipated first-person

shooter, is not just one of the best

games of the year. It's one of the

best games of a/iyyear, an instant

classic that is miles better than any

of its immediate competition,

and—in its single-player form— is

the best shooter since the original

DOOM, Plus, despite the fact that

it's "just" a shooter, HALF-LIFE pro-

vides one of the best examples

ever of how to present an interac-

tive movie—and a great, scary

movie at that.

Here Comes Your Man
HALF-LIFE makes its brilliance

apparent from the moment you

boot the game. Instead of the

usual lame cut-scene that looks

nothing like the game you're about

to play (remember QUAKE II?), you

are thrust immediately into the

gameworld. it's an illusion that's

never shattered. No cut-scenes, no

level "briefing" screens, no frag-

count screens, no map. As in a real

movie, the intention is to immerse

you in the story. Other shooters

have done this, too, of course

—

JEDI KNIGHT and Bungle's

MARATHON series stand out as

great examples—but no one

before has carried it to this

extreme, or pulled it off so well,

As the opening credits roll, you

find yourself on a transit car,

descending deeper and deeper into

the cavernous Black Mesa Federal

Research Facility and learning

details of the game's storyline. You

are Gordon Freeman, a 27-year-old

Ph.D. in theoretical physics, now

employed as a research associate

at Black Mesa's "Anomalous

Materials Laboratory." After you

exit the tram, the many scientists

roaming the halls urge you to make

your way toward the lab to assist in

some kind of classified experiment.

Once the experiment begins,

howevei; catastrophe strikes, as a

series of massive explosions sig-

nals the opening of a portal to an

alien world. With the Research

Facility now half destroyed and in

utter chaos, you must make your

way to the surface, avoiding the

aliens who have transported in

—

as well as the government troops

assigned to "contain" the problem.

Gouge Away
Levels—at least as we've come

to know them—don't really exist

in HALF-LIFE. Instead the game

comprises a series of titled chap-

ters, each of which groups a num-

ber of minilevels into one cohesive

unit. As a result, rather than forcing

you to wait minutes for a huge

level to load, like some games we

could mention (SlN) but won't

(FALLOUT 2), HALF-LIFE loads just a

portion of the chapter at a time, as

you play it.

Aesthetically, it breaks the game

into a number of settings, each one

different from the next, each one

offering a changing set of chal-

lenges and obstacles. In "On a

Rail" you'll need to dodge a series

of threats while riding a tram; in

"Apprehension” you'll need to

swim frantically through sunken

rooms without drowning or getting

eaten by giant alien fish; in Surface

Tension, perhaps the game's best

chapter, you’ll have to fight an

army of outrageously intelligent

bad guys through a series of out-

door settings.
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CGWReviews Index These Are the Games We Have Reviewed in the Last Three Months

Game Publisher Month Page CGW Rating

Deathtrap Dungeon Eidos Interactive December 351

Get Medieval Monolith November 282 . •
. .1

•

Gex: Enter the Gecko Midway Home Entertainment December 356 :
• .1 -

Heart of Darkness Interplay November 269 -
.

Incoming Xicat November 264

Klingon Honor Guard MicroProse January 316

Mortal Kombat 4 Midway November 277

NAM GT Interactive November 280

Quake li: Ground Zero Activision January 308

Rainbow Six Red Storm Entertainment December 342

Return Fire 2 Ripcord Games January 322

Revenge of Arcade: Golden Edition Microsoft December 356

Shogo Monolith Productions January 312

Stratosphere Ripcord Games December 352

Tresspasser: Jurassic Park Electronic Arts January 318

Urban Assault Microsoft December 346

Final Fantasy VII Eidos November 286

Hexplore Infogrames Entertainment January 336 . . • ! /.
-

Morpheus Piranha Interactive January 334

Raqe of Mages Monolith Productions January 338

Creatures 2 Mindscape January 364 : X > <

Jewels II: The Ultimate Challenge Hoffmann and Associates November 328

Looney Tunes Animated Jigsaws SouthPeak interactive December 425

Notyet MVP Software December 425

Play This Play That Patch Products December 425

Ares Rising Imagine Studios December 376 .r -;r> *
Combat Flight Simulator Microsoft January 330 . -.r .• >
F-16 Multirole Fighter Novalogic January 326 ;t .. a ^ a

Fighter Ace 1.5 Microsoft December 373 i-- is A A

lAF Jane's Combat Sims December 370 if V A

iF/A-18E Carrier Strike Fighter Interactive Magic December 364 ttis* A A

Independence War Infogrames December 358 A - : it

Jetfighter: Full Burn Mission Studios/Interplay November 305 is ik A

MiG-29 Fulcrum Novalogic January 326 • .V A

Pro Pilot Dynamix January 332 - ik A

Spearhead Interactive Magic December 378

Total Air War DID/Infogrames December 361 A

Warbirds 2.01 Interactive Magic December 382

3D Hunting; Trophy Whitetail Macmillan Computer Publishing November 299

Fox Sports Golf Fox Sports Interactive November 290

Front Office Football Solecismic Software January 348

Golden Tee Golf Incredible Technologies December 404

Grand Prix Legends Sierra Sports January 340

Madden '99 EA Sports January 346

Motocross Madness Microsoft December 388 . .
•

. - -t

NCAA Football 99 EA Sports January 350

Need for Speed III EA Sports January 342

NFL Gameday 99 989 Studios/Sony December 386

Redllne Racer Ubi Soft December 394

Tiger Woods 99 EA Sports December 398

Age of Empires; Rise of Rome Microsoft January 354 f •. C' '

Axis & Allies Hasbro interactive January 358

Caesar III Sierra January 352
Commandos; Behind Enemy Lines Eidos Interactive December 406 . .

1

Cyberstorm 2 Sierra November 270
Dune 2000 Westwood Studios December 408

Emergency; Fighters for Life WizardWorks December 420 •. .•

Entrepeneur; Corporate Expansion Stardock Systems 360

Knights & Merchants Interactive Magic January 356
People's General SSI December 418

Police Quest: SWAT 2 Sierra November 314

Total Annihilation: Battle Tactics Cavedog December 420
War Among the Mohawk Empire Interactive January 362

Wargames MGM Interactive November 324

Warlords III; Darklords Rising SSG/Red Orb December 417
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FILL 'ER UP WITH LIFE, PLEASE

First-aid stations are planted

within the game world for

replenishing your heaith.

0

0)

F
or many shooter fans, the biggest

question about HALF-LIFE is Does it

rock in multiplayer mode? The short

answer is, maybe. It's not as transcendent as

the single-player game, but it's still quite

good. Among the CGIV goons, it's the first

game to stand a real chance of replacing

QUAKE II as the deathmatch game of choice.

The levels are large and well-balanced

with weaponry. Wide-open rooms intermin-

gle with plenty of lurking places. Sniping is

particularly satisfying thanks to the cross-

bow, probably the game's best weapon.

A few new touches nicely enhance the

standard deathmatch experience. First, the

frag-count screen now shows a ratio of kills

to deaths, which puts player performance in

i'm Amazed
Although HALF-LIFE uses the

QUAKE engine as its base, Valve

reportedly rewrote about 70 per-

cent of the code, and it shows. It

might not be as ''beautiful" as

UNREAL, but it is an awesome-

looking game nevertheless, espe-

cially with 3D acceleration. The

environment feels alive, thanks to

a number of great scripted events

that trigger as you approach them,

nie atmospheric sound effects and

voice work are equally great and

add to the feeling of being knee-

deep in a living nightmare.

Overall, it's not one thing that

makes Half-Life great, it's the sum

of ail the parts—the extraordinary

attention to detail. There are

sequences in the game, like those

of a great horror movie, that you'll

be dying to talk about with your

friends, scenes that you'll remem-

ber years from now: watching the

scientists plunging down the bro-

ken elevator, getting attacked by a

Headcrab for the first time,

avoiding the ferocious

swipes of the three-

tentacled monster,

listening to the

hushed footsteps of assassins as

they ruthlessly hunt you down. We

could go on and on.

You can find things to quibble

about if you really want to—the

screen is kind of dark at times,

there's an awful lot of platform-

style jumping, the multiplayer

experience can be erratic—but

who cares with a game this great?

Simply put, this is the gaming

event of the season, and if you

care at all about games you don't

want to miss it. HALF-LIFE positively

radiates with cool.

Jeff Green, when not having

nightmares about Headcrabs, is

losing at NBA LIVE 99 and still

trying to make his way out of the

Petrified Forest in GRIM FANDANGO.

better perspective. Second, you can

create logos (or use the defaults) and

spray-paint tiiem next to your bud-

dies' rotting corpses on the game's

floors and walls. Finally, ail of tiie

blood remains on the floors and walls

throughout a deathmatch, so after a few
minutes the level is awash with gore. It's

gruesome, but for better or worse it accu-

rately reflects the game's carnage.

On the downside, lag seems to be a bit of

a problem on some machines, and we expe-

rienced inexplicable crashes a number of

times on different machines. The inability to

reconfigure your setup without quitting a

deathmatch first is also a curious design

decision—we like being able to remap keys

on

tiie fly.

Rnally, the HALF-LIFE CD generously

includes WorldCraft 2, which enables you to

create your own levels—a great touch in a

game filled with great touches.

We'll have more on HALF-Ufe's multiplay-

er action in next month's CGW along with

some original tags on the CG-ROM.

Thanks to creative level design,

you almost never feel that you're

doing the same thing twice.

Wave of Mutilation

Adding hugely to HALF-LlFE's

sense of terror are the aliens: a

horrifying collection of gurgling

grotesqueries. Particular favorites

include the Houndeyes, whimper-

ing, headless beasts that emit a

destructive shock wave; the

Barnacles, which hang from ceil-

ings like rope and suck you up with

ferocious speed if you get too

close; and the Bulisquids, which

spit caustic acid from

long range.

But it’s a testament to

the game's creative

genius that the creepiest,

scariest monsters are

also the tiniest and least

fearsome in appearance:

those infernal Headcrabs.

Although they cause only

minimal damage and are

easily killed, they prove a

constant menace, and

every time one lunges at

you unexpectedly from

some hidden corner it is guaran-

teed to scare the crap out of you.

The aliens are scary, but the

human enemies are your toughest

opponents. The commandos and

ninjalike assassins behave with

such intelligence that at times

you'll almost feel as if you're

deathmatching with friends.

HALF-LIFE provides a satisfying

arsenal for your killing pleasure.

Standard shoot-'em-up weapons,

like the powerful .357 Magnum

and the double-barreled shotgun,

mix it up with cooler items like

satchel charges and the crossbow,

which offers a vitally important

sniper scope and delivers a

righteous, satisfying thunk as it

hits its target. The most original

weaponry are the two alien

creations—the Hivehand,

which fires a spray of bugs that

track targets around corners;

and the Snark, small living

creatures that will attack any-

thing they get near (including

you, if you don't thrown them

far enough).
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FLAMETHSOWER

ZX RADAR BRIREB MISSILE

lARRCRER

SEERRE COAITRBI SYSTEM with realtime

fractal encryption keeps your datalink untraceable

and unbreakable. Drive with confidence.

ERSm POWER PIAIVT delivers

smooth running power at temperatures

up to 700 degrees Kelvin

ARMOR EACim of renewable ceramic polymers

protect your vehicle from adverse conditions such as

plasma bolts and autocannon lire.

EIECTROMAEAIETIC REPOISOR DRIVE with

gyrostabilization and inertial dampers goes from 0 to

180km/h in 0.0014 seconds

The Argus Overlord
Armor Trend netmagazine’s

221 9 Assault Vehicle of the Year

All Naiaka Remotely Piloted Vehicles ship with version 56.9 of BatHeHelper, Nataka's award-winning operating system. Some
vehicles not exactly as shown. All performanoe specifications given for unencumbered vehicles in 1 G of gravitational force

and 101.9 kPa of barometric pressure unless otherwise indicated. BattleHelper is a registered product of the Nataka

Corporate Empire. Unauthorized use of the BattleHelper name is a violation of applicable treaties and will be met with military

force. Gunmetaf and Mad Genius Software'are trademarks of Mad Genius Software Ltd.

MAD
GENIUS

Go to #1 30 @ www.CQmputergaming.com/Infolink
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REVIEW • SIN

Sinful Displeasure
Interminable Load Times and Bugs Are SiN's Greatest Transgression

are gorgeous, especially the beauti-

ful and realistic ocean levels.

The level design is smart and

challenging w/ith good enemy

placement and some clever puz-

zles. The levels are also highly

interactive—nearly all game

objects are destructible or interac-

tive in some way. You can blow up

desks, chairs, windows, potted

plants, bookshelves, and many

other items, including your run-of-

the-mill crates, barrels, and boxes.

You can also turn on faucets, flush

toilets, and even fiddle with an

ATM machine. Active computer ter-

minals also dot all the levels, and

many of the game's puzzles

revolve around finding the appro-

priate terminal and accomplishing

a task, such as disarming alarms or

guns, opening locked doors, trans-

mitting a computer virus, or scan-

ning weird biological materials.

Whether the mission calls for

stealth or surgical action, most

missions have clear objectives and

don't necessarily boil down to key

hunting. In a few levels you have

to avoid detection and recover

secret chemicals. Proceed with

stealth and you'll encounter little

resistance. If you're not cautious,

you'll face more and deadlier

by Elliott Chin

F

or all the industry's talk of

a glut of QUAKE clones,

the dreaded deluge of

mediocrity hasn't hap-

pened. There have been a

few dogs, but for the most

part, the first-person

genre is really starting to

come alive. SHOGO,

BLOOD 2, HALF-LIFE—

these are all good or

excellent games with

their own compelling

style and a welcome

blend of story and

action. To that group

you could almost add

SIN... if it weren't for

the bugs. It's sad that

Ritual, the company

behind QUAKE MISSION

PACK 1; SCOURGE OF

ARMAGON, spent two

years crafting StN only

to see it crippled by

bugs that should have

been caught in testing.

Devilish Design
sin's first few levels

take place In mundane

environments: a bank, an

abandoned housing pro-

ject, a construction yard,

and a subway station.

However, the levels progressively

become more interesting—both in

looks and mission goals. The bank

gives way to a high-security under-

ground lab, leading, in turn, to a

massive and elaborate sewer sys-

tem. Later on, you'll journey to a

dam, an oil rig, an undersea base,

and then venture onto the ocean

floor itself The later levels really

Sin's story is pretty ele-

mentary {hero John R.

Blade must stop evil Elexis

Sinclair from destroying

Freeport City and turning

humans into mutants).

But Ritual pulls It off fairly

well with voice-overs and

interstitial cut-scenes

using the in-game engine.

At times, the voice acting

is juvenile and the dia-

logue and story some-

what amateurish, but the

whole ensemble works to

propel the story forward.

COMPUTER'-

CAMIMG

APPEAL:

Forgiving shooter

fans looking for

evolutionary, if not

revolutionary

gameplay.

PROS: Some good

level design; high

level of interactivi-

ty; story and levels complement each

other; nice multiplayer maps.

CONS: Long load times; bugs exist even

in patched version; some levels are con-

fusing; only a few impressive weapons.

DIFFICULTY: Intermediate.

REQUIREMENTS: Pentium 166,

Windows 95/98 or NT 4.0, 32MB RAM,

50MB hard-drive space, 4x CD-ROM, PCI

or AGP video card with 2MB RAM,

100 percent Sound Blaster-compatible

sound card.

30 SUPPORT: OpenGL.

MULTIPLAYER SUPPORT: LAN,

Internet (2-32 players).

Price: 549,95

Activision

Santa Monica, CA

(310) 255-2000
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enemies. In other levels you’ll have

to blast through a well-guarded

area to shut off a pumping system

or destroy a shipment of danger-

ous chemicals.

The only problem with the

game's levels occurs later in the

game. Whereas the earlier levels

are laid out with more direct

routes to your objectives or exits,

later levels are harder to navigate.

The ocean floor level, despite its

beauty, was especially vexing

because 1 had no idea where to go.

The textures all blended together

to create an unfamiliar surround-

ing, and I found myself going

around in circles.

Pea Shooters and
Bigger Pea Shooters

The weapons include the

traditional shotgun and rocket

launcher as well as the more

exotic sniper rifle and quantum

destabilizer. The magnum is your

default weapon, and the shotgun

Is powerful, albeit unoriginal. The

machine gun, chain gun, grenade

launcher, and rocket launcher are

all similar to their QUAKE II cousins,

except that they look nicer and

have better animation. The later

weapons, though, such as the

spear gun, sniper rifle, and quan-

tum destabilizer, are very cool.

Interestingly, since the manual

doesn't tell you about all the

weapons in the game, I never

really figured out what each

weapon was called.

I found nearly all the weapons

to be too weak. It sometimes took

me two hits with the sniper rifle to

kill a grenade-lobbing soldier, and

three hits to kill a cyborg. And

these were all headshots. The chain

gun, likewise, took a while to gun

down a low-level grunt. I can

understand why early weapons

would be weak, but even the later

weapons lacked punch.

The body specific damage sys-

tem works well, making you think

more during combat, and looks

cool. You can shoot an enemy in

the head and watch his skull

explode as blood sprays onto the

wall behind him. Shooting an

enemy in the knee will buckle his

legs. Of course, different body parts

also suffer more damage. One or

two head shots kill a soldier, but

that same soldier will take half a

dozen shots to the gut before

going down.

The enemies in SIN aren't too

exciting, although

they are pretty chal-

lenging to fight.

Most are humans,

though there are

more mutants and

cyborgs deeper into

the game. It would

have been more

exciting if more

mutants appeared

earlier to break

up the monotony

of your human

opponents.

In multiplay, SIN

is pretty fun, with

well-done death-

match levels that are perfected for

anything from one-on-one matches

to large, multiple player blood-

baths. The weapons don't seem too

weak in multiplay, and the body

specific damage system doesn't

imbalance deathmatch.

The Ultimate Sin

So far, SIN sounds like a pretty

good game with a few stumbles in

weapons and monsters. However,

what really cripple the game are

the bugs: The first episode's boss

doesn’t move in the final fight,

there are some sound problems,

and level load-times are horren-

dous. Some levels even load twice.

I tried playing the game without

the patch, but couldn't get through

it—the load times were just too

long. Activision did produce a

patch that fixes these and other

bugs, but the load times still felt

long even when reloading the

same level.

Even after the patch, I noticed

some serious bugs. In one subway

level, the mutant boss failed to

break a hole through a wall, leav-

ing me trapped in the level with no

way to progress to the next stage.

In the Water Works Part 2 level, the

boss monsters. Eon and Peon,

never showed up. Again, I couldn't

advance any further through the

game. I reloaded a previous saved

game and cheated my way around

this bug, but if I hadn't, the game

would have been over.

SIN isn't a revolutionary jump in

3D shooters, but it does add

increased interactivity, more

thoughtful mission and level

design, and a storyline that inte-

grates nicely with the missions. SIN

really is two games: Without the

patch, long load times and other

bugs make it only worth your time

if you're a hard-core shooter fan;

with the patch, it's a lot more

fun—if not perfect—but some

problems persisting despite the

patch. If you can download the

18MB patch and aren't expecting a

giant leap in storytelling or game-

play, give SIN a try. f.ld.i.V

Elliott Chin is the Previews

Editor at GameSpot and likes

shooting things—a lot.
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ACTOH
Can't flub, my lines' again or the

director said he'd turn nie over to

the lipri tamers cpkaVf./j'^ tif
' '

’Brund?-Np, •th'at'xn.ot n|hi.t''El ui

Brunhilda?'' ArgiiH!! ‘;'J. ;".

'

VINTNOR
Look at this! I've got grapes rotting on

the vine! With the shipbuilders on

strike, I can't ship my wine to the rest

of the Emptre’. warehouse is full,

and boy do.I hav^a-hangoyer... '

I've got to get to the Temple of Mars to

make a sacrifice before tonight's contest

in the Coliseum. I think I'm losing my
touch. Last night the lions nearly look

my head off! If only 1 hadn't missed
_

that last lesson at the Gladiator
'

•

School...

b(tM] mj



C4ES^

CENTURION
March, march, march. ..Got to

keep on. the lookpul lor the

Barbarians. Oh yeah, and rumor

has it the Carthaginians may be on

ithe move again. Wait! Is that a

^aniei over there?

' rdoiT^Kiidw what the worid^sfommg Jo:

f^hese^iS^'Young people run Wild in the

s!j:eei^Jorgctling all about Ute gods. T V'
dor^l'&p^where I'm going iufind'-'^'

enou^R^estal Virginsjlns year,.. .
-

BUILD A BETTER ROME
© 1998 Sierm On-Line, Inc. ® and/or designate
trademarks of) or licensed to, Sierra On-Line, Inc.,

Bellevue, WA 98007. All Bights Reserved.

Go to #180 @ www.computergamlng.com^nfolink

"ifind myselfcontinually drawn hack to the
,

game to tryjust one more tactic. ..To

paraphrase Shakespeare's Antony,

'l come to praise Caesar III’.

"

-Johnny Wilson

EoiTOK'iN'CHiEt) Computer Gaming World

“a must buyfor any hard core

strategyfan ...”

-IGNPC

9 OUT OFIO!

"You will find Cae.far III a refreshing

changefrom the usual shoot-em-up fare of

this season. In short, 'Hail Caesarf.”

- Online Gaming Review

. the Caesar series is a classic that's only

getting better with age."

- Gamecenter

Download the demo At;

www.sierrastudios.com

or www.caesar3.com

Impressions



REVIEW • DELTA FORCE

I

Sim Meets Shooter
Despite Taking Hits, DELTA FORCE Secures Its Primary Objective

by Raphael Liberatore

F

rom the get-go, DELTA

FORCE scores a direct hit.

With 40 gut-wrenching,

real-world missions, DELTA

FORCE is a realistic shooter

modeled after the com-

mando ops of the highly

secretive U.S. Army Special

Forces Operational Detachment,

aka Delta Force. While this game

has much to offer, Novalogic,

dodged 3Dfx-accelerated tech-

nology, opting for voxel Space 3

graphics—resulting in a less than

crisp gameworld. But this game is

still a blast.

The keyboard configurations are

a snap (remember to use the tem-

plate provided in the box). After

picking an alter ego, select one of

five Third World campaigns. You’ll

COMPL/TER 1

GAMIMC-WORLD
I

APPEAL: Shooter

fans craving

some realism.

PROS: Good real-

ism; a variety of

real-world mis-

sions; cool ambient

3D sounds; real Al

actions; simple

interface; great multiplayer fun

on NovaWorld.

CONS: Hefty system requirements; no

3Dfx support; blurry voxel Space 3

graphics; lack of command and control.

DIFFICULTY; Intermediate,

REQUIREMENTS: Pentium 166 MMX,
Windows 95/98/NT, 32MB RAM, 120MB
hard-drive space, 4x CD-ROM, DirectX-

compatible sound cards, 14.4 modem for

remote play.

3D SUPPORT: None.

MULTIPLAYER SUPPORT: Serial

connection, modem (2 piayera), Internet

(2-32 playere), LAN (2-16); 1 CD
per game.

Price: J49.95

Publisher: Novalogic

Calabasas, CA

(818)378-0325

STAYING SHARP DELTA FORCE'S close combat techniques often come in

handy. Siientiy ambushing a smaii patrol witii a knife helps to avoid

enemy detection.

CALLAAA FOR ROADSIDE SERVICE Taking out

an enemy convoy requires predsion and lots of

heavy armaments. And, in this case, some night

vision goggles.

conduct counterterrorist and

hostage rescue, drug interdiction,

special reconnaissance, and direct-

action operations. The missions are

more dynamic than linear. You can

choose special reconnaissance ops

in the Middle East, direct action

ops in Africa, or eliminate a drug

cartel in South America. The level

of difficulty with each campaign

gets harder, and some missions are

virtually impossible to finish.

DELTA FORCE scores with its real-

istic arsenal of weapons and

equipment. You'll soon have a

steady favorite (be it versatile M4,

muscle-bound LAW, Ramboesque

SAW 249, Barret .50 caliber sniper

rifle). The M4 and other sniper

rifles are mounted with scopes for

Rescue Aborted
Combat starts when your team

of four to six operatives (divided

into three teams) is inserted into

the Area of Operation at night,

dusk, or dawn. In DELTA FORCE you

can't communicate with other

operatives. No matter how com-

plex the mission, SEALS, Rangers,

or Marines will not bust onto the

scene to cover your butt. For an

otherwise realistic game, omitting

both command and control and

fire support elements is notable,

You can play in a first or third

person perspective, and from a tac-

tical standpoint, the game could

almost be considered a sim. Use

of stealth, fire, movement, close

combat techniques,

ballistic trajectories, and

Al reactions are all part

of the realistic combat

experience. However,

most gamers will play

DELTA FORCE as a

straightforward shooter

since it does nothing to

teach you these tactics.

Multiplayer is a blast

with Novalogic's free

NovaWorld servers. Play

Capture the Flag, King

of the Hill, or death-

match with up to 32

blood-crazed players.

QUAKE fiends will enjoy the may-

hem of searching and destroying

other operatives, while the more

military minded will pair off into

teams for co-op play.

Myopic Night-Vision

Goggles
Unfortunately, the voxel graphic

engine comes up wanting. Blurred

troop pixels mar what could be a

very enjoyable experience. In one

mission I found myself accidentally

shooting fellow operatives because

their images were unrecognizable.

Novalogic is working on a 3Dfx

patch, but it will only affect the

polygonal buildings and objects.

Until then, your computer will

suffer with slower frame-rates

—

even with the turbo mode turned

on. On the plus side, the terrain

and 3D ambient sounds are good.

DELTA FORCE has hefty CPU and

RAM requirements, and the voxel

graphics leave plenty to the imagi-

nation. If you have a fast machine,

enjoy combat aaion, and don't

mind the blurry images, DELTA

FORCE is as dose to the real thing

as you can get. K'i'.'i

Raphael Liberatore is a former

U.S. Army Special Forces soldier

who is currently enjoying an equally

challenging stint as "Mr. Mom.

"
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EPIC BATTLES
OE

STRATEGY
AND
HONOR

Rctuming to her besieged homeland, Kiitherine,

Queen of Enroth, must rally Erathia’s armies in a

light for survival. In a savage series of battles for

control of Erathia, you command the land’s

greatest heroes and fiercest creatures in Queen
Katherine’s struggle to restore her family’s reign,

and rid the land ofenemies.

Over 20 campaign scenarios told from 3 different

perspectives, plus dozens ofcustom stand alone,

and multiplayer maps.

Enhanced multiplayer capabilities allow you

to plan and implement detailed combat and

exploration strategies.

Detailed character development with

16 new Heroes, and hundreds ofspells,

skills and artifacts.

More than 1 00 unique combat units all

3D'rendered inHigh color detail.

ii!

"L

m

www.heroes3.com
'-1998TtH- 3DO Companv. All riuhe-. reserved. New World t'ompuliny. Heroes of Miyhl and Maijic. 300, and iheir respcelivc Iobos,

are trademarks or rCKislered iradeiiiurks of 'l'lie 300 C'oiiipuiiv in titeU-S-ond/or oilier countries. All other iru demurks and/or
trade names helon,; to their respeelive owners. New World Compuliiif; isa division ofThe 51)0 Compnnv.

•Seplemher Issue ofCkimpiilerCaminK World. Top 100 Chun
Go to #093 @ www.computergaming.com/infolink
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REVIEW •SPACE BUNNIES MUST DIE

Troma Raider
This TOMB RAIDER Clone Sports a B-movie Sense ofHumor and Style

by Mark Clarkson

T

hey have it all: Young and

beautiful, Allison Huxtor

is a budding rodeo star;

her sister Jocelyn seem-

ingly destined to become

the next Tammy Wynette.

{The truck-stop waitress

jobs are just temporary.)

One night they run over a giant

mutant bunny and Jocelyn is

abducted by aliens.

This leaves Allison no choice

but to put her rodeoing, dancing,

and waitressing skills to the test

in the subterranean chambers of

Lotar, king of the evil Space

Bunnies, who has imprisoned

Jocelyn and is forcing her to pro-

vide the living soundtrack to his

pen/erse biological experiments

and his plans for world domina-

tion. As Allison, you must infiltrate

the Space Bunny complex and

save Jocelyn...and, you guessed it,

the world!

computer' 1

GAMfMGWORLD
1

APPEAL: Drive-in

movie fans looking

for a Lara Croft to

call their own.

PROS; Good sense

of humor; some

novel ideas; great

soundtrack.

CONS: Occasional

glitches; a bit shallow and repetitive; so-

so level design.

DIFFICULTY: Intermediate.

REQUIREMENTS: Pentium 166,

Windows 95/98, 32MB RAM. 150MB
hard-drive space, 4X CD-ROM, VESA

local bus or PC! video card with 1 MB
RAM, sound card.

3D SUPPORT; Direct 3D, 3Dfx.

MULTIPLAYER SUPPORT: None.

Price: $49.95

Publisher: Ripcord Games

Santa Clara. CA

(888) 797-5867

www.ripcordgames.c

While SPACE BUNNIES MUST DIE!

doesn't quite live up to its gonzo

plot, this third-person TOMB RAIDER

clone is good fun to play. And,

Allison can dance. But wait, there's

more! You can dress her up in an

assortment of outfits! (My fave:

"Truck Stop Waitress.")

Bunny Burrow to Heil

Gameplay is mostly what you'd

expect; running, jumping, climbing,

mutant monsters and provides

clues to finishing the level. Of

course, each level also contains an

assortment of weapon power-ups;

health in the form of "Zombie

Juice"; keys to open doors and

extend ladders; carrots for the

giant juicer machines; tiny 'copters

to ride; levers to throw; ledges to

scale; and plenty of bad guys to

blast, nuke, frag, debone, or other-

wise kill.

bunny or runs over a power-up

grow pretty stale well before the

end of the gamta—as do the ani-

mations for saving your level,

drinking zombie juice, and so forth.

Levels start out pretty easy, but

the need for fast action and fine

timing grows as the game pro-

gresses. There are often multiple

ways to run a level or even to

reach a given goal—either scale

the cliff or ride the raft, for

DANCING FOOL Even giant mutants such as this Bear/Rabbit will dance with Allison. Win him

over...and you can ride that hideous freak out of the room and on to glory.

crouching, collecting power-ups

and opening doors. But there are

unexpected goodies thrown in.

After conquering one huge beast,

you can ride him and use his supe-

rior strength to pry open heavy

doors and bash lesser mutants on

the head.

Each level holds a CD which,

when inserted into a convenient

jukebox, plays one of Jocelyn's

desperate songs, which seduces

And you'll want to kill ’em

once you've seen what

they're up to. I mean, we all

know that aliens mutilate

cattle, but it obviously

doesn't stop there; The bunny

complex is crawling with

zombified humans and horri-

ble hybrids—half goat/half

bunny, half bear/haif bunny,

half vulture/half bunny.. .ick!

Shake it, Sweety
Luckily, Allison can distract the

bad bunny mutants by dancing to

a rockin' collection of tunes by Bo

Diddley, Buddy Holly, Southern

Culture on the Skids, and others.

Entranced, most Space Bunnies will

eventually start dancing too, mak-

ing them easy targets. Although

the music and Allison's dance steps

vary from level to level, the cute

things she says when she kills a

example—but there are actions

that must be done in the right

order or you'll be stuck and

forced to backtrack. You can only

save your progress at designated

kiosks; thankfully, however,

they're sprinkled liberally through

the levels. While SPACE BUNNIES

was stable in general, I occasion-

ally found myself stuck halfway in

a mountainside.

Overall. SPACE BUNNIES is fun in

a campy. B-movie way, neither

reinventing the genre nor pushing

the technology envelope—^just

delivering solid fun. And, when

there's no bunny around, Allison

will dance just for you.

Shake it. Baby.

Right this minute, Mark

Clarkson has the lights down low

and is watching Allison do "The

Swim " on the Bo Diddley level.
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Norton SystemWorks":
The smartest way to keep
your computer working

Whether you are an experi-

enced PC user or new to the

world of computing, you need

utilities. Your computer needs

constant maintenance — from

optimizing your system to

keeping your hard drive clean.

It needs protection against

viruses and infections. And

ways to prevent crashes,

resolve conflicts and remove

unneeded programs.

That’s a lot of utilities. So

many that they duplicate

functions, sucking up system

memory and precious space

on your hard drive. Some-
times they even conflict

with each other!

Of course, computers ought

to function well these days.

But since they sometimes
don’t, you need a single,

comprehensive solution that

will keep your computer

working. A solution that’s

affordable. A solution that's

easy to use.

That solution is Norton

SystemWorks. Because it

has the very best and most
current version of everything

you need, Norton SystemWorks

is the smartest way to keep

your computer working. And

Norton SystemWorks is

Windows 95 and Windows 98

compatible.

What makes Norton
SystemWorks the best?

Norton Utilities™ - the #X
problem-solving software for

over 15 years and the industry

leader in detecting, repairing

and preventing major and
minor computer problems. For

focused power and control, it

optimizes your computer to run

at peak efficiency, detecting

Windows problems in the back-

ground and solving them with

intelligent repair capability.

Norton AntiVirus™ - the #1
anti-virus program in the U.S.

and in the world, recommended
by users more frequently than

any other product of its kind.

It updates itself automatically

and works in the background to

eliminate today's and tomorrow’s

viruses, no matter where they

come from.

Norton CleanSweep^'^ -

The most comprehensive PC
hard drive cleanup software

you can buy, it safely and
completely removes the widest

array of unneeded programs
and files for maximum space
savings. New Fast & Safe

Cleanup removes several

space-eating file types with just

the click of a button, or it can

be scheduled to remove files

anytime you want. Norton

CleanSweep also removes
Internet cache and history

files, "cookies,” ActiveX

^NORTON
03

NORTON Antivirus

NORTON CleanSweep

|

j

CrashGuard

NORTON Web Services

The#! anti-virus software in tbe world.

Automatically protects against all viruses.'-

Protects you against malicious ActiveX wt
code and Java applets.

Quarantines infected files beforethey %
damage your system. f

Provides help with suspected Infections
|

directly from Symantec researchers. ^ 3

Automatically updates virus definitions,

Five award-winning Norton products integrated to work as one.

To purchase Norton SystemWorks online or to locate a list of resellers visit us
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controls, and browser plug-ins.

Norton CrashGuard™ -

automatic protection against

PC crashes and screen freezes

that can ruin hours of work.

Norton SystemWorks includes

software that not only minimizes

the chances of a crash, but in

most cases lets you save your

work if a crash does occur.

Norton Web Services^'’' -

a web service that locates

and helps you install any

hardware drivers and software

updates specific to your

system. It detects the software

and hardware installed on

your computer, then uses

the power of the Internet to

check your needs against

Symantec’s up-to-the-minute

database containing thousands

of patches, drivers and

application add-ons.

Norton SystemWorks
is integrated

Only Norton SystemWorks

offers you an award-winning,

best-of-breed collection of utilities

— and you can click it all into

action from a single, integrated

Norton SystemWorks screen.

Because Norton SystemWorks

is so tightly integrated, it's

easy to install and easy to

launch. All the utilities included

in Norton SystemWorks are

designed to work compatibly

Just one purchase buys

you all the functionality

you need for system
problem-solving and
optimization, virus

protection, program
removal, maintenance
and crash protection.

Easy to install with the CD Start screen.

with each other and duplicate

functionality has been elimi-

nated. Moving from one

utility to another — say, from

Norton AntiVirus to Norton

Utilities — is as simple as

clicking a button on your

screen. What's more, Norton

SystemWorks features like

CD Start and Launch Pad make

it exceptionally easy to use.

Norton SystemWorks runs

the way you want it to

Whether you want it to

work automatically in the

background or you want to

customize it to adapt to your

level of expertise, Norton

SystemWorks can accommo-

date your needs. Norton

SystemWorks can be cus-

tomized for the perfect fit

between you and your computer.

Norton SystemWorks
is an excellent value

Norton SystemWorks also

comes with a FREE Bonus Pack

CD including the following

stand alone products: Norton

Mobile Essentials""— to

resolve laptop connection

problems, Visual Page™— a-

web development tool for

building, deploying, and

managing personal web pages,

WinFax™ Basic Edition — to

send and receive faxes

directly from your computer,

pcANYWHERE™ Express — to

remotely access PCs, applica-

tions and information from your

web browser.

Just one purchase buys you

five award-winning products and

a free Bonus Pack. A total retail

package valued at $500 for

one great price — $69.95*. And

if you own any Norton, Symantec

or competitive product (Nuts &
Bolts™ 98, Nuts & Bolts"'' Deluxe,

VirusScan™, FirstAid™, or

Uninstaller™) you can get a

$10 mail-in rebate from

Symantec when you purchase

Norton SystemWorks. Nothing

beats Norton SystemWorks. It’s

a convenient, one-box solution

with all of the most current

and effective PC utilities.

Norton SystemWorks. The

smartest way to keep your

computer working.

•Manufacturer's suggested retail price

on the web at: www.shop.symantec.com/nswlObuy.html SYMANTEC.



Making customers happy is what Symantec’s award-winning software is all about.

Happy because you’re more productive and your computer is safe and reliable. Anywhere. Anytime.

And if that doesn’t make you smile, now you can try them all for free.

Download Free Trialware At www.symantec.com/smMe
minioc, itie Symanlec logo, Norton Utilities, Norton AnllVirtis, pcAHYWHERE, ACTI and WinFax are U.S. registered irademarKs oi Symantec Corporailon, Norton SystemWorks, Norton CrsshGuard, Norton Mobile Essentia
pcTeiecommute, TalkWorks PRO, Norton CieanSweep, Symantec Visual Page and WinFax PRO ate liademaiks of Symantec Corporation. Microsoft and Windows are registered trademarks ol Microsoft Corporation In tt»

United States and other other coirntries. Other brand names and trademarks ate llie property ol their respecilve owners, ®1999 Symanlec Corporation. All flights Reserved.

SYMANTEC.

It’s No Coincidence

Symantec Products

Come In Yellow Boxes.



VIGILANCE REVIEW

Infernal Vigilance
SegaSoft's Buggy GOLDENEYE Killer Manages to Assassinate Itself

by Scott A. May

oping to catch a ride on

the latest shoot-em-up

bandwagon, SegaSoft

presents VIGILANCE, an

awkward blend of the

N64's GOLDENEYE and

Sega's own VIRTUA

SQUAD. Intrigued? Well,

shoulder that rifle, soldier.

The paper-thin storyline casts

you in the role of one of eight

counterterrorist agents, part of the

Special Intelligence Operations

Network (SION). All of your agents

have their own special talents, and

the trick is to learn each charac-

ter's profile and match their skills

to the environment and objectives

of a particular mission. The 25

single-player mission objectives are

pretty standard stuff— kill the bad

guys, infect an computer, blow up

COMPCfXBR'
1GAMII^

APPEAL: Stealth

shooter for fans of

N64's Golden Eye.

PROS: Innovative

point-and-shoot

targeting system;

cool line-of-sight

effects; lots of

weapons from

\i\^iich to choose.

CONS: Frustrating controls; long loading

times; steep storage requirements; so-so

3D graphics engine; technically buggy.

DIFFICULTY; Intermediate.

REQUIREMENTS: Pentium 166,

Windows 95/98, 32MB RAM. 650MB
hard-drive space, 4x CD-ROM, 2MB
DirectX<ompatible sound and video

cards, 28.8 modem and Java-enabled

Web browser required for HEAT.NET.

3D SUPPORT; 3Dfx.

MULTIPUYER SUPPORT: LAN and

Internet via HEAT.NET (2-16 players).

Price: 149.95

Publisher: SegaSoft

Santa Ciata, CA

(888) SEGASOfT

some equipment—though multi-

player mode cuts to the chase for

some stealthy assassin fun.

The major hook of VIGILANCE

lies not in its 3D-rendered worlds,

its cache of sexy weapons, or mul-

tiplayer mayhem. Instead, rather

than storming rooms, guns blazing,

players must employ stealth

—

creeping up on enemies and using

available cover to their advantage.

From an action perspective,

another high point is the ability to

use more than 27 weapons,

depending on the mission. At face

value, the variety of your arsenal

is menacing indeed, including

assault rifles, shotguns, lasers,

rocket launchers, spear guns, C4

explosives, and more.

Misfiring on
All Cylinders

One of the game's principal fea-

tures, thus inviting comparisons to

GOLDENEYE, is your ability to move

your weapon hand independently

from your main line of sight. This

allows you to pinpoint your fire

within a wide area, without mov-

ing a step.

I pride myself on being dexter-

ous— I can handle most flight sim

controllers, operate a can opener,

and sometimes remove the shrink-

wrap from a CD jewel case with-

out using my teeth. But the con-

trols in VIGILANCE left me feeling

like a total klutz. Here's the

deal: Unlike QUAKE-type shooters,

Vigilance's version of mouse look

requires that you hold the right

mouse button to change your

character's line of sight while

using the keyboard to move. To

aim your weapon, however, you

must release the right mouse but-

ton then use the left mouse button

to fire. In theory, it sounds simple

and functional. In practice, how-

ever, I found myself constantly dis-

oriented, wildly oversteering in the

heat of action, often unable to

coordinate mouse clicks to move

and face enemy fire. After an hour

with this game, ! was ready to

smash my mouse with a hammer.

I did enjoy the ability to change

perspective on the fly—from third-

person up-close, third-person

removed, and first-person. Third-

person is especially impressive

when you target something stand-

ing directly in front of you: Your

character image dissolves, giving

you a clear view

of your victim.

The game's

graphics are a

mixed bag.

Objea texturing

is pretty

unimaginative,

with generic

walls, floors, and

ceilings—all lit-

tered with the

usual crates.

barrels, ducts, and so on. Although

the game doesn't require 3D accel-

eration, the software-only render-

ing is pretty ugly with noticeable

frame-rate choppiness.

The long list of technical difficul-

ties begins with the inability to

save your game if launched from

the CD splash screen. Even if you

remember to run the game from a

shortcut icon, saving is still a chore.

The game also requires a whopping

650MB of hard-drive space {500MB

game data, 1 50MB swap file), yet

still takes up to two minutes to

load each mission, even on a P233

with 64MB RAM. There's no excuse

for this.

In-game glitches abound, too,

including the inability to crouch

while in first-person perspective;

blood splotches, meant to show

your damage, that float in mid-

air; characters missing parts of

their texture skin; or the annoying

propensity for three second

screen freezes when more data

is loaded.

With gameplay that hardly com-

pensates for its shortcomings.

Vigilance is an exasperating expe-

rience you won't likely want to

endure.

Scott A. May keeps himself up

nights puzzling over PHAROAH'S

ASCENT. LODE RUNNER 2. and

GUBBLE2.
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Populous
Pity the mortal that trespasses against you

for he shall he set adrift pn rivers of fire

and his dwellings laid Wiaste.



The World Is Yours.

Enter the world of Po])ulous’: The Beginning,

where you Are a deity. Control the elements

And force the world's inlubitAnts to do your

bidding. Build civilizAtions thAt revere you.

And strilie down the nonbelievers.

Populous; The Beginning, brings it a11 to life

with unpAralleled globAl grAphics that truly

deliver the omnipresent view of a deity.

View every inch of the world And its

inhAbitAnts in swirling reAl-time.

It's }ovr worU. Jo nhrever you nisft. Withi SI>

mir0nnimun!i!ii' Any other. i''opu!ous:T!ie Beginning lets

youmy26\iorlJsfro!n,n'AStnB!nherof angles and Jhmces,

Yon control the elements. From volconos to mon-eMing

locust swms, unlcAsh the pom of nofureto helpyou

builJ hoArils of followers AnJ control the mlJ.

r.^xilists lyilTi'iiiUkl iIk iyilnvl'»’i“kMr.ikmiik>tTn.'}.'Wi'iv

-i.irfc.M>lI-LMi.iiik-.Ait>.tiis\,iu,||\nROk'J.yvulLirk-siniln'U''ioidAit..|kTi<kiiams All

fi-vr\L\l. nulling; t. :ui liLviriHih; Art>ci«i^\uiy.

POPVLOVS
tHE BEGinninc

Available now!

OownloAdtietlemoAt

www.popvlous.net



You shall tear the faithless .

from the earth and scatter them

with the vengeful judgement of the winds



AvAikhle now!

Downlondthedemo/it

www.popiiloas.net
£ 1998 RiilUiviK ftoJuaiixu Ltd nirakiif, RullijtSg tnl thi* iVilltnif! tnG» i

trjilemi irksiif i:'liviiiiiiicAn!.*Tii> tv-ill illv'A'TicdMitisidLmc^ in du; US nil

rlsJtbrvw.Tv-i.'d l^ulllti'yi'iinElaiii'itii; Ansojiiii-iuiy.





Populous''! The Beginning lets you unle^ish

mture's most devasmting powers

including man-eating locust swarms,

earthquakes, tornados, volcanos, and the

be-all, end-all: Armageddon. And our

unsurpassed graphics engine brings all the

devastation to life in eerily realistic detail.

Exjwrience the kind of power few

mortals can handle, and we’II make

a believer out of you too.

Kiin hfUfirefron ibove to mAke the hoAthens (jvAkeiB

foAt! Through yovr ShAtnAn. yov cab conimAni!yost legions

totheoItimAtecAtAclysm.

UnleAsh thepom oflightningAFid eArtfxfBAkes. With a

re\olL'tionAry gAme engine, Populous: The BeginningActsAlly

lets yoL'ttAnsfortn the lAndscApe to svityour sttAtegies.

AvMhUe now!
Dowtioaithedmoat

www.popiiIoiisMt
Pax.lncilixi' l.tJ. BiiUmv :<ncl miJoiavk. iir nrpni.tnl

liii Ekvinmic Arts or its ttlvsHfostiuvl m at die US :inJA>r otlxT ciHintrics. All

ri..\l. RolltioKLsiuiElocttiinicAnstonipiny.



REVIEWS

Fly-By Shooting
Wreak Havoc From Above in These Airborne Titles

Plane Crazy

iK 'k M -A -k

Publisher: SegaSoft

Price: $29.95

www.segasoft.com/planecrazy

* 3D-enhanced fantasy flying

^ game, PLANE CRAZY is a

Ibeautifully rendered speed

demon with few real-world trap-

pings. Conceptually, it's nothing

new, combining the graphic splen-

dor of Rage's INCOMING with the

full-throttle speed of Gremlin's

1995 fantasy racer, SLIPSTREAM

5000, with a bit of Psygnosis'

WIPEOUT added for good measure.

You choose one of three aircraft

to compete on nine outdoor cours-

es, each an insane ride through

convoluted, elaborately detailed

landscapes, including desert

canyons, seaside refineries, volcanic

rapids, and urban sprawl. Modes of

play include Quick Race, Ghost

Race—in which you compete

against your own best score—and

the multicourse Championship

Race. This last mode plays reason-

ably well with both LAN and

HEAT.NET multiplayer matchups.

Your biggest challenge is to find

the shortest, fastest path through

each obstacle-laden landscape.

Touchy controls compound your

need for a good eye and lightning

reflexes. As you earn your wings,

expect to bounce around the nar-

row lanes like an airborne pinball

before exploding in a fireball. Those

with a low frustration threshold,

beware.

Other features include both

good and bad power-ups and eight

tenacious, computer-controlled

competitors. The game's coolest

twist arms you with a sonic

cannon, which can reveal hidden

shortcuts through the courses.

file 3D graphics are spectacular,

with excellent use of color, fog and

haze effects, and fiery

concussion rings.

Although gameplay

eventually becomes

repetitive, the quest

for the best possible

racing line through

the multitude of

courses helps extend

gameplay.

If you're a die-

hard arcade racing nut, PLANE

CRAZY delivers the goods. If

you're hoping for more real-

world substance, keep biding

your time. —Scoff 4. May

Fly Hunter

k k k k k
Publisher: Nanotainment

Price: $49.95

www.nanotainment.com

I

f you hate bugs and love weird

shooters, FLY HUNTER is for you.

Armed with a Nanochine—

a

specially outfitted flying craft the

size of a fly—you'll serve in the

Nanocorps, a futuristic organization

aiming to eradicate evil insects.

Aside from everyday pest con-

trol, FLY HUNTER also involves an

evil scientist and his mutant bugs

bent on destroying the world. In

more than 30 linear missions, you’ll

shoot down flies, wasps, hornets,

killer bees, and mutated bugs that

shoot back. You get to dean out

private homes, parks, orbiting

space stations, and even the White

House. Completing a mission earns

you higher rank, which gets you

the tougher assignments, and cash,

so you can visit the company store

and upgrade your Nanochine.

FLY HUNTER requires skill and

reflexes, especially considering the

less than responsive controls.

Unfortunately, the game com-

pounds frustration by lacking a

quick-save or restart feature, so if

you're swarmed by killer bees,

you're doomed to return to main

screen and start again. And the Al

bugs are tough to beat at even the

easiest of settings.

FLY HUNTER will let you take

on insects as well as fellow

Nanocorp pilots via LAN, IPX,

modem, or serial connections.

But given its touchy controls,

unfriendly save feature, and

lackluster graphics, you might

be better off killing this bug

dead. —Raphael Liberatore

Fighter Pilot

k k k k k
Publisher: Electronic Arts

Price: $19.99

www.ea.com

IGHTER PILOT isn't a flight sim-

ulator; it's more a budget ver-

sion of Origin's classic

"action sim," STRIKE

COMMANDER. Controls and

combat are simplified and

straightforward, with aircraft

that are veritable JP-5 jugger-

nauts: They're armed with

dozens of missiles, virtually

impen/ious to dam-

age, and loaded with

unlimited countermea-

sures and fuel. What's

more, by lacking the

interludes that made

STRIKE COMMANDER

interesting, FIGHTER

PILOT remains pedes-

trian in all respects.

The plot in FIGHTER

PILOT is simple, even simplistic: The

Iraqis have been acting up again

and it's up to you to stop them.

You get a linear set of missions: Fly

here, kill this, repeat. Enemies are

numerous and well armed, but

thanks to a desultory Al and your

nigh invulnerable aircraft, you’ll

make quick work of them.

The Jane's F-1 5 engine used

here is out of place in an action

game. Frame rates on high-end PCs

are occasionally choppy. Attempts

were made to max out F-15's com-

bat visuals, but the results aren't

up to modern action game stan-

dards. The audio presentation is

similarly tame. The final blow is the

game's sedate pace, which leaves

you yearning for some adrenaline-

filled moments.

FIGHTER PILOT needed a clearer

focus: EA wanted AFTERBURNER,

but ended up with a watered-down

STRIKE COMMANDER. The limited

set of single-player missions pro-

vides little variety or challenge.

Surprisingly, multiplayer doesn't

support a convenient matchmaking

service. Throw in graphics more

suited for a hard-core simulation

and you've got a game that's like a

TV dinner: not bad, but very, very

bland. —Chase Dahl
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Set new speed records and rack up
kill counts on the 12 fastest tracks on
Earth and beyond.

Take your pick from 12 combat racing

machines tooled up and ready lor mayhemi

Go high with Jumps and stunts at

60 plus 3D-accelerated frames per
second, and land hard with force feed-

back-enhanced collisions and eombatl

FSi visually impi
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TEAM UR S,

“don't outrun
me Sulky we

got a date with
the endsone"

commando Thorn sees

his chance to be a hero

PsychpCat

MadMac

Malcomb
Tinexo

Ferret killed by MadMac.
JimG killed by PsychoCal.
Sulky recovers the ball for YOUR team!

Team Deathmatch
hunt the other team to rack up kills,

then protect weakened teammates

or you’ll be overrun

Capture the Flag

the name says it: capture and hold as

many flags as you can for as long as you can

BaseTag
score points by destroying enemy

///?
Multitude, Inc. FIreTeam and the FIreTeam and Multitude logos are trademarks of Multitude, Inc.

Cl" Gameware Is a trademark of Andrea Electronics, Inc. All rights reserved.



PsvchoCat O

I

Red
iTinexo 1-0

j

Ferret 1-1

|jimG 1-1

iMalcomb 0-1

“j 'll drop an
auto-turret
to cover
our flank’

Blue
:Mai:iMac 1-0

,Sulkv 0-2

iThorn 0-0

PsvchoCat 1-0 her last kill forced a fumble

now PsychoCat’s about to draw fire

Green

“pound it up
the right side
you guys I’m
just about
wasted"

Score: 0

TJ-P "fc O

[plus S&H]
FixeTeam

"txoie team play
12 players per game

online
real-time tails:

witli you.r teammates
online

t eam ap
tails: it Tip

or lose

Tome Team Flay
Real—Time Tallc

vviviv . I'lret eam • com

Includes UC65
Gameware™ headset

and unlimited free play.

1^0 monthly fee.



REVIEW • EUROPEAN AIR WAR

Thick Atmosphere
This Long-delayed WWII Sim Delivers an Immersive Campaign

by John Nolan

S

ometimes, when every-

thing comes together,

the whole is greater

than the sum of its

parts, EUROPEAN AIR

WAR (EAW) is a perfect

example. While not all

the features of Micro-

Prose's WWII flight sim are "bleed-

ing edge," together they make one

impressive package.

Uncle Sam Needs You!

After a long, dry spell, few WWI

I

PC pilots will be able to resist

MicroProse's invitation to a Quick

Start. This option launches you into

a crowded melee, automatically

selecting armaments and enemies.

After you gorge on gun fights, the

Single Mission option beckons

with Fighter Sweep, Bombing,

Interdiction, Escort, and Intercept

COMPL/TER

GAMIAIG

APPEAL; VWVII

flight-sim fans

for whom play is

more important

than eye candy.

PROS; Immersive

atmosphere; deep,

dynamic am-
paigns; easy to get

up and flying,

CONS; It would have only taken a bit

more work on flight model realism,

enemy Al, and plane sizing to make this

a five-star supergame.

DIFFICULTY; Intermediate.

REQUIREMENTS; Pentium 166,

Windows 95/98, 32MB RAM, 55MB
hard-disk space, SVGA graphics, mouse.

3D SUPPORT: Direcl3D, BDfx Glide.

MULTIPLAYER SUPPORT: Modem,

direct connect LAN, Internet MSN
Gaming Zone (2-8 players).

Price: 549,95

Publisher: MictoProse

Alameda, CA

(510) 864-4550

sorties; a mission editor can mod-

ify 16 parameters. Here, you can

hone the flying skills necessary to

succeed in the coming campaign.

Create a pilot and start a

Career. The choices will keep you

busy for months. Select the Battle

of Britain: 1940{an early war sce-

nario), the European Theater:

SILVER LINING Clouds can be a pain on a

ground attack mission since they obscure the

target On a fighter sweep, however, they can

be used to mask your attack or help you

escape pursuers.

MESSERSCHMITTING AROUND The sheer numbers of planes

that take part in missions help create an authentic feel.

1943 {the Americans arrive), or the

European Theater: 1944 {the

Luftwaffe's last stand).

You can fly for the United States,

the Brits, or the Germans in 20

models of 1 1 different aircraft.

Enlist in an air force, pick your

squadron (which determines plane

type), and report to the briefing

room. These campaigns are EAW'S

hook. After seeing your mates bob-

bing gently in formation off your

wing and a herd of Heinkels on the

horizon, the addiction begins.

More than any other WWII sim

to date, this game provides a his-

torical feel. The immersive atmos-

phere is clearly the highlight of

the game; even radio calls are in

the appropriate language and

accent. The dynamic aspects of

these campaigns make you feel

more like you're in a living world

than in a canned script. The mis-

sion tasking can seem repetitive,

but that's probably exactly how a

member of a Spitfire squadron felt

in 1940.

Spots Before Your Eyes

The game's graphics are reason-

ably close to the state of the art,

but other characteristics bespeak

the sim's long development time. A

Celeron 300A/128MB RAM/RIVA

TNT system handled max-detail

DSD duties with ease, but a

Pentium 166/64 MB RAM/Voodoo

system required most settings to

be at minimum for smooth play.

At max detail, the engine draws

excellent cities and fields, although

textures seem overmagnified and a

bit blurry when you're down in the

weeds. The sometimes cloudy skies

add atmosphere and have tactical

applications, but they'll mask the

enemy as well as they hide you.

Special effects, such as flak bursts

and sun-blindness,

are good, and

night operations

are an unexpected

extra. Aircraft exte-

rior graphics look

great up close, but

are disappointing

when range

increases: They

rapidly lose detail

and transition to

tiny crosses and

then to dots {see

"Size Matters,"

next page, for

more on this).

Tracking the dots is easy; nearly

every type of viewing option is

supplied with a "zoom" for most

choices. The function keys provide

a full circle of overlapping fixed

views, the virtual cockpit and pad-

lock options let you look around

the cockpit in 3D, and external

camera views enable sightseeing

or spying on enemy formations.

There's a simple, effective snap

view system using the numerical

keypad, although the aircraft struc-

ture is inexplicably missing in the

up and rear views. Interior cockpit

shots are also a bit disappointing.
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TARGET-RICH ENVIRONMENT Enormous formations of bombers
with escorting fighter squadrons set the stage for huge fur-

balls. Bomber gunner skill levels vary like those of tiie fighter

pilots; expert gunners demand respect

WHITES OF THEIR EYES Two views of a Hurricane at 300 feet

from the cockpit of a Bf-109. With the ID tag on, you get plane

type and range, but the neon lettering almost obscures the

shape. With the ID tag off (inset), you can see to shoot, but

detail is lacking for being so close.

EUROPEAN AIR WAR • REVIEW

the air war here, and while some

aspects could have been better,

EAW has an unmatched immer-

siveness that truly makes you feel

like you're defending the skies of

Europe, If you're a WWII air com-

bat junkie, you're in for some

sleepless nightsi

When John Nolan is not flying

727s, he's wringing out JANE'S

WWII FIGHTERS.

While they feature working

gauges, the blurry artwork makes

the gauges hard to read.

Modeled Planes

and Brains

The flight mode! and enemy Al

are adequate but not noteworthy.

The flight model in realistic mode

is easy to fly. Stalls and spins are

there, audio and visual cues give

plenty of warning, and standard

recovery techniques will get you

back in level flight. Spins aren't

modeled totally accurately, but

they take you briefly "out of the

fight," and that's what's needed.

Torque adds a gentle drift at full

throttle, and it doesn't change in

magnitude as the throttle moves.

Dropping flaps generates minor

changes in pitch and slowly affects

airspeed. These and other charac-

teristics indicate a preference for

playability rather than realism.

The model works well in play,

though, because other items add

complexity. There are good black-

out/redout effects, the engine

overheat option keeps you from

just leaving the throttle fire-

walled, structural damage limits

your dive capability, and midair

collisions shrink an already

crowded sky. So, while the flight

model isn't "cutting-edge real," it

does the job of modeling the

characteristics necessary to

immerse you in combat.

Al pilots fall into three skill

groups: Green, Seasoned, and

Expert. You'll routinely encounter

each type. Green pilots are cannon

fodder. Seasoned pilots are more

aggressive, but not much better

defensively. Experts try historically

correct evasive moves, along

with aggressive offensive

attitudes in the opening

phases. However, even they

can be drawn into turning

fights, This Al weakness is

most noticeable in a one-on-

one fight; less apparent dur-

ing the massive melees of

the campaign missions.

When you tire of battling

Lt. Intel, multiplayer awaits.

Engage humans via serial,

modem, LAN, or Internet

connection (eight players);

there's also matchmaking

and free play on the Internet

Gaming Zone (www.zone.com).

In addition to the requisite free-for-

all, you can fly full missions such as

bomber escort, interdiction, and so

on with other human players.

Kudos to MicroProse for not taking

the lazy way out and including

only a deathmatch mode.

Launch the Fighters!

With its dynamic campaigns and

a multitude of mission options,

EUROPEAN AIR WAR packs a ton of

entertainment onto a CD. There's

an epic quality to the depiction of

computtifiaming. COMPUTER GAMING WORLD » FEBRUARY 1999





DEMO RATED
5 OUT OF 5 .

-GAMESPOT

...THE FINAL RELEASE
IS CERTAINLY ON MY
MUST-HAVE LIST."

-ADRENALINE VAULT

THE VISUALS IN THE
GAME ARE STUNNING AND
THE GAMEPLAY IS

i

EXTREMELY I MM E R S I V E .

-GAMESLICE 'l

Looks to be a killer
ADDITION to the
GAME GENRE."

-NEXT GENERATION ONLINE



REVIEW • RED BARON 3D

3D's the Charm
2 This Time, Sierra Recaptures the Magic of the Originai

by Robin G. Kim

I hat does it take to

I
earn the forgive-

I ness of gamers

burned by a buggy

product? Usually,

a timely bug fix

patch or two is

enough. But for

RED BARON II, Sierra and Dynamix

apparently felt they had to do

more to rebuild customers' trust

and repair the image of one of

their more valuable franchises. The

result is RED BARON 3D, a new,

substantially upgraded version of

RED BARON II, available at no cost

to owners of the previous game.

Opportunity

Knocks Twice

RED BARON II had the potential

to be a truly great sim—boasting

a wealth of gameplay options,

"computer^
1

GAMING

APPEAL: RED

BARON II owners;

anyone with an

interest in WWI
flight sims.

PROS: Grand

scope; immersive

atmosphere; good

long-term play-

ability; large-scale multiplayer support;

free to RED BARON II owners.

CONS; No Direct3D support; some users

may have problems in multiplayer mode;

no cooperative multiplayer support.

DIFFICULTY; Moderate.

REQUIREMENTS; Pentium 133,

Windows 95/98, 32MB RAM,

200MB hard-drive space, 4x CD-ROM,

SVGA graphics.

3D SUPPORT; 3Dtx.

MULTIPUYER SUPPORT: Modem,

direct cabl^ LAN. Internet (2-1 00 players).

Price: $39.95

Publisher: Dyramix

Bellevue, WA
(800) 757-7707

www.dynamix.c

views (complementing its many

padlock view options), more realis-

tic bullet lethality and spread for

machine guns, and better Al to

cope with the more complex flight

model. Included in the online gam-

ing options are deathmatches,

team deathmatches, and a wacky

"Get the Baron" mode where only

the last pilots to score kills are

allowed to garner points. Each

arena has its own time period,

which determines what plane

types are available. Gameplay is

generally smooth and relatively

lag-free. Unfortunately, coopera-

tive single missions and cam-

paigns aren't supported, and the

including a dynamic campaign

covering WWI, 20 flyable aircraft

from Eindekkers to Spad Xllls, and

a powerful mission builder. What

shot RED BARON II down were its

simplified flight model, dated

graphics, and a long list of bugs.

RED BARON 3D addresses these

shortcomings. All major bugs

appear to have been squashed

—

though inappropriate disciplinary

hearings still occur, and Al planes

occasionally crash into extremely

hilly terrain. Owners of 3Dfx

cards are treated to much

improved visuals and higher

frame-rates. Direct3D isn't sup-

ported, but even those without

3D accelerators can take advan-

tage of the new 800x600 and

1 024x768 resolution options.

While easier flight-model set-

tings are available, RED BARON 3D

CLEAR VIEW The transparent

cockpit option isn't realistic,

but it makes it easier to

track enemies.

introduces a

drastically more

realistic option

that offers more

accurate perfor-

mance and fuel

consumption,

greater energy

bleed in turns,

torque, and

gyroscopic pre-

cession effects,

and fuel starva-

tion under nega-

tive Gs. Landings

are improved, with less bouncing

and shorter rollouts. The sim's

flight model may not be as

sophisticated as FLYING CORPS',

but it is impressive.

Now How Much
Would You Pay?

It could be argued that we've

merely ended up with the game

RED BARON II should have been

when first released. Fortunately,

RED BARON 3D goes several steps

further, adding a list of other wel-

come enhancements along with

support for large multiplayer dog-

fights on Sierra's World Opponents

Network (www.won.net/

woac). Included are a complete

set of overlapping fixed cockpit

multiplayer modes suffer from

sporadic game crashes.

Sierra has released a series of

patches for RED BARON il to fix

bugs and add features, culminating

with a "super patch" that brings

the game to full equivalence with

RED BARON 3D. Owners of RED

BARON II can choose to upgrade to

the new version by installing the

latest patch, or they may buy RED

BARON 3D and send in for a full

refund. In RED BARON, 3D Sierra

has produced a worthy successor

to the original RED BARON.

Robin G. Kim has finally taken a

breather from his game-lock on

RAINBOW SIX to take to the skies

of EUROPEAN Air war. Z52I7
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REVIEWS

Rewin' Spacey
Three Space Sims With Distinctly DifferentActs

Descent: Freespace

Silent Threat

A 'A 'A -A -A

Publisher: Interplay

Price; S19.95

www.interplay.com

I

nterplay's DESCENT; FREESPACE

didn't win any awards for orig-

inality, but based on its techni-

cal excellence it warranted a mis-

sion pack add-on. SILENT THREAT

includes a new campaign, along

with a host of stand-alone mis-

sions designed by the develop-

ment team and other players.

You must choose new ships

and weaponry as major elements

manually because the default

loadouts for most of the mis-

sions use the original set of

ships and weapons. You're

encouraged to choose your own

mission loadout, but many

gamers assume the mission is

designed around the default

setup and hesitate to alter it, I

see the new ships—an improved

Bomber; the Zeus; and the Loki,

a faster, recon-style fighter

—

most often as enemies.

The campaign is short, with

only about 12 missions. The plot

has you joining the Intelligence

Division of the GTA, through

which you carry out "black ops"

style missions. The missions soon

become standard "escort/

destroy" missions wrapped

around a plot dealing with

conspiracies. The adver-

tised capital ship makes

only one appearance,

and it's not very intimi-

dating. The stand-alone

missions were picked

from online submis-

sions, so at least they're

not just randomly

picked Net filler.

This is an average

mission pack. The mis-

sions are decent, and the multi-

player has been cleaned up a bit

{it includes a patch up to 1 .04).

But this pack could have been a

lot more, so it's best for the

diehard FREESPACE fan.

—Thierry Nguyen

Hardwar

A A A A A
Publisher: Interplay

Price: S19.95

www.interplay.com

E
lite and privateer fans

rejoice: Another game has

joined the thin ranks of sci-

fi trading games. HAROWAR nar-

rows the focus. Instead of plying

your trade in vast star systems,

HARDWAR has you piloting

souped-up hovercraft, known

as MOTHs, through a single

futuristic city.

HARDWAR brims with intriguing

places in which to conduct trade

or combat. The background is

busy and believable—other

MOTH pilots make regular trading

runs, pirates lurk to strip the

unwary of their cargo, and militia

carefully patrol their sectors. They

also behave realistically in other

respects; MOTHs low on energy

head for the nearest charging sta-

tion, while damaged craft head

for repair facilities.

The city background is

HARDWAR's strongest feature; lit-

tle new ground is broken in

gameplay. You start out with a

poorly equipped MOTH and a

small bankroll, with the goal of

improving both. The action

involves establishing lucrative

trade routes, defending yourself

against pirates, hunting down

miscreants for cash, and fitting

new components to your MOTH.

As the game progresses, you'll

be allowed to begin the missions

that make up the meat of

HARDWAR's plot. You run around

upsetting the powerful, out-of-

control factions of the city.

Although you uncover interesting

secrets, the plot-related missions

are too few and unevenly spaced.

HARDWAR is fun for a while,

but the possibilities are quickly

exhausted. The limited trading,

interaction, and combat become

repetitive. Once you've completed

the game's scripted missions,

there's little reason to go back to

the city. But at only SI 9.95, you

should find enough play to justify

the entry fee. —Chase Dahl

Wing Commander:

Prophecy Gold

Edition

A A A A A
Publisher; Origin

Price; S39,99

VAVW.origin.com

F
or all of its visual grandeur,

WING COMMANDER:

PROPHECY followed the

same well-worn path as its ances-

tors, The enemies were different,

but little else changed. Missions

remained simple affairs, the movie

interludes provided most of the

interest. WING COMMANDER:

PROPHECY GOLD EDITION (WC: P)

is more of the same.

The package includes the origi-

nal PROPHECY and an additional

CD containing the SECRET OPS

missions (available free on the

Internet for a time in 1 998). Tlie

documentation includes the back-

ground fiction that was on the

SECRET OPS Web site.

WC:P GOLD is still a solid blast-

fest with gorgeous graphics, espe-

cially on PCs equipped with 3D

cards. The missions are the only

downside. You fly to the assigned

waypoints and kill all the bad guys

at each, then rinse and repeat. The

Strike Ops missions take this to

unimaginative extremes. Tliey are

stuffed to overflowing with multi-

ple waves of enemies, turning an

amusing game into a monotonous

shooting gallery.

There is some added value in the

SECRET OPS package. Instead of

sandwiching in video, the package

uses the game's graphic engine to

provide new storyline vignettes.

Your ships are fitted with new,

rapid-firing weapons—you'll need

them in the packed arenas in Strike

Ops. Earlier WING COMMANDER

spaceships make encores, but you

can't piloted them.

Strike Ops adds little that

PROPHECY didn't already beat into

the ground. I'd recommend WC;P

GOLD if you missed the original

release, but PROPHECY owners

won’t find much added value.

—Chase Dahl

’ computergaming,
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Deueloper Solid

la game thatsimply to makeunbound strategic play and

v ' Ho.mewirld ,.is a

3D space combat game
about the hype at all -

it's all about the game*

C-RS5 1c
.
_Lntertainment

played in real-time- It

features a built-from-

scratch engine that enables

despite all the technology

and innovation put in to

Homeuorldi our main goal was

r

unlimited camera movement

within a 3D universe- But-«

(coming soon
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REVIEW * GRIM FANDANGO

Grateful Dead
Technical Issues Are the Only Demerit in LucasArts'Awesome, EpicAdventure Game

by Thierry Nguyen

E

pic isn't a word nor-

mally associated with

LucasArts adventure

games. That term

conjures up images of

The Ten Command-

ments or Lawrence of

Arabia, but not of, say.

THE CURSE OF MONKEY ISLAND

or FULL THROTTLE. Yet, Tim

Schafer's newest adventure

game, GRIM FANDANGO, fits the

criteria quite well. It forges

totally new ground for

LucasArts by presenting their

most ambitious and complex

plot yet— all within a package

that offers stunning art direc-

tion, an original and intelligent

script, traditional puzzle design,

and great voice acting.

computer' 1

GAMIIMGWORLD

APPEAL: Any

adventure gamer

that is fascinated

by a good plot

and a strong

sense of style and

art direction.

PROS: A fasci-

nating plot; beau-

tiful and original art direction;

memorable characters; excellent

script and musk; puzzles are generally

"just right."

CONS: Interface has some quirks;

minor technical bugs; somewhat hefty

system requirements.

DIFFICULTY: Intermediate.

REQUIREMENTS: Pentium 133,

Windows 95, 32MB RAM, 30MB hard-

drive space, 4x CD-ROM; supports

Windows 95-<ompatible sound and

video cards.

3D SUPPORT: Direct3D.

MULTIPUYER SUPPORT; None.

Price: S49.95

Publisher: LucasAris

Sarr Rafael, CA

(888) 532-4263

and more sarcastic

in tone. GRIM

fandango's equiva-

lent of MONKEY

island's Insult Duels

scene is the Beat

Poetry scene, where

Manny (and the

gamer) gets a

chance to compose

and read some beat

poetry right on

stage, using appro-

priately ridiculous

verses like "Can you

hear me saying

nothing?"

AUVE AND KICKiNG The art for this scene in the Land of the Living shows off

GRIM fandango's bold and original art direction.

"A-B-C...

Always, Be, Closing."

The game opens with a premise

that's sure to catch anyone's atten-

tion: You're the Grim Reaper.

Actually, as the opening cut-scene

explains, you're Manuel Calavera, a

skeletal travel agent in the Land of

the Dead whose job is to arrange

trips to the Land of Eternal Rest.

The more virtuous your client's life

was, the faster they get there

—

and the bigger your commission.

The game begins with Manny

getting yet another in a string of

dead-end clients. In homage to

David Mamet's Glengarry Glen

Ross, Manny finds himself in a

desperate situation: He's an old-

timer. and if he doesn't get a good

lead, he'll be fired. Hence, Manny

sets off to find a client that will

preserve his job and, in doing so,

starts his own four-year journey.

The tone of the script is signifi-

cantly darker than in most other

LucasArts

games, with a

plot that

involves a

large amount

of death and

corruption.

This serious-

ness is offset

by moments

of comedy,

though. The

humor is not

over the top,

as in the

MONKEY

ISLAND series,

but is drier

"Of All the

Gin Joints..."

What strikes you

immediately upon

loading GRIM FANDANGO is the

beautiful and unique art direction.

We finally have a game with pre-

rendered art on the level of the

MYST series and its clones, while

also having traditional adventure

gameplay behind it. A close exam-

ination of the background shows

that the artists put a lot of care

into each screen, putting in

details such as rippling water or

the tracking eyes of an octopus.

Not only are the backgrounds

detailed, but each of the game's

sections (divided into four years)

has a distinct look—whether it's

a serene and spiritual Aztec tem-

ple or a town that suspiciously

resembles Casablanca.

One example of the brilliant art

occurs early in Year One when you

visit the Land of the Living. Beyond

mere description, that one screen is

much more creative than most of

the filler that serves as background

art in other games.

The game's character art is

equally compelling. Despite the fact

that most of the characters are

skeletons, each has a good measure

of individuality—fleshed out (as it

EXPRESS TRAIN TO HELL The vehicle design is

inspired by Ed "Big Daddy” Roth. Also, this great

looking scene combines a lawyer joke and a

serious message about attempting to avoid

your destiny.
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were) with outstanding dialog and

voice acting. Some of the charac-

ters are movie allusions, such

as Chowchilla Charlie's resem-

blance to Peter Lorre's Ugarte in

Casablanca, or Domino Hurley's

resemblance to Al Pacino's Roma in

Glengarry Glen Ross. Others are

wholly original creations, such as

Manny's car-crazy sidekick Glottis,

or the one-armed revolutionary

who, appropriately enough, is rob-

bing slot machines. The characters

are so unique that you end up

remembering them much more

vividly than the stock NPCs in other

adventure games. A musical score

that is a good mix of swing, bebop,

jazz, and spiritual South American

folk music accompanies the art to

complete the experience.

The puzzle design is usually fair

and logical. Since you can only

display one object at a time, don't

expect to combine items within

your inventory. The game is gener-

ally nonlinear—the Years have

goals, and you're essentially given

free reign regarding in what order

those goals are achieved. The puz-

zles are traditional LucasArts fare.

In terms of difficulty, the puzzles

are the kind in which you fiddle

around for a few hours, only to

have some divine inspiration later

on and then hit yourself for not

noticing the logic earlier. I was

annoyed with a few puzzles

(mostly the forklift), but overall I

found them to be forgiving and

not to require far-out logic.

Playing a few hours per day, it

took me about a week to finish.

So 20 to 30 hours of play, based

on skill, is a good estimate for

how long this game takes.

ONE-ARMED BANDIT GRIM

FANDANGO IS filled witil

memorable diaracters

such as this fanatical, one-

armed, unicycle-riding

revolutionary.

www.computergaming.com

GRIM FANDANGO • REVIEW

WHEN A DOOR IS AJAR The puzzles tend to be pretty traditional, with

occasional exceptions, such as this annoying timed puzzled involving an
elevator and a forklift.

"Those Are Harsh

Words to Throw at

a Man..."

Unfortunately, with

such a great game the

flaws stand out even

more. In my opinion the

biggest flaw is the inter-

face. While It is better than

most third-person-on-a-

background interfaces,

there are a few problems

that detract from game-

play. For instance, the way

Manny's head turns when

he notices a hotspot is

good, but this would be

improved greatly if items

were highlighted when-

ever he looked at them so

that you knew exactly

what you were looking at. At times,

I had to cycle through all possible

hotspots whenever Manny moved

his head—^just to figure out what I

was looking at. Also, the separation

between "use" and "pick up" isn't

quite distinct enough because

"use" also tends to pick up items. I

went through a good portion of the

game without using the pick up

key and then got stuck because

one item must be picked up rather

than used.

Walking needs a bit of work

since sometimes Manny would

suddenly turn around for no real

reason and walk down a path I

didn't choose. Sometimes he fin-

ished a conversation and then was

unable to move. Also, elevators

sometimes had a hard time open-

ing and closing.

A big problem for some gamers

is that this game is a technical hog

compared to most adventures.

You'll need at least 48MB of RAM

and a fast (1 6x or higher) CD-ROM

drive; otherwise, you'll be witness-

ing stuttering audio, choppy cut-

scenes, and long load times in

between screens. And don't count

on that 3Dfx card to bolster your

system: the 3D acceleration only

cleans up the character textures

and smoothes out their animation;

the game still primarily relies on

your CD-ROM and RAM.

If the interface were more tradi-

tional and the technical require-

ments kinder, this would easily be

a five-star game. Even with a

somewhat aggravating interface

and high system requirements, the

game still has good LucasArts-type

puzzles and a great sense of style

and presentation. Schafer has done

a great job of creating a moody,

noir mystery with a fantastic script,

and the artists at LucasArts

deserve much praise for their bril-

liant art direction throughout the

game. If you care at all about story

and character, you need to get this

game—even though it's a bear to

control at times. M'-'J

Though he's played his share

ofgraphic adventures from

LucasArts, Sierra, and others.

Thierry “Scooter" Nguyen watches

way too many movies, both noir

and non-noir.

MANNY LEAGUES UNDER
THE SEA The attention to detail

is obvious, : The octopus' eyes

track you wherever you go,

giving you an eerie feeling as

you move about.

!
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REVIEW • JOHN SAUL'S BLACKSTONE CHRONICLES

Chronicle of Terror
Legend Entertainment's BLACKSTONE Is a Brilliant Psychological Thriller

(

by Allen Greenberg

I
omputer gamers are

insane. This is a fact that

does not often arise

during polite conversa-

tion; however it is,

nonetheless, the truth. It

Is, perhaps, for this rea-

I son that author John

Saul has brilliantly crafted an

adventure chronicling the ultimate

fate of those who are far more

psychotic than gamers. This leads

you to question whether those of

us who spend our nights typing

and mouse-clicking away will not,

one day. find ourselves as spirits

haunting the rooms, chairs, and

desks that we voraciously refused

to vacate during our lifetimes.

I'm Feeling Better Now
JOHN SAUL'S BLACKSTONE

CHRONICLES is appropriately subti-

tled AN ADVENTURE IN TERROR. It’s

the story of a former insane asylum

COMPUTER
GAMiniGI

..WORLD

APPEAL As pretty

as Riven; as grip-

ping as

SANITARIUM; a

breeze to play.

PROS: Gorgeous

24-bit graphics;

great storyline; engaging gameplay; out-

standing voice characterizations.

CONS: Good as BLACKSTONE is, it's still a

falriy standard adventure game.

DIFFICULTY: Easy.

REQUIREMENTS; Pentium 166,

Windows 95/98, 32MB RAM, 200MB

hard-drive spacft Sx CD-ROM. 24-bit

graphics; supports Directxe-compatible

sound cards.

3D SUPPORT: None.

MULTIPLAYER SUPPORT: None.

S49-95

Uindscape

Novaio, CA

(800) 234-3088

STEP INTO MY PARLOR In BLACKSTONE CHRONICLES the graphics really

contribute to the feeling that you're in an asylum that has been con-

verted to a museum.

and its patients whose

ghostly spirits are unable

to vacate their lifetime

residence. It's also the

story of the family who

ran the asylum, a mem-

ber of which also haunts

the place, and his living

son who is attempting to

break free from its influ-

ence. You are the son,

Oliver Metcalf. Your

father, Malcolm Metcalf,

was the last direaor of

the asylum before its clo-

sure. The state historical

society now plans to turn

the place into a museum

and Malcolm, his death

notwithstanding, is mad

as hell.

Family influence is

unusually strong in the

Metcalf family, and five years ago

Malcolm used that influence to get

you to distribute various artifacts

from the asylum to several figures

who were responsible for closing

the place and who subsequently

died in bizarre accidents. As the

game opens Malcolm wants you to

continue where you left off, only to

discover that his control over you

has worn thin and you are no

longer willing to carry on in the

foul family tradition. Thus, Malcolm

has again used his influence, this

time on your young son, Joshua,

hiding him in some secret place in

the asylum. To rescue Joshua and

prevent your father from "training"

him to carry on in your place, you

must thoroughly explore the asy-

lum and negotiate with its

deceased patients to gain the

information you need to find that

secret room.

This thoroughly engaging and

ultimately satisfying adventure

may be too simple for some

advanced gamers, but most players

will find it impossible to resist.

Refreshingly, its numerous puzzles

TOUCH OF EVIL Your father's

death hasn't kept his spirit

from interfering in your

family's affairs. Then again,

you might just be going

bonkers.

are all tied in well with the story,

and none of them feel like

exercises simply meant to block

your progress. Some prime exam-

ples of this take place early in the

game. First, some simple explo-

ration will reveal a control handle

whose purpose may or may not be

obvious depending on how much

of the rest of the asylum you have

seen. Once you do come across its

proper place, however, its correct

function is practically written on

the wall. Second, some further,

simple exploration will uncover a

large and very full ring of keys.

These keys, you are told, will open

every locked door in the building.

Yet, to sample each key at each

door by trial and error would cost

you more time than you have

available. You need some help

—

the source of which is anything but

obvious. That help will not all

appear in one blazing discovery,

but rather through gradual explo-

ration and negotiation.

I'm Drooling

and I Feel Fine

Generally, BLACKSTONE's full-

screen, highly detailed, smooth-

scrolling renderings of the asylum

interior are incredibly effective

—

though at times the 24-bit graphics

can also appear somewhat grue-

some; so if you have a weak stom-

ach, beware. There are also movies

and live-action photos mixed in

with the other graphics to enhance

the story. The vocal cast is nothing

less than outstanding and stretches

the drama of each moment to its
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With 64,000 colors, your SimCity 3000™ skyline will look better than ever going up. But wait till you see it

crashing down—after you select todays devastating disaster. Why leave your city in peace when sometimes Its

more satisfying reducing it to pieces? So what's your weapon of choice? Will it be a raging inferno or a ray-gun

blast from above? UFO or BBQ? "Take me to your leader" or "take me to the burn ward"? We just give you

the power. What you do with it's your business.
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REVIEW • JOHN SAUL'S BLACKSTONE CHRONICLES

fullest. Malcolm, in particular,

leaves you guessing about whether

he is actually a mad scientist or the

devil himself. Oddly enough, there

is actually a soothing quality to the

muted tones of the asylum interior

and to the voiceovers, which

makes the game that much more

compelling. Finally, a great deal of

care has gone into the background

score which, far from becoming

tedious, deftly elevates the quality

and tension of each setting.

In addition to the spirits you will

meet, you will find the asylum filled

with display cases in preparation for

the opening of the museum. For the

most part the cases contain objects

that you are free to take. There is a

musical chime that signals when

you have taken the proper item for

your inventory, which is unlimited in

size. The display cases also contain

quite a bit of text concerning the

history of the asylum as well as the

sequences in which this is not the

case and you must perform the

desired action within a limited

interval—or die. The program is

most forgiving at these points,

however, and following your death

will, if you wish, actually tell you

the solution to saving your life and

then place you back to one step

before the deadly sequence begins.

As in most adventure games, there

is no score to be achieved and thus

no penalty for taking advantage of

this service.

BLACKSTONE CHRONICLES uses

most of the traditional adventure

game devices. It is controlled

entirely with the mouse and fea-

tures a first-person perspective of

PUZZLE ME THIS The solutions to some puzzles are fairly simple,

such as the lockers in the basement (bottom). Others, as when

you are strapped into an electroshock chair (top), must be solved

vinthin a time limit—or you die.

history of "curing" the insane. There

is, however, a fine line between

"cure" and "torture," and so much

of this text is, like the graphics,

not for the squeamish. Once you

uncover it, Malcolm's diary is also

quite disturbing.

Traditional,

but Excellent

Most of the game's puzzles and

challenges allow you to take all the

time you wish since the story is

generally not moving ahead in real-

time. However, there are several

the asylum's interior, which scrolls

forward and pans right or left. The

various positions to which you can

move are fixed, but the scrolling

process is impressively smooth and

allows you to view the scenery as

you move. It is important to exam-

ine your surroundings from every

angle at each position lest you miss

some important detail. The arrow-

shaped cursor lights up when it

passes over some object or location

that you may wish to question. The

response to clicking on it may come

in the form of a statement from

U
nlike say, in MVST,

you do meet up
with characters—in

the form of lost souls

inhabiting various areas of

the Blackstone asylum. This

young woman was institu-

tionalized because she sup-

posedly had a false preg-

nancy, yet she seems to

recall vivid details about

her child. You must help

her resolve this situation

and find some sort of

peace—a nice departure

from the typical "get the

key and open the door"

adventure puzzle.

Malcolm or from

one of the other

spirits. Alter-

nately, a text box

may appear giv-

ing you two or

more actions

from which to

choose. Conver-

sation with the

spirits is accom-

plished using the traditional multi-

ple choice responses. For the most

part, you are encouraged to try

every one of the statements or

questions that are available to you

during a conversation. Ttiere is no

danger in doing so— it's simply

part of collecting information.

The program is provided on two

CD-ROMs. However, once it's

installed on your hard drive you

need only use one of the disks to

play the game. Which one you

choose will depend on your hard-

ware. One of the disks contains

higher-resolution graphics and thus

supports higher-end machines.

Disk-switching, thus, is not a

required activity.

Computer gamers are not really

insane (not most of them, anyway),

and I apologize profusely to

anyone who might have been

offended by that statement. I was

simply struck by the high moral

caliber of the insane characters in

this story. In any event, BLACK-

STONE CHRONICLES is definitely a

unique piece of work with a grip-

ping storyline, wonderful graphics,

and a most talented cast. It should

not be missed. Kd'.v

Allen Greenberg has been

reviewing adventure games in

CGW since 1991, and he is hoping

GABRIEL KNIGHT 3 ships before he

really goes insane.
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We could rely on all kinds of sophisticated marketing angles to get folks excited about SlmCity 3000?" But

we'd rather rely on sophisticated viewing angles. The vivid new levels of zoom let you pull back to admire your

metro masterpiece from ethereal heights. Or push in to see the garbage truck that caused the gridlock that

caused the Sims to call for your head. So will it be rose-colored glasses or X-ray specs? We just give you the

power. What you do with its your business.
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REVIEW • FALLOUT 2

Help Me, I'm Falling
FALLOUT 2 Is Flawed, but Still Very Good

by Scorpia

T

he sequel to 1997's RPG

of the year, FALLOUT 2, is

3 duplicate of its prede-

cessor—only in a some-

what larger environment.

Much will be familiar to

players of the previous

game; you could almost

haul out your old Vault 1 3 hand-

book and go from there.

As in the original, you have

some precreated characters at your

disposal, but it's always best to

make your own from scratch. You

have the seven stats of strength,

intelligence, luck, endurance,

charisma, perception, and agility

—

all starting at five, with an addi-

tional five bonus points to spread

across them as you wish. You

choose your gender, age, name,

and any optional traits you want;

then you choose three tag skills

from the usual list, including small

COMPL/TER

GAMINGWORLD

^ ^ ^ 7^
APPEAL:
Those who
loved the

original; any

RPG fan.

PROS: Still a

great game
system

—

especially character generation, which

features some new skills.

CONS: Plot is a carbon copy of the origi-

nal; outdoor travel is a real chore.

DIFFICULTY: Intermediate.

REQUIREMENTS: Pentium 90,

Windows 95/98/NT, 16MB RAM, BOMB
hard-drive space, 4x CD-ROM, OirectX-

compatible sound, SVGA graphics.

3D SUPPORT: None.

MULTIPLAYER SUPPORT: None.

Pike; $49.95

Publisher: Interpla/

Irvine. CA

(714) 553-6655

TREE OF KNOWLEDGE Make sure to barter with Harold—maybe he needs a

little VitaGro or a root treatment

guns, first aid, barter, speech, and

lockpicking; and you're done.

The tag skills are the three areas

your character concentrates most

on learning, and these improve

more quickly than the others.

Points received at level-gain time

are used to increment skill scores,

and tags go up on a one-for-two

basis, whereas other skills increase

only one for one. So it's important

to choose the proper tag skills for

your style of play.

The optional traits are good/bad

abilities: They do something nice

for your charaaer, but they also

have a drawback. For example, the

Fast Shot trait allows you to use

ranged weapons a little quicker

than most, but you give up the

ability to do targeted shots (aiming

at specific body parts).

In addition, you can usually pick

a perk every three levels. These

have no drawbacks, although

which ones you're offered depends

on your level, stats, and, some-

times, skill scores. All the perks

from the original FALLOUT return,

along with some new ones. These

include, among others,

Comprehension, which

gives you 50 percent

No Surrender
Game mechanics,

interface, and graphics

haven't changed at

all—you have 360-

degree movement in

third-person perspec-

tive. Typically, you can

go in any direction, as

long as the path isn't

blocked. Also, you can scroll the

screen to a limited degree, allow-

ing you to see more than just the

immediate vicinity. This proves very

handy for checking on hostile crit-

ters in dangerous areas.

Combat is again turn-based,

with the number of actions you

can perform (moving, fighting,

reloading, accessing inventory, and

so on) governed by aaion points (a

function of

agility) and

some perks.

There is no sur-

render option:

Fighting contin-

ues until all

hostiles on one

side or the

other are dead

or have run

away. Your

character, in

desperate cir-

cumstances,

can be with-

drawn from the

current map to another location,

provided you can survive long

enough to reach the exit. If your

HE WORE A RED SHIRT While FALLOUT 2 is

often serious, it does exhibit a warped

sense of dark humor, as shown here.

more points when you

read a book; Dodger, a

one-time -t-S bonus to

armor class; and Here

and Now, immediately

which gives you

another level of expe-

rience and, starting at

Level 12, the ability to

increase permanently

any stat by one point.
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Give them a warm welcome or the cold shoulder. It all depends what kind of neighbor you are. Will your reign
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REVIEW • FALLOUT 2

death is imminent, it's better to restore the

game than try to escape.

Conversation is a major factor in the game,

just as it was in the original FALLOUT. It's only by

talking to people that you pick up most of the

important information and quests, barter for

goods (people other than merchants may have

Protect Yourself...Save Often

T
he deeper you go into the game, the more

places you visit and quests you accomplish,

the longer it takes to do saves and restores. By

the time you're near the end, you could almost

walk your dog around the block while waiting

for a save or load to finish. Interplay is working

on a patch for this problem, which may be

available at www.interplay.com by the time

you read this.

Twice, the game blew out to the desktop on

me, for unknown reasons. This happened at dif-

ferent points, and there were no problems

when I replayed them. Several other times,

again at different points, a graphical oddity

appeared. Part of the screen was fine, while

part of it was dead black. Running the cursor

over the black parts "erased" them, and the

proper visuals appeared. This didn't happen too

often, but more than once deserves mention.

desirable items),

and generally make

your personality

known. The choices

you make will influ-

ence people's reac-

tions to you; nasty

remarks generally

have negative con-

sequences and can

even lead to

unwanted fights.

What your char-

acter can say is

determined by

intelligence and

speech skill. A

smart person with

good speaking

ability has better

opportunities and

more choices than a dumb one. Even though

you, the gamer, may possess the intelligence to

say the right thing, your in-game character may

not. Yet another reason to design with care.

The Big Boom—Again
Moving to the actual stoiy of FALLOUT 2, alas,

we find only a dreary rehash of the original

main plot. Consider: In FALLOUT, your vault Is

running out of water. You are sent into the

wastes to find and bring back a water chip.

Along the way you pick up hints, clues, and

pointers about a Greater Menace (GM). No

sooner are you back with the chip than you're

sent out again to take care of the GM, leading

to a "Big Boom" finale.

In FALLOUT 2 your primitive tribe is suffering

from a severe drought, You are sent into the

wastes to find and bring back the GECK

(Garden of Eden Creation Kit). Along the way

you pick up hints, clues, and pointers about a

GM. No sooner are you back with the GECK

than off you go again to dispose of the GM,

leading to a Big Boom finale.

Some similarity is okay. But a carbon copy is

ridiculous, all the more so because many of the

subplots—the quests you do in the various

towns and villages—are far more interesting

than the main storyline, One might almost think

that the main plot exists for no other purpose

than to provide a frail framework for the mid-

portion of the game.

In addition, whatever tweaking was done to

the engine wasn't for the gamer's benefit. It Is

much harder now to kill opponents (aside from

the really weak ones) with many weapons, Most

of the ranged guns deal damage toward the

lower end of the range. Even burst mode isn't as

effective as before, except in the case of heavy

weapons. Setting combat mode to wimpy helps

a bit, but don't expect to blow away the opposi-

tion with ease—however skillful you may be.

Traveling outdoors has become a burden of

hellish proportions. We expect encounters now

and then, but when they start coming two,

three, sometimes four in a row, you have to

wonder what the designers were thinking

—

especially since you won't be up to taking on

the opposition during a good portion of the

game. Of course, if you really enjoy fighting 1

0

Radscorpions or 6 Fire geckos, go right ahead.

Just let me know where to send the flowers.

Worse yet, some of those outdoor encoun-

ters have only one exit grid, and the monsters

are always between you and it. if you're lucky,

you might get away with your skin intact,

depending on what's there, Most of the time,

though, you'll end up restoring to your last

safe position (saving a lot in the wilderness is

necessary). A high outdoors skill helps a little,

but even so the encounters can still come

back to back or close to it.

Scattered FALLOUT
Overall, FALLOUT 2 leaves me with very

mixed feelings. Most of the important elements

of the first game are here. This one is bigger, it's

still real role-playing, and some of the sub-

quests are fascinating little gems of design. But

the lack of creativity and the unrealistic

increase of random encounters take away from

the enjoyment of the game. For all its flaws,

however, FALLOUT 2 is still one of the best RPGs

on the market—and that says something about

these lean times.

Scorpia is currently getting in touch with

her darkly humorous side by playing

GRIM FANDANGO.
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REVIEW • NBA LIVE 99

Basketball Jones
EA s NBA LIVE Dynasty Is Alive and Well in '99

by Dave Salvator

F

ace it. Hoops deprivation

sucks—no three ways

about it. For the first

time ever, as I write this,

an NBA lockout has

managed to wipe out

regular season games

through the end of 1998,

and it's got me exhibiting with-

drawal symptoms: sweaty palms,

cold chills, and endless obsessive

channel-surfing while shouting

"Where is it?!" So when Sports

Editor Jeff "Grand Master Brick"

Green saw my sad state and hit

me up to have a look at NBA LIVE

99,
1

jumped at the chance.

EA has enjoyed quite a ride with

its NBA LIVE franchise, which has

been the reigning king of basket-

ball titles. The newest installment

sees some Important game

improvements and some visual

enhancements, all of which com-

bine to make NBA LIVE 99 a very

compelling title for first-time hoop-

sters. Long-time NBA LIVE devotees

down the floor on the way to an

easy two—not uncommon in the

NBA. But then, as if by magic, a

defender will go bionic and sprint

faster than a speeding bullet to

catch you and break up the play.

This one I've yet to see in the NBA.

One could argue this is a form of

"play-balancing," but it's a cheap

way to do it. We've seen similar Al

skulduggery from EA in FIFA ‘98

and other sports titles.

The Al also does some very

smart, realistic moves, however,

like setting picks and screens, and

taking advantage of double-teams

by passing to the player who's

been given the open look by the

double-team. At All-Star level, the

highest difficulty, the Ai proves to

be a tough competitor, although it

would still occasionally box out on

what were pretty much "gimme"

open lanes or looks.

Of course, if you're a hoops fan

who doesn't want to bother with

all this reality crap and just wants

to slam, slam, SLAM!, NBA LiVE's

Arcade mode greatly relaxes the

rules. The game then begins to

resemble Space Jam, with players

able to jump three feet above the

rim before making their deposit.

DUp
The Al's defense also looks to be

something of a mixed bag. At

times it shines; at others, it falls

will want to dive

in as well.

Get Real

In last year's

NBA LIVE, the

game moved to

a polygonal 3D

engine, which

looked awesome, although much

of the gameplay code appeared to

be untouched. Despite its great

playability, the game had some

gaping holes in itsAI tactics, like

boxing out when it either had a

wide open lane or a player with a

very good look at the bucket. With

the 3D engine in place, EA was

able to focus this year on game-

play issues, like smartening the

sometimes-dim Al, as well as

adding more realistic individual

player behavior by position. In ver-

sions past, you could often school

the Al with the relatively simple

Turbo/Slam gambit, where you get

a rebound, pass to a player at mid-

court, run him at turbo speed to

the hole, and have him slam it

home. This year, this strategy still

works at some of the lower skill

settings, but dial up the difficulty

and you'll find yourself facing a

couple of defenders as you bring

the player down the court. And

sometimes, theAl even prevents

a Turbo/Slam-fest by cheating.

On a fast break, you'll be sprinting

COMPUTER^
GAMIMC

APPEAL:

Bereaved basket-

ball fans in need of

a hoops fix.

PROS: Beautiful

graphics: improved

Al; very smooth

commentary

engine.

CONS: Al still a bit dim at times; bug in

new Ticker feature that tries to dial the

Internet for the latest scores.

DIFFICULTY: Easy,

REQUIREMENTS: Pentium 166, 32MB
RAM, 90MB hard-drive space, 2MB
PCI/AGP card, 4x CO-ROM, DirectX6.

RECOMMENDED: F^ntium II 266MHz.

32MB RAM, 165MB hard-drive space,

3D accelerator card, 8x CD-ROM,

DirectX6.

3D SUPPORT: Glide, DirecGD,

MULTIPUYER SUPPORT: Four-player

hotseat, modem, serial cable, LAN, and

Internet; 1 CD per machine.

Price: S49

Publisher: EA Sports

San Mateo, CA

245-4525
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down completely. When the Al got

a fast break, the last computer-

controlled man on my team was

often close enough to either close

the lane or at least step into it and

take the charge to break up the

play. But he did neither, and the

breakaway Al players could make

easy buckets. Where the Al does a

mixed job is toward the end of a

tight game. If it's behind, it will

only sometimes foul your team to

stop the clock and force you to the

foul line, although it does call full-

court press for its defense in the

closing minutes. If your team is

down, you can foul the opposing

team to stop the clock

using the hand-check

button, although none of

your computer-controlled

teammates will foul to stop

the clock, which can cost

you the game. Pius, it's

often hard to line up the

hand-checking so that you

actually make contact with

the opposing player, which

costs you more of those last

precious seconds.

There's one nice touch: If

you're on a tear, the Al calls

time-outs to stop the

streak, and if you've got

auto timeouts enabled, it

will do the same for you if

it's on a run.

Despite some lapses, the

Al is very responsive to

some situations. For instance, if you

manage to completely smother an

Al player's shot, he'll pass off to

another player who has a better

look to set up another play. You

can do the same on jump shots.

You have to time the release of the

ball, and rather than release the

Shoot key, you press Pass to shovel

the ball to a teammate.

These added dimensions of

gameplay take a while to master,

but NBA LIVE 99 has a practice

mode that puts you (as whichever

player you want) on a street court

in Venice Beach to get your moves

together. And there are plenty of

HIlDft

FROM WAY DOWNTOWN John

Stockton pulls up for three—and

drains it.

new ones to use, including Spin,

Crossover, Fake, and Pump-fake.

The Long Haul

If you want to play GM, you can

begin a season with a draft of

available players from the NBA

pool, and periodically trade with

theAl throughout the season.

Trades can work for you if a nor-

mally strong performer goes into a

long slump. Also new this year, you

can play up to 10 seasons, and

your players will develop over the

years, with older players gradually

losing their edge. If you don't want

to play all 82 regular season

games, you can simulate your way

through them and go straight to

the playoffs, assuming your team

of choice makes it.

If coaching is your bag, you

can actually call offensive and

defensive plays on the floor,

including a variety of pick-and-

rolls, motion, and full-court press

just to name a few.

At the Final Horn
I haven't talked much about the

game's very impressive graphics,

mainly because the most notewor-

thy feature of NBA LIVE 99 is the

improved, though not flawless, Al.

This year, LiVE's 3D engine texture-

maps the players' actual faces

onto their heads, and the overall

effect is pretty convincing. Other

new features include a live real-

time ticker of NBA scores from

EA's Web site. While it's a very

cool feature for the game, since it

adds an ESPN feel to the inter-

face, it suffers from two problems.

The first isn't EA's fault. Because

of the player lockout, there are no

scores to report. The second how-

ever, is a problem EA needs to

address. When booting up NBA

LIVE on my home machine, which

doesn't have a full-time Internet

connection, the game kept trying

to dial my ISP, and when I can-

celed out of the dial-up and tried

to toggle back into the game, it

would lock up my system, forcing

a hard reboot. Connecting to my

ISP before going into the game

fixed the problem, but it's an

annoyance. The ticker should just

not display if the game doesn't

detect an Internet connection.

That one glitch aside, NBA LIVE

99 maintains EA's lock on the PC

basketball crown through a com-

bination of beautiful graphics,

improved gameplay, and frenzied

multiplayer fun. If you've got The

Jones, then NBA LIVE 99 will get

you through. Now, if you'll excuse

me. I've got some channel-surfing

to do. ...

When not spanking the CGW
Sports Editor in NBA LIVE 99, Dave

Salvator can be seen crash-landing

assorted pianes in JANE'S WWII

FIGHTERS.
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REVIEW • NHL 99

Hockey Heaven
The Best Gets Better, as EA Sports Scores Big With NHL 99

by Gordon Goble

A

s the years pass, the

dark overlord of virtual

athletics known as EA

Sports continues to

flex its muscle,

expanding its roster to

include most every

sport known to mod-

ern man. Baseball, basketball,

professional and college football,

soccer, rugby, golf, even Australian

rules football—it's all been part

of EA's quest for total domina-

tion. There's little doubt, however,

that the uppermost jewel in the

EA Sports crown is shaped like a

little hockey stick.

COMPUTER^
CSAMIMG
^ ^ ^ ^

APPEAL: Anyone

who wants to see

the new state-of-

the-art in PC team

sports games,

especially hockey

fans.

PROS: The best

NHL yet.

Noticeably improved Al, more realistic

game flow, upgraded animations,

expanded commentator phraseology,

and a near-complete show from start

to finish.

CONS: Artificial intelligence is a few

wrinkles short of perfection. Some per-

spective problems from tight camera

angles, curious player behavior

between whistles.

DIFFICULTY: Intermediate

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: Windows

95/98, Pentium 166, 16MB RAM,4x CD-

ROM drive, high-color capable 1 M8 PCI

video card with DirectDraw compatible

driver, 30MB hard drive space.

3D SUPPORT: 3Dfx, Direct 3D, and

most other 3D chipsets.

MULTIPLAYER SUPPORT; modem (2

players), LAN (2-8 players): 1 CD per

player.

For the better part of a decade,

EA's outrageously successful NHL

hockey series has defined, rede-

fined, and set the trends and style

for computer sports, and sold a

gazillion copies along the way. This

despite the fact that knowledge-

able hockey fans and some loud-

mouthed critics—yours truly

included—consistently poke holes

in the NHL umbrella, knocking this

otherwise brilliant game for its arti-

ficial intelligence quirks.

It was NHL 98, however, that the

franchise began to show signs of

awakening from its gameplay slum-

ber, finally shedding itself of some

of its more bizarre characteristics.

And so it continues with the sixth

in the series, NHL 99, quite possibly

the first installment that'll please

just about everyone. Yes, some odd-

ities remain and we'll get into them

later, but finally we have a game

where substance actually manages

to rival that incredible gloss.

Play by Play

EA's NHL franchise continues to

be one the best looking, best

sounding PC sports game around.

Check this out; It's late third peri-

od of a Flyer-Leafs game and the

score is knotted at 3-3. Each

player moves, turns, shoots, and

falls based on motion-captured

data. Every shot and hit is accom-

panied by an appropriate sound

effect. Arms and legs move sepa-

rately from torsos, so just because

you dodge the body of a player

doesn't mean you'll get by his

outstretched stick.

The action quiets for a moment.

Color man Daryl Reaugh points out

that Alexandre Daigle scored

tonight's first goal then correctly

adds, ''His goal was the difference

in the last game" before entering

into a brief discussion with veteran

Canadian commentator Jim

Hughson on the career of Eric

Lindros. A new unit jumps the

boards, each player topped with

their helmeted real-life face, and

the puck is dropped.

Immediately, a PIP camera

zooms in on the Philly penalty

box as John LeClair gets ready to

return to the ice. Back at even

strength with time running out,

you direct a fine three-way pass-

ing play between Danius Zubrus,

Lindros and LeClair, with Big John

slamming home a 20-foot wrist

shot top shelf over a besieged

Curtis Joseph. Official scorers

delay the game momentarily

checking for a crease violation

(NHL 99 reflects the latest scaled-

down crease, by the way) but the

purpose-built goal cam proves the

play is clean. The goal stands, the

rink announcer confirms the

details and the crowd boos vocif-

erously as flashbulbs pop.

Justifiably gloating, you switch

to the replay. Here, you opt to

move from the overhead camera

.WB IVWW.NHLPA.COM

SUCK IT Eric Lindros takes it all tiie way in NHL 99. Real-life

piayer behavior is modeled better than ever this year.

DEFLECT THIS Scoring goals is now going to take more skill

than before. You won't be able to rely on the same moves over

and over—or on dumb goalies.
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APADES New player

animations make NHL 99 the

most eerily lifelike game in

the franchise's history.

potential

goal scorers time and time again.

Peter Bondra is distinctly hot and

cold and equipped with a rifle

shot, while Wayne Gretzky is

slower than ever but still a play-

making whiz.

Furthermore, EA has slowed the

overall pace of the game to

enhance the impression of unique

player attributes and create a more

realistic flow. Sure you can still

crush players with unrealistically

cataclysmic bodychecks, but no

longer does the game resemble a

twelve-man Ping-Pong match, no

longer do hard slappers travel at

the speed of light, and no longer

three times their nor-

mal skating ability.

Veterans of

the series,

meanwhile,

will soon

find that

goal scor-

ing is now

more a

matter of

sensible,

opportunistic

play rather

than "trick" or

never-fail moves.

My favorite trick

play from NHL

98—cutting in

front of the net with stick raised in

a fake shot position before releas-

ing when the goalie inevitably

goes down—simply doesn't spell

g-o-a-l anymore. Nor is the old

"one-timer” a guarantee of suc-

cess. Now it's usually only what

the program judges to be a good

chance that bulges the ol' twine.

Point shots from face-offs, break-

away dekes and blasts, rebounds,

snazzy passing plays to an open

man—they'll all work, but only if

it's a quality opportunity and often

only after sustained pressure.

Even goalies have become quite

adept at scurrying from their net at

just the right time to scoop up

do speed bursts send

players streaking at

thr

IN THE CREASE Representative of the game's always up>to>date

gameplay, NHL 99 reflects the NHL's latest scaled-down crease.

you'd chosen for gameplay, watch-

ing and editing your moment of

glory from all eight available

and often free-floating cam-

eras. Now you've got the

time to take in all the

game's visual perks up

close and personal:

reflective ice surfaces

with team-specific

logos, graphic-stuffed

boards, flying ice

chips, real 2D fans,

and an accurate real-

time scoreboard sus-

pended above the ice.

Sadly, you'll also notice

that that the rather ugly 2D

puck becomes absolutely mon-

strous up close (often larger than

the goalie's trapper!) and may

sometimes appear to sit behindxhe

net when it is actually inside it.

Furthermore, stick and player per-

spectives can be decidedly wonky

from certain angles.

Yet, what's important to remem-

ber is that NHL 99's graphics and

audio are so good, so comprehen-

sive, and so far ahead of the com-

petition that they can only be com-

pared to real life. And in that

respect, perfedon is very hard to

attain. The fact is that the game is

close enough to be compared, and

that's certainly good enough for me.

The Play's the Thing

As for gameplay, well, let's just

say it's getting awfully tough to

call this the forgotten element in

the NHL series. I'm especially

impressed with the game's depic-

tion of players as readve humans

with appendages and sticks as

opposed to being mere blobular

masses. Players can block passes or

othenrtrise affect the puck's

progress with individually mobile

parts of their body or stick, not just

their trunk. And they'll do the same

to other players too, clutching and

grabbing and reaching with a leg

or arm—^just as in real life.

And though EA has always said

their players mimic their real-life

namesakes, it's never been this

dramatic. Now, Dominic Hasek

really is the acrobatic marvel he is

in the real world, frustrating

loose pucks, without negating pos-

sible icings. That's a big step in the

right direction, as is the change in

the face-off routine, penalizing

humans who rapidly click the

"draw" button instead of trying to

time the thing.

We're Not Saying

It Cheats, but...

Yet even with all the gameplay

improvements, NHL continues to

baffle in a few areas, most notably

during power plays. For example,

penalty-killing Al teams with a

small box formation refuse to

break from their pre-defined

boundaries even if the puck sits

alone and untouched right there in

their own comer. And dang it if the

game still doesn't magically

improve the skill and ability of the

penalty-killing team, cranking up

the goal-scoring chances should a

human-driven team get any sort of

shorthanded opportunity.

Of additional concern is the

fact that after all these years the

program, not the man at the

helm, may decide certain results.

To wit, human Washington blows

out Al Philadelphia with an 83-39

S06 differential only to lose 6-2.

Alternatively, Al puck-carriers

have been known to become

completely inactive when faced

with a yawning empty net just

five feet away. Why? Because the

program didn't want them to

score, that's why. Granted, this

sort of thing is now exceedingly

rare and can sometimes be

chalked up to bad luck, but it

does have its impact.

Gold Medal
Overall, though, it boils down to

this. Is this the finest EA Sports

NHL game to date? Yes. Does that

mean it's the finest PC hockey to

date? Yes again. You just know EA

Sports will be at it once more this

time next year, but NHL 99 is here

now and its currently as good as it

gets.

Gordon Goble is a NASCAR-

watchin', sports-lovin', hard-livin'

Canuck who 's not afraid to kick

Yankee ass in NEED FOR SPEED III.

.'.computergaming.
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REVIEW • VR BASEBALL 2000

Platoon Player
VR BASEBALL 2000 Shows Promise but Lacks Tools ofan All-Star

by Robert Coffey

nderstand one thing

—

I really like this game.

It looks beautiful,

plays great, and keeps

me coming back for

more. But like Bill

Buckner watching a

^ routine grounder roll

right between his legs, it fails to

execute the fundamental things

that would make it the undisputed

MVP in PC baseball games.

III "

rc

Godlike Graphics

The first game to use Shiny's

much vaunted Messiah technology,

VR BASEBALL 2000 is the best look-

ing baseball title on the market.

Nowhere is this more apparent

than in the player uniforms—made

COMPUTER^
GAMII\fG-WORLD

APPEAL:
Baseball fans 7

—
longing for realis- --

^

tic action if not a g
lot of options.

PROS: Exciting,

realistic baseball

action; gorgeous

graphics: lots of

fun to play.

CONS: Botches scads of details; unreal-

istic simulated stats; restrictive control

setup; occasional crashes; unpatched

game has disorienting camera move-

ment and visible rips in player polygons;

no draft options; no remote play.

DIFFICULTY: Intermediate.

REQUIREMENTS: Pentium 20D,

Windows 95/98, 32MB RAM, 50MB

hard-drive space, CD-ROM, DirectX-

certified sound and video cards, 3D

accelerator required; supports joysbcks

and gamepads.

3D SUPPORT: Direct3D, Open GL

MULTIPLAYER SUPPORT: Hotseat

only (2 players).

Price: S39.95

Publisher: Interplay Productions

Irvine, CA

(714) 553-6655

up of tens of thousands of poly-

gons, the textures are extremely

detailed and appear almost tangi-

ble. Player animations are smooth

and lifelike; unfortunately, initial

shipments of the game were

marred by visible gaps at player

joints that left the sluggers with

segmented legs and detached

heads. A patch has since been

released that fixed this and the

weird, hideously angular camera

movements that made tracking fly

balls unnecessarily difficult. Sadly,

the patch hasn’t rectified sporadic

game crashes.

VR BASEBALL 2000 serves up a

fairly realistic simulation of play.

Pop-ups, foul balls, bloop singles,

and routine grounders happen

with a true-to-life frequency,

enriching the strategic side of the

game and creating a big league

sense of tension and anticipation.

You can even work a walk against

a computer-controlled pitcher.

Players pretty much perform as

you'd expect with the exception of

simulated games: expea a couple

of .400 hitters over the course of a

season and some ungodly home

run numbers.

The designers passed on the

frequently irritating play-by-play

announcing of other games, opting

for a simple PA announcement of

players as they

bat. Crowd noise

and music round

out the ambient

audio picture. VR

BASEBALL 2000

also deserves

praise for its use

of player audio.

Easy Out
It's a shame

that this game

doesn't deliver a

full package.

There are no

hugely glaring problems; instead,

there are a host of little niggling

things that add up and just kick

this game repeatedly in the shins.

While you can tweak difficulty

levels in all areas of play, you can't

tweak actual p/ay by repositioning

hitters in the batter's box. You can

move your outfielders all around

the field, but you can't move your

infielders at all. You can customize

your gamepad controls, but only

to a point. Don't get me started

on the phenomenally unintuitive

double switch interface.

Lacking a draft, there's no way

to customize a league with your

friends unless you execute a series

of trades and make the Marlins

your dream team. Even then, you'll

still be playing games against CPU-

controlled misfit squads since

there's no way to create a league

with less than 28 teams. League

play also suffers from a lack of

realistic pitcher management

—

while hurlers fatigue {too quickly

by the way) over the course of a

game, they don't fatigue game to

game. This means you can start

Greg Maddux every single game of

the season. This sounds appealing

until you realize that your buddy is

starting Pedro Martinez every day.

If you start a league, be warned

that VR BASEBALL 2000 supports

hotseat play only.

Hit the Showers
There are more problems—like

year-old stats, poor CPU pitcher

management, and no trade Al.

Until VR BASEBALL 2000 develops a

more complete game, it's destined

to share the field with a slew of

other pretenders,

Robert Coffey, a singles hitting

infielder, will bore anyone who will

feign the slightest interest with the

story of how he managed his soft-

ball team, Los Chupacabras, to a

division championship.
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"Links LS...the greatest

PC golf experience possible..

—PC Carnes

Is It Real

Or Is It

Links LS '99?

Compare the difference

between the screen capture

and the actual photo of

Bay Hill Club and Lodge.

other Features

Of Links LS '99

• New PowerStroke Mouse

Swing and 2 other swing

options (Total of 3)

• New internet features

include Internet

Spectators and Real-

Time Voice Chat

• Expanded sound editor

(for editing existing or

new sounds)

• Improved easy to play

interface

Phoenix

Country Club
NEW Phoenix Country Club of

Miyazaki, Japan is one of 25

available add-on courses

* Photorealistic graphics

What's New With
Links LS 1999 Edition:

New Mode Of Play (MOP) Game Designer

—

Create your own Modes Of Play and swap them

with your friends

• Four world-class golf courses— St Andrews

Links Old Course of Scotland, Entrada at Snow

Canyon, Latrobe Country Club (now in beautiful

fall foliage) and Arnold Palmer's Bay Hill Club

& Lodge

• 3D Objects, Caddy Tip Book, and two new

golfers (8 in all) to choose from

1-800-800-4880 www.lstour.com

Go to #079 @ www.computergamlng.coni/infolink

^ACCESS



REVIEW * BURNOUT CHAMPIONSHIP DRAG RACING PLAYER'S CHOICE EDITION

Choice Drag
This High-speed Game Leaves No Pad Unturned

by Gordon Goble

f all the variants on the

auto-racing theme,

1 drag racing at first

I seems the most likely

1 choice for a rootin'-

I
tootin', fire-breathin',

authenticity-be-

damned arcade action-

fest. But when you think about it,

could a game based around 10 or

so seconds of racing really be

entertaining unless it was prepared

to offer far more than just a flash

down the pavement?

The obvious answer—as far as

Bethesda Softworks was concerned

anyway—was a resounding no,

because last April's BURNOUT:

Championship DRAG RACING was

simulation from the starting line on

GOMPwreR'
eSMMINGwoR t.©

APPEAL: Fans of

straight-line racing

and lovers of a

truly gritty racing

experience.

PROS: Thunderous

in-car experience

and big-time visual

effects; massive

garage facilities and races that seem to

reflect alterations; numerous new fea-

tures including a cockpit camera,

CONS; Possible accidental game
crashes. Too “easy" to build a million-

dollarcar. DOS-based gaming in 1999

just ain't right.

DIFFICULTY; Intermediate.

REQUIREMENTS: Pentium 75.

Windows 95/98, 16MB RAM, 70MB
hard-drive space, 2X CD-ROM, 256-color

SVGA, VESA 2,0-<ompliant video card,

3D SUPPORT; 3Dfx.

MULTIPLAYER SUPPORT; direct con-

nect or modem (2 players); LAN or

Internet (up to 32 players); one CD per

player.

Price: 539.99

Publisher: Belhesda Softworks

Rockville, MD
(800) 677-0700

out, BURNOUT asked not that ye

carve out the fastest time, but that

ye accurately predict how long it

would take thine car to cover the

course. The driver coming closest to

that time without going under

would win the race, regardless of

who crossed the finish line first.

This formula, known as Bracket

Racing, duplicates what goes on

every week at local dragstrips

across the country. And so It is with

the latest in the BURNOUT series,

BURNOUT: PLAYER'S CHOICE

EDITION, a response to consumer's

requests with many new features,

such as nitrous oxide injections,

adjustable chassis weights, custom

class restrictions, and a superb bit-

map paint shop. Yet the basic idea,

look, and behavior of the game

has not been altered. Sadly, that

includes it's DOS-based heritage, so

there will be no multitasking or

saved setups of more than eight

characters in length.

Keep on Tinkering

You begin with 1 of over 30

chassis types (from a 1969 Chevy

pickup to a state-of-the-art rail

car), add an engine, a transmission,

tires, suspension, and more; modify

everything to ultraexacting stan-

dards; and take her to the track.

The results? You may end up with

a car that blows up before it's

cleared the waterbox or one that

wheelies off the mark and never

settles down until the race has

ended. Alternately, through exten-

sive work and a careful attention

to telemetry, you may also develop

that perfectly smooth, predictable

machine that never wavers down

the track.

On the track, BURNOUT; PCE

gives a convincing performance.

The shake, rattle, and roll of an

over-powered beast as it struggles

to remain pointed in the right

direction is a treat, as are the cus-

tomized engine sounds and the

authentic depiction of tire smoke.

Over-rev on the starting line and

you'll pop your hood (if you have

one) and burst into flames. Connect

hard with a wall or a competitor's

car and suffer a separated part or

two or perhaps flip right over. You

can monitor the action from one of

eight camera angles—including the

new and much appreciated in-cock-

pit view—then watch it all again

through the excellent replay utility.

And if you think drag racing

means just waiting for a green

light then planting it, you're sorely

mistaken. Prerace burnouts are

incredibly important. Trans-brakes,

line-locks, and now even Two-step

rev limiters all play an important

role even before the car has

jumped an inch from its starting

position. And

once it has,

you'll do more

than steer.

Moving too

slowly? Hit the

nitrous button.

Moving too

quickly? Let off

the throttle or

hit the binders.

And don't forget

to shift gears

along the way.

Not a Drag
Extreme car monkeys may find

fault with various detaiis of BURN-

OUT PLAYER’S CHOICE EDITION. They

may find certain details don't quite

mesh or that a given readout is a

bit off. For my part, I had hoped the

game would incorporate the real-

life hassles of a career and/or

financing. I mean, constructing a

ferocious funny car should be more

difficult than slapping together a

low-grade hot rod. Then again,

since the game is otherwise com-

plete, I barely missed it. S3T3

Banned for life from competing

in or attending sporting events of

any kind, Gordon Goble Justifies

his existence by beating up on vir-

tual competition in NHL 99 every

chance he gets.
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“So I tliiow this % o’clock kitter a nudist

and. he fists a cxijpple^ xight ovex

leatliex man’s pancake. Damn! I’d snanjped

that cousin’s morning off at

the handle with a Ihggj>' Dee! "Well Captain

Hook decides he’s going with the Uglj’'

head xook’ with the deuce - even

though I’d. collared the hanio on deck! Of

course, Guess " don’t give him

anj hlack, so the xook’ issues the Annie

Oaklej^ and we lose the hallgame.’’

"If you love baseball...this is the only game in town." - GamerzEdge
Coming this spring

...ji soli ' .:otr ; 'i_
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REVIEW* 101 AIRBORNE

Jumping Into Disaster
lOl AIRBORNE Can't Get Its Parachute Open

SCATTER, SCATTER I did better than usual on this drop: Almost

40 percent of my troops survived to reach the landing site. Of

course, they have no equipment.

by Tim Carter

mpire Software’s 101: THE

AIRBORNE INVASION OF

NORMANDY (101) purports

to take gamers into the

world of the U.S. 101st

Airborne division at, you

guessed it, Normandy.

Sadly, it had me wonder-

ing who thought this would be a

good idea.

The premise of the game is

good— if somewhat narrowly

focused. 101 is a turn-based

wargame that puts you in charge

of a "stick" of individual para-

troopers. Scattered, injured, and

possibly without some of your

equipment, you must overcome

tough German defenses using

1 01 's X-COMlike game system.

Unfortunately, 101 fails to

deliver on virtually every level on

which a computer game could

be judged. In terms of concept,

APPEAL Those

who don't like fun

or playability.

PROS; X-

COM-style turn-

based WWII

infantry combat.

CONS: Slow,

buggy, boring

turn-based WWII infantry combat.

DIFFICULTY: Intermediate.

REQUIREMENTS: Pentium 133,

Windows 95/98, 16MB RAM,

250MB hard-drive space, 6x

CD-ROM; supports Windows-

compatible sound and SVGA
graphics cards.

3D SUPPORT; None.

MULTIPUYER SUPPORT: TCP/IP net-

work and Internet 2 players.

Price: $*19.95

Publisher: Eldos Inieraaive

San Francisco, CA

(415) 547 1200

technical execution, and game-

play, this idea would have been

better left on the drawing board.

Error: Parachute

Will Not Open
Beginning with its program-

ming, 101 is a mess. The game

crashed frequently, particularly

while at my home base. I also suf-

fered numerous graphical glitches,

and it reset the graphics resolution

in Windows 98 more than once.

When the game is working, it

runs terribly slowly—so slowly, in

fact, that any enjoyment one

might derive from gameplay is

pretty much lost. This problem is

compounded by the

fact that in most sce-

narios it takes a while

to get your troops

sorted out, armed, and

organized. No doubt

this is entirely realistic,

and in another game it

might actually be fun.

In 101, however, the

game design and the

programming conspire

to make the gamer's

life miserable.

The game's docu-

mentation is so awful

that it deserves special mention.

From the manual to the scenario

briefings to the offhand comments

from your men, almost everything

I read or heard was unbelievably

badly written.

Mapping Dysfunction

While many a great game has

hit the shelves riddled with tech-

nical glitches, the flaws in 101 run

deeper than programming.

The basic idea—a turn-based

WWII infantry game— is a good

one, and one that has not been

done well recently. And truth be

told, some aspects of 101 work

reasonably well. For example, I

SGT. ROGERS IN SHOCK One of my few

armed men—he has an M2 carbine

—

unfortunately has dropped right next

to a German tank, it's probably time

to reboot.

COMPUTER^
CSAMIN6

^WORL.O
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didn't have a problem with the

interface—giving orders was

easy, and the game comes with

some useful command touches,

such as waypoints.

I do have a problem, however,

with the way mapping is handled.

Simply put, your map is way too

small. Even though your missions

take place over relatively large

areas, you can operate only within

a very constricted "tile" at any

one time. Given the current mas-

sive memory capabilities of the

typical PC, I cannot imagine why

this is necessary for a state-of-the-

art strategy game. To make mat-

ters worse, you cannot exit a map

while there are any live Germans

left on it. Bypass the enemy?

Perish the thought.

101 simply doesn’t operate well

as a game. For me, there's nothing

worse than having to constantly

reload a saved game to overcome

some random occurrence that

makes victory impossible. Yet 101

is riddled with such situations.

When you leave England (after

spending a fair amount of time

seleaing and outfitting your men)

you run the risk of having your

transport shot down before you

can drop. Game over. If you survive

the flak, each soldier that jumps

runs the risk of being shot on the

way down, blown off course and

lost, or injured upon landing. It's

not unusual to lose up to half your

men before the game even starts. I

once started with a surviving 5 out

of 1 8. Game over.

Again, this might be realistic,

but it makes for a lousy game

—

especially with the incredible

number of technical flaws that

you are subjected to. Take a flier

on this one. LK'iVi

Tim Carter is now immersed in

CHAOS GATE, though he hopes that

a good turn-based, squad-level

WWII game will ship in his lifetime.

www.compufergaming.com



GAME THAT LOOKS TO

REVOLUTIONIZE THE REAL-

TIME STRATEGY GENRE.

THE GAME IS WARZONE ZIOO

AND WE ARE CHAniNG WITH

JIM RAMRRA, DIRECTOR OF

PROJECTS

PUMPKIN

STUDIOS.

ith all the strategy

game clones and

numerous sequels

what makes Warzone

2100 better than the rest?

Warzone 2100 is fully 3D with in-

depth game play and blisteringly

fast action. The graphical effects

are stunning and make use of every

aspect of the 3D technology. The

^pkiti Studw®

3D is used to create a very vibrant

game world where artillery shells

arc over mountains and Strike

VTOLs (Vertical Take-off and

Landing Aircraft) roar overhead.

Being able to track units using the

camera further

enhances this 3D

experience. With

this feature you

can order aVTOL

strike then follow

them in as they

fly down the

valleys then fly

over the top of

the mountains to

fire their rockets

at their target.

You can even

switch between groups and watch

the camera pan to each group,

creating a very dynamic gaming

experience. Once you get used to

rotating, zooming and tilting the

map, and tracking your units with

the camera, there's no going back

to static 2D displays.

Full use is made of 3D accelerator

cards to create vibrant lighting and

explosion effects. Rockets fire with

a smoke trail,

artillery and

cannon shells

explode

gratuitously, and

flamers ignite

enemy units and

structures. When

units take

damage they

emit smoke -

the more

damage, the

more smoke.

When they explode, shards of metal

and concrete fly across the screen.

You can always spot where the

action is by the amount of smoke

and explosions going off!

Warzone 21 00 is set after the

nuclear holocaust. The main drive

in the game is the recovery and

research of artifacts from before

the nuclear holocaust. As these are

researched, new weapons,

propulsions, structures, etc, become

available to the player. As a result,

players can decide what

technologies they want to research

as the game progresses. And as

artifacts are researched, new

vehicle types can be designed.

The design sequence is very easy to

use. It uses three components:

Turret, Body and Propulsion. As

research progresses, new

components become available,

making for thousands of different

vehicle designs. Each weapon has

its own characteristics - flamers set

enemies on fire, but are vulnerable

to enemy attacks. Cannons are

great for damaging other tanks and

have great damage resistance. But

for killing infantry and cyborgs you

can't beat a machine-gun. Anti-

tank rockets do lots of damage, but

are slow to fire - you soon learn to

use hit and run tactics with them.

Mortars can fire shells over hills,

and howitzers can fire over large

distances.
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The propulsions add even more

options. Wheels make for very fast

vehicles, but with low damage

capacity. Put tracks on your vehicle

and your tank doesn't move as

fast, but It can lake a lot more

damage. Hovers give you increased

speed and zoom across water, but

are very vulnerable to enemy

attacks - keep them moving and

you'll survive; let the enemy guns

lock on and you're deaii_

Another key point is tlie fuUjft

expanding campaign ^lje,B&3fDur

bas^ lasts throughogitheil^,,-—

i

canfaign. The first is to

estallish your base, {n subsequent

misnns you^pgracte the base

_ B achieved

i maps that expand as

the game progresses. Once the first

mission is completed, the map

expands to the south. We then fly

in a transporter that lets the player

fly units to mission sites on

different maps. While on an away

mission you stilt have access to

your factories, research facilities

and units back at home base. You

can produce more tanks and have

them flown in to the away maps as

reinforcements. So you get to select

what reinforcements you need,

deciding on the tactical situation

and your own style of play.

After three away missions the

action returns to an expanded

campaign map. This time the

enemy invade your base. As more

missions unfold, new maps appear

and the campaign map expands

again. It all makes for a very

exciting gaming experience with a

definite sense of progression and

plot revelation. The second and

third campaigns follow a similar

structure but with more twists and

turns as the action really heats up!

I've always wanted to do a more

open-ended game where units

functions as a battle tank, but as a

very effective aircraft killer, in many

ways its like the real world - in •

World War I! the M4 Sherman .•

chassis was used to turn out a wide

variety of vehicles all suited to

different combat roles. Warzone

2100 makes available so many

more options.

Every RTS game claims to have

the latest and greatest artifi-

cial intelligence. What really

makes the Al in Warzone 2100

really stand out?

It's the way units react and fend for

themselves. These guys don't stand

around to be shot. If fired on they'll

respond and open fire on the

enemy. Route finding is also

style 2D isometric games your

aircraft are just a group of sprites

moving over the landscape. In

Warzone 2100, aircraft really

do fiyi

Why a full 3D game engine?

What did you think it would

bring to the game?

A 3D game engine gives you a

much more dynamic and exciting

environment to game in. Isometric

and top-down gaming worlds are

abstract representations of reality.

A 3D engine gives you the feeling

that you're really there. It's very

exciting watching units manoeuvre

over realistic looking terrain,

particularly when you can rotate

and tilt the landscape so that you

set at what angle you view them.

Also only in 3D can you watch

mortar shells fire over hills and arc

down onto enemy units. With 3D

we could have strike'^craft

actually flying above th^rrain as

they let lopse a load of Kgjtets!

Without 30 these upitsta^ar no

different-togi^ other.^C^D gaming

solti^y exciting

OppQitunitie3--te2us,-that there was
'

would

''«l9p0'War2pV 21 00,

Why ti

importantly'^”'

n sequences

,^^iy„qpen up

your optionsaw ^me r"

You're never restricted to the units

we give you! The 3-part,“design
j

system of turret, body anff

propulsion offers over 2,000

possible combinations. Using it y^fi

can create fast scout vehicles, ,
lumbering main battle tanks, strit:^

aircraft, and amphibious hovercra/f*
‘

It gives you the opportunity to

create lots of different vehicles to
*

suit your style of play and current •

mission objectives. Even similar

vehicles will perform very

differently if you change the turret
'

' to an anti-

.
It no longer

their shells over

the hi^pnto' your b'^e, All'^eyr

neec^^dfo. is get'a sepspr unit to

see your iMt^and they can open

fire, safe behinJItie hilfifr^!^^^,

As lmentioneffea^|i^^hayTOL

• aircraft rhake grtat*usem^e 3Djf
Ipj^terrain as they fly through valleys'^

.... ,Jand bomb the ememy. It looks yei^

cineifiatic and gives you a great

^
'•'feeling as the tank hunter missiles

''•\1ake out the enemy armor.

IMeanwhile the enemy anti-aircraft

batteries are filling the sky with

•'

flak and SAMs. It's real touch and

go whether your VTOLs will make it

out of the target zone or riptln'Old

reinforcements directly from

factories.

Other than graphical eye

candy, how do you utilize the

3D terrain?

The 3D terrain is vital to the game

play. It gives Warzone 2100 true

iine-of-sight and fog-of-war effects.

Until you drive around the hills

and mountains you can't see

what's hidden behind them. Enemy

mortar batteries may be lurking

increased in experience and went

from one mission to another. The

open-ended campaign system

makes this a reality. It's possible for

the first few units you started the

game with to achieve elite status.,

and still be alive at the end pK^e
game. Not that light scoufvehicles'’'

would be much use to yqii once the ,•

more high tech weapo/i^oirie.Tnto •

play. But by recycling'your veteran
'

units you can transfer their

experience' to bigger and better

vehicleras the gameprogtesses!

And fin3lly,|»e have dedicated'' \.-

commandersjwho direct the fire of

other units japd wh1?dai\prder
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excellent - order a unit from one

corner of a map to another and it

will find its way. There are even

icons that send units back to base,

or order them to head for the

nearest repair facility. We've also

got plenty of player customizable

settings that allow you to set when

units retreat, the ranges they

engage at, whether to hold fire or

not. The enemy Al is also very

sophisticated. Enemy scout groups

actively search for your units, then

report their findings to armored

strike teams. Faced widi a losing

fight, the enemy retreat back under

the cover of their permanent

defenses. They also probe your

defenses looking for weakspots

before storming your base. These

guys also never mindlessly attack •

if their initial forces are wiped out,

they'll send larger ones next time,

and frequently from a different

direction.

Storyline plays a big role in

RTS games, what's the back-

story in Warzone 2100?

Warzone 2100 starts with the

nuclear holocaust that wipes out

civilization. The player is part of a

group of survivors who take shelter

in an abandoned military base

while they wait out the nuclear

winter. Years later you emerge to

begin the Project - a plan to rebuild

a New World from the ashes of the

old. You lead Team Alpha, one of

three expeditionary teams sent out

by the Project to recover artifacts

from before the Collapse. Your first

missions take you to the Western

Sector where your search for

artifacts quickly turns into a battle

for survival. A more technologically

advanced force is also present in

Western Sector and seeks your

destruction. This force is being

controlled by a self-aware

computer parasite that seeks to

enlist your help. When you initially

defeat it, the parasite reappears in

the Northern Sector, this time

controlling an even more advanced

enemy force.

As the game progresses, its hatred

for you grows, as does its armory of

weapons. It gains access to nukes

and fires them against you - the

world again erupts in nuclear

firestorms and mass destruction.

Still it plots and seeks revenge

against you. Its true identity is

slowly revealed, as are its motives,

and its ultimate power to comipt

everything it comes into contact

with And once it has you, it's

hard to escapel Many will die

before it is finally defeated and the

world is made safe. It's a story of

nuclear strikes, titanic battles, and a

struggle for survival in a hostile

world ruled by a mad computer

virus.

From what I have seen of the

game, there seems to be a

strong emphasis on

action/battle. Was this a con-

scious attempt to move away
from games which have

become bogged down in pro-

ducing and researching hun-

dreds of units?

To a large extent, yes. With

Warzone 2100 we wanted to

capture the fun and excitement of

real-time combat and exploration,

while making it really easy to cany

out research, design and

manufacture. The aim was to

encourage you to leave your base

to explore the world out fiiere. Only

by doing so can you recover the

artifacts needed to further your

research, and find the resources

required to expand your base. You

need to scout out the maps, then

attack and capture key locations. In

Warzone 2100 you cannot simply

sit back and amass hundreds of

units - your technology will remain

at a low level and your power

supplies will not be up to it - get

out there and fightl.

How will multiplayer work?

Eight players are supported on

local networks and you can play for -

free on EidosGames.com simply by

running it from the Program Menu.

Once on-line you can select to play

deathmatch, campaign, team and

skirmish games. Each one of these

options is fully customizable letting

you choose initial technologies,

forces, power levels, and base sizes.

A record is also kept of ail the

games you play and your ranking is

displayed on-screen for you and

other players to view. Full use is

made of alliances so that players

can trade technologies, power,

units and provide each other with

visibility reports.

We'll be regularly supporting the

multiplayer game with new maps

and technologies, and various

competitions are planned to take

place on EidosGames.com.

Who is Pumpkin Studios?

Pumpkin Studios are a recent start-

up company with a long track

record. Nick Cook and I set up

Pumpkin Studios in August 1 996.

We were previously at MicroProse

where Nick was Head of Art and I

was Head of Design. We recruited

Alex McLean, our Head of

Programming, in August. Other

members of the team joined shortly

afterwards in September - January.

Other team members joined us the

following summer. To be honest

most 14 out of our 18 staff at one

time or other previously worked at

MicroProse on many different

projects, so some of us have been

together longer than we care to

remember.

uittRzniieasB««
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raveheart will feature

all the characters from

the Academy Award

winning film in their

historic roles, The game will also

feature movie clips, character

models, and a voice over from one

of the lead actors. (We'll keep you

guessing for now).

Braveheart allows the user to

choose any of the sixteen major

clans vying for the crown of

Scotland. Each Clan is historically

reproduced in land, resources, and

demeanor. In the 3D world, each

Clan will have its own unique

uniforms (kilts) and colors

(Tartans).

The developer, Red Lemons Studios,

is an all Scottish team. With the

Braveheartfrom Eidos Interactive and Red

Lemon Studiosfinally marries two genres

into one epic gaming masterpiece.

Braveheartfeatures a real-time, strategic

empire building, strategy game coupled with

a majestic 3D world.

At anytime in this real-time world,

the user can enter the 3D world

and view the progress of his town

construction or view the aftermath

of raids.

Four seasons, and twenty four hour

days (day\night) are represented in

the 3D world. If you choose to

create a castle, it does not

magically appear, it will take

several years. However, at anytime

a rival Clan or the English may sack

the town and destroy the

construction.

Because of the game's freeform

structure, every decision and

mission the player undertakes has a

direct influence over the destiny of

his clan. No decision is pre-

determined for the player and the

game is not level based. A defeat

on the field does not necessitate a

reload of the game. Indeed, the loss

of that particular battle could be a

sly tactic to lull the enemy into a

false sense of security.

There are authentic battle

formations that actually affect

combat outcomes. There is an

advanced combat A.I. that

aid of Seoras Wallace of the Clan

Wallace Trust (direct descendant of

William Wallace and actor in

"Braveheart"), they have lovingly

crafted an historic epic with an

incredible level of detail to Scottish

history.

In Braveheart, the user has two

goals, unite the Clans of Scotland

and become King. Once this is

accomplished the user can then

chose to invade England and

attempt to conquer their

oppressors.

In the Empire game, the user has

access to an incredible amount of

world control. From the economy

to espionage, the user can do it all

OR select his advisors to manage it

and focus on the battles.
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Braveheart -

The Movie
vs The game.

Battles can feature over 700

polygonal units engaging irr

multiple clashes over a 10KM

battlefield. Each unit is skinned

Stirling Bridge, etc) in which you

can play either the Scottish or

English, and a comprehensive

multiplayer game,

incorporates a wide variety of

strategies for field combat and

castle sieges. Braveheart also

features night raids, burning towns,

caravan ambushes, and midnight

assassinations, ail depicted in real-

time 3D.

A sophisticated camera system

allows full control of the players

view of the battlefield from any

angle, be it 3rd, 2nd or 1st person.

This allows huge flexibility in how

the player manages his battles.

Single man incursions and mass

combats featuring dozens of

independently intelligent troops are

easily controlled using this system.

For the final game, a

comprehensive tutorial will be

offered: 3D battle creator, access to

all the famous battles (Falkirk,

ith a game entitled "Braveheart",

there is no need for a detailed

background of the storyline for

anyone who has seen the movie. In the movie, the

most recognizable character is undoubtedly William

Wallace. However, unlike the movie, in Braveheart,

the game, players are not limited to Wallace and can

choose from a number of character to lead their

clans. Each leader has different strengths and

weaknesses in leading their clans. Below are some

of the in-game character sketches based on the

historic characters that were portrayed in the movie.

— Famed leader of

the Scots.

- Heir to the

Scottish throne,

master of

diplomacy and

leadership.

- Poor at

diplomacy, but

excellent at

combat and

stealth.

- Patriarch of the

Clan Campbell,

wise in combat

tactics and

extremely loyal.

You can find more information about Braveheart at

www.eidosinteractive.com/braveheart/index.html

IDOS
Go to #150 @ www.computergam1ng.com/infollnk
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jJn inlerview with the ^JS ^(’roducer, Mallhew Miller ofSidos.

Revenant is a

traditional RPG

with some

unique twists.

Tell us what

makes Revenant

an appealing

game.

Revenant combines the traditional

elements of a Computer role-

playing game (multiple skills, a

variety of weapons and combat

styles, and an Intriguing spell

system) with those of a Console

RPG (well crafted story-line, over-

the-top spell effects, and an arcady

combat system). We think that we

have combined the best elements of

both types to bridge the gap that

has existed between the Console

and Computer RPG genres for far

too long. Final Fantasy VII went a

long way in closing this gap, and we

think Revenant can complete the job.

What does Revenant bring to

the CRPG genre that is new
and innovative?

Well, a couple of things. First off, we

are utilizing a combination of 3D

graphics and static pre-rendered

backgrounds. The result is

absolutely stunning. We enlisted the

aid of fantasy artist Den Beauvais in

doing some of the concept art and

the result is amazing. You look like

you are playing right in one of Den's

paintings! Also, we have a more

interactive combat system than most

players are used to. It's all real-time,

so you will have to think on your

feet, and it's more detailed in its

action than simply clicking the

mouse to attack. We have different

strikes and combination moves that

your character learns as you advance

in the Revenant world. The best part

is that all the cool combos and

moves are primarily based on your

character's skill, not the player's. It

looks like you are doing ail these

cool fighting-game style moves, but

actually the game takes your

character's skill into account and

extrapolates what you are trying to

do.

Tell us about the magic sys-

tem and how it Is used in the

game.

Ahh, the magic system. This is our

piece-de-resistance. We have a

detailed magic system that involves

finding various Talismans that are

hidden throughout the game. Most

of these Talismans have no power

on their own, but when put in the

proper combinations, and with the

appropriate skill level, you can

create effects such as a meteor

strike, fireball, chain-lightning, and

the end-all-be-all of spells: the

Apocalypse. All the spell effects are

generated in 3D and take advantage

of the great graphical effects that

the major 3D cards give you, so they

are top-notch! Even the simplest of

spells is a visual feast!

How much gameplay is there

in the game?

We are looking at a game that

would take an expert Role Player

around 30 to 40 hours to complete.

I

Revenant has a revolutionary real time combat system featuring Interactive attacks,

combinations, and fatalities. I

Original artwork was developed with

the help of Den Beauvais, a premier

fantasy Illustrator.



SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION

Puhlhhpd bv EIDOS INTERACTIVE

With over 2S types of enemies to dispose of, you have your work cut out for you!

quest to rid the island of Ahkuilon of

this evil cult, the Children of

Change. The daughter of one of

those who brought you back has

been kidnapped by the cult. You

aren't given much choice in the

matter. You have to rescue her and

stop the cult, As you play the game,

you find out your past is far more

involved in the cult then you can

possibly imagine.

What are the system require-

ments for the game?

You are going to need 32 megs of

RAM, a Pentium 200 or better, and if

you want the really spectacular spell

effects, a 3D accelerator card will be

needed, but it's not required. If you

have a gamepad, then you can

When can we play Revenant?

You will be able to enter the world

of Ur and visit the island of Ahkuilon

in March, 1999.

The average player will get a lot

more time out of it, as he/she

attempts to find all the cool things

there are to find!

Will there be day/night and

weather cycles?

We have an amazing lighting system

that allows us to change the lighting

on the fly, so we have everything

from golden sunrises to firey sunsets.

We even have moonlit nights! As for

the weather effects we don't go

overboard, but the player is capable

of controlling the weather through

spells, i.e. summoning hurricanes,

tornadoes, and blizzards.

Multiplay could be one of the

most important facets of this

game. Tell us how you plan on
setting it up.

Well, originally we were planning on

having co-operative multiplay

through the storyline, but upon closer

examination, we determined that the

story of Revenant didn't really lend

itself to a party of characters. The

story was conceived as a single

player game from the start. What we
are planning on including for the

multipiay is the ability to play certain

areas of the game {dungeons, caves,

temples) as single levels for

competitive play for up to eight

players. We have four character

classes to choose from, each with

their own powers and abilities.

The art for Revenant is stun-

ning. How important is this to

the gameplay and the whole
Revenant Experience?

1 think it is very important. Most

gamers out there have seen fantasy

art before and the level of detail

that those artists put into their work

shows a devotion and love for the

genre that a real gamer can

empathize with. I think that

Revenant's art is on the same level

as those brilliant works of fantasy

art. What we add is the fact that it is

interactive. Instead of dreaming that

you are that character in the

painting, you control him, move

him, fight with him, and cast spells

with him.

Give us a quick synopsis of

the story.

You are Locke D'Averam. You have

been dead for a millennium. You

start the game resurrected and have

no idea of your past. You are given a

I

Revenant features a dynamic colored lighting system that brings the Revenant world alive.

control Locke with that and get an

immense amount of control at your

fingertips.



Phase Spells;

The Phase Talisman manipulates the

dimensionaftabric of Ur itself. This

clfrbe a time-space issue, or an out-

of-phase issue, such as invisibility.

When combined with additive

talismans like Chaos and Power,

Phase spells can be very powerful.

An example of a Phase spell would be

Invisibility, which uses a Phase

Talisman in conjunction with the

Chaos and Body Talismans.

Earth Spells:

The ground beneath one's feet is at

your command with the Earth

Taiisman.Thls talisman allows the

spellcaster to manipulate the rocks

and dirt everywhere on Ur, and even

beyond. Experienced spellcasters can

add the Chaos Talisman or even the

Power Talisman to the Earth Talisman

with deadly results for the enemy.

Adding Chaos and Sky talismans to

the Earth Talisman will give the

spellcaster control of chunks of rocks

in the heavens above which can then

be rained upon the battlefield. This

spell, which is call the Meteor Strike,

is one of the most difficult to cast.

Only the best spellcaster can pull it

off without killing himself.

Lightning Spells:

The power and fury of the storm is

contained in the Lightning Talisman.

When first touched, the Lightning

Talisman will give off a small static

shock. Lightning is one of the most

This spell is a comnlnatlon of a fire swarm

and biiuard cast simultaneously - an

effective deterrent.

unpredictable forces which can

be as much a boon as buqj|en

to the spellcaster. Th?
spellcaster can combine the

additive talismans of Sky and

Chaos and acHfsome^^ra

effect to the stana^|||||ectrlcal

Bolt spell.

dfre very potent

combination

is the Death* / 4,
.

Surge 5*11 L
which combes the

Sky Talisman and the J

Lightning Talisman. /
This allows the /
spellcaster a / ^

.

greater attack /
^nge.

Life sjl^lls:

The Talisman of Life is one

of the most powerful
*

talismans out there. It was

created to magically heal ‘
j

wounds and restore the q
life-energy of beings. The pt'

Talisman of Life can be e
combined with several

additive talismans, such M
as motion and power to

give an added effect,

.I.e. healing more severe

wounds and in its strongest

Incarnation, bringing the
|

lir.^

An example of a Life Spell is

the Resting Spell. This spell

Is created by adding in the

Motion and Body Talismans

to the Life Talisman. This

spell will take away some of

the fatigue that the

spellcaster feels.

Body Spells:

Body Talismans differ from

the healing aspects of the

Life Talisman when used as

a Primary Talisman. Body Is

the power of the soul and Is

. used to generate life

maintenance aspects of

sustenance. When used with

additive talismans, the spellcaster

creates effects such as the Paralyze

spell where a foe can be stopped

dead in his tracks. This allows the

spellcaster to dlspose^^e foe at his

own convenience. ^

frost Spells:
»

Two ends of Ur are covered in ice and*
^ow. The native spellcasters of these

areas tapped into the power of Frost

and created special talismans. These

talismans ar^

^
• extremely Cold to

the touch, and

are constantly

covered in a crust of ice.

This is one of the most

flexible of the*

talismans and nearly

every additive

talisman can be

combined to the Frost Talisman.

By adding the Sky and Power

talismans to the Frost Talisman,

a high-level spellcaster can

summon an Ice Storm to pelt his

enemies with. This spell is most

effective outdoors as opponents

have less access to shelter where

they will surely want to seek

cover!

Flame Spells:

The Fire Talisman is one of the

strongest primordail forces. Flame

Talismans enable the spellcaster to

safely utilize the power of naked

fire. An experienced spellcaster

can combine Flame Talismans with

the Motion and Chaos Talismans

to produce the extremely powerful

Fireswarm spell. Rumors abound

about a Hellfire spell that uses a

wide variety of additive talismans

and is fabled to be the cause of

the Great Crater of Navaroo.

Wind Spells:

Everything from a gentle breeze

to the power of a hurricane is all

contained in the Wind Talisrhan.

This talisman is lighter than It

appears to be, and one can hear
' the howling of wind when placed

to his ears. When the Chaos

and Sky additive talismans

are combined with the Wind

Talisman, the spellcaster can

Y O'
0 Q
Y Q

Only the most skilled spellcaster can unleash I

the power of the Apocalypse Spell.

create a spell that would even

intimidate Mother Naturel

The Maelstrom spell assaults a group

of enemies from a variety of random

directions: very disconcerting! This

spell is constructed with the Wind,

Chaos and Sky Talismans and takes a

spellcaster of some renown and

talent to create.

talismans

Go to #151 @ www.computergaming.com/infolink



KKND 2 • REVIEW

Not Too Special K
Konsumate Klone, KKND2: KR055FIRE Won't Klaim the Real Time Known

by Tom Chick

I

can only imagine the

development meetings:

"What about Fold, Spindle,

'n' Mutilate? Come, See, 'n'

Conquer? Wash, Rinse, 'n'

Repeat?" When someone

came up with Krush, Kill, 'n'

Destroy, the name stuck.

Strangely, there's no mention of

what the initials stand for in this

sequel to KKND, an RTS that stood

out from the legion of clones with

its silly name. But even with

KKND2, there's no reprieve; the

subtitle KROSSFIRE evokes images

of Pat Buchanan and Michael

Kinsley locked in mortal kombat on

KNN {the Kable News Network).

Kollect, Klick,

'n' Kommand
KROSSFIRE preserves the expect-

ed RTS mechanics with only a few

variations. In fact, it's almost a

COMPUTER^
GAMING!

APPEAL: RTS fans
|

nostalgic for the

days before

resource manage-

ment and units

with spell abilities.

PROS: Balanced

gameplay: good

unit variety; open

architecture for long hard-drive life.

CONS: Almost no innovation; falls for

'stupid Al tricks"; awful minimap.

DIFFICULTY: Advanced.

REQUIREMENTS: Pentium 133,

Windows 95/98, 16MB RAM, 100MB
hard-drive space. 4x CD-ROM, 2MB
graphics card, sound card.

30 SUPPORT: None.

MULTIPUYER SUPPORT: LAN,

Internet (2-8 players), serial connection,

modem (2 players); 1 CD per player.

Price: S39.95

Publisher: GT Affiliates

Plymouth. MN
229-2714

return to (he basics. With only a

single resource and no units with

spell-like abilities, this game hear-

kens back to COMMAND AND

CONQUER with its clean emphasis

on the messy art of combat. The

balance is slightly skewed to favor

the defensive, so there are no

quick and easy tank rushes. But if

that's your style, the game ships

with a surprisingly comprehensive

unit editor. In fact, with the excep-

tion of a unit graphics editor and a

few of the map tilesets, KROSSFIRE

has completely open architecture

along the lines of DARK REIGN.

Using a shallow variation on

STARCRAFT's three races, KROSSFIRE

pits three postnuclear holocaust

races against each other: human

survivalists who holed up in

bunkers; organically based mutants

who weathered the radioactive

firestorms; and the Series 9 agricul-

tural robots who found themselves

out of work. These three races play

by the same mechanics with only

minor exceptions. But they're

drawn with bright, bold cartoonish

graphics and nicely fleshed out in

amusing premission briefings. The

game's intro—which looks like the

sort of expensive cinematic only

Activision or Origin can afford— is

indicative of the entertaining multi-

media flash you'll enjoy during the

campaigns.

In fact KROSSFIRE's humorous

atmosphere is rivaled only by its

solid gameplay. Instead of units

with special abilities, KROSSFIRE lets

you build customized units that you

research one component at a time.

This introduces some great varia-

tions in gameplay. Do you build

mobile radar to scout your perime-

ters? Do you protect your infantry

in a cloaked, armored personnel

carrier? Or do you just slap the

biggest gun on the biggest chassis

and sit out the long build time?

Furthermore, units can become

veterans with experience and there

are some impressive

superunits hidden in

locked bunkers.

Understanding the dis-

tinctions among the units

and taking advantage of

your special units is the

key to success. While this

is indeed a form of micro-

management, it's central

to gameplay. KROSSFIRE is

not about resource man-

agement, and it's not

about clicking special

icons in (he heat of bat-

tle. It's about carefully managing

your units in combat. Drag-selea-

ing a horde of tanks and flinging

them in harm's way will not get

you very far.

Kunning and
Klever—Not

The Al is actually good at assem-

bling efficient groups of varied

units, but it fails prey to many of

the standard RTS tricks. It will chase

decoys repeatedly into killing

zones; it doesn't vary its attack

approach much; and it doesn’t

build good defenses around its

bases. Much of this is avoided with

some scripting in the single player

campaigns, but this results in some

annoying puzzle-oriented missions.

A flexible skirmish/multiplayer

mode, along with the game's wide-

open architecture, extends its hard

drive life long beyond the three sin-

gle-player campaigns. Oddly

enough, skirmish games can't be

saved; this is unfortunate since you

can squeeze up to eight players

into some epic wars of attrition.

The interface includes all the

bells and whistles we demand in

an RTS, but the minimap is a trav-

esty— showing only a slightly

wider area than the main screen.

Would someone explain to Mel-

bourne House that minimaps are

supposed to show the entire map

at once? And while you're at it, tell

them to lay off the K's.

Tom Chick has petitioned the

courts to add a second K to the

end of his name. He is still plinking

away at STARCRAR.
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REVIEW • ENEMY INFESTATION

Just Another Bug Hunt
This Real-time Strategy Game Rewards Patience, Not Reflexes

by Loyd Case

I ith Geiger-like

I
alien monsters, a

[
spooky musical

score, and

weapons crafted

out of ordinary

objects, ENEMY

INFESTATION is

obviously inspired by the Alien

movies. Although it's a real-time

strategy game, it's paced more like

a turn-based game, rewarding

patience over frantic mouse-click-

ing. However, be warned that this

strategy game has a strong puzzle

element. It's not quite as rigid as

COMMANDOS, but you can't afford

to lose certain key characters.

Riddle Me This

In the opening cut-scene, a

meteorite crashes on a world

recently colonized by humans. Out

of the meteorite slithers a horde of

.WORIUO

APPEAL Fans of

turn-based strate-

gy games looking

to dip their toes in

real-time \waters.

PROS: Need to

shift strategies

over lime; great

ambient audio;

logical puzzle solutions.

CONS: Clunky interface; characters are

too small; goals handed to you rather

than discovered.

DIFFICULTY: Intermediate

REQUIREMENTS: Pentium 200,

Windows 95, 32MB RAM, PCI video card

with 2MB of RAM, 6x CD-ROM, sound

card.

3D SUPPORT: None.

MULTIPLAYER SUPPORT: LAN or

Internet (2-4 players); one CD per player.

Price: $49,95

Publisher: Ripcord Games

Santa Clara. CA

(888) 797-5867

monsters that slowly take over the

colony sites. As you unravel the

mystery of the alien horde, you'll

ask yourself some questions. Why

do the advanced military weapons

take so long to reload? Why do

these fearsome aliens fall to the

punching and kicking of a handful

of marines? Why, when faced with

three perfectly good elevators, do

all the characters wait for the same

one? Why are the onscreen charac-

ters so tiny that it's hard to dick on

them? Why can't the military

leader unlock or lock doors?

When you spend more time

thinking about the game design

and its mechanics, you know

something's not quite right.

Still, ENEMY INFESTATION has

certain charms. I liked the faa that

ordinary items, like fire extinguish-

ers and hair spray cans, would

occasionally serve as useful

weapons. The individual characters

seemed to have, well, character,

though occasionally their repetitive

speech became tiresome.

Multiplayer is co-op, with the

human gamers taking over one or

more characters. You can even

play through the campaign in mis-

sion order. It works great, and hav-

ing a human ally makes the game

much more fun.

The worst part of the game is

the clunky user interface. The game

runs at 800x600, but it almost

seems like a last-minute decision.

"Hey, 640x480 isn't good enough,

let's go to 8x6." It looks like the

resolution got scaled up without

resizing the art, leaving onscreen

characters quite tiny and frustrat-

ingiy difficult to dick on, You can

dick on the character's portrait, but

sometimes when a group was

selected, clicking on a portrait did

not deselect the group. On more

than one occasion 1 dropped every-

one's weapon rather than just a

single character's. Luckily, a real-

time strat convention came to my

rescue: With relatively few units, I

could simply assign key characters

to a numbered hot-key.

an orbital beam weapon struck.

After a nail-biting rush through

the facility, I missed the goal by

4 seconds, only to be told that

they were kidding and I had

another 15 minutes. Rather than

feeling grateful, I felt cheated

because I'd pushed so hard.

Murder by Numbers
Most missions follow a set pat-

tern. First, gather everyone togeth-

er. They are often in widely sepa-

rated groups, so this can be quite a

challenge. Second, find the med-

bay, which allows you to heal your

characters. Third, if there's a

weapons research objective, figure

out how to solve that puzzle.

Fourth, go bug hunting. Fifth, wrap

up any other objectives. Tlie pacing

and number of units are such that

you can move units around care-

fully (and you should), so it doesn't

feel as frantic as most real-time

games—something I appreciated.

A few of the missions break

this pattern, and these missions

were the most entertaining. In

one, the mechanic found himself

alone after a fight, with everyone

else incapacitated. You had to fig-

ure out how to use this one,

rather limited character to get the

others up and healthy. In another

mission, the bartender had to

sneak past some and flood a min-

ing tractor with LOX, killing a

host of aliens. However, some of

the unique missions proved

annoying. One mission had a time

limit— 1 5 minutes to finish before

Bottom line? ENEMY INFESTATION

aspires to the quality of X-COM, but

falls short. Without a research tree

or resource management to present

challenges, it becomes more an

exercise in puzzle solving than a

strategy game. If you're seeking

"real-time frenzy," as the box

states, look elsewhere.

Between hardware reviews and

games, Loyd Case manages to find

time for two daughters, a wife, a

guinea pig. His yard is a desert,

though. His latest gaming passion

is EUROPEAN AIR WAR.
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...ijour prayers have been ansmered.

www.folcon4.com
Available on Windows 95/98 CD-ROM. Visit your local retailer,

or call 1-800-695-GAME day or night (U.S. and Canada).



“While the quest for the “Holy Grail” is

never ending, Falcon 4.0 will come the closest

to it that the flight sim world has ever seen.”

Dan Crenshaw www.combatsim.com

One of the most ambitious flight sims ever attempted.

Computer Gaming World
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REVIEW > LORDS OF MAGIC: SPECIAL EDITION

Abra-Ca-Blah-Blah
It's a Better LORDS OF MAGIC, but So What?

by Tim Carter

P

erhaps the denizens of

whatever alternate

universe that contains

the secrets of magic

simply don't like com-

puter games. Perhaps

game designers

haven't appeased the

appropriate celestial powers.

Whatever the reason, strategy

games about magic seem, well,

cursed. Even the CGWWdW of

Fame title MASTER OF MAGIC hit

the market riddled with bugs,

unbalanced play, and a host of

memoiy problems.

When I reviewed Sierra's

LORDS OF MAGIC (LOM) some

time ago, I came down harder on

it than a fire demon squishing a

COMPUTER
GAMIMGI

PROS: Clean fantasy strategy game
with much diversity; unlike original, it's

an actual, working game.

CONS; Slow pace; too few units; too

few options; owners of the original are

basically paying for a patch.

DIFFICULTY: Intermediate.

REQUIREMENTS; Pentium 100,

Windows 95, 16MB RAM, 187MB hard-

drive space, iJx CD-ROM, SVGA video

card, sound card, 28.8 modem for

remote play.

3D SUPPORT: None.

MULTIPLAYER SUPPORT: Internet via

WON.NET, LAN (2-4 players), serial con-

nection and modem (2 players).

S39.95 ($20 rebate for owners of original game)

Sierra Sudios

Bellvue. WA
(800) 757-7707

wood nymph between his toes.

And with good reason. The origi-

nal had numerous programming

and gaineplay problems. Now,

Sierra has relaunched the game

as LORDS OF MAGIC: SPECIAL

EDITION (LOM:SE), bundling it

with a variety of editors and a

few extra scenarios.

Magical Facelift

LOM is a turn-based strategy

game set in a fantasy world. You

are one of eight religions (each

tied to a particular race) fighting

for control of the world. Each reli-

gion has particular attributes and

natural allies and enemies. You

move your armies and heroes

during your turn, but when com-

bat is joined you zoom to a tacti-

cal map and fight in real time.

Sound familiar? Still, there's noth-

ing about a tried and true formu-

la that makes for a bad game.

LOM:SE is a much better prod-

uct than the original. The bugs

are gone and there's a smooth

running and relatively fast game

interface. Even the Al turns seem

quicker—though, I've upgraded

my system since the original, too.

Many annoying design quirks

have been cleaned up. Enemy

forces now refrain from hostile

action until your diplomatic rela-

tionship with them deteriorates.

Also, trading and diplomacy is

much more functional. You can

still sometimes convince your

allies (or opponents) to make a

bad deal, but ripping them off

will hurl your diplomatic position.

Sorry Sorcery

Still the question remains

—

how good is a functioning version

of LOM? While the game certain-

ly isn't bad, it doesn't quite reach

the lofty heights of addictive fun

to which it clearly aspires.

To some extent, this is a matter

of pacing rather than gameplay.

For instance, the key to long-term

success is developing experienced

units capable of going toe to toe

with the tougher monsters and

bad guys. Keeping your units alive

long enough for them to gain

experience, however, requires that

you rest them after each battle to

heal. The problem is, due to the

scant initial resources, you may

find yourself fighting one battle

then sitting around waiting

for your few men to heal

for three or four turns

before venturing out again.

This quickly becomes dull.

Later in the game there's

always someone able to do

something, but your empire

is probably large enough by

then that you must garrison

much of it. Again, you may

have only one or two

attacking stacks, and even

with magical assistance

they'll have to rest between

battles.

I'm a big fan of games

that force you to make the

best of scarce resources,

but I sometimes found that

assets in LOM;SE were so

scarce your army can become

paralyzed just defending the

homeland. Wandering monsters

abound in LOM:SE—without a

few defensive forces your entire

territory can quickly crumble.

Ultimately, LORDS OF MAGIC:

SPECIAL EDITION ends up a bit too

slow and with too few units,

spells, and other goodies to make

it compelling.

How Sierra has the nerve to

charge the original purchasers

of LOM extra (even with the

$20 rebate) to get what is

essentially a massive patch is

beyond me. If you managed to

avoid paying for the dysfunc-

tional version of LOM, the spe-

cial edition may offer the magic

fix strategy gamers have been

desperately searching for—but

it's unlikely to feed your addic-

tion for long. For a truly great

magic game, the rest of us will

just have to wait. L<'iVJ

Tim Carter is a freelance

writer and editor in Vancouver,

B.C. His "Fix Bug" spell has

yet to work properly, but his

research continues.
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The most realistic PC
wrestling game ever!

Over 60 of the top 'WC'W
and NWO superstars

Signature and finishing

moves, taunts, and rants
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A Dash of Colonel Mustard
Hasbro Tries to Buya CLUE (and a LIFE, andan OUTBURST)

Clue

ik ik -k -A: -A

Publisher: Hasbro Interactive

Price: S39.99

vvww.hasbro.com

U
nlike Hasbro's first attempt

to bring the boardgame

classic Clue to the PC, its

second release, CLUE: MURDER AT

BODDY MANSION, isn't a dismal

failure. The game is visually stun-

ning, complete with a stylishly ren-

dered Boddy Mansion (done in a

DiABLO-style isometric perspective)

and atmospheric music so sexy and

mysterious it ought to be a movie

soundtrack. Each time a player pro-

poses a combination of killer,

weapon, and room, a brief anima-

tion plays: you watch from the

victim’s point of view as Colonel

Mustard swings the candlestick at

your head or as Miss Scarlet sinks

the knife into you with a grisly

squoosh. Just watching the charac-

ters wander around the tastefully

furnished rooms is a pleasure.

But what does all this have to do

with the game? Not much: Nothing

in the rooms is interactive, so all

the wandering around has no point.

The animations are short, and the

excitement soon wears off. CLUE's

only gameplay twist offers a not-

very-interesting alternative to

rolling dice. An automatic note-

taking feature saves you the hassle

of tracking which cards the other

players have revealed, but the value

of this Is more than overweighed by

the much greater hassle of having

to ask your fellow players to look

away from the screen while you

look at your own cards and make

notes on your "private" notepad.

The sights and sounds of this

CLUE are irresistible, and that may

be enough to make you want to

see and hear it. But it's not

enough to make you want to play

it .— Charles Ardai

The Game of Life

A Ar A A A
Publisher: Hasbro

Price: S29,95

www.hasbro.com

A
bout all you need to really

know about the new version

ofTHE GAME OF LIFE for the

PC is that it features a "first-person

car-cam" view, so that you can look

ahead while you drive down the

pastel-paved road of life, All of this

is lovingly rendered—including the

famous plastic spinning wheel— in

a sort of Tinkertoys-meets-Art Deco

style that exhibits a certain charm.

Why, then, is each animation so

slow when the hard-

ware requirements are

so relatively high?

After watching LIFE

crawl on my P200/

MMX, I despaired of

ever making it to

Millionaire Estates,

and remembered

fondly a session of the

boardgame that I

played with my niece and

nephew which finished in

less than half the time.

Aside from that, the

"enhanced" setting has

little to offer other than

silly side games—match

this, pick that—^which

mostly serve to slow the

game down even more. If

you're wanting to get

something for that young gamer in

your household, LIFE might suf-

fice—but you have to wonder why

a company capable of bringing

MONOPOLY and RISK! to the PC

feels it has to go slumming

when doing games for kids and

family.— Terry Coleman

Outburst

k k k A A
Publisher: Hasbro Interactive

Price: S39.99

www.hasbro.com

n the real world,

Outburst \s the well-

known party game

in which one person

calls out a category

("Dictators Whose

Names Start With 'B'!")

and the others shout

out as many answers

as they can think of

("Benito Mussolini!"

"Baby Doc Duvalierl")

before running out of

time, breath, interest, or

Glenlivet. On your PC, OUTBURST is

an excuse for Hasbro to slice off a

piece of the YOU DON'T KNOW JACK

pie—complete with the game-

show-style visuals and soundtrack,

the jokey offscreen host, and even

the tasteless parody commercials.

Things start with the computer

naming a category and giving you

have 60 seconds to name 10 things

that fit. This is deceptively hard:

while the categories appear simple

("Harrison Ford Films," "Female

Fairy Tale Characters"), you discover

after quickly rattling off the first five

or six answers just how hard it is to

guess the last few.

In subsequent rounds, twists on

the basic gameplay are thrown in.

In "Reverse Burst" you get a list

of answers and have to guess the

category. ("Sylvia Plath." Poets?

"Ernest Hemingway." Writers?

"Adolf Hitler." Suicides!) In

"Challenge Clock" and "Sloppy

Seconds" you have to beat your

opponent's time or come up with

the answers your opponent

missed. And each game ends with

a "MondoBurst" round, which is

just like the basic game, except

that you score points for more

than ten answers.

What makes the gameplay

occasionally awkward is that

you're not typing in entire

answers, just the first three letters,

at which point the computer either

guesses the rest or rejects your

answer. But the atmosphere is

light and brisk enough that you

forgive the game a lot: It's impos-

sible to take even the most annoy-

ing blunder on the Al's part too

seriously. What's harder to forgive

is the lame comedy; half the time

the host’s "jokes" smell of desper-

ate ad-libbing. OUTBURST may bear

the same vaguely parasitic rela-

tionship to YOU DON’T KNOW JACK

that all those spherical and conical

"cubes" bore to Rubik's original in

the eighties, but at least OUTBURST

is good looking and diverting as

parasites go .— Charles Ardai
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From Bots to Slots
More Classics/Puzzle Reviews at a Glance

star Wars Droidworks

ik -k -k 'A ^
Publisher; LucasArts

Price: $39.95

www.lucastearing.com

W elcome, young Jawa

apprentice, to the

Droidworks. Here you will

learn to analyze a mission's require-

ments and design a droid to carry it

out. Will your droid need wheels?

Treads? Legs? Should it be magnet-

ic, or not? Will in require special

attachments, such as a welding

hand, a data plug, a searchlight, or

maybe a voder so it can talk?

STAR WARS DROIDWORKS is one

of those programs that tries to

combine teaching with fun, and it

largely succeeds. Mostly, you learn

about physics, though there's also

plenty of problem solving. If this

sounds too cerebral, don't worry:

There are plenty of gears and

levers and pulleys and counter-

weights to be exploited in hands-

on fashion. And if you hit a snag,

pertinent information is readily

available from the encyclopedic

INDEX (INformation and Data

Expert.)

Thankfully, droid design is easy

and fun—choose a part, drag it

into the construction window, and

snap the parts together. When your

robot is assembled, you can paint it

and then watch it walk and even

dance! After you tire of such

shenanigans, you can take your

Jeopardy!

k k k k k
Publisher; Interplay

Price; $19.95
www.interplay.com

T
he original PC JEOPARDY was

almost indescribably irritating.

This latest version is a slicker,

more competent ve5ion that starts

out like a bad ripoff of YOU DON'T

KNOW JACK, but finds its own style

in time to keep you from selecting

the uninstall option. Real-life host

Alex Trebek lends his dulcet tones,

and an air of respectability, to the

othewise dull surroundings. Every-

thing's rendered so faithfully to the

TV show's format that you could

almost believe you're on a sound

stage somewhere (I'll leave it to you

to decide if that's a good thing.)

There are the well-known Daily

Doubles— in full-motion video

—

the usual mix of mainstream cate-

gories, and even a challenging tour-

nament option that fans of the

show will find warm and appealing.

The computer competition is better

than on the average PC game

show, but the real value of this

game is the opportunity it offers to

play a familiar family game with

relatives and friends who can't

quite handle JACK'S sauciness. All In

all, a nice, if safe, effort from

Hasbro .— Terry Coleman

droid for a test drive at the

Sandcrawler Training Facility.

Eventually, it becomes time to

use your droid to complete a mis-

sion. You start with simple leaning

missions, which you'll run several

times with increasingly difficult

objectives. Complete the training

missions successfully, and you're

rewarded with addi-

tional droid parts,

which you'll need to

complete the real mis-

sions later.

Missions play out

in a 3D world

(which, sadly, doesn't

support 3D hard-

ware.) Otherwise, a

DROIDWORKS mission

is, in many ways, like

a level of JEDI

KNIGHT; there's

just a whole lot less killing.

Overall, DROIDWORKS is a fun

diversion for Star Wars fans of all

ages .—Mark Clarkson

machines" promised, you really

have about 20 machines, featuring

multiple price points. All the fea-

tures you expect on a real machine

are present, but who really cares?

There is nothing to this game but

"deposit a coin" followed by "pull

the handle." Sometimes you win.

Sometimes you lose.

A couple of the machines are

more interesting than average.

"Lucky Losers" has a special pay-

off if you manage to win nothing

seven pulls in a row. "Beach

Party!" has body parts arranged

on eight vertical reels, and instead

of trying to get matching symbols

to line up, your goal is to form a

body whose parts go together.

But even in these cases, the fun

only lasts as long as it takes to

blow a few virtual quarters.

What's next on the simulated

gambling horizon—Lotto of the

50 States ?— Charles Ardai

Caesar's Palace Slots

k k k k k
Publisher; Interplay

Price; $39.95

www.tntorplay.com

I

'm not sure whose brilliant

idea this was, but he deserves

a Vegas-style bat to the

kneecaps. A casino game consist-

ing entirely of simulated slot

machines? Poker, okay; blackjack

I can under-

stand; even

roulette has

some pretense

to being a game

of skill; but to

pack a CD-ROM

with nothing

but slots

approaches clin-

ical insanity.

Of the "More

than 100 slot
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Again, for Emphasis
Some Classics/Puzzle Sequels Fare Better Than Others

Sentinel Returns

A
Publisher: Psygnosis

Price: $39.99

www.psygnosis.com

I

n a welcome change from typi-

cal puzzle fare, SENTINEL

RETURNS offers a first-person

perspective like nothing else since

the original. SENTINEL RETURNS lev-

els are rugged 3D landscapes.

Inside these levels hulks, appropri-

ately enough, the Sentinel: sort of

an evil. Art Deco lighthouse, slowly

scanning the landscape, looking for

you. To win, you must make your

way to the Sentinel's level and take

its place. The catch is, you can't

move; you play as a consciousness

trapped in an immobile, Iron

Maiden-form robot. What you can

do is create additional robot bod-

ies, then teleport your conscious-

ness into them. You can also create

trees to hide yourself from the

Sentinel's baleful stare and boul-

ders for your new robots to stand

on, raising them to higher levels.

Creation, however, takes

energy, which you absorb

from trees and your old, cast-

off bodies and boulders. If the

Sentinel spies you, he'll steal

your energy. As the levels

progress, he gets helpers—
Sentries and Meanies

—

to drain your energy and

transport you to less advantageous

positions.

Despite 3D acceleration, the

dark and eerie environs aren't ter-

ribly impressive. The boulders look

like packing crates, and the trees

favor the animated whiskers in

Gillette commercials. But no mat-

ter; this game is refreshingly dif-

ferent, eminently playable, and

each level leaves you hungry for

just one more. While early levels

take only a few minutes each,

there are 650 levels in all, so

you'll be happily busy for quite a

while.—Mark Clarkson

Lode Runner 2

A A A A
Publisher GT Interactive

Price: $29.99

www.gtgdmes.com

B
ack in the days of the Atari

800 and the Commodore

VIC-20, the idea of moving

a little man around a screen,

collecting buried gold pieces, and

avoiding bad guys felt both novel

and satisfying. Today, when any-

thing short of a real-time, photo-

realistic, first-person bloodbath is

greeted with a yawn, you have to

wonder if a game like LODE

RUNNER 2 will find an audience.

In this sequel, you're climbing all

over the place in pursuit of man-

sized hunks of gold. Some of the

hunks are out in the open; others

can only be reached by blasting

away the layers of stone that cover

them or by climbing hand-over-

hand along an overhead pipe. Still

others are at ground level but are

guarded by hooded monks who

will gladly beat you to death if

they get their hands on you.

Unlike the original's 2D layouts,

LODE RUNNER 2 takes place in

scrolling edifices viewed from an

isometric 3D perspective. Unfortun-

ately. the angle makes the controls

awkward: It's easy to forget

which key moves you in which

direction. Plan to spend plenty of

time banging into walls and

dying after accidentally stepping

in the wrong direction.

Despite the painfully unintu-

itive controls, the cleverness of

the level design makes this a

blast to play. If you can't figure

out how to solve a particularly

tough level, you can always move

on to the next—a generous

and wise decision on the design-

ers' part.

The fact that your character's

movements are realistic, or that

the levels take place in five

graphically distinct worlds is nice.

But it doesn't change the fact

that the underlying game is basi-

cally just a series of supertough

sequencing, timing, and topology

puzzles. For many modern

gamers, that'll sound about as

appealing as a plate of brussels

sprouts, and I'm afraid that all

the snazzy 3D protrusions won't

get the taste out of their mouths.

But those gamers who still value

cleverness and ingenuity over

brute force will find LODE RUNNER

2 to be a worthy successor to its

ancestor of 15 years ago—and

one tough mother of a game

besides.— Charles Ardal

Hoyle Board Games

A A A A A
PublishGr: Sierra

Price: $29.99

www.sierra.com

very once in a while, some

product comes along to

change your idea of what a

classics/puzzle game can be. This

collection of worn-out parlor

games for the PC is not that prod-

uct. Even the somnambulistic

crowd that generally snaps these

games up will find it hard to stifle

a yawn after playing the very

accurate, painstakingly boring ver-

sions of Chess, Dominoes, or

Pac/r/sfincluded here. And I've had

my fill of playing ffevers/ in bad

adventure games, thank you.

Of the 1 4 games available,

Zen Bones might appeal to

someone who hasn't discovered

HONG KONG MAHJONG, and

Placer Racer does sport a little of

that old BREAKOUT mojo. About

the strongest recommendation is

that everything here does work,

unlike, say, Hasbro's PC YAHTZEE.

That’s to damn with faint

praise, indeed—especially when

the majority of these games

have much better alternatives

available as freeware or share-

ware.— Terry Coleman
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_ New "Niagara Strength’’ Adult Diapers provide the ultimate

I in adult protection —for those times when youjust can’t hold it in!

_ This product has been found to be a helpful aid In the playing of the CD-ROM game YOU DOIY'T KNOW JACK®
I Yes folks, now you can laugh all you want. The patented self-activated Liqii-Giard"' system absorbs the unsightly mess,

I holding it comfortably away from your skin, And now, wilh our new triple-action heavy-duty reservoir receptacle, you'll stay

* dry up to 6 games of YDKJ longer than with the other leading brand. Actual results may vary, Do not use In conjunction

^^^with fancy upholstery, Use only as directed, By the way if you're reading this you have way too much time on your hands,

A game this funny requires

a certain degree of preparation.

Prepare to laugh hard. Really hard. The latest YOU DONT KNOW JACK*

mixes high culture with pop culture In a fast-paced, trouser-drenching

CD-ROM game. It’s JACK like never before. So be prepared to lose it.

But be warned: appropriate attire is recommended.

The irreverent quiz show party game.

BERKELEY. iilUB
SYSTEM S •'attractions**

Software, saeen graphics and packaging ^1998 Berkeley Systems, Inc. The Berkeley Systems logo is a registered trademark of Berkeley Systems, Inc. All text and sound ©Jeltyvision Inc, YOU DONT KNOW JACK
and ihe Jellyvision logo are registered trademarks of Jellyvision, Inc. ©1998 Sierra Online lnc.©and'or tm designated trademarks are licensed to Sierra On-Line, Bellevue, WA 98007,
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STRATEGY • CHEATS • WALKTHROUGHS

Caesar III

Building Rome in a Weekend

by Tim Carter

A

s with all good strategy

games, CAESAR III most

rewards the people who

think about it in the

right way. In your aver-

age game of military

conquest, you might do

quite well planning

from objective to objective. In

CIVILIZATION, to give a second

example, you could easily plan

your success from one technologi-

cal plateau to the next. However,

city-oriented strategy games in

general, and CAESAR III in particu-

lar, tend to reward players who

think in reverse—from the finished

product backward.

In CAESAR 111, it's much more

useful to take a few minutes {use

that Pause key) to think about how

your ideal, finished city (with ail

victory conditions met) will look.

Where will you place the high-

income neighborhoods? Where will

the high-density housing be most

useful? How will these neighbor-

hoods relate to their surroundings?

Think Before
You Upgrade

Probably the worst thing you

can do is just start building. For

instance, it's quite possible that to

meet your financial needs and/or

victory conditions you'll need ultra-

luxurious villas—at least in small

numbers. Villas require more space

than normal housing does, and

they need extra food and luxury

items. Thus, when you're planning

a rich neighborhood you have to

visualize, at the outset, how you're

going to deliver said goodies to the

lucky residents.

See the Review

JANUARY ISSUE • 4,5 STARS

Note also that villas aren't

exactly efficient from a housing

standpoint. In fact, moving up to a

villa can create a housing shortage

since less fortunate plebes have to

move elsewhere. If the neighbor-

hood you're trying to upgrade also

serves as a major work-force sup-

plier to industry, you run the risk of

"upgrading" your economy

straight into the ground. Since your

neighborhood won't likely reach

the villa stage until well into the

game, it's crucial that you plan

ahead enough to both create the

maximum value housing and

accommodate it once it arrives.

Your city must also be balanced,

with some lower-class neighbor-

hoods to supply workers to your

farms and industry. Note that lower

class doesn't mean inefficient or

bad, just lacking in some high-

value commodities.

Along the same lines, you'll

want to get a rough sense for

where you might build fortifica-

tions at the start of the game, as

well as where your trading ware-

houses (yes, plural) and docks

should be located once you get

around to setting up trade routes.

Also, you'll want to make sure

that your infrastructure (doctors,

schools, granaries, markets, and

such) can handle the demands of

high-density housing from the

outset. In some cases this isn't a

problem; for instance, an engineer

can just as easily maintain a big,

expensive house as a small tent.

In other cases, however, it pays

to plan ahead. For instance, if you

know that you'll need to import

additional food types to feed an

upper-class area, you must leave

room for a warehouse near your

primary granary in the area.

Moreover, it seems that buyers

from markets don't adjust their

shopping routes unless their origi-

nal source of food is destroyed.

A. COMPUTER GAMING WORLD FEBRUARY 1999

Thus, if you redo your food supply

system halfway through the game,

your people may insist on follow-

ing their old ways even if they

starve as a result. Do it right the

first time, even if this means a

somewhat stretched-out city at the

start. Keep in mind as well that,

provided your city is attractive to

immigrants, a new neighborhood

can upgrade very quickly if all of

the right pieces of the puzzle are in

place. You may want to build mid-

dle-class neighborhoods at the

start of the game, then create cus-

tomized high-rent housing to drive

up your prosperity level later on.

Building the 'Hood
One easy way to keep orga-

nized when building cities is to

think in terms of neighborhoods.

As most urban planners will tell

you these days, the optimum orga-

nizational unit for a major metrop-

olis is the neighborhood—a desir-

able zone that provides most or all

of the residents' needs, thus mini-

mizing travel. While traffic jams

are not much of a problem in

CAESAR III, your people won't walk

far to get what they want, and you

can't ever trust them to walk in

the correct direction when they do

set out. In fact, the somewhat ran-

dom and limited nature of foot

travel in CAESAR III influences

many aspects of planning—but

we'll touch more on that later.

Obviously, each major area of

your city will need housing to have

the necessary work force on hand.

Housing, in turn, requires food,

entertainment, religion, and a host

of other services. Again, it's a good

idea to decide in advance the kind

of neighborhood you want to

build. If you simply need a decent

working population, you can con-

struct a middle-class neighborhood



PORTO ITAUCO Building on a peninsula makes

this city easy and cheap to defend.

that will provide some tax income

and enough people to be cost-

effective without worrying about

the complicated food and luxury-

item requirements of the elite

Roman citizens. Working-class

neighborhoods require most or all

of the service buildings, but few, if

any commodities like pottery, furni-

ture, wine, and oil. (Although a lit-

tle pottery and furniture can easily

boost the density of a middle-class

neighborhood if need be.) If you

are short on room or simply need a

garrison for a far-flung defensive

outpost, you may want to build a

quick, cheap encampment with

only a prefect and an engineer.

Fire and Roads
Because you cannot program

where your people walk in CAESAR

III, you must build your street sys-

tem carefully. The key thing to keep

in mind is that roaming representa-

tives from each building provide

services. These workers exit their

buildings and walk along the street

in a random direction. At each

intersection they come to, the

worker will again make a random

choice before proceeding.

Thus, a city with many four-way

intersections quickly becomes

hideously inefficient, even dysfunc-

tional, as too many service

providers wander about aimlessly.

To avoid this, you must construct

your roads along minimalist lines.

Your objective should be to con-

nect all the necessary points with

the minimum

number of inter-

sections.

In some

instances, partic-

ularly early In

the game, dead-

end streets can

be highly useful.

For example, if

you're worried

about fire (a

major concern in

the southern lat-

itudes). put your

prefectures at

the end of dead-

end roads, just

past your resi-

dential or commercial neighbor-

hoods. This will force your prefects

to walk through key areas at least

twice (on their way to and from

their workplace), guaranteeing you

coverage. The same principle

applies to other coverage-type ser-

vices for the city, such as engineers

and tax collectors.

At other times you may want a

single feeder road between a

bustling residential neighborhood

and, say, a farming area. Also keep

in mind that city walls and towers

must be connected by a roadway

to your barracks for a garrison to

be assigned. (Forts do not require

road connections.)

Otherwise, keep roads to a mini-

mum. Under no circumstances

should you connen your city to the

wide-open Roman road (that

which bisects the map) until you

absolutely have to. Early in the

game, even if you build near the

main road, it's usually a good idea

to separate your city and build

absolutely the shortest roads possi-

ble so that people will not wander

across half the map before return-

ing to your small start-up area.

Different people prefer different

specific configurations for their res-

idential neighborhoods. I prefer an

l-formation, with housing forming

the central col-

dose and direct proximity to a gra-

nary. To make your food supply as

efficient as possible, think through

your transportation and storage

system from the inside out. Before

you build anything, ask yourself

from where the multiple varieties

of food (for an expensive neighbor-

hood) or mere sustenance (for a

working-class district) are going to

umn and ser-

vices branched

off in shorter

roads at either

end. Provided

the shorter roads

don't go any-

where. all of the

service providers

will be chan-

neled into your

housing neigh-

borhoods. An I-

formation also

offers many

spaces near

homes in which

-/'V

he layout for this small city, just starting

upk shows how to leave space inside the "I"

for later service buildings.

to locate buildings that improve

desirability (like baths) but also

some areas that are not adjacent

to housing for less desirable build-

ings like schools and markets.

Finally, the l-formation gives

abundant room in the middle of

the neighborhood for residential

growth. Remember that higher-

value housing requires three, and

eventually four squares per house,

so you must leave room for your

neighborhood to grow. If you have

the cash, fill in your extra spaces

with gardens—they improve the

desirability of the surrounding

land, and houses

SUPPORT THE MIDDLE CLASS This solid neigh*

borhood can grow some more, but h shouldn't

be allowed to advance to the point where it

can't supply workers to the nearby industry.

come. If you will have to trade for

some (or all) items, make sure your

granaries can access trading ware-

houses, either by putting them

nearby or by building a second

warehouse to act as a feeder to

your food storage areas.

Careful micromanagement of

warehouses is sometimes key to

keeping food supplies adequate. By

refusing to accept some good and

sending your cart out to look for

others (along those carefully

planned and restrictive roads), you

can foster a functioning transporta-

tion network. It isn't easy, though,

and you must keep in mind that

your people will tend to wander. If

your market buyers or warehouse

cart men are not getting what you

need (or are not doing so as effi-

ciently as you'd like), you might

consider removing intersections (if

possible) to narrow their options.

Clash of Spears

While fighting is not central to

Caesar hi, it sometimes cannot be

avoided. Combat can even be fun

when sought out through danger-

ous assignments.

la

d
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CAESAR III

Winning battles in CAESAR III

generally requires a combination of

fortifications and legions. Wide

walls and towers will be garrisoned

as long as you have a functioning

barracks in your city and each

tower is staffed and connected to

the city by road. Walls afford you a

number of important attributes.

First, they ensure that your legions

can respond to attacks before the

enemy actually gets into your city

{provided you've been wise

enough to build within the walls).

Second, javelin-armed guardsmen

and basilica on the walls can wear

away at the attackers while your

troops get organized behind them,

or, if you prefer, you can meet the

enemy head-on at the outside foot

of your walls and gain support

from missile fire from behind.

Personaliy, I like to fight from

behind the walls, especially against

superior enemy forces. This ensures

that your troops will be organized,

ready, and in formation when they

fight, Attackers will generally only

breach a small portion of a thick

defensive wall, which lets you trap

them in the breach and attack

them with superior forces as they

emerge (the land version of "cross-

ing the T"). Mean-

while, your basilica

and javelin garrisons

can continue to fire

onto backed up

enemy soldiers, help-

ing to even the odds.

In the open, you will still benefit

from making the enemy come to

you. If you engage before your

troops have set themselves in for-

mation, you will suffer excessive

losses and may even lose

—

depending, of course, on whom

you're fighting. The exception to

this is cavalry, which should be

sent against bowmen or enemy

flanks once their front is engaged

and should disengage the minute

they start to take heavy losses.

If you're desperate—say, an

enemy army shows up before

you've finished constructing your

defenses—quick emergency action

can often save the day. While the

invaders are fiddling about on your

border, build a short wall with mul-

tiple lowers near your most

exposed residential neighborhood

(to ensure workers), connect it

using roads, and rally whatever

troops you have in front of the

wall. By the time your attackers get

near your city, you should have at

least a few basilica ready to pro-

vide covering fire. Provided your

defensive stand is somewhere

vaguely along their path of attack,

invading units will always converge

on defenders first before running

amok in your city, Tliis won't pro-

tect you from a horde of elephants,

but it will turn the tide of a close-

run battle.

Under no circumstances should

you ever fight the natives in a

province. Build missions and make

sure they don't fali down or

become nonfunctional. And as the

native popuiation grows and builds

their own new houses, you must

be quick to erect new missions if

you want a permanent peace.

In closing, always remember

that the people of your city, while

not exactly stupid, will be com-

pletely random in their actions.

You, as their governor, must guide

their actions through careful plan-

ning by giving them as few choices

as possible. S3I3

Tim Carter holds a master's

degree in Strategic Studies. Check

out his review of 101 AIRBORNE

elsewhere in this issue.
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I TAW can

run the entire combat theater, you'll have

^better results if you take control yourself.

DO IT YOURSELF DESTRUCnOM

Total AirWar
Exploiting the Enemy's Weak Spots Is the Key to Victory

by Tom "KC" Basham

I

nfogrames/DID's TOTAL AIR

WAR offers new challenges

to experienced sim pilots, as

there are two ways to win

the game. You can take on

individual missions as a pilot

flying an F-22 Raptor fighter,

or you can orchestrate the

entire air war as an AWACS con-

troller coordinating the airborne

battlefield. TOTAL AIR WAR 's

dynamic campaign engine, coupled

with a wide variety of campaign

settings, ensures a diverse gaming

experience.

Stay in the Game
The first piece of advice for

TOTAL AIR WAR players is sim-

ple: Stay in the game.

Although the campaign

engine will continue to

fight the war in your

absence, it's unwise

to leave the battle

raging while you

attend to other

matters.

dip's earlier

attempts at a

dynamic cam-

paign didn't

factor player

performance

into the equa-

tion, which drew

criticism from

gamers. In TOTAL

AIR WAR, it often seems

that the computer

deploys friendly forces with

less competence than it does

with the enemy forces. Success in

TOTAL AIR WAR relies on continual

and sustained success by the

player. The computer will not win

the war for you. If you need to take

a break, be sure to exit the cam-

paign and halt the action.

SAMs (surface-to-

air missiles) will almost guarantee

that they will be shot down. One

mission isn't enough—you'll need

these assets again later, Rather

than taking on the enemy head-on,

use the AWACS mode to redirect

I found the computer's strategic

choices also to be of questionable

value. Often it sent strike forces

through highly contested, defense-

laden airspace. Consequently, I

found it necessary to spend consid-

erable time at the AWACS control

console, redirecting strike forces to

more plausible targets. While your

winning the war depends on

inflicting sufficient damage to

enemy targets, the fight won't be

won with the first attack. Sending

the entire allocation of Joint Strike

Fighters (or other high-value units)

through a cloud of bandits and

moving your E-3 AWACS and E-8

JSTARS as far forward (as close to

the enemy) as practical without

leaving them exposed to enemy

fighters. This will generate a

clearer picture of where the

enemy is deploying its air

units. A concentration of

enemy fighters is most

decidedly not a weak spot.

Early in the war, look

for Early Warning (EW)

radars, especially those

near the front lines that

aren't heavily protected by

enemy fighters. EW radars

are the eyes and ears of the

enemy, the ground-based

equivalent to your E-3 AWACS,

Taking them out degrades the

enemy's ability to track your

movements, opening the door for

even deeper penetrations later.

EW radars are usually pretty high

on the computer-generated target

list for the campaign; you may

not be attacking them in the

same order as the computer, but

you'll generally be working on

"high-priority" targets.

Although calling a SAM site a

weak spot is inappropriate, it's

always good to hammer away at

friendly units around enemy

concentrations and hit them in

their weak spots.

Finding the Holes

What are those weak spots and

how do you find them? Begin by

See the Review
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CAN I TAKE YOUR ORDERS? When you redirect strikes, you

should focus on the same high-value targets found on the com-

puter's list—although not necessarily in the same order.

DEATH BECOMES YOU Allied flights tend to

have a higher-than-expected failure rate

when you don't intervene in TOTAL AIR War's

planning and combat

SAM I Am
T

otal air war features a variety of surface-to-air

missile systems. Since almost every country takes a

turn as the bad guy in at least one campaign, you've

got to be prepared to face a variety of threats.

SA-17 Grizzly: The Grizzly is one of the newest SAM sys-

tems, having been accepted into the Russian Army in 1995. An

army level SAM, the SA-17 is designed to engage strategic and

tactical aircraft, tactical ballistic missiles, cruise missiles, tacti-

cal air-launched missiles, helicopters, and RPVs at altitudes

ranging from 10m to 24,000m. Replacing the SA-11. the

SA-17 command post can track up to 60 objects and con-

trol six launcher sections, its response time can be as

little as two seconds.

The command post vehicle monitors the

overall tactical situation, desig-

nating targets to the individual

launchers. 1he launch vehides

carry four ready-to-fire missiles

plus an additional four reloads

ftt takes approximately 15 min-

utes required to reload). The

missile uses semiactive radar

guidance with engagement

range from 2,500m to 50,000m.

A typical 5A-17 regiment con-

sists of a command post vehi-

cle, a target acquisition vehicle,

two missile illumination/guid-

ance radar vehicles, and four

launcher vehicles. A regiment

under a heavy

fighter CAP

(Combat Air Patrol), redi-

rect your fighters into the area

first. If you can tie up the enemy

patrols, your strike forces can slip

in and out with minimal losses. Of

course, concentrating your fighters

in one area leaves you open to

counterattack along your

flanks. Possibly the greatest

challenge to an AWACS con-

troller in TOTAL AIR WAR is not

to overpursue the enemy.

Two if by Sea
The Red Sea often makes a

good "transit" corridor. The

enemy often will skirt your

flanks, send its planes out

over the water, then slide

around and engage your

forces from behind. The lessons

here are twofold. First and fore-

most, keep an eye on enemy

fighters moving to the water.

When you see fighters heading

for the Red Sea, you can be

pretty sure they're not leading

Israelites out of Egypt—they're

planning to attack you. Keep suffi-

cient fighters along the coastline to

intercept and harass them. Second,

try this tactic yourself. Steer your

forces out over the water, then

look to reenter at a "thin spot":

somewhere where enemy SAM

coverage is light.

As an AWACS controller, you are

responsible for the safety of every

aircraft under your control, espe-

cially the "slow movers." Don't let

the fighter aircraft draw all of your

attention. Keep tabs on the cargo

EMI TOUGH The SA-17, one of

Russia's newest surface-to-air

missile systems.

can simultaneously attack 12 to

24 targets. The missile's maxi-

mum speed is 1200m per sec-

ond and, it's effective against

targets moving from 300m per

second (receding) to 1,200m

per second (approaching).

SA-11 Gadfly: Deployed in

the 1980s to replace the Soviet

SA-6 batteries, a typical SA-11

battery comprises a command

post vehicle, a target acquisi-

tion radar vehicle, and six

launcher vehicles Missile

engagement range varies from

3,000m to 32,000m at altitudes

SAMs guarding the enemy's bor-

ders. Removing these units from

play will open safe corridors into

the enemy's interior. It's unwise to

send your strike forces through

SAM coverage, Instead, redeploy

deep-strike flights to engage front-

line SAMs, thereby opening a door-

way for subsequent strikes behind

the lines. Some long-ranged SAMs

located along the border may have

coverage pretty deep into your

territory. Try to

neutralize these

SAMs as quickly

as possible; the

last thing you

need is enemy

SAMs in your

backyard.

Attacking

SAMs is danger-

ous enough, and

some of your

attacking aircraft

will likely be

shot down.

Enemy fighters

will only compli-

cate matters,

often decimating

your strike force.

If you have to

attack SAMs
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TOTAL AIR WAR
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of 10m-22,000m.Tho yokg high-

explosive warhead offers a 17m

blast radius. The missile's maxi-

mum speed of 850m per second

is substantially slower than the

newer SA-17.The SA-11 is effec-

tive against targets moving at

300m per second (receding) to

830m per second (approaching).

Crotale: The French-built

Crotale system was developed

in the 1960s, and it shows its

age when compared to more

modern systems. The system

cannot operate on the move,

but it takes less than five min-

utes to become operational

after stopping. Missiles can be

fired 6.5 seconds after detecting

a target. The system is designed

to operate against targets mov-

ing at Mach 1.2 at altitudes

from SOm to 3,000m. It can

process 30 targets per antenna

revolution and trad( up to 12

targets simultaneously. The mis-

sile can reach 750m per second

for 2.8 seconds. At 5,000m flight

range, the missile can generate

up to 27g's, but performance

drops to just 3g's at 13,000m.

Roland: The Roland system

was developed by France and

Germany in the 1960s. Missile

speed varies from 500m per

second to 570m per second,

depending upon the variant.

Engagement range varies from

500m to 8,000m at altitudes of

10m-6,000m. The small missile

BORDER PATROL Removing

threats along the border lets

these Joint Strike Fighters ven-

ture deep into enemy territory.

planes, helicopters, tankers, E-3s,

and E-8s, Frequently zoom out

the map and double-check the

entire theater. If any bad guys

are sneaking into your territory,

make sure the slow movers are

moved to safety.

Do It Yourself

As mentioned before, the

computer won’t win the war

for you. Likewise, computer-

controlled aircraft often won't

TREAD LIGHTLY Small as a tank,

the SA-6 still serves in many
nations who haven't yet

replaced It with die SA-17.

features a 6.5kg or 9.2kg high-

explosive warhead, depending

upon the variant. The Roland's

response time for the first mis-

sile launch is 6 seconds: the sec-

ond missile follows between 2

and 6 seconds later.

win individual battles either.

Perhaps the best thing about the

AWACS mode is that you have the

ability to jump into the seat of any

F-22 flight. Simply double-click on

the F-22 flight, take control of a

jet, win the battle, then bounce

back to the AWACS and resume

control of the whole theater.

Remember, you’re trying to take

the war to the enemy. Buckle down

and fight a defensive battle only

when absolutely necessary. At the

same time, don't simply

charge into harm's way. Use

the AWACS system to make

adjustments that best use

your airborne assets. i<rLU

..-SvC,.

Tom Basham is the publisher

o/Debrief magazine (www.

bearzone.com/debrief), an

excell^t companion toCGW if

you play sims and strategy

games. Lately, he's been piloting

EUROPEAN AIR WAR.

Redirecting strikes against

EW radars and SAM sites

along the border has opened

a wide corridor into enemy
territory.
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Motocross Madness
The Mysteries of Torque, Traction, and GyroscopicAction

r '
.

.. ’frying to tend iitfte twm
gives you an edge, but to careful! Wton you tilt a spinning

!

gyroscope~>4ike your

its side, H

Check Your Bike
Before You Ride

by Greg Fortune

ike many of you. I had

never ridden a motorcycle

before—either on or off

the road—before my first

adventure on the muddy

trails of Clearcreek.Yet

there I was, straddling my

father-in-law's YZ 465 and

wondering if my limbs would

arrive back In camp the same time

I did. That fateful morning I was

given a few sage pieces of advice,

which I will now use to add some

perspective on playing

M0T0CR055 MADNESS.

When in Doubt,

Punch It!

When you think you're sure to

wipe out, grab a handful of the

throttle, stand on the pegs, and

hang onl Dirt bikes will ride

on/over/through just about any-

thing as long as the rider is still

aboard, and your wheels function

as big. knobby gyroscopes. As

long as you're on the bike with

some momentum, you have a

chance—however slim,

When you're airborne, control

pitch via your back wheel. If you

open the throttle in midair, the

gyro effect will cause your bike to

tip backward, If you want to bring

the front wheel down, give the

brake a squeeze to slow down

the back wheel—an easy way to

control your landing approach.

Similarly, when you're coming in

too fast and have overshot your

landing zone, you typically land

headed in the wrong direction,

going too fast. It's possible to tilt

your bike a bit and make the turn

as you land in the middle of it.

Be careful: Too much turn, and

your bike will land sideways and

toss you into the stands. Make

sure to open the throttle just

See the Review
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before you land to take full

advantage of your spinning back

wheel's desire to stay upright.

Keep Your Helmet
Over the Bars

In MOTOCROSS MADNESS, you

have the ability to control how far

forward or back your rider places

his weight, which is critical to

staying on the bike. The rough

rule Is to keep your helmet on a

vertical line with your bars. If

you are riding up a hill, put

your weight forward to keep the

bike balanced on its wheels and

prevent it from landing on your

chest as it flips over backward. If

riding downhill, stand on the

pegs and push yourself back on

the bike to keep the bike from

coming over your back and riding

you down the hill.

You can also use your weight to

load the suspension before a

jump. As you approach the jump,

lean forward to compress the

front forks. A moment before take-

off, lean back and let your front

end literally leap into the air. It's

the way to turn small jumps into

trick opportunities. Finally, the

quickest way to turn around is to

lean forward on the bike at low

speed, tilt hard in the direction

you want to turn, and roost that

back tire around behind you. You

can burn doughnuts all day long

using this method.

Well, I hope that helps. Take

these tips, and a with lot of

practice, soon the only thing

your opponents will see Is the

mud you just roosted on their

goggles. £217

Greg Fortune loves to pop

wheelies in the CGW offices,

especially when reliving favorite

big Mech fantasies.

- - Engine There are

three different tunings

for your 250cc two-

stroke engine. A tight

track means lots of

braking and accelerat-

ing. So you'll want the A
or B variant since they

feature more low-end

torque to get you going.

A wide open course has

lots of opportunity for

wide open throttle, so

pick the C variant for

its superior top-end

performance.

Suspension H you

tend to land jumps awk-

wardly or are having

trouble in the whoops
(those nagging, closely

spaced sections of ridges

in the track), try soften-

ing up your suspension a

bit. If, on the other hand,

your landings are

smooth as glass, a stiffer

suspension will reduce

any bouncing, whidi

helps with control.

Traction If ou like to

slide around the track,

drop the traction way
down. If, like me, you

enjoy new tires, crank

up the traction. Adjust

periodically as your

style develops.
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Morpheus
Sorting Through the Dream Within the Dream

by Scorpia

I

n MORPHEUS the puzzles

are sometimes trivial and

sometimes really subtle.

Clues can be anywhere,

and sometimes you may

not even realize you're

looking at one or what it

means. In the dream

sequences, however, everything

you need to solve the puzzles

will be in the dream itself.

Most solutions can be pieced

together from visual clues,

rather than by the use of

objects, and in certain cases, a

lot of deduction is necessary.

Always look at everything in

your surroundings—be it on

the ship or in a dream.

Getting into the ship is easy;

there's not much to work with

besides the cargo controls (the

canister is optional and can be

skipped if you prefer). Once

inside, restore power via the

AIV sequencer, downstairs from

the theater level (speaking of

stairs, examine the grand stair-

case carefully for a partly

enlightening experience).

The front panel on the

gondola shows your location.

You have to reach all three of

the center circles to enable

power on the Herculania. Don't

be fooled; the third machine

looks like the first one, but it's

a different device. Otherwise, a

little experimenting with the

controls is all you need to be

up and running.

Afterward, take the grand

tour, enjoy ghostly replays, and

work on getting into the state-

rooms and entering people's

dreams. That can be done in

any order; the dreams don't

need to be completed in a spe-

cific sequence.

See the Review
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Swan

T
his lady is a dancer with a special tune. Cards on the

lounge tables should help with the music and get

you into her room, where we all know how to charm a

cobra. For the tapestries, studying the background

should give you

the edge.

Amazing is the

word for the

hookahs; starting

in the right place

will lead you to

the answer in an

orderly fashion.

Galte

T
he code for Galte's stateroom door is a weighty

matter, and the scale shows

the weights for each class of

fighter. The dumbbells show that

the 10-pound weights are

missing. After you look at them

for the first time, you see the

ghost of Galte stepping on the scale. He's a welter-

weight, but

when he

picks up the

two dumb-

bells, he

moves up to

heavyweight

(175). Since

together those make 20 pounds, his actual weight Is

1 55, the code for his lock.

Malherbe

T
he kinetoscope details some of Malherbe's work and

mentions two flowers and a "mystery" ingredient

(illustrated in the film) that comprise his special serum.

The diagram shows the layout of

the greenhouse, and die names

on the chart correspond to flow-

ers in the greenhouse plus the lit-

tle amphibian exhibit (the third

ingredient). So, you find the two flowers on the green-

house chart and

those names, plus

the Earth (amphib-

ian) exhibit tell you

what to mix up in

Malherbe's lab. You'll

also find Claire's

code in his room.

SkcWUs

IlliloilfSiil

k.

Mexler

Y
ou'll have to see some of that deja boo with

Mexler and Thurmon in a couple of places before

muddy events take place and you can get into his

room. The calliope puzzle is easy; it operates the

carousel, making the solution a real horse race. Equally

simple is the fun house. After seeing the presentation,

go around back (trash the rat), and use a little pull in

the dark.

Thurmon

H
er door code is another math job; these screens

show the two

clues to the numbers

you need to enter on

the three bath doors

(Frigidarium,

Tepidarium, and

Vaporarium) so they'll

open. A steamy room will give you what you want. If

you don't feel like you're going in circles here—you

should be, very quickly. The graveyard's another weird

one; when you have the toy monkey, give it to a shaft

(no kidding!). As for the three statues room, lighten up

and reflect on

where to go (be

sure to look around

when you're up by

the levers). This may

require some trial

and error, but it

shouldn't take you

very long.

Jan's Room

T
he hint for this code comes from a couple of those

replays, including the one in Claire's room. Just

keep in mind that the actual key is not a duplicate but

a reversal. In here you'll obtain the code for Pharris'

room and reach the end of the game.

Internet: vvww.scorpla.com

Email: 5corpia@scorpia.com

IRC chat: Thursday, 9:30 EST

(port 6667; server scorpia.com)

U.S. mail: Scorpia, P.O. Box 336,

Grade Station, New York, NY 10028.

(Enclose a self-addressed, stamped

envelope if you live in the U.S.)
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Creatures 2
Power-ups and Help on How to Keep Your Morns Alive

by Mark Clarkson

REATURES 2 is a lot more difficult

than the original (and that's

putting it mildly). If you're tired

of watching as your Norns keel

over one after the other, here's

our handy guide to help you find

those power-ups, along with

some general tips:

Until you find the Infinite Scroll power-up (see #S), it's hard to view places where

there are no Norns. You can use the Ecology Kit's location tab to jump directly to

anywhere in Albia where a Norn has been.

O
0

8
O
o

o

o

INFINITE SCROLL

SCIENCE KIT If your Norn is in a coma (stars are circling

its head], grab this to save it.

Even better than the basic kit because it

lets you do genetic analysis.

The way to pick your Norns' brains.

This lets you select Grendels and Ettins as

well as Norns.

Once you have this, you can scroll any-

where within the land of Albia.

Spend some time teaching your Norn to come when called. Do this very

early in the game. Your next quest is to retrieve the Science Kit (see #1).

Get your Norn to follow the path shown to the Science Kit and tell it to

"get implement." The Science Kit contains medicine to revive severely ill

or injured Norns; without it, you will lose a lot of Norns.

You can't physically pick up a Norn unless it falls in the water. You can

grab a Norn to keep it from drowning, if a Norn won't go where you want

it to, consider pushing it into the water on purpose with the push hand,

then picking it up and moving it where you want. Quickly, though!

Imported Norns always appear in the Incubator Room. So, one way you

can move a Norn to the Incubator Room is by exporting it, then reimport-

ing it. If you have two Norns that you want to.. .ahem. ..get together, you

can accomplish this feat by exporting and reimporting both of them in

rapid succession.

See the Review

JANUARY ISSUE -2.5 STARS
Mark Clarkson has been playing computergames since the most realistic life-forms were Winky, Blinky, Inky, and

Sue. He is no doubt performing some demented genetic experimentation in his basement right now.
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HOAQD I

Vou built yourself one hell of a tourer. LuHury condos, sushi restaurants and a

subujay station te n sto riesdoujn. Youth ought of euery thing. EKcept the

seruice eleuator. Nouj the maids can't get to the hotel rooms and you’re

chargingeKBCstuiD grand a night to bunk: with cockroaches. Probably not the

best way to get a flue star rating, huh? From Voot Saito, the creator of Sim Tower.

wwuj.yoDtpc.com

VOOT Tower |VOU BUJLD it. vau DEIiL UilTH IT.

Tokyo



CAMR’S EDGE

EZZSCHEAT CODES HINTS WALKTHROUGHS

Need for Speed III

War Along the Mohawk
.

” very mission starts

jL -IT ^ at a flag near a

^ "
’ - -/ \ ^Mwliite rock—the

teleportation gate from

y (*'
1
; j
tSs^ the fort map to the

» V
^
'^£^3 mission map. Better

\ N save first, because

there's no returning if

you can't complete the

^ r.- .-==
Make sure to choose

a character with a musket or a bow and arrow, since these two weapons

can be upgraded in four ways (damage, range, accuracy, and reload

speed), while others have only a couple of possible improvements.

—Bob Proctor

• Don't choose your Tournament or

Knockout car solely on its results at

Hometown. True to the NEED FOR SPEED

series, tracks in NFSIll generally get trickier and

more technical the further you go. In Class A,

for instance, the Lamborghini Diablo may smoke

the competition at the relatively sedate

Hometown opener, but it sucks mightily when

navigating the tight confines of Rocky Pass or

Summit. My motto: If it rules at Rocky Pass, it

rules everywhere.

• Start without wheelspin. Tire noise at

the green flag means you're not coming out as

fast as you can. Generally, t apply about one-

quarter throttle before the timer hits zero, then

instantly shift to first gear at the green flag. I

keep the throttle there for a moment to ensure

that the rubber grabs, then slowly move it for-

ward, just quickly enough that I hear only the

beginnings of tire squeal. It's amazing what a

smart start can do for someone who's been

flooring it all along.

• Keep off the scenery. Momentum is a

real key in the NFSIll world, and nothing kills

your momentum like banking off a hunk of

rock, a tree trunk, or a building (much less hit-

ting it head-on). Instead, you should gear down

or decelerate smoothly and early, miss the

obstacles, and come out hot, A tempered,

controlled drive with an oscillating throttle and

tiny steering adjustments almost always beats a

madhouse full-throttle approach.

• Know your

obstructions. Bridge

abutments, cacti, lamp

standards, tree trunks,

Electronic Arts signs,

and barriers to aitemate

courses will stop you

dead in your tracks. Speed or direction

signs, sagebrush and small bushes,

tree branches, and traffic barriers that

don't lead to other courses will not,

• Be a redline racer. For maxi-

mum NFS torque, it's best to keep your

car at, or close to, redline. Of course,

this doesn’t mean staying stuck in second gear

when you should be in fourth: You should

instead shift appropriately as you move uphill or

downhill and through turns to keep close to

redline, rather than moving up to some cruising

gear that provides no push. Remember that

aside from the amazing bonus Mercedes CLK-

GTR, top gears

should be used

only when streak-

ing downhill;

otherwise, you’ll

lose speed.

• Become a

master of the

tight corner.

No matter what

the skill level, Al

opposition simply

can’t handle the

really sharp

doglegs or hair-

pins as well as a

skilled human

can. Atlantica

and Country Woods are prime examples of

tracks in which human drivers can gain a

huge advantage by successfully navigating

these tight corners. Enter from the outside, pul!

back momentarily on the stick as you crank

hard to the inside, and come out wide and

fast. —Gordon Goble
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The Operational Art of War

M
ost operational-level wargames fail to

satisfactorily portray the significance of

reserves. Typically, players throw all of their

units along the front in a desperate attempt to create

a breach in the enemy line. In ART OF WAR, reserves

play a valuable role, since they can replace battle-

weary frontline units, giving them a chance to rest,

refit, and reorganize. Reserves can also be used to

plug gaping holes created by an enemy attack or to

Simulation/Space Sim w
Total Air War

ilots in TOTAL AIR WAR (TAW) may be

^disturbed to find themselves flying alone

in later campaigns, where missions start

with airfields under attack. If you rush into the

air, your wingmen will never follow. The solu-

tion lies in TAW's taxiing procedures, which

seem to confuse some gamers. The following

"regulation" taxi procedure comes from the

developer (it's not documented in the game's

manual). Adhere exactly iQ this point-by-point

guide and all planes in your flight will take off

with you every time.

1 . As soon as you get into the mission, go to Emcon manual 5. If the tower asks you to go to

Emcon 5, check to make sure you are in E5 and copy.

2. Wait for clearance to taxi to runway. This may be beyond the tower's planned takeoff time, due to

heavy air traffic—especially if the base is under attack—but you will eventually be given clear-

ance. If you get tired of waiting, Shift-T will speed up game time.

3. The tower will tell you, "Cleared for taxi to runway, hold." Press Y to copy the tower's message.

4. Using the wingmen commands menu, tell your wingmen to "Push 1."

5. Follow the HUD direction carets to the runway. If you don't follow the route marked by the carets,

your wingmen will remain parked.

6. Come to a complete halt—apply the brake—on the taxiway just before the runway message

"Lead, on the hold" appears. If you do not hold on the area of taxiway indicated by the carets,

you will not get clearance to line up.

7. Wait to be told to "Line up" by the tower.

8. Taxi onto the runway (keep up a sensible speed and be aware that your wingman is behind you)

and line up on the farthest right-hand marker (the single-line marker).

9. When both you and your wingmen are in place you will be given clearance to take off.

—Courtesy ofDID's Matthew Pearson

Bring plenty of gii to the battle

game in Fort Condor. Deploy long-

range weapons near the front line

and protect them with fighters.

—Petra Schlunk
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the footsteps of Scottish

I

hero William Wallace, tak-|

ling on the might ot the I

English army to gain your|

Ifreedoml Braveheart com-

I bines real-time strategy

^wlth global management

in a brutal reenactment of

the war behveen sword-

man and expansionist

English forces. With the

I
latest 3D engine and state-

lof-the-art motion capture

1 technology Braveheart

' delivers unparalleled com-
'

bat realism.

Eidos (Strategy)

Release: 2/99

PC CD

•FALCON 4.0' Pilot an F-16 In

real-time war in this multiplayer

air combat simulation set in the

Korean Peninsula. Superb 3-D

photorealistic, Al, texture-

mapped graphics and detailed

models of F-16 avionics,

weapons and threats. Play

options include: Dogfight, Instant

Action. Campaign Mode, &
Tactical Engagement.

Microprose

•DUKE NUKEM FOREVER’ Duke

is back and badder than before in

this retooled sequel. Dr. Proton

has taken over Area 51 & nuked

Las Vegas. Making use of the

Quake II engine, the team at 3D

realms promises not to disap-

point with new weapons, new vil-

lains, and full 3Dfx support.

Multiplayer options & incredible

lifelike environments.

GT Interactive (Action)

Release: 1/99 viflM
PC CD

‘TOMB RAIDER III’ Lara's off to

even more exotic locations this

lime around, from the blistering

deserts of India to the lush Islands

of the South Pacific, Now you can

choose your destiny by selecting

the order in which you play each

ot the four adventures. Revamped

game engine, new reflection sys-

tem, vastly Improved Al, new spe-

cial effects (rain. snow^|rt&

PC CD^ItES
I

Eidos

Action PSXiTuJft

'BALDUR'S GATE' is set in the

legendary Forgotten Realms cam-

paign world. It features a trans-

parent interface and gameplay

:

that uses a real-time modification

<o( the Advanced Dungeons &

j

Dragons rules system. There are

lover 60 monsters to light, you

j

control a party of six each with

I
unique abilities and personas.

Interplay (Roleplaying)

Release: 12/98

PC CD VijiE

BRAVEHEART

'LEGEND OF ZELDA' Link Is back

to explore new worlds & rescue

Princess Zelda from the evil

clutches of Gannondorf. Explore

massive, mystical 3D v/orlds,

gleaning information from natives

& battling bosses. Make use of

maps that are specific to each

level & use the 3D attention but-

ton to circle your enemies or

obiectsof Interest.

Nintendo (Roleplaying)

Release: 12/98

N64

UGEMDOF^

»UA64

CHIPS&BITSinc.
FOB 234 DEPT 11107

ROCHESTER, VT 05767

INT’L 802-767-3033 FAX 802-767-3382

COMPUTER GAMES: SIMULATION
Tint

1943 Euro Air War

30 Naval eatites

30 RailroaQ Uasiei

Anarchy

Aoacha Havoc

Babylon 5

Cybaislnke 2

Dawn ol Aces

M5
F-16 Agiessor

F22 Total Air War

FatconA.O

Falcon 4.0: MiG 29

Flight Unlihirleil 3

FlY!

Grand Prix Legends

Gunshipa

iFM-18 CSF

1tr93 S39.99

03/99 S49.99

10/9S $49.99

tl/9S $41.99

11/90 $39.99

04('99 $48.99

11/90 $42.99

11/90 S2S.99

03/99 $3S.99

03>98 $30.99

10r98 S42.99

11/98 $3099

12/98 $49.99

12/98 $30.99

11/98 $45.99

03/99 $46.99

10/98 $39.99

04/99 $4899

08/98 $37.99

War

04/99

07798

Inenia

Inlerceplor

Jei Fighter Full Burn

JetWarrioi-Vietnam

Jhnny Hrbn GP Champ 10/98

LuitwaHe Commander 12/98

Ml Tank Platoon 2 04/98

MechWariior 3 04/99

MtgAI

Monaco Grand Pnx Reg 2 02/99

Monster Truck Madnss 2 07/96

MotoRacerGP2 11/98

Motocross Madness 08/98

Motornead 11/90

MS Combat Flight Sim 11/98

MS FS 98 MegaScenery 11/98

Nascar Racing 3 03/99

Nations Fighler Command 02/99

$44.99

$43.99

$26.99

$19.99

$44.99

$29.99

$49.99

$29.99

$52.99

$39.99

$43.99

$44.99

$42.99

Need <orSdeed3

Newman Haas Racing

Nev/man-Haas Racing 2

Panzer Commander

Panzer Elite

Powerslide

Privateer 3

PtolSponscar Racing

Red Baton 30

S.G.P.

Sermn Oemans Europe

Sierra Pro Pilot 99

Siieni Hunter 2

544.99

548.99

$39.99

$47.99

$35.99

Spearhead Exp Pack

SS Nascar Racing 99

09/90 $42.99

10/90 $39.99

02/99 $35.99

O5<90 $29.99

02/99 $39.99

11/90 $31.99

03/99 $52.99

01/99 $42.99

10198 $39.99

02/99 $39.99

11/98 $46 99

02/99 $44.99

03/99 $46.99

09/98 $42.99

09/98 $37.99

12/98 $22.99

11/98 $42.99

12/98 $45.99

03/99 $49.99

Super Hornet 2000 11/98

Super Touring Cars 12/98

Superbike World Champ 10/98

Tank! 04/99

Test Drive 5 11/98

Test Drive on Rd 2 it/98

Tie Fighters W/Reirnce 10/98

TOCA Racing 09/98

Top Gun 2 Hornets Nest 11/98

Train Dispatcher 2 08/98

Trans-Am Racing 68-72 02/99

V-Rally 12/90

W.AP, Israeli Air Fre 09/98

Warbirds30 11/98

Wing Commndr Propey GldlO/98

Wings ol Destiny 04/99

WWIIFighlers 11/98

X-Wing Aliance 02/99

X-Wngv Tie W Bine Pwr 10/98

$46.99

$43.99

$39.99

$48.99

$37.99

$37.99

$32.99

$37.99

$26.99

$39.99

$42.99

$44 99

$44.99

$37.99

$39 99

$44.99

$49 99

$39 99

_C0MPUTER GAMES: HARDWARE

CH FieCombatslick

CH F16 Fighterstick

CH Force FX

CH Gamestick3DUSB

CH Jana's Combi Stek

CH Joystick Switchbox

CH Pro Thronie

11/95 S

11/96 S

12/96 $

6 $84.99

6 $95.99

i $45.99

7 $60.99

7 $23.99

6 $84.99

Grvs PC Gme Pd Pro USB 10/98 $29.99

07/97 $

11/97 S

03/96 S

GrvsXterminalrGmePd 07/98 $43.99

LogtchWingMan Force 10/96 $94.99

Ltech WingMan Inlercepir 10.98 $55.99

Llech WM Formla Frc WhMl/96 $169.99

Mad Catz Panther XL 01/96 $62.99

MS Sidewinder FFWhl 10/98S169.99

PDPI L4 Dig Game Card 08/96 $79.99

Sallek Cyborg 30 Jsik 09/96 $52.99

SaliekR4FtcFdbkWI 1O/90S169.99

Sailek X-3S Com Sys 05/98S107.9g

Space Orb 360

TM Attack Throttle

TM Elite Ruddr Pedals

TM P22 Pro

TM Frag Master

TM Fusion Game Card

TM Nascar RacngWhl

TM NscrFrcGT RcgWhl

TM X-Figtiter Jystek

X-Trema Command Pad

10/96 $42.99

04/98 $49.99

03/96 $65.99

10/96 $129.99

10/98 $65.99

09/98 $19.99

11/97 $118.99

09/98 $149.99

12/96 $46.99

12fl7 $38.99

Sound Cards

Diamond Monster MX300 12/98 $69.99

Sound Blaster LIVE 03i^9 $179.99

Tun Beach MoniegDA3OXOS/90 $89.99

Video Cards

Canopus Spectra 2500 11/905169.99

Diamond Viper VSSO PCI 01/99 5189.99

OmdMnstrFusnAGPie 10/985149.99

DmndMnstr3DII12MB 06/9B$t99.00

STS Velocity 4400 AGP 10/98S179.99

COMPUTER GAMES: ACTION COMPUTER GAMES: ADVENTURE
Amen: The Awakening

BankHelst

Beneath

Caimagaddoh 2

Creed

Dalkatana

Dark Vengeance

Delta Force

Desceni

3

Duke Niikem Forever

Galleon

Glams

Guardian

Half Lite

Heavy Gear 2

04/99 $48.99 Prey

04/99 $39.99 Quake 2

02/99 $48 99 Ouake 2 Bundle

11/90 $39.99 Quake Arena

04/99 $49.99

12/97 $44.99

01/99 $47.99

06/99 $47.99

08/98 $29.99

01/99 $34.99

03/99 $39.99 SHOGO: Mobile Armr Div 10/90 $29.99

11/96 $39,99

$37.99 Soldier 05/99 $46.99

12/96 $46.99 Space Marine Ambush 05/99 $46.99

12/98 $40,99 Slat Trek KlIngHnrGrd 10/98 $39.99

06/99 $46.99 Slar Trek Kllngon Academy03/99 $48.99

03/99 S46.99

12/90 $36.99

12/98 $39.99 Nighllong: Union City

10/90 $43.99 Noclurne

03/99 $40.99 Omlkron: Nomad Soul

12/93 $25.99 Oulcast

11/97 $19,99 Patriot Games

11/96 $44.99 Pirates! Gold

12/98 $46.99 Prince Ol Persia 3D

10/96 $45.99 Queen: The Eye

01/99 $47.99 Quest lor Glory 5

10/98 $42.99 Red Jack

Inlersiale 82

Max Payne

MDk2

11/98 $39.99 TomdRalder3

12/98 $45,99 Ttespassr Jrssic Park

11/98 $47.99 Turok0lnosrHumr2

11/98 $39.99 Unreal

02/99 $45.99 Unreal Mega Pak

12/98 $47.99 Vigilance

X-Com Alliance

12/96 $43.99

11/96 $39.99

10/98 $43.99

02/99 $46.99

06/98 $34.99

03/99 $47.99

11/98 $42.99

04/99 $47.99

MMPUTEh ISJimES: Sports

Beavls & Buithd Do U

Curse of Monkey Isle

Dark Half

Dark Side ot Moon

Dead Unity

Demon Isle

Enemy Zero

Evil CoreiFailen Cities

Gabriel Knight 3

Grim Fandango

Gruesome Castle

Indy Jones InfrniMohne 02/99 $46.99 Siege of Stormhaven

Jack Orlando

Journeyman Project 3

Journeyman Project 4 12/99 $47.99 Starship Titanic DVD

11/98 $48.99 StrTrkScitVIcnFry

10/98 $29.99 TonlcTtoublB

11/97 $35.99 WheelolTlme

KQ8:Maskol Eternity

548.99

$29.99

$49.99

$44.99

$39 99

$39.99

$48.99

$47.99

$44.99

Mysl 2: Rive

Air 12/90 $37.99

Big Game Hunter 2 10/90 522.99

Brunswick Cret Pro Bowling10/98S39 99

Deer Hunter 2 09/90 $19.99

ESPN Pro Boarder 09/96 $39.99

FIFA Soccer 99 11/98 S36 99

fPS Skirng 99 11/98 $39.99

knockout Kings

Links Extreme

Links LS99

Madden NFL 99

18.98 $29.99 PSA Bowling 2 03/99 $35.99

1
PC:BUMDLES~

11/90 $44.99 PGA Championship Golt 1298 $26.99

01/99 $25.99 Pro 10 World Tour Goll 11/98 $39.99

10/98 $39.99 SS Pro Football 99 11/98 $46.99

10/98 $39 99 SSViperRacing 11/98 $29.99

11/98 $42.99 TNN Ooldoor Pro Hunter 11/98 $26 99

0998 $42 99 Trophy Buck 12/98 $39.99

0996 $42 99 World Cup 98 0598 $44.99

Alpha Cemaurl

C&C2
Caesar 3

Commandos

Dungeon Keeper 2

Falcon 4 0

Gabriel Knight 3

m Fandango

i $16.99

3 $17.99

3 $1699

Heroes M$M 3

King's Quest 8

Populous 3

1196 $16.99

1198 $16.99

1198 616.99

Return to Krondor

Revenant

SimCity 3000

Sin

3 S17.99

3 $17.99

3 $16.99

Prince Ol Persia 3D

OuesMor Glory 5

Railroad Tycoon 2

Rainbow Six

Reamem

1198 S16.99

1198 $16.99

1198 $19.99

1098 $16.99

0199 516.99

StarCon

StatcraH Brood Wars

Thiel Dark Project

Ultima Online 2nd Age

Uprising 2

1198 $16.99

02/99 $16.99

1298 $16.99

1193 $13.99

1290 $17.99

1198 $16.99

1098 $16.99

1098 $17.99

1298 516.99

3D 3 Pack 1090

AA Sport Series 6 Pack 0999

Adlan Hallo! Fame 1198

Adrenaline Archive 1096

Ages ol Mysl 1098

America’s GnsI Games 0996

Great Battls Snes CE 10/98

MIghi & Magic Compilatn 1198

Prince Persia Coll LE 1198

Ouake: The OKiting 1090

RebeiAssauin &2 10/99

Slar Trek Compilation 1098

SlarTrekFedCompItn 1198

StarTrk Op Spee 9 Gift Sal 1090

Tol Annihihn Comm Pk 11/90

Trophy Case 3 10/98

Ultimate Wizardry Atenivs 1 1/98

Ultimate WW2 Gme Clicin 1090

You Dn'l Knw Itrvrnl Coll 1198

$19.99

$3999

$35.99

$29.99

$49.99

$1899

$37.99

$29.99

$18.99

$29.99

$32.99

$19.99

$19.99

$26.99

$35.99

$26 99

$38 99

$42.99

SONY PLAYSTATION NINTENDO 64
01/99Alien Resurrecllon

Apocalypse 11/98

Armored Core Pro) Phan 10/98

Asteroids 11/98

Balllesliip 01/99

Brave Fencer Musashi 11/90

Brigandine 11/98

Bugs Bunny Lost Time 03/99

BushidoBiadeB 10/90

C&C Red Alert Reial 09/90

C:Conita Adveniure 09/96

ClQckTawer2 11/90

Colony Wars 2 Vengeance 1 1/90

CocIBoardersS 10/90

Crash Bandicoot Warped 11/96

Duke Nukem Time Kill

FIFA Soccer 99

Final Fantasy 8

Jell Gordon Racing

Knockout Kings

Legacy Kain Soul Reavr

Lunar Silver Star Story

Madden Football 99

March Madness 99

Master of Monsters

Metal Gear Solid

NASCAR 99

NBA Live 99

10/98 $44 99

11/98 $39.99

08/99 $64.99

01/99 $46.99

11/93 $42.99

01/99 $45.99

12/93 $54.99

Og.rgS $42.99

02/99 $44.99

11/9S $42.99

10/93 $49.99

09/93 $42.99

11/99 $42.99

09/90 $42.99

11/96 $44.99

PSXDual Analog Conn

PSX 7000 System

Pac Man 30

Parasite Eve

Resident Evil 3

Silent Hill

Silhoutle Mirage

Sulkoden 2

Tekken 3

Test Drive OfiRoad 2

Tomb Raider 3

Twisted Melal 3

Uprising X

Xenogears

05/93 $29.99

06/98SI39.99

01/99 $44.99

09/98 $49.99

12/98 $51.99

01/99 $44.99

01/99 $44.99

01/99 $43.99

02/99 $45.99

04/98 $44.99

10/96 $42.99

12/98 $49.99

11/90 $42.99

12/90 $42.99

10/98 $46.99

Cruis'n the World

Earihbound

F-Zeio 64

FIFA Soccer 99

Jet Force Gemini

Legend of Zelda

Madden Football 99

N64 System

NFL OB Club 99

NHL Breakaway 99

Penny Racers

South Park

10/98 $52.99

02/99 $66.99

10/99 $52.99

12/90 $54.99

02/99 $62 99

11/98 $69 99

09,93 $53 99

0996S139.99

11/98 $64.99

11/98 $54.99

01/99 $52.99

12/90 $66.99

Star WarsiRogue Squad 12/90 $54.99

Top Gear Overdnve 11/90 $54.99

Tuiok Dinosaur Hunlei 2 10/98 $64 99

C5OT9SP1



www.cdmag.com/chips.html

orcall1-800-699-4263
Source Code 11107

COMPUTER GAMES: STRATEGY

11/95 S34.99 DawnolWar

10/97 $29.99 Deatllock2

05/99 $48.99 Dominanl Species

11/98 $29.99 Oominlon Storm

02/99 $46.99 Ouel: Maje Wars

12/98 $45.99 0une2000

01/99 $43.99 Dungeon Keeper 2

01/99 $42.99 Dungeon Keeper Gold

02/98 $26.99 Echelon

05/98 $26.99 Emergency

04/99 $39.99 Enemy Nations

09/98 $39.99 Entrepreneur

04/99 $44.99 Evolulion

04/99 $43.99 Extreme Tactics

11/90 $44.99 Force Commander

03/96 $19.99 Global Oomlnatlon

10/97 $19.99 Heroes M&M
11/96 $19.99 KeroesM&M2

05/97 $29.99

C&C2:Tr0erianSun

C & C Covrl Opnions

C&CRA Alleimath

C&CRed Alert

CSC Sole Survluor Onllne12/97 $25.99 Heroes MSM 2 Exp Pk

Caesar 3

Capitalism Plus

Civ 2 fantasy Worlds 11/97 $19.99 HiddenWars

Civ2MultrplayerGoldEd 11/98 $27.99 HistOiV Ol World

Civ 2 Test olTrme

Civilization 2 03/96 $24.99 Komev/ortd

Civilization 2 Seen 11/96 $23.99 Imperialism

Civilzin Call 10 Powi 02/99 $44.99 Imperialism 2

02/96 $34.99 Incubation

09/98 $29.99 incubaiion.Wiiderness

1198 $46.

Hollyrrood Mogul

Colonizaiion W95

Commandos

Conlliciol Nations

Cieaiures

Creatures 2

Dark Omen

Dark Reign 2

Dark Reign Fuire Wat

Industry Giant

0697 $25.99 Jagged Alliance 2

0998 $35.99 Jakkal: Flesh.Sones

0398 $37.99 KKND2

0699 $48.99 KKND Eritreme

099? $39.99 Knights and Merchanis

04/98 $19.99

07/90 $26.99

11/96 $39.99

03/98 $39.99

10/96 529.99

0696 $22.99

1298 $39.99

0998 $39.99

0499 $45.99

0495 $19 99

1298 $44.99

0998 $19 99

0497 $19 99

1097 $38.99

0198 $29.99

1098 $48.99

0299 $49.99

0299 $35.99

12/95 $34.99

11/95 $39.99

09/95 $19.99

1196 $19.99

0597 $19.99

02/96 $19.99

03/99 $44.99

11/98 $48.99

0597 $12.99

12/97 $39.99

02/99 $48 99

08/97 $29.99

0399 $44.99

1097 $38.99

0598 $19.99

0498 $36.99

0499 $44.99

0199 $39.99

1098 $34.99

1097 $19.99

1098 $29.99

Legend oMhe Five Rings 12/99 $42.99

6 $35.99

12/97 $34.99

1198 $39.99

1196 $19.99

0697 $28.99

1097 $19.99

Liberation Day

Lords ol Magic

Lords ol Magic SE

Lords Realm 2

Lords Realm 2 Exp Pk

Magic Spelts ol Anci

Majesty: Empire Daikinds 06/99 $48.99

Master ol Orion 11/94 519 99

Master ol Orion 2 11/96 $19.99

MAX 2 06/98 $25 99

MechCommandei 0798 $29 99

MechCoinmanderExpPck129a $2999

MissnFrCiCybrslrma 0696 $36 99

MTG Duels ot Pianes\va[kr0293 $1999

Myth 1197 $29.99

Myth 2 12/98 $42.99

Paxlmperia2 1197 $26.99

0499 $42.99

1198 $45.99

1095 $19.99

1198 $39.99

04/99 $48.99

03/99 $36.99

Plague

Populous 3

Railroad Tycoon

Railroad Tycoon 2

Reach for Stars 2

Rebel Moon Revolution

Rebellion

Rebellion W/SliatGde

Risk

RoboRumble

Ruthless.com

Seniieni

Senimel Returns

Seltleis 2 Gold

Senieis 3

Seven Kingdms Anc Adt

Seven Kingdoms

Seven Kingdoms 2

Shadow Company

Shadowpacl

O^'Sa $28 99

10/98 $46.99

1198 $19.99

11/98 $26.99

1198 $39.99

0597 $39.99

1098 $26.99

0497 $19.99

1198 $35.99

0698 $34.99

1297 $35.99

0599 $39.99

0499 $42.99

0299 $43.99

05/99 $35.99

SimCily 3000

Soldiers ai War

SiarTiek Birth Fed

Star Trek: New Worlds

Star Ttk Starlit Comm

SlarCon

Slarcralt

Starcralt Broad Wars

Slarcralt Bill ChesI

Siaictali Insuireclion

Slaictall Relribulion

SUis Twinpack

Slellar fronlut

Siiatospheie

SWAT 2

Theociacy

Total Annhlln Kingdoms

Total Annihilation

Total Annihilation 2

Total AnnltnCrCtgcy

Toll Annhlln Bill Tetes

Transport Tycoon

Transport Tycoon Dlx

Uprising 2

War oMheWolids

Waicrali 2 Platinum

Waicrati 3

Waigames

Warhminr 40k Chs Gate

Warlords 2 01*

V/arlord5 4

Watitds3 DrkLtd Rsg

Warv/ind 2

Warzone 2100

Wooden Ship Iron Mn

Worms 2

Worms Armageddon

X-Com Apocalypse

1298 $44.99

0598 $27.99

0299 $48.99

04/99 $46.99

12/96 $4899

0199 $44.99

04/96 $36.99

12/98 $29.99

1098 $65.99

08/96 526.99

1098 $19.99

0698 $27.99

0599 $44.99

0698 $46.69

0798 $34.99

05/99 $37.99

02/99 $46.99

10.97 $29.99

0899 S46.99

04/98 $19.99

08/98 $19.99

12/94 $19.99

09/95 $24.99

1298 $37.99

12/98 $36,

03/99 $39.99

0999 $46 99

07/98 $39.99

1198 $45.99

0995 $39.99

0699 $48.99

0898 $34.99

1197 $34 99

0299 $34.99

1096 $29.99

0198 $24.99

1293 $39.99

DS97 $19.99

COMPUTER GAMES: WAR ROLE PLAYING

3 $35.99 Operational Ar

Alnka

Aidede Camp 2

Bathe of Britain 1940

Sadie ol Bulge

BaRlegrndMid East

Blitzkrieg

Close Combat 3

Combat Mission

Dragoon Battle Pk 1-5

East Front

Great Baths Alexndr

Guadalcanal 04/99

Harpoon 4 07/99

Medieval 07/98

Napoleon 1613 1298

North Vs. South 1198

Operation: Blood & Guts 04/99

0597

Opr Ar arExpli

Operational Ait ol War 06/98

$42.99

$44.99

$37.99

$42.99

$42.99

$39.99

$48.93

$45.99

$22.99

$39.99

$34.99

$39.99

$46.99

$32.99

$42.99

$45.99

$35.99

$22.99

$39.99

Paoilic General

Pacific Tide

Panzer General 3

Panzeiolitz

People's General

Prelude to Waterloo

Road to Moscow

Sid Meier's Getiysotg

Steel Panthers 3

Steel Panthers Arsenal

TACOPS 93

Taisho

Tides olWar

Tigers on Prowl 2

V Victory Bundle

War Along Ihe Mohawk

War In East: 1-5 ea

War in Europe

West Front

9 $42.99

6 $33.99

7 $29.99

9 $45.99

9 $42 99

9 $42.99

8 $29.99

7 $19.99

9 $44.99

7 $22 99

7 $17.99

8 $36.99

9 $35.99

9 $47.99

8 $36.99

6 $41.99

5 $27.99

8 $19.99

8 $24.99

AO&D Players Handbook 02/95 $28.99

Aherniiy Player's HandPook04/98 $24.99

AisMagica4th£d 08/95 $25.99

Conspiracy X

Deadlands Rulebook

Oragontance 5lh Age

GURPS Rulebook

Heavy Gear

Hercules S Xena

Heroes Unlimited 2nd Ed. 02/98 $21.99

MERP 2 Soltcover 10/95 $19.99

Mage 2nd Ed.

Marvel Super Heroes

Pendragon4lh Ed.

09/96 $22.99

10/97 $27.99

09/96 $2099

02/95 $22.99

08/95 $25.99

09/98 $25 99

r COIVIPUTER GAMES: ROLEPLAYIMG

Rills

Shadowrun 2nd Ed.

StaiWais Revised

Tilda 6

Trinity

Vampire 3id Edition

World ol Darkness

02/95 $28.99

Q9.'9S S2I.99

05.'93 $19.99

06/95 $21.99

12/94 $24.99

01/97 $27.99

10/98 $27.99

Aladdin 8 Cliyol Sin

Arabian Nights

Cabin Fever

Calchin' Kyhe

Crystal Fantasy

Dada House

Diva X Taylor

Dream Machine 2

Duke Sciew'em

Fanlascenes 3

Femme Faiale

Giillilend Donna

Just Jenna

Nel Etotique

Poker Pany

Pyramid Meze

Romsofi Three Pack

Sex With Fairah

04/98 $32.99

03/96 $39.99

07/97 $34.99

09/98 $39.99

09/95 $39.99

02/98 519.99

08/98 $47.99

10/96 $49.99

12/96 $49.99

07/97 539.99

09.95 $19.99

12/36 $3999

07/98 $29.99

02/96 $35.99

06/95 $39.59

08/98 $39.99

02/96 $19.99

07/93 $42.99

12/95 $39.99

08/95 $32.99

10/98 $49.99

BOARD GAMES

Baldur's Gale

Badiespire

Betrayal inAniar

11/98

Buccaneer 10.'97

Cehica 10/98

Diablo 01/97

Diablo 2 03/99

Diablo Bundle 09/93

Elder Scrolls 2 09/96

Eldr Scills Mriowind 03/59

EverOuest 01/99

Falloul 10^7

FallOUl2 11/98

Final Fantasy VII 06/96

Good & Evil 06/99

Golhica 12/96

Hexplors 09/96

Icarus: Sanctuary ol Gods 11/98

$45.99

$44.99 Might i Magic 6

$32.99 Might & Magic 7

$34.99 Mordor 2

$45.99 Mortalus

$29.99 No*

$44.99 Planescape Torment

$27.99 Rage ol Mages

$48.99 Realms oMhe Haunimg

$29.99 Revenant

$39.99 Sepiena Core

$54.99 Starship Diplomacy

$44.99 Sionekeep

$29.99 Swords S Sorcery

$44,99 Swords of Heroes

$32.99 Thiel: The Dark Prjet

$48.99 Third World

5 Ascension

Online: 2nd Age

$26 99 Wiaardry 6

Advanced Civilization 12/94 $2899 Lionheaii 10/97 $35.99

Airlines 08/98 $34.99 Monsters Ravage America08/98 $32.99

Axis S Allies 11/94 $42.99 Risk 03/96 $34.99

Deluxe Diplomacy 12/94 $46.99 SciaOPIeDlx 08/97 $42.99

For The People 08r98 $43 99 Seiiiers ol Caian iii'se $29.99

History ol the World 12/94 $2999 The New Acquire 06/95 $25.99

Hobbit Adventure 06/95 $32.99 Wizards Quesi 01/95 $21.69

FREE GAME OFFER!

$48.99

05/99 S

12/08 $

05/99 S

12/98 $ Spend S1DO British Open Golf CD. Empire 2 CO. Star Trek Generations CD,

Spend $200 Apache Gold CD, Doom 2 W9S CO, Jutlanil CD, Under a Killing

Moon CD

Visa. MC & Discover accepted. Checks held i v/eeks. Money Orders under S200 same as cash. COD S8. Price, release, availability, shipping tlirtesl

& Difer not guaranteed & are subject to change at any lime. Hardware may require added SSH. Within 10 days deleclives repaired or replaced at

3jr discretion. After 10 days the manufacturer's warrantee applies. All sales final. S&H calculated on a per order, per shipment, and per item basis.

The 'per order" charge is charged once per order placed, Ihe 'per item" charge i

sjj;5j;5
—

s charged once lor each item ordered and the ‘per shipment' charge is us uaii us m^i cinaou imwond
iharged once for each shipment we make to you. For each US order $10.00
‘lil! be allocated to a 1 2 issue subscription to Computer Games Strategy Plus.

Call lor details.

ZjgOliS 7-3 Pv.i 20^ lOux
i2M $2®

oiSbecKiFsasns. in Go to #068 @ www.computergaming.corri/mfolink

•TOTAL ANMIHILATION:

KINGDOMS' This fantasy

I

real-time strategy game

I engages you in the strug-

Igle of good against evil

and magic against tech-

nology. New story lire, 3-

D articulated units, mis-

I

sions, multiplayer maps &

[worlds. Four selectable

sides to choose from,

each with its own unique

magical & technological

abilities.

GT Interactive

(Strategy)

Release: 2/99

PC CD

'MYTH II: SOULBLIGHTER' is the

sequel to the hugely popular

Myth: The Fallen Lords, & features

an improved engine with animated

3-D models, 4x liner terrain mesh,

anew lighting model. New special

effects include 3-D tire, ambient

life, & powerful new spells. Also

Includes Improved pathtinding, AI,

& new units & terrain. More net

fun with individual S team rank-

ings and In-game alliances.

Bungle (Strategy)

I

'CIVILIZATION; CALL TO
I POWER' Build an empire from Ihe

I ground up. Lead the world In

'
technological knowledge. Exert

your military might. Features a

7000-year time span from primi-

tive history to the future. The

experience is enriched with

unique non-military strategies,

vivid graphics, an engaging multi-

player mode and breakthrough

empire management options.

Activision (Slrategy)

Release: 2/99

PC CD

Wonders Is a turn-based game of

strategy and conquest that suc-

cessfully incorporates adventure,

exploration and role playing ele-

ments. These elements, together

with a rich story line and heavy

emphasis on global strategy with-

out repetitive micro-management,

make each scenario and game

unique and tun to play.

G.O.D. (Strategy)

Release: 2/99

PC CD

DF BRITAIN’ Fight this

historic battle as the German

attackers or the British defenders.

As the German player you can

launch up to 1 00 ralds/day. select-

ing trom over 300 targets. As Ihe

British defender you select

squadrons to intercept raids,

place squadrons on patrol. &

move AA guns & barrage baloons.

Includes all planes from battle,

target types. & night rules,

Talonsoft (War)

mm
'ROAD TO MOSCOW' Control

Russian or German troops while

Ihe game engine simulates move-

ment and engagements. Play any

of 12 scenarios or command the

entire Eastern Front. Wage war on

real terrain with realistic com-

mand and control - no hexes, no

turns, lust pure simulation of mil-

itary command. Authentic, richly

detailed maps convey tremendous

depths ol

Release; 2/99

PC CD



CDAccess.com
1>408-366'6700 V

1.408-366-9066 F

You Want Games?

http://www.cdaccess.com
GO TO #160 @ www.computergaming.com/infolink

Hi-Tech Jobs www.dice.com

Try the largest online job service for

high tech professionals! Point your browser to

WWW.dice.com for free access to thousands of

IT jobs. DICE has contract and full-time job listings for

Programmers, Software Engineers and much morel

Use DICE - it works!

Reo/ Jobs. Real Fast. DICE- 5f 5-280-f J44

v.computergaming.com/infolink

^00 many^ontrollers? Not enough ports?

The Lightning 4 features VStick: The Ultimate Virtual Joystick which means you never need
to plug or unplug your game controller devices. They're all active with up to 32 individual

buttons available. With VStick you can assign any button a Keystroke Macro - with key
sequences up to 32 characters per button, with no keyboard cabling required.
Check out the L4 at these great sites:

Z-Tech Computers www.z-techcomputers.com Utah Flight Sim Central www.fscentral.com Nevada
|

RC Simulations www.rcsimulations.com UK D.B.'s GPL Site webhome.idirect,com/~drbryan/gpl Canada I

Simware Simulations WWW, simw.com Belgium
|

Poeifie Di^hol Perlphcrol/. Ine. t08S ly/cindor Hvenuo 5lmi Volley. Cfl 9S065 (80S) 56 1*7085 e*moj|: pdpi@m/n.eeffl wuiw.pdpi.flot

GO TO #050 @ www.computergaming.com/infolink



Q Incredibly accurate flight —
planes respond just like real R/C models.

O Awesome 3D backgi’ounds ~
with photo-realistic flying sites.

O Stereo soundtrack — includes engine noise,

crash effects & music.

Iffs/t: www.rC‘pllot.com for more information and a listing of dealers.

Shop ar|id Or Online 51

w w w . s t'l r g a oftware.com
ForDealerArmafionanaWholesalePricing

^ caU:t2Wm -9877 J
GO TO #199 @ www.computergarriing.com/infolink GO TO #157 @ www.computergaming.com/infolink

Game- For„-

AnyWin^
Hasbro Interactive is fast becoming a leader in the game industry. Our commitment to

great games has led us to form a unique team that focuses on game design, character/story devel-

opment and graphical/interface design on all of our games. The great news is that this fun, dedi-

cated, driven Design Team needs a few more members. So, if YOU loooove to play and design

games come join us. We're having a blast!

iame
We need someone who really knows games, but more importantly, really knows how to design them.

Ability to communicate your ideas in some manner through design docs, sketches, diagrams, etc

required. Graphic design and/or programming skills a plus. To qualify, you must have a BS/BA or

equivalent and 2+ years’ experience designing games that have been published. The ability to work on

multiple, complex assignments simultaneously is essential. We're working on many games here, from

action to strategy to kids to family, and we’re sure we’ve got a bunch for you.

mmmi Design
Utilize your extraordinary conceptual design skills to help direct our electronic games’ graphical identi-

ties. This will include designing environments, characters, and vehicles for a wide variety of games,

from Atari’s bnmd new action games to Microprose’s strategy and sims to Hasbro’s classic library.

Traditional art skills .and a love of games are essentia! tools for the job. Expertise in one or more of the

following areas is required: character design, industrial design, graphic design, and interface design.

Skills in the usual 2D programs are needed. Knowledge of 3D programs is a plus, as is experience with

Director.

Hasbro Interactive, ofTers competitive salaries and a comprehensive benefits

package. Please send resumes to Human Resources, Hasbro Interactive,

50 Dunham Road, Beverly, MA 01915. No phone inquiries, please.

An affirmative action, equal opportunity employer. M/F/D/V.

Interoctive



Choosing a game by the packaging is alwa^'s risky. They all look good. That's whyyou need to go to

GameSpol. Thereyou can download the latest demos soyou can try before you buy. read in-depth reviews

by top editors and gamers, get hints and tips to play better and much more. And. it’s ail free. So before you

buy another game, go to GameSpot... because you've got better things to burn than your money.

Where gamers go to know.
www.gamespot.cpm

Cijnii'SpuI und vidcogamcs.cnm urc Inldvtnufb ol Oumi-Spol Inc. Al! rIgliLs tcscrml.



HAllO¥¥mB

Welcome to the Cooperstown of Computer Games. Games that broke

the records, established the benchmarks, and held gamers in delighted trances for hours untold.

Alone in the Dark (l-Motion, 1992}

Lovecratlian horror goes 3D, with shifting camera angles

adding to the creepy atmosphere.

The Bard's Tale (EA, 1985)

Pioneered three-point animation, 3D color mazes,

and auto-mapping.

Battle Chess (lnterplay,1988)

The Franklin Mint of computer chess games, with violent

and funny animation disguising a solid chess engine.

Betrayal at Krondor [Dynamix,1993)

As rich and imaginative as Raymond Feist's world itself.

Chessmaster {Software Toolworks, 1 986)

The Cadillac of castling, it gets better with each version.

Command & Conquer (VirginAVestwood Studios,

1995) Moved beyond Dune II with innovative features

and multiplayer play, ushering in the current real-time

strategy game explosion.

Day of the Tentacle (lucasArts, 1993)

Offbeat sequel to Maniac Mansion; the interaaive

equivalent of a classic Chuck iones cartoon.

DOOM (id Software, 1993)

Revolutionized PC action games and network gaming:

now surpassed in technology, but not in gameplay.

Dungeon Master (FTL Software, 1987}

Trend-setting graphics, digitized stereo, and great hack-

and-slash from a decade ago.

Earl Weaver Baseball (EA, 1986)

Revolutionary physics-based baseball game pleased

both action and statistics fans; still unsurpassed more

than a decade later.

Empire (Interstel, 1978)

World War II In space, this mainframe transplant

brought elegant mechanics, depth, and unending

replayability to the PC.

F'19 Stealth Fighter (MicroProse, 1988)

A 'thinking man’s" sim, with great missions, in which

sneaking around is as fun as dogfighting.

Falcon 3.0 (Spectrum HoloByte, 1991)

Tough, detailed jet sim with ambitious Al,

graphics, and connectivity to match its realism.

Front Page Sports Football Pro(Dynamix, 1993)

Physics-based system, good Al, and unmatched career

play make this the ultimate in pigskin play.

Gettysburg: The Turning Point (SSI, 1986)

First variable order of battle changed the look of all

American Civil War games on the PC.

Gunship (MicroProse, 1986)

Great character continuity, R&R for fatigued pilots, and

even sick leave; best chopper fare until Jane's Longbow.

Harpoon (360 Pacific, 1989)

In-depth modern naval battles in realtime, based on the

world's Cold War fears.

Kamp%nippe (SSI, 1985)

Its World War II East Front armor battles were

a success on multiple platforms.

King's Quest V (Sierra On-Line, 1990)

Redefined the graphic adventure with new

parser and VGA graphics.

Lemmings (Psygnosis, 1991)

The lovable cartoon Lilliputians were hits

on every platform.

Links 386 Pro (Access Software, 1992}

Topped the leader board in graphics and realism for its era.

M-1 Tank Platoon (MicroProse, 1989)

Realistic sim that properly focused on armored formations

rather than on single vehicles; good mission designs.

Master of Magic (MicroProse, 1994)

The atmosphere of Magic: The Gathering with the

sophistication of Civ.

Master of Orion (MicroProse, 1993)

Remarkable diplomatic Al; deep and varied technology

tree; aliens required radically different playing styles.

Mech Brigade (SSI, 1985)

improved KAMPfGRUPPE system for modern

armored battles.

MechWarrior 2 (Activision, 1995)

A serious treatment of Mech design and resource

management, combined with complex and addictive

battles; legitimized 'giant robot simulations."

Might & Magic (New World Computing, 1986)

First-person, maze-based RP6 with huge environment

and tough combat.

M.U.L.E. (EA, 1983)

A landmark multiplayer strategy game that had no

weapons of destruction, just cutthroat competition that

made economics fun.

Panzer General (SSI, 1994)

Entertaining wargame with an elegant interface,

great campaigns, strong Al, good graphiG, and

impressive sound.

Red Baron (Dynamix, 1990)

World War I air combat with great graphic, incredible

realism, and a versatile replay feature.

The Secret of Monkey Island (LucasArts. 1990)

Comedy that set new standards in writing quality and

social sensitivity.

Sfd Meier's Civilization (MicroProse. 1991)

CGW's ffl-rated game of all time; indescribably addiaive

world-conquest/exploration game.

Sid Meier's Pirates (MicroProse, 1987)

Combines pirate adventure, action, RP6, and strategy to

make the most successful hybrid of all time.

Sid Meier's Railroad Tycoon (MicroProse, 1990)

SimCity meets 1 830, with robber barons for emphasis.

SifflCity (Maxis, 1987)

Urban planning with fascinating consequences and

challenges; the first great software toy.

Starflight (EA. 1986)

Depth, great characters, and a good sci-fi storyline set

early RPG standard.

Their Finest Hour (lucasArts, 1989)

World War II sim with great campaigns, realism,

and many crew-member options.

TIE Fighter (LucasArts, 1994)

Most satisfying Star Wars space-combat game to date;

lets you live on the darkside.

Ultima III (Origin Systems, 1983)

Coherency and surprising subtlety emphasized role-

playing and set the tone for later Ultimas.

Ultima IV (Origin Systems, 1985)

High-concept RPG explored meaning of virtue and pul

thero/ein role-playing.

Ultima VI (Origin Systems, 1990)

RPG as morality play, replete with moral choices and

realistic environs.

Ultima Underworld (Origin Systems, 1992)

The first truly 3D RPG, and still the most convincing;

its dungeon walls are nicely "painted" wilh texture-

mapped graphics.

War in Russia (SSI, 1984)

More realistic than Eastern Front, it captured the essence

of the largest land campaign in history.

WarCraft II (Blizzard, 1996)

More cerebral than most real-time strategy games, it

offered deceptive depth and personality to spare.

Wasteland (Interplay, 1986)

Derived from Mike Stackpole's Mercenaries. Spies, and

Private Eyes, this is the definitive postapocalyptic RPG.

Wing Commander (Origin Systems, 1990)

A hot space-flight engine, unfolding story path, and

great characters.

Wing Commander II (Origin Systems, 1991)

Darker story, grittier feel, sound card advances, and

tougher A! made this a sequel of sequels.

Wing Commander III (Origin Systems, 1994)

Surprisingly satisfying FMV space-opera didn't lose the

essence of the space-combat game.

Wizardry (Sir-Tech Software, 1981)

Defined the computer RPG with maze-based viewpoint

and atmospheric spell names.

Wolfenstein 3-D (id Software, 1992)

Smooth-scrolling aaion blastfest cleverly updated the

original and put shareware back on the map.

X-COM (MicroProse, 1994)

Premier tactical squad-level engine combined with alien

tech research and pop culture for a sci-fi game nearly as

addictive as Civiuzatioh.

You Don't Know Jack (Berkeley Systems, 1996)

Fresh and irreverent. Jack turned trivia gaming on its

collective ear to become the first mainstream CD-ROM

with a gleeful gameplay bite.

Zork (Infocom, 1981)

The progenitor of adventure games on the PC; its humor

and challenging puzzles seem timeless. The game has

since spawned a number of sequels, none ofwhich has

equaled the original.

/.computergaming.
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CGW'S MONTHLY READERS' POLL

E
ach month, 2,000 CG\N subscribers are selected at random to rate 1 00 computer games. The results of that poll are combined

with the results of previous months to yield a cumulative average for the best plays in gaming, If you receive a ballot, please

return it with your ratings so that other gamers and game publishers can benefit from your feedback.

I
TOP ACTION GAMES

1
1 1 Quake II Aciivision 8.48 4.S

n 2 2 Jedi Kniqht: Dark Forces II LiicasAns 8.46 4.5

3 2 Quake Pack 2 : Dissolution id Soliware/Roaiie 8.45 5

4 4 Quake Pack 1: Scourqe id Soltware/Ritual 8,44 4,5

5 5 Unreal GT Inleracllvc 8.38 4

6 5 Jedi Kniqht: Mysteries of the Sith LucasAtts 8.33 4

7 — Rainbow 6 Red Slotm Entertainment 8.10 3.5

8 7 Quake II MPtThe Redconrai id Soltware/Anivision 7.99 3,5

9 8 Tomb Raider Eidos 7.87 4

10 9 Moto Racer EA 7,74 4

^ TOP ADVENTURE GAMES

J1 1 Curse of Monkey Island LucasAns 8.24 5

" 2 2 Sanitarium Asc Games 7.82 4.5

3 4 Twinsen's Odyssey Activision 7.69 5

4 3 Blade Runner WestwoodMinin 7.66 4.5

5 5 Zork: Grand Inquisitor Activision 7.57 N/R

6 6 Realms of the Hauntinq inteiplav 7.43 4.5

7 6 Last Express Red Oib 7.40 4.5

8 9 Circle of Blood \Arain 7.37 4

9 8 Rama Siena 7,30 4,5

10 10 Tex Murphy: Overseer Access Soltwaic 7.27 4

TOP CLASSIC/PUZZLE GAMES
fl 1 1 You Don't Know Jack 2 Bcikclev Svsiems 8.19 4.5

r ^ 2 You Don't Know Jack 3 Bcikelev Systems 7.9t 4

3 4 You Don't Know Jack Movies Beikelev Systems 7,88 4.5

4 3 Smart Games Challenqe 2 Smart Games Inc. 7.85 5

5 5 Worms 2 MicroProse 7,78 4

6 6 You Don't Know Jack TV BeiLelev Systems 7.69 2.5

7 7 You Don't Know Jack Sports Beikelev Systems 7.48 4,5

8 8 Power Chess Siena 7.35 NIR

9 9 Shanqhai Dvnastv Activision 7,27 3

10 10 Lose Your Marbles SegaSott 6.62 4.5

1
TOP SPORTS GAMES

1 NHL 98 £A Snorts 8.66 4

_J2 — World Cup 98 EA Snorts 8.45 4.5

3 3 NBA Live 98 EASnorts 8.32 4.5

4 2 FIFA Road to the World Cup 98 EA Sports 8.31 4,5

5 4 NASCAR Racinq 2 Sierra 8.12 5

6 5 Jack NIcklaus 5 Accolade 7.99 5

7 6 NBA Live 97 EA Snorts 7.76 4,5

8 7 Diamond Mind Baseball 7.0 Diamond Mind 7.63 3.5

9 10 Tripleplay 99 EASnorts 7,57 2.5

I

9 Jack Nicklaus 4 Accolade 7.46 5

1 TOP SIMULATION/SPACE COMBAT

Ml 1 Lonqbow 2 EA 8.47 5

B 7 2 Winq Commander: Prophecy Ornim 8,34 4,5

3 3 F-1S EA/Oiiqin 8.18 4.5

4 4 F22ADFDID 7.77 4.5

5 5 Fiqhters Anthology EA 7.67 3.5

6 7 Flight Unlimited 2 looking Glass 7.60 4.5

G MechWarrior 2: Mercenaries Activision 7.60 4,5

8 — Descent: Freespace—The Great War inipiniav 7.51 4

9 9 Flight Simulator 98 Mioosofi 7.30 3.5

10 8 Ml Tank Platoon II MinoPtose 7.28 3.5

TOP STRATEGY GAMES
1 Heroes II: Price of Loyalty 3DO/NewWoild C ompuiinci8,96

3 SlarCraft Blirzaid 8.B0

2 Total Annihilation: Core Contingency Cavedog 8.76

4 Heroes II 3DQ/NewWorld Compiiiinq 8.S6 _
5 Red Alert WginWcstwood 8.46

6 Total Annihilation GT intetaciive 8.26

7 Red Alert: Counters_trike_VifginM«t\wo^

..— Civilization II: Scenarios MicroPtose

8.16

10 Civilization 11: Fantastic Worlds MkroProse

I

1
TOP ROLE-PLAYING GAMES

hi 1

^2
1

2

Might and Maqic VI BDO/New World Comptiimg 8.83

Diablo Blizzard 8.53

4.5

4.5

3 4 Fallout Interolav 8.32 4.5

4 3 Final Fantasy VII Eidos 8.31 4

5 5 Hellfire Sierra 7.87 4

6 6 Shadows Over Riva Sir-Teed 6.60 T

7 7 Lands of Lore II Westwood 6.16 N/R

8 8 Meridian 59 3DO 5.41 3,5

9 9 Ultima Online Origin 4.82 1 5

10 10 Battlespire Beihesda 4.53 2
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Games on unnumbered lines are tied with game on line above. = Top game of genre. Red = New Game, AD = Adventure, RP = Role-Playing, SI = Simulation/Space

Combat, ST = Strategy, WG = Wargame, AC = Aaion, SP = Sports, CP = Classic/Puzzle. Games are retired after two years and become eligible for the Mali of Fame.

1 1 Heroes II: Price of Loyalty 3D0/rJew World Computing ST 8.96 46 NBA Live 97 EA Sports SP 7.76 4.5

2 2 Might and Magic VI 3D0/New World Computing RP 8.83 4,5 52 47 Moto Racer EA AC 7.74 4

3 4 StarCraft 8liZ2ard ST 8.80 53 51 Tomb Raider II Eidos AC 7.71 4

4 3 Total Annihilation: Core Contingency Cavedog ST 8.76 4.5
- Commandos Eickis AC 7.71 2.5

5 5 NHL 98 EA Sports SP 8.66 55 55 Twinsen's Odyssey Activision AD 7,69 5

6 6 Heroes II 3D0/New World Computing ST 8.56 5 58 You Don't Know Jack TV Berkeley Systems CP 7.69 2.5

7 7 Diablo Blizzard RP 8.53 4.5 57 53 Fighters Anthology EA SI 7.67 3.5

8 Quake 11 Activision AC 8.48 4,5 58 54 Blade Runner Westwood/Vitgin AD 7,66 4.5

10 Longbow 2 EA SI 8.47 5 28 Great Battles of Julius Caesar i-Magic WG 7,66 4

10 10 Jedi Knight: Dark Forces II lucasAns AC 8.46 4.5 60 63 Diamond Mind Baseball 7.0 Diamond Mind SP 7.63 3,5

9 Red Alert Vitgin/Westwood ST 8.46 4,5 61 57 Battlezone Activision AC 7.61 5

12 10 Quake Pack 2: Dissolution id Softvvare/Rogue AC 8.45 5 62 64 Flight Unlimited 2 Looking Glass SI 7,60 4,5

_ World Cup 98 EA Sports SP 8.45 4.5 59 MechWarrior 2: Mercenaries Activision 7,60 4.5

14 13 Quake Pack 1: Scourge id Soflware/Rilual AC 8.44 4.5 64 70 Tripleplay 99 EA Sports SP 7.57 2,5

15 17 Unreal GT Interactive AC 8.38 4 62 Zork; Grand Inquisitor Activision AD 7.57 m
16 16 Wing Commander: Prophecy Origin SI 8.34 4.5 66 66 Dungeon Keeper Expansion EA/6ullfrog ST 7,55 4,5

17 17 Jedi Knight: Mysteries of the Sith LucasArts AC 8,33 4 67 61 Descent: Freespace—The Great War Interplay 7.51 4

14 Steel Panthers II Campaign Disk SSI WG 8.33 4.5 59 MechCommander MicroProse ST 7.51 4

19 21 Fallout Interplay RP 8,32 4.5 69 64 Myth Bungle ST 7.49 4.5

17 NBA Live 98 EA Sports SP 8,32 4,5 70 68 You Don't Know Jack Sports Berkeley Systems CP 7.48 4,5

21 14 FIFA Road to the World Cup 98 EA Sports SP 8,31 4.5 71 69 Jack Nicklaus 4 Accolade SP 7,46 5

17 Final Fantasy VII Eidos RP 8.3! 4 72 67 Triple Play 98 EA Sports SP 7,44 3

21 Operational Art of War TalonSoft WG 8.31 4.5 73 72 Realms of the Haunting Interplay AD 7,43 4,5

24 23 Panzer General II SSI WG 8.27 5 74 71 Interstate '76 Aaivisiorr AC 7,41 4.5

25 25 Total Annihilation GT Interactive ST 8.26 4.5 75 72 Last Express Red Orb AO 7.40 4,5

26 23 Curse of Monkey Island LucasAns AO 8.24 5 76 76 Dungeon Keeper EA/Bullfrog ST 7,38 4.5

27 26 You Don’t Know Jack 2 Berkeley Systems CP 8.19 4.5
- Warlords ill: Darklords Red Qtb ST 7.38 4.5

28 29 F-1 5 EA/Origin Si 8.18 4.5 78 78 Circle of Blood Virgin AO 7,37 4

29 27 Red Alert; Counterstrike Virgin/Westwood ST 8,16 4 79 75 FI Racing Simulation UbiSoft SP 7,36 5

30 30 NASCAR Racing 2 Sierra SP 8.12 5 80 72 Power Chess Sierra CP 7.35 N/R

31 — Rainbow 6 Red Storm Eniettainment AC 8.10 3.5 81 82 Virtual Pool 2 Interplay SP 7.32 4.5

32 33 Sid Meier's Gettysburg firaxis WG 8.01 4.5 82 85 Flight Simulator 98 Microsoft SI 7.30 3,5

33 35 Age of Empires Microsoft ST 7,99 4.5 76 Rama Sierra AD 7.30 4.5

38 Jack Nicklaus 5 Accolade SP 7,99 5 84 79 Ml Tank Platoon II MicroProse SI 7.28 3.5

31 Quake II MP:The Reckoning id Software/Aaivision AC 7.99 3.5 85 80 Shanghai Dynasty Activision CP 7.27 3

36 34 Steel Panthers II SSI WG 7.98 4.5 89 Tex Murphy: Overseer Access Software AD 7.27 3

37 36 You Don't Know Jack 3 Berkeley Systems CP 7,91 4 87 80 Steel Panthers ill SSI WG 7.26 3

38 41 Civilization II: Scenarios MicroProse ST 7,88 4 88 82 Achtung! Spitfire Avalon Hill ST 7,25 5

40 You Don't Know Jack Movies Berkeley Systems CP 7.88 4.5 89 82 Age of Rifles Campaign Disk SSI WG 7.24 4

40 41 Helifire Sierra RP 7,87 4 86 PGA Tour Pro EA Sports SP 7.24 3.5

41 Tomb Raider Eidos AC 7.87 4 91 87 Baseball Mogul Infinite Monkey SP 7,22 4

42 38 Civilization II; Fantastic Worlds MicroProse ST 7,86 4 92 90 X-COM: Apocalypse MicroProse ST 7.19 4

43 37 Smart Games Challenge 2 Smart Games Inc. CP 7,85 5 93 88 Close Combat: A Bridge Too Far Microsoft WG 7,18 4.5

32 StarCraft; Insurrection Blizzard ST 7,85 3,5 94 90 Leisure Suit Larry 7 Sierra AO 7,17 3.5

45 44 Battleground: Napoleon In Russia TalonSoft WG 7.82 4.5 90 Lords of the Realm II Sierra ST 7.17 4

44 Sanitarium ASC Games AD 7.82 4,5 96 94 MDK Playmates/Shiny AC 7.15 4.5

47 51 Worms 2 MicroProse CP 7,78 4 96 X-Wing vs. TIE Fighter LucasArts SI 7.15 3,5

48 47 F22ADF DID SI 7,77 4.5 98 98 FIFA Road to the World Cup 97 EA Sports SP 7.12 m
49 49 Battleground: Antietam TalonSoft WG 7.76 5 99 94 Black Dahlia interplay AD 7,09 3

50 Battleground: Bull Run TalonSoft WG 7,76 4 96 Uprising 3D0 AC 7,09 N/R
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Grandpa
Or, if I'm Not Old, Why Do I Want Those Dang Kids offMy Lawn?

I

he signs are every-

where. There is no

escaping it.

I am getting old,

One clue is that 1

just had another birth-

day—my 37th. I sup-

pose this beats the

alternative—being dead—but

this one was clearly the birthday

of a soon-to-be-middle-aged

guy. For one thing, there were

no cool toys whatsoever. No Hot

Wheels, no Batman accessories,

no rapid-fire water cannons.

What I did get, in fact, was

some new underwear. Even

worse—way worse—was that I

was happy about it. Next year, I

suppose I'll be thanking people

for my personalized drool bucket

and inaugural box of Depends.

Turning 37, for whatever rea-

son, has really made me think

about stuff, more than the last

few birthdays have. For exam-

ple, 1 5 years after the fact, it

has finally hit me that I am no

longer just "postcollege" and

should therefore stop day-

dreaming about living in a

dorm again and throwing

pennies at people from out

the window.

I've also noticed that it's get-

ting harder and harder to stay

hip. I don't know what "gettin'

jiggy with it" means, nor do I

honestly care. Go get jiggy

somewhere else—and keep it

down while you're at it. I don't

want any part of my body

pierced, at all, unless it's some-

how going to help my diges-

tion. And Marilyn Manson?

What's up with that guy? (It's a

guy, right?) I have no clue what

his music sounds like, but

whenever I see his picture I

want to tell him to eat some

meat, for Pete's sake, and to get

some natural sunlight.

But the clearest, and most

depressing, sign of my rapidly

approaching slide into cane-

rattling, tapioca-pudding-ealing

senility is my exponentially

declining gaming skills.

Especially when it comes to

action games like Quake II.

Back in my day (before elec-

tricity, before the wheel, before

your fancy modern conve-

niences like "housing"), I could

hold my own in a first-person

shooter. My reflexes were good

and my mind was sharp, so I

could routinely kick booty in

games like DOOM and

Marathon. Gamers feared me.

These days, well, it's just

kind of sad. I die constantly. I

spend more time respawning

than actually playing. My aim

is so shaky, you could attach a

fork to my mouse and scramble

an egg while I played. When

I'm not dead, you can usually

find me standing still, in wide

open spaces, panicked,

weaponless, waiting to die.

The picture isn't much prettier

in real-time strategy games. In

the ongoing CGWAGE OF

Empires battles, while my oppo-

nents are frantically collecting

resources, building armies, and

preparing to destroy me, I am

usually squinting at my screen,

wandering around with one

peasant, looking for my first

berry bush. Often I have to be

reminded what game we're

playing, or be led back to my

desk if I've wandered off,

mumbling to myself about

the good old days of Pac Man

and Pong.

Okay, okay—it's not this bad

yet. [Managing Editor's note:

Yes it is.] But this is my big

fear—that I will keep playing

games well past the point

where I have any business

doing so.

I keep wondering, actually,

when it's going to hit me that

it's time for me to stop goofing

off and buckle down and be an

adult. Instead of killing giant

ants in FALLOUT 2, for example,

shouldn't I be huddled over

Quicken, working on my stock

portfolio? Instead of stressing

out about how to stop those

frickin' buildings from catching

on fire all the time in CAESAR ill,

shouldn't I be attending week-

end business seminars and

reading books on cholesterol?

But, you know, I just can't get

into it. I don't want to be like

that. And why should !? Life's

too short to act "old." And, any-

way, if perennial youngster John

Glenn can orbit the Earth at age

77, 1 can play a Quake II

DeathMatch at age 37.
1

just

hope I'll be playing QUAKE X (or

maybe the then brand-new

Daikatana) at age 77 myself.

So, go ahead and laugh at

the old man. I may not be able

to frag a moving target any-

more, but I'm still having fun.

And the day I'm too old to have

fun—well, that's the day you

can stick me on the cart and

haul me away.

Until then, grandpa's gettin'

jiggy over here with Grim

Fandango. Be a good boy and

go get me my pills. My back is

killing me!

What Jeff doesn't realize is

that, as part ofCGW 's new

youth outreach movement, all

the editors will get body pierc-

ings for next month's issue.

Wish Jeff luck on his upcoming

nipple ring atjhgreen@zd.com.

hope I'll be playing QUAKE X (or mayb^

the then brand-new DAIKATANA) at age 77; f
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With its huge 15'inch display,

Pentium' 11 processor at 3001vlHz and

the great 3D graphics of its SMB 2X

AGP video card, the Dell Inspiron'”

7000 D300LT is almost like working

on a powerful desktop.

Except its power moves around

your home, Where you can build

your own wehsite or surt the Internet

in the basement. Balance your check-

book while watching football. And

catch up on e-mail in her]. Visit our

wehsite or call toll-free to buy.

DELL* INSPIRON"' 7000 D3Q0LT

PENTIUM* II PROCESSOR AT 300MHz

AII-in-Qne Multimedia Performance

• 15“ XGAActive Matrix Display

• 64MB SDRAM

• 4GB Ultra ATA Hard Drive

• Removable Combo 24X Max" Variable

CD-ROM and 3.5“ Floppy Drive

•2XAGP SMB ATI Rage Pro 3D Video

• 3D Surround Sound and Hardware Wavetable

• Intelligent Lithium Ion Battery

• Internal 56K Capable" Data/Fax Modem

• MS‘ Home Essentials 98 with Money 98

• MSWindow,s'''98

• Touchpad

• 3-Year Limited Warranty^

• Upgrade to a B.4GB Ultra ATA Hard Drive,

add $149.

$2999
Personal Lease°: SI 12/Mo.. 36 Mos."

Order Code f801212

TO ORDER TOLL-FREE

800-433-7841
M-F7a-11p ‘Sa-Su 8a-8p CT

In Canada^call 800-839-0148

In MexicoTcall 001-800-210-7607

GSA Contract #GS-35F-4076D

BUILD YOUR OWN AND ORDER ONLINE

BE DIRECTWfU.
www.dell.com/direct

For faster service, please have your order code and keycode available when calling.

^Personal leasing arranged by Dell Financial Services L.P., an independent entity, to qualified customers. Amount of monthly lease
payments above based on 36-month lease. All above monthly lease payments exclude taxes which may vary (for example, Hartford City,

*. IT In sales tax "SS.SO/month). Shipping cost due with first payment, No security deposit required; subject to credit approval
Pr.nM.4'71 Jl and availability. Lease terms subject to change without notice,



DELL* DIMENSION* DESKTOPS

GO
CONFIGURE.
www.dell.com/direct

You don't always have time during

your busy day to call and talk to someone

about a computer. Now you don’t have

to. Because Dell’s website means you

never have to pick up the phone. You

can custom configure and buy your

own system online, exactly the way

you want. You can check on your order

status at anytime. And receive technical

support 24 hours a day. We believe

it is the easiest, smartest way to buy

a system. So stop in for a visit today.

For directions, see the headline.

Common features: Mini-Tower Model 512KB Integrated L2 Cache (128KB on Intel

Service 3.5' Floppy Disk Drive *2 Universal Serial Bus (USB) Ports McAfee Vims

DELL DIMENSION V333C

INTEL CELERON PROCESSOR AT333MHz

NEWDELL DIMENSION V400

PENTIUM'^ II PROCESSOR AT 400MH]

•64MB SDRAM

• 8.4GB Ultra ATA Hard Drive

• 15" (13.7' viewable) 800F Monitor

•ATI BMB3D AGP Graphics

• 40X Max'" Variable CD-ROM Drive

• Yamaha XG 64V \A/avetable Sound

• harman/kardon HK-195 Speakers

• MS Works Suite 99 with Money 99 Basic

• Dell QuietKey' Keyboard

• Logilech First Mouse-r Wheel (PS/2vl

k Upgrade to a NEW4.8X DVD-ROM
Drive, add S59.

k Upgrade to 128MB SDRAM, add $149.

k Upgrade to a 17“ 115.9" viewable)

WOOLS Monitor, add $69.

$1299
Personal Lease®: S50/Mo., 36 Mos"

Order Code #501206

•64MB 100MH2 SDRAM

•8.4GB Ultra ATA Hard Drive

• 17'' (15.9" viewable) 1000LS Monitor

• ATI SMB 3D AGP Graphics

•4.8X DVD-ROM Drive

• Yamaha XG 64V Wavetable Sound

• harman/kardon HK-195 Speakers

• MS Works Suite 99 with Money 99 Bf

• Dell QuietKey Keyboard

• Logitech First Mouse-r- Wheel (PS/2v

• Upgrade to a 17" (16.0" viewable. .26

Trinitron ' WOOHS Monitor, add $99.

• Upgrade to a NEW 12.9GB Ultra ATA

Hard Drive, add $89.

• Upgrade to 128MB SDRAM, add $14

$1699
Personal Lease°; $64/Mo.. Mos.

Order Code #501205

DELL INSPIRON’" NOTEBOOKS

Common features for Inspiron 3500: 3D Surround Sound and Software Wa\
MS Windows 98 Touchpad S-Year Limited Warranty Common features for

Battery MS Windows 98 Touchpad 3-Year Limited Warranty'

NEWDEIL INSPIRON 3500 D233XT DELL INSPIRON 7000 D266GT
PENTIUM II PROCESSOR AT 233MHz PENTIUM II PROCESSOR AT 266MHz

• 13.3" XGA Active Matrix Display

• 32MB SDRAM

• 3.2GB Ultra ATA Hard Drive

• Modular 24X Max" Variable CD-ROM

• Modular 3.5" Floppy Drive

• Deluxe Nylon Case

• MS Home Essentials 98 with Money 98

k Internal 56K Capable’^ Daia/Fax Modern

with 30-Day Trial Offer ConnectDirect

Internet Service, add $99.

k Upgrade to 3- Year Premier On-site-"'

Service, add $149.

k Upgrade to 64MB SDRAM, add $99.

$1999
Personal Lease'": $75/Mo., 36 Mos.

Order Code #801215

• 14.1" XGA Active Matrix Display

• 64MB SDRAM
• 4GB Ultra ATA Hard Drive

• Removable Combo 24X Max" Variat

CD-ROM and 3.5" Floppy Drive

• 2X AGP 4MB ATI Rage Pro 3D Video

• Internal 56K Capable'' Data/Fax Mod

• 30-Day Trial Offer ConnectDirect

Internet Service

• MS Home Essentials 98 with Money

• Upgrade to a 8.4GB Ultra ATA

Hard Drive, add $149.

• Upgrade to a Removable Combo 2X

DVD-ROM and Floppy Drive, add $19

$2499
Personal LeasB°: $94/Mo„ 36 Mos.

Order Code #801211

pentium«{[

Pficing not discouniable. *Pricos ami specifications vaiid in U.S. only and subieci to change wilhoul notice, 'for a complete copy of Guarantees or

Limited Warranties, write Dail USA I P.. Attn; Watramies, One Deil Way. Round Rock. TX 78082.
'

•Roqtiires Windows 98, v'108% .spaed increase

versus STB nVidia 2X 8MH card according to 3D Winbench 98 at t024i763 on a Dimension XPS RdOO. ‘iAt-home or On-site service provided via

service contract between customer .nnd third-party provider, and i.s not nvaiiable in certain lemole areas Technician dispatched if necessary pursuant to

phone-based troubleshooting with technical support personnel t'CC /Uaga/('ne5/9B. "«X Ma./17X Mm ''24X Max/lOX Min ^Download speeds
limiled to 53Xbps. Upload speeds are less (in the 30Xbps range! and vary by modem manufacturer Speeds also vary depending on line conditions

Analog phone line and compatible server equipment requited tlimil one (1) per household Not valid vnlh oilier Hevviell Packard (HR! oilers unless

otherwise specified by that oiler Customer will mail incompleied rebate coupon and original oi copy of leceiptlsl dated from ID/20/9S to 1/30/99 for

all products. Submissions must be posimarked no later than 1/30/99 and received no laier than 2/15/99 Customer will receive a $50 rebate check,

approximately 3-10 weeks after receipt of rebate materials See rebaio coupon tor details. Intel. Ihe Intel Inside logo and Pentium are registered

trademarks and Celeron is a trademark of Intel Corporation MS, Miciosoll. InielliMouse and Windows are registered trademarks of Microsoft

Cofpoiation. SCom is a registered trademark of 3Com Corporation, HP nnil DeskJet are registered trademarks of Hewlett Packard Corporation. Trinitron

is a registered itadcmaik of Sony Cotporalion. ©1999 Dell Computer Corporation. All tights resaived.

Personal leasing arranged by Dell Finanr

Services LP., an independent entitv, to qualif

customers. Amount of monthly lease payme

above based on 36-month lease. Allabt

monthly lease payments exclude (axes wh
may vary (for example, Hartford City, IN sa

tax •SZ.SO/month). Shipping cost due with f

payment. No security deposit requir'

subject to credit approval and availabil

Lease terms subject to change without notii



PRE-LOADED SOFTWARE

Celeron " Processor-based Systems) NEW 3Com ' USR V.SO" PCI Telephony WinModem 30-Day Trial Offer ConnectDirecl " Internet

lean* MS’ Windows' 98 3-Year Limited Warranty* l-Year At-home-^ Service Upgrade:3-YearPretniBr At-home'^ Service, add S99

DELL DIMENSION XPS R450

PENTIUM II PROCESSOR AT 450MHz

DELL DIMENSION XPS R450

PENTIUM II PROCESSOR AT 4S0MHz
DELL DIMENSION XPS R450

PENTIUM II PROCESSOR AT 45DMHz

• 128MB lOOMHz SDRAM •128MB 100MHz SDRAM • 128MB lOOMHz SDRAM

• /VfW 12.9GB Ultra ATA Hard Drive • NEW M.2GB UltraATA Hard Drive •A/fW17.2GB Ultra ATA Hard Drive

• 17' (IS-B" viewable) 1000LS Monitor • 17" (16.0" viewable, .26dp) Trinitron • /VfW 19" (18.0" viewable, .26dp)

•SMB ATI XPERT 980 3D AGP 1000HS Monitor Trinitron P990 Monitor

Graphics Card •0MB ATI XPERT 98D 3D AGP • /VfWIBMB STB nVidia TNT 3D AGP

• 4,8X DVD-ROM Drive Graphics Card Graphics Card

• Turtle Beach Montego A3D 64V
• 4.8X DVD-ROM Drive • 4,8X DVD-ROM Drive and Decoder Card

Sound Card • Turtle Beach Montego A3D 64V • Turtle Beach Montego A3D G4V
IL

• harman/kardon HK-195 Speakers Sound Card Sound Card

MS Works Suite 99 with Money 99 Basic
• ACS-295 Speakers with Subwoofer • ACS-495 Dolby Surround Sound

Pl

• Dell QuietKey Keyboard
• Iomega Zip 100MB Internal Drive Speakers with Subwoofer

• MS Office 97 Small Business Edition
• Iomega Zip 100MB Internal Drive

* Iomega Zip WOMB Internal Drive
v2.0 plus Encarta Encylopedia 98 • MS Works Suite 99 with Money

will) Two Cartridges, add $99.
• Dell Comfort Key Keyboard

*Upgradetoa 17" (16.0" viewable, .26dp)
• MS IntolliMouse

• Dell Comfort Key Keyboard

Trinitron WDOHS Monitor, add $99. Upgrade to a W" 117.9" viewable, .26dpl

1200HS Monitor, add $99.

• MS InielliMouse

$1999 $2499 $2799
Personal Lease”: S75/Mo., 36 Mos. Personal Lease”; S94/Mo., 36 Mos. Personal Lease”: SIO6/M0.. 36 Mos.

Order Code #501204 Order Code #501207 Order Code #501 202

Microsoft Office 97 Small

Business Edition vZ.O:

Word 97, Excel 97, Publisher 98, Outlook

98, Small Business Financial Mgr. 98

and Expedia Streets 98.

Microsoft Works Suite 99:

(Dimension Onlyl

Word 97, Encana Standard 99, Money

99 Basic, Works 4.5a, Works Calendar,

Graphic Studio Greetings and Expedia

Streets 98.

DIMENSION SOFTWARE BUNDLES

NEW
Fast Track Game Pack $79;

Tomb Raider 2, Jack Nicklaus GoK 5.0,

Titanic; Adventure Out of Time, Hardball

6.0 and Total Annihilation.

Quicken 99 Power Bundle $79;

Quicken Deluxe 99, Quicken Financial

Planner, Quicken Family Lavrynr and a

coupon for Quicken Turbo Tax 99,

THE GIFT BOX

itable NeoMagic MediaMagic 256AV AGP Video Intelligent Lithium Ion Battery

nspiron 70DO: 3D Surround Sound and Hardware Wavetable Intelligent Lithium Ion

DELL INSPIRON 7000 D300LT

PENTIUM II PROCESSOR AT 300MHz

• 1
5" XGA Active Matrix Display

• 64MB SDRAM

• 4GB UltraATA Hard Drive

' Removal)le Combo 24X Max' ' Variable

CD-ROM and 3.5“ Floppy Drive

2X AGP BMB ATI Rage Pro 3D Video

• Internal 56K Capable" Dala/Fax Modem

• 30-Day Trial Offer ConnectDirecl

Internet Service

• MS Home Essentials 98 with Money 98

• Inspiron 7000 Port Replicator, add $ 149.

• Modular Iomega Zip WOMB Internal

Drive, add $149.

$2999
Personal Lease°; $1 12/Mo., 36 Mos,

Order Code #801212

DELL INSPIRON 7000 D300LT

PENTIUM II PROCESSOR AT 300MHz

• 1
5" XGA Active Matrix Display

• 64MB SDRAM

• 6-4GB Ultra ATA Hard Drive

• Removable Combo 2X DVD-ROM Drive

and 3.5" Floppy Drive

• 2X AGP SMB ATI Rage Pro 3D Video

• Internal 56K Capable" Data/Fax Modem

• 30-Day Trial Offer ConnectOirect

Internet Service

• MS Office 97 Small Business Edition v2.0

•r Upgrade to 128MB SDRAM, add $199.

*• Modular Iomega Zip WOMB Internal

Drive, add $149.

$3399
Personal Lease°: $127/Mo., 36 Mos.

Order Code #801213

S50 MAIL-IN REBATE WHEN YOU BUY CERTAIN DELL DIMENSION DESKTOPS
INCLUDING MONITOR AND SELECTED HP-' PRODUCTS. OFFER ENDS 1/30/39.-

PRINTER

HP DESKJET 722C

• Photo-ciualily printing on any paper -

• PC Magaiines'' Editors Choice

• Up to 8 ppm black, 4 ppm color

• Add a printer cable for $25.
$249

S299-S50 MAIL-IN REBATEi

SCANNER

WfWHP SCANJET 4100Cse

• Uses HP's Exclusive Intelligent

Scanning Technology

• USB** connectivity for easy installation

• 600 dpi, 1 200 dpi enhanced, 36-bit color
^^$149
S199-$50 MAIL-IN REBATEi

POWER STRIP

APC SURGESTATION PR08T2

• Helps protect your system against

electrical surges

• 8 outlets with block spacing for

SoullGis

• Provides $10K ecjuipmoni protection warranty $39

ACCESS SPECIAL PROMOTIONS

DESIGN YOUR IDEAL COMPUTER

CHECK THE STATUS OF YOUR ORDER

ACCESS 24HR. ONLINE TECH SUPPORT

For faster service, please have your order code and keycode available when calling

TO ORDER TOLL-FREE

800-433-7841
M-F 7a-9p • Sa-Su 8a-8p CT

In Canadarcall 800-839-0148

In Mexicorcall 001-800-210-7607

BUILD YOUR OWN AND ORDER ONLINE

BE DIRECTWfU.
www.dell.com/direct



Open your eyes to the Next Bit,' Thin^;;

hyper-realistic mulriineJia. Just upgrade tuir

Dell’ Dimension’ XPS R400 to immerse

yourself in a world of blaring graphics and

explosive sound. The upgrade’s Trinitron

monitor, 1 6MB graphics card, high-end sound

card and surround sound speakers are designed

especially for the rich graphics and tons of

cutting-edge 30 games and multimedia

websites.Visitdell.com/directorgive us a cal! lor

the ultimate gift to your eyeballs and eardrums.

DELL^DIMENSIOrXPS R400

PENTIUM II PROCESSOR AT 400MKz

• 128MB 100MHz SDRAM
• NEWM.%B Ultra ATA Hard Drive

• 17“ (16.0“ viewable, .26dpl Trinitron*

1000HS Monitor

• 8MB STB nVidia 3D AGP Graphics Card

• 4.8X DVD-ROM Drive and Decoder Card

• Tuttle Beach Montego A3D 64V Sound Card

• harman/kardon HK-195 Speakers

• 3Com® USR MSO" PCi Telephony WinModem

• 30-Day Trial Offer ConnectDirect'"

Internet Access

• Iomega Zip 100MB Internal Drive

• MS® Works Suite 99 with Money 99 Basic:

McAfee VirusScan

• MS Windows'® 98/lnte1liMouse®

• Dell Comfort Key Keyboard

• 3-Year Limited Warranty'

• 1-Year At-home-' Service

$2199
Personal Lease”; $83/Mo., 36 Mos?
Order Code #501210

SENSORY OVERLOAD UPGRADES

*NEW 19" 06.0~ viewable. .26dp) Trinitron

P990 Monitor

*NEW16MBSTBnVidia TNT3DAGP
Graphics Card

*NEW Turtle Beach Montego II A3D 320V

Sound Card

*ACS-495 Dolby Surround Sound Speakers

with Subwoofer

ADD $275
Order Code #501215

(IT'S A SHAME YOU ONLY HAVE FIVE SENSES.)

I TO ORDER TOLL-FREE I

800-433-7841
M-F 7a-1

1 p • Sa-Su 8a-8p CT

In Canada/call 800-839-0148

In Mexicorcall 001-800-210-7607

GSA Contract #GS-35F-4076D

BUILD YOUR OWN AND ORDER ONLINE

Pentium*!!

For faster service, please have your order code and keycode available when calling.

Tersonal leasing arranged by Deli Financial Services L.P., an independent entity, to

gualiried customers. Amount of monthly lease payments above based on 36-month lease.

All above monthly lease payments exclude taxes which may vary {for example, Hartford

City, IN sales tax ’’S4.14/month). Shipping cost due with first payment. No security deposit

required; subject to credit approval and availability. Lease terms subject to change
without notice.

BE DIRECT

www.dell.com/direct


